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IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

f October 16, 1937 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Some years ago the late John P. Bird of LaCrosse sent 
me the inclosed letters and pages from his shooting 
journal. I was wondering if they may contain material 
that you may care to use in some of your future treatises ~~ 
on hunting practices and conservation history. To my . 
knowledge, I never met Mr. Bird, and my correspondence \ 
with him was very limited, but since you mention his Me 
name in your Game Survey I assume that you knew hin. ; 
Aside from the quite pathetic personal digressions in ' 
his letters, you may find them of considerable interest. 

I think that I am justified in sending this material to 
you, for I'm sure that I will never find occasion to do 
anything with it, and if it has historical value I would 
like to place it in appreciative hands. 

Sincerely, 

INC. Paul L. Clans 
PLE*BB Res. Asst. Professor
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JOHN P. BIRD ” 
Funeral services for John P. 

Bird, former principal and super- 
‘intendent of public schools of La} 
Crosse, who died in Los gene j 
Angeles, Cal., were held Saturday |) 
afternoon in the chapel of the First 
Congregational church. The Rey. 
G, Paul Stowell officiated and in- 
terment was made in Oak Grove 
cemetery. 

The pallbearers were Supt. G. M. 
Wiley, Dr. W. M. Colleran, 8. Y. 
Hyde, Elmore Holway, Leonard 
Kleeber and John M. Holley, 

Mr, Bird is survived by one bro- 
ther, Edward Bird of Long Beach, 
Cal.; one niece, Minnie Bird of 
Fairmont, Minn.; and his sister-in- 
law, Miss Annie May Hanscome of 
La Crosse. 

Four years ago Mr. Bird donated 
a tract of land known as Bird's 
park to the city of Fairmont, Minn. 

The flags on all public school 
buildings of the city were at half 
mast Saturday in respect to the 
former superintendent.
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Superintendent of ‘La ‘Crosse 

Educational System for 

Many Years, Dies In 

| Los Angeles 
Se es 

CONNECTED WITH SCHOOLS 
OF CITY FOR 35 YEARS 
oe 

Introduced Many New Courses 

While At Head of Lo- 
cal Institutions 
ee eS 

OHN P. BIRD, 89, former princi- 

J pal and superintendent of the La 
Crosse public schools, passed away 
at the Trinity hotel in Los Angeles, 
California, Sunday night, according 
to information received here Mon- 
day morning. Mr. Bird, as had been 
his custom for a number of years, 
was spending the winter in Califor- 
nia. 

Mr. Bird was connected with the 
schools of this eity for many years 
and took an active part in building 
up the school system to its present |. 
efficiency. Since his retirement from 
his work he took a great interest in 
out door life, hunting and fishing 
being his principal form of recrea- 
tion. 

Born in Massachusetts 

John P. Bird was born August 10, 
1845, on a farm near Northampton, 
Mass., the son of William and Mary 
Bird, who had come to this country 
in the thirties from Scotland. In 
1865 the family came west, locating 
in Fremont, Minn., making the trip 
from Elicotyille, N. Y., to Buffalo 
in two covered wagons, then to Mil- 
waukee by boat, continuing from 
Milwaukee again in covered wagons. 
After attending country schools and 
working on the farm he took up 
studies at the Mankato, Minn., nor- 
mal school. 

Upon completing his course he|' 
taught two years at Winnebago City, |' 
and later for a similar period at 
Wells, Minn., and then came an op-|' 
portunity for a position in ~“Laf 
Crosse, He taught first in the fifth 
ward school on the north side, and]: 
jater became principal of the third]; 
ward school located on the site of]: 
the present’ Lincoln school. In 1897|- 
he was elected superintendent of|: 
public schools here and had his of-}; 
fices in the high school at Highth 
and Main gtreets, moving to the]: 
present Central high school when 
that building was completed. This]: 
position he held for 13 years, re-|: 
signing in 1910 after 35 years of! 
valuable service to the city in rais- 
ing the standards of education. ( 

Established New Courses ; 
While superintendent he was re-|; 

sponsible for the introduction of}; 
the penny savings in the schools and|- 
also for the establishment of man- 
ual training and domestic science]: 
classes as additions to the regular 
school courses. This was the begin-]; 
ning of what developed into the 
— 

JOHN-T>BIRD, FORMER 
SCHOOL HEAD, PASSES 

(Continued fram page one): _ 
present vocational work now being 
carried on. 

Mr, Bird added to his store of ed- 
ucation through all the years of his 
teaching here, always taking ad- 
vantage of summer school courses 
at the universities. He attended 
Amherst college, the National 
School of Elocution at Philadelphia 
and did much work at Madison. At 
one time he took a special course 
in chemistry in order to more fully 
enjoy his hobby of photography. 

Mr. Bird was married in 1879 to 
Nellie R. Hanscome, who had been a 
public school teacher. In 1882 his 
wife and infant son died and since 
that time he had made his home 
with the Hanscome family. 

Surviving are one brother, HEd- 
ward Bird of Long Beach, Calif., and 
his sister-in-law, Miss Annie May) 
Hanscome of La Crosse, ! 

The body will be brought to La 
Crosse and the funeral announce- 
ment will be made later.
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Resolutions Adopted at Regu- 

;--lar Meeting Held Mon- 

2 ete day Evening 
, The _ board of education, at its 

Yegular meeting at Central high 
school Monday night, passed a reso-|' 
lution upon the death of John P. 

Bird, who passed away recently, 
Routine matters were discussed, 

including the progress of CWA work 
in_thé schools, and the reading of a 
report on the safety and sanitation 
at Central high school. 
ae Bird Resolution 
The Bird resolution read: 

" “Whereas, the death of John P. 
Bird marks the passing of one of the 
most respected citizens of the city of 

> La Crosse, one whose long and use- 
ful life has been an inspiring ex- 
ample to this community, and 

““Whereas, he served for 83 years 
with honor and distinction in the ed- 
ucational system of our city being 
superintendent of schools for 13 
years, during which time he im- 

- pressed all that came in contact with 
him with his sterling qualities and 
Wis conscientious devotion to the 
duties of the teaching profession, 
and’ *: 
“Whereas, there are in this city 

many men and women who were 
boys and girls under his direction in 
our schools and who remember him 
with respect and affection because] | 
of*his part in the direction of their 
lives, therefore | 

. ‘Be it resolved, by the board of 
education that we hereby recognize} | 
thé service that John P, Bird has 
given to the city of La Crosse as an 
educator, asa citizen and as one in- 
terested in all that was for the good 
of ‘our city, that we mourn his pass- | 
ihg and extend our sympathy to 
those bereaved by it, and 
““Be it further resolved, that these 

resolutions be spread upon the min- 
utes of the board of education and 
that a copy be given to the relatives 
of Mr. Bird and to the press.” 

| 2 More CWA Appropriation 
Superintendent. Wiley, reporting | 
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January 9, 1934 

Mrs John Pe Bird, 

Room 927 
Hotel trledty 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Dear Mry Birds 

This is to or receipt of your latest contribution 
of shooting data, which I am filing mete with the other 
material thet you sent. In looking hastily over your 
figures I note the very small crippling loss. I have a 
feeling thet the light loads which you peso of used were 
responsible for this, at least to the extent that you would 
need to use greater care in picking your shote in order to 
make these loads effective, I suspect that if the re, 
trend of the day were to be reversed in favor of aoe 
instead Ses ws the proportion of birds lost the 
course of ordin hunting would be greatly reduceds With 
loads such as those which you have used it would be almost 
or gr to hold exactly on the bird or not get it at ali, 
which, of course, would mean more misses with fewer cripples. 

With kind regards, I am 

Sineersly yours, 

PLE“BB Paul Le Errington, 
Asste Prof. In Charge 
Wild Life Research
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ei dase i 
8, Wisconsin 

Dear Mry Birds 

I lived rter of Noveribe for which 
contained in?ormstion r thank you, had aarendy note 

Leopold's North Centra L States Game Survey, 
ce Aa iM ise 

Relative to the erippling Loss date which you have in 
possession, T would be eh Y O pece ive the atoried 
any time thet re have | oa mized, I am in no terrific 

bugry about thise MeweCMMNEL af wecans t woma 
te to have you work © “e Ew enever you find it 
oduvenient and to send it in when complete, whenever that 
may bes ae 

- ee te "
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904 Cass St. 
La Crosse,Wis. 
Nov. 10, 1933 

4 Prof.Paul L.Errington 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa. 

Dear Sir:- 

Yours of the 3lst. Ult. asking for a copy of such data as 

I have on Duck shooting, is at hand. It will take some time and work 

to prepare it,but if you can wait,I shall be pleased to prepare it for 

you. 
The value of any such data depends very largely on the re- 

liability of the party preparing it. As I am a stranger to you,it is 

perhaps proper that you should know something of me and my family. 

My father,William Bird, was a granite cutter and mason of 

Aberdeenshire,Scotland,and came to this Country,to New York,in the 

early Thirties, His first work was on the Astor House,then building, 

He was put on inside work but when its quality was noted,he was put on 

outside work and laid the Barclay Street front of that famous hotel. 

On Wall Street, just below Broad,is a prominent building with large 

Corinthian columns at the entrance.He cut one of these columns which 

are about thirty feet high. If it were overturned,on its base would 

: be found-his mark, put on all of his tools and most of his work. 

Later on he had a contract for a portion of the Connecticut 

River Railway then building and lived for a time at Nofthampton, at 

which place I was born. As work on the road progressed, we lived for a 

time at Deerfield and then at Greenfield.At this place he built the. 

Episcopal Church, a cut stone building. The New York and Erie railway 

extending from New York to Dunkirk on Lake Erie, was then building. 

One of its leading men, passing through Greenfield,saw the Church end 

1.



inquired who built it,He was told,a Scotchman by the name of Bird. 

built it.He hunted him up and as a result of the interview,father was 

engaged to take charge of the stone work on the largest bridge on the 

Hrie line at a little town called Starruoca,in the edge of Pennsylvania. 

The bridge has seventeen arches,sixty-five feet high below the turn. 

He was given a contract for several arches and charge of all the stone- 

work of the bridge.When it was completed,we moved to different places 

along the line as its building progressed westward. 

Soon after landing in New York,father made the acquaintance 

of a man named Somerville, owner of a stone yard.this ripened into a 

. , long time friendship.When Somerville moved to Ellicottville, then the 

County seat ofCattaraugus County and bouzht a farm there in what came 

to be known as Somerville Valley. I fancy this may have had some influ- 

ence on my father's decision to buy a farm, which later he did,farther 

up on the trout brook which drained that valley. On that farm the most 

of my boyhood was spent.There began my acquaintance with the red 

spotted brook trout,an interest that I have felt ever since. Economy 

in many ways was ea necessary part of daily life. The District School 

was all of formal education available, and I did not then realize how 

large a part of our real education is due to the contacts of daily life. 

Money was a very scarse article for me and entertsinment was found in 

what we did, or had to do, and so life went on from year to year,in what 

would now be thought to be a dull drab fashion. 

Gradually I learned to do all the forms of work involved in 

such conditions,a stony soil and uneven surface of a hill farm,were 

not desirable conditions for farm work.The westward drift of population 

; turned attention to the much easier farming conditions on the prairie 

lands of the west. My oldest brother,William went on a journey to the 

west to find out more definitely what the conditions were. 

i Be



The result was that he bargained and partly paid for a tract near 

Rolla, Missouri and plans were made to sell our farm and go West in the 

Spring of ee events entirely beyond our control upset those plsns. 

The firing on Fort Sumpter was the beginning of the great 

Civil war, that held the Nation in its grip for the next four years. 

My next to the oldest brother, George M. went down the Alle- 

ghany river on a raft and was awaiting us at Rolla, when the outbreak 

came. He enlisted in a three months Company of Riflemen as a badyzuard 

for General Grant. Later the Company re-enlisted for three years and was 

assioned to the 26th. Mo. Infantry and served through the War. 

My oldest brother,William, was Musician in a Militia Company 

which was re-rzanized and enlisted for two years and was assigned to the 

S37th.N.Y. Vol. Infantryin which he served for some time as a Sergeant 

rising to the rank of Captain. When the second call of the President 

for more men came, my next two brothers older than I , James W. and 

Alexander enlisted for three years in the 154th N.Y.Infantry and went 

into active service . 

Much of interest in the service of each of the four brothers 

might be told but it would lengthen this paper too much. All enlisted 

as Privates and three were Commissioned Officers when discharged and 

the fourth was Hospital Steward of his Regiment.All were in active 

service, taking part in over sixty engagements, many of them great 

battles. Hach had many narrow escapes from death, but all were fairly 

well when we had a reunion a score of years after the war. 

Many interesting things in their service occurred.{ will 

mention but two or three. James W. and one other man of his Company 

besides their Uaptain escaped the first day of Gettysburg. Jim brought 

off one of the two flags of their Kegiment and has honorable mention 

3.



in new York History of the War. 

After their Vorps was transferred to the West, he was put 

in command of the Headquarter Pioneers of the 20th Corps amd had a 

horse to ride and did excellent service. He was offered a Uaptain's 

Commission but declined it saying, He would rather ride as a Lieutenant 

that zo on foot as a Captain. 

William was wounded at the battle of Hair Oaks, but recovered 

and continued in service till the end of his two year term of enlist- 

ment and was a Captain when discharged. He then raised another Uompany 

for the 179th N.¥.Volunteers. in this Regiment he was severely wounded 

in the knee by a piece of shell in the assault on Petersburg and later 

was discharged for disibility. 

Alec, next older than £, had command of two Companies much 

of the way from Chattanooga to Atlanta and had many narrow escapes. 

This may suffice to give you some idea of their standing in the service. 

Near the close of the war there came into my possession a 

double barrelled muzzle loading rifle. One barrel was sbout .38 Valiber 

sain twist and the other about .50 caliber.straight cut and was used for 

? shot. Lt weighéd twelve pounds. 1 did not zet to use it very much till 

we moved West. 

On account of feeling enzendered by the war, Missouri was not 

then thought to be a desirable place of residence for Northerners, so we 

gave up going there and turned attention to Minnesota. As before William 

made a trip to see what the conditions were.He liked the appearance of 

the country and bought some land near #airmont about two Hundred miles 

West of the Mississippi River not far from the North line of Lowa and 

bargained for the building of a house. 

Our farm was sold and preparations made to go to



Minnesots. two spans of horses and two white topped covered wagons 

% took us and our belongings to Buffalo. From there a Steamer took us 

and our goods to Milwaukee. From there our goods went by rail to 

ue Crosse and we drove across Wisconsin camping on the way. It was 

like a continuous picnic to me. William drove one team and George the 

other. this was in the Spring of 1865. Jim and Alec had not yet been 

discharged from the army. 

Our belongings were all put in the wagons end the journey 

to #airmont continued. No such roads as those of to-day existed in 

Minnesota. the hardships and inconveniences of such travel were accepted 

and endured as unavoidable conditions of such migration. 

From twenty to thirty miles per eens some stops on the 

ane, Foor us to #airmont before the end of May. AS we came in sight of 

it we met @ man and | said to him, [s this Fairmont?'He replied Yes, 

; what there is of it." There was very little of it. A frame store about 

16'x 24', a log house and a board Blacksmith shop on one side and on 1? 

the other the old Stockade of former Hort #airmont with the one room, 

one story Court House inside. Now there is a City of more than Hive 

Thousand people there. 

we got from &k.M.Ward, one of the owners of the store, the 

use of a.log house and some breaking on the west bank of the Lake» 

Sissetonjand planted some potatoes and some garden seeds. We boys urged 

upon father the desirability of getting a place on one of the Lakes 

instead of taking a Homestead out on the prairie. Un the west bank of 

the néxt»lake South, Budd Lake, a man had entered three Forties 1274 

acres which he wished to sell. He could give no title but would abandon 

and the purchaser could then re-enter it under the recently passed 

homestead law or by preemption. He had a hued log house, a few acres 
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in corn and inclosed with a shanghi fence. This was a high price,but it 

had a half mile of frontage on the west shore and a quarter of a mile 

on the North shore with some timber on each shore. He would sell for 

$800.00, a very high price, but after some consideration, father decided 

to take it, went with him to the land office and the transfer was made 

He took one of our teams and a wagon at $400.00 as part of his pay. 

Father entered it under the Homestead law and after five years of rv -.. 

residence got his patent,with General Grant's signature on it. It 

gave us a home in which we could at once live,an important matter for 

us. [t proved a good investment for many years.Later it came into 

possession of my younger brother and myself and we sold all but the 

narrow strip on the North shore for $ 200.00 an acre. 

The need of a boat of some sort was daily emphasized and 

a trip to Owatonna, 80 miles away, procured among other needed things 

some lumber, One board 14ft.long and 18 inches wide for the bottom with 

which Mr Budd made me a hunting and trapping boat, the sides 8 inches 

high, In this I learned much of what I know about boat navigation and 

attained some skill in its use. 

I had few Geert unitive to acquire skill in the use of the 

rifle before leaving Ellicottville, but plenty of chance in the new 

home. the skins of Muskrats furnished one of the few sources for 

money or goods in the new home. 

The conditions for the use of a rifle in a timbered country 

are very different from those on the prairies and I had to learn to 

shoot off hand instead of the frequent rests against trees in a timber- 

ed country. AS you doubtless know, the most vital part of a swimming 

rat is his head and if shot farther back, the skin is very seriously 

injured, if not spoiled. 7 
66



One still afternoon at the head of Lake Sissaton where rats 

were comparatively plenty, I shot with the rifle and retrieved 22 

swimming rats with 23 consecutive shots from the little boat. The 

twenty second shot was not a miss,but he struggled so much,I feared he 

would escape so I shot the other barrel and finished dint 

In the Spring of 1865,Fairmont was on the Frontier, and the entire 

country away from the Lakes was virgin prairie. Two settlers had claims 

about a mile west of our new home. Those were the only ones between there 

and Jackson, 30 miles west on the Des Moines River. There were then no 

surveyed roads west of Fairmont, but a trail crossed the fora at the 

foot of Budd Leke and wound its way via Fox Lake to Jackson. I wrote the 

the Petition for the first legal road into Fairmont from the West. 

The country settled up quite rapidly, many coming that year. A 

young man, J.W-Burdick, who-had some surveying experience, said to my 

younger brother,E.W.Bird, that if we would take our team and a load of 

poles to mark the way, he would take his transit and we would mark a 

straighter way to Jackson. We did so and set a pole on each rise of ground 

so it could be seen from the next. We reached Manyaska Leke,near where 

Sherburne is now, just before night. Burdick said there was a former trappers 

cabin on Fox Lake, two or three miles north where he thouzht we could get 

some shelter for the night and finish the next day. We found the cabin, 

staid in it that night and had a fire to relieve the cold.fThe ground was 

white with frost in the morning. We went back to where we left our line, 

took it around the south end of the lake and continued to the west to 

where we crossed 10 mile Creek , At that point we intersected the trail 

via Fox Lake and deemed that far enough to go and returned home. Those 

were the first wheel marks on that part of what has since Lecome Minnesota 

Highway No.9 and U.S.No. 16. 

I was past twenty-one i ey I realized the importance to me of



more scholarship and determined to go to school. A State Normal School 

had recently been established at Mankato and some Fairmont young people 

attended. I did not know what a Normal School was for and when I learned, 

some change$in ny Ae had taken place. I will not weary you with neta ite 

of the difficulties of one without money or some one to send him, attend- 

ing such a school. I secured the chance to do some of the janitor work 

and did enough of School work to be offered the chance to graduate 

with the first class. I felt that I did not know enough and declined. 

I attended another year and was graduated as Salutatorian. | 

I obtained a position as Principal of the public Schools at 

Winnebago City, in Fairbault County,,at $75.00 a month. I taught there 

acceptably for nearly two years and then went to Wells,in the. same Coun- 

ty, for a similar position and taught there for a little more than two 

years. 
During this time the sreat zrasshopper plague had come and had 

eaten crops so completely that many settlers gave up their farms and 1°, 

moved back to former homes in the east. My wages enabled me to help 

relatives,in and near Fairmont by paying taxes, buying seed, etc. to 

survive that hard time. 

Acquaintance with the general officers of the Southern Minne- 

sota Railway led in part, to my making application for a principalship 

in one of the Schools of La Crosse. It was accepted and then began 

my thirty five years of service in the Public Schools of that City. 

My desire for more Scholarship continued through that period’ 

I attended the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia in 1876 and learned 

much. I met officers of the National School of Elocution and Oratory and 

was impressed with the value of their work for a Teacher and took it tin 

Summer Sessions until I was graduated. 

8. ‘



After this, I attended Summer Sessions of the University of 

Wisconsin, taking work in Chemistry, Botany,Psychology,ete.Much Laboratory 

work,varied by a pleasant week-end in Camp with Dr Babcock of Milk Test 

fame. 
Three Summer vacations were spent with brother Jim who was 

prospecting in the Cascade Mountains in Washington. 

At the end of twenty years of service, the Board of Education 

gave me a month's leave of absence with pay. I chose a hunt for big game 

in Colorado, with two friends going there.For my rifle,I chose a Win- \ 

ehester,caliber .45, amunition 90 sr.of powder, 300 gr of lead. I had 

good success, killing two silver tip grizzlies, black tail or mule deer, 

elk and antelope. 

On one of the Cascade trips I got a Mountain goat. Details of 

these events would be of interest but this letter is already too long, 

but may serve as & hackzround against which you may judze the data to ke 

ziven you regarding trips to the Texas coast after closing my work as 

teacher. 
Notwithstanding the great length of the foregoing, I find I 

have left out some things you likely will wish to know. 

I am now past 88 years of age. About two years ago the Doctors 

found something wrong with my prostate gland. The usual treatment is 

its removal. On account of my aze they feared to do this and decided to 

use the so called "punch operation" in which by means of a cathater a 

wire is introduced and with an electric current a part of the offending 

gland is burned off. The pain would have been unbearable,but a spinal 

anesthetic was used and I was partially paralyzed from chest to toes. 

I seemed to get on fairly well for a time; then they found that the 

poisons were not all being eliminated. They decided to remove the rest 

of the gland or I would soon pass out. They cut me open and removed the 

rest of the gland. That took me o down into the valley of the shadow



of death. 

The journey back has seemed to me long and slow. After I had 

gained enough to indicate recovery, the Doctor's last prescription for 

me was,Walk, Walk, Walklas the best way to restore strength. So for a 

considerable time I have generally: walked from five to twenty odd blocks 

a day and some strength is coming back. 

Some years ago, my sister-in-law, Miss Annie M.Hanscome,stepped 

on a tiny piece of ice on the sidewalk, slipped and injured her knee. 

This developed into tuburculosis of the knee, from which the books say 

there is no recovery. She had a most excellent doctor and was a model 

patient. After months in a plaster cast from foot to hip,she began to 

recover and had to learn to walk all over again.Now it would trouble any 

one to tell which knee it was. She has been and still is,unceasing in her 

care for me since my operation. 

For about fifteen years, we spent some weeks of the duck season 

at Aransas Pass,Texas , where I greatly enjoyed the shooting. Ducks of 

almost all varieties are found there and waders of all kinds, from tiny 

sand pipers to long geared sand hill cranes. . 

Should there be other items about which you wish to know 

please advise me. 

Very Truly Yours.
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Oconto Co. 
Langlade Co.-~ 

Q 1 Pot P.C, 

Extract from letter of Jan, 23, 1935, from Prof, H. ¥. Wilson, Entomology Dept., 
University of Wisconsin: 

"Several times in the fall I made specific inquiries of farmers in 
Marathon, lincoln, Barron and Rusk counties about the prairie chickens, 
Some farmers were finding dead birds in the field, one farmer reporting as 
many as five in one morning,and felt that the grasshopper bait was responsible, 
However, in each case I learned about, no poisoning whatever had been done 
within five miles or wore of where the dead birds were found. 

i “Here are some apparent facts which I might point out, From all reports, 
the birds were as abundant in Oconto County as usual, and no dead birds 
were reported, From Lenglade County west the birds seem to have decreased 
greatly in numbers since 1933. During the season of 1933 I know that the 
birds were very abundant in Rusk County, as another man and I flushed what 
was estimated to be more than a thousand, and we secured the limit in about 
two hours esch day. In this seme territory in 1934, only three birds were 
seen by our group. . eee Sere © ey eee ee eee oe oe 
were very abundant in 1933, In the fall of 1934, three of us crusing for a 
distance of about six miles found only one sign, And the territory seemed to 
me to be about as ideal as anything I had ever seen. Wo signs of dead birds 
were found, and this territory was fifteen or twenty miles from the locality 
where the poison bait had been spread, I could not figure out any reason 
for the birds having disappeared, unless it was drought at the time when the 

young hatched. Observations on the drought area showed that it extended almost 
to Oconto County. While there was some drought conZition in Oconto County 
and eastward, it was not nearly so serious.”
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Introduction 

An effort has been made to discuss some of the ecological 

phenomena of an area nearby our home. We spent considerable 

time while home during Spring Recess tramping through the area 

as well as contacting people acquainted with it. An attempt 

has been made to tie up what we observed in the field with 

i ecological principles. We have also tried to tie up the ma- 

‘ terial with each of our respective fields, soils and land 

utilization. 

References used in the study were as follows; Spring 

Flora of Wisconsin, N. C. Fassett; Soil Survey of Manitowoc 

County, Wisconsin; material gathered from Prof. Wild’s Forest 

Soils course; Manitowoc County Atlas and History of 1883; 

The Ecology of Animals, Elton; Game Management, Aldo Leopold; 

and imformation gathered from interviews with Mr. Frank Kauf- 

man and Mr. Berkstrom, State forester. 

a One ce. TD Hon atetat 

‘ws .
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Managerial History ; 

Perhaps the best way to start an ecological discussion 

of the Manitowoc County sand area is to give a history of the 

area. There are many things to be found in the area that are 

unique, not because it is so different from what all of East- 

ern Wisconsin was once like, but because of the preservation 

of so many natural conditions. The reason for this preserva- 

tion of natural conditions can be largely attributed to the 

‘ economic value of the land. It will be pointed out later in 

the discussion on soils why the area has been so largely un- 

disturbed. 

When speaking of the netural conditions being undisturbed, 

we do not mean that the area is in a virgin condition. Both 

the flora and the fauna have been considerably altered, but : 

the area has not suffered from as much deterioration as we 

are accustomed to see in Eastern Wisconsin. With this in 

mind we have found our study of the area extremely interest- 

ing, not only in itself, but in getting somewhat of an idea 

of the natural history of our home region as it was 50 or more 

years before we were born. 

In gathering material on the history of the particular 

area that we are discussing, I have relied largely on material 

found in an old Manitowoc County atlas and history, and from 

i an old timer, Mr. Frank Kaufman. We also made an attempt in 

reading ecological signs as we tramped through parts of the 

area. It might be of intersat bo mention here that Mr. Kauf- 

man is an old time sportsman and "homemade" naturalist. He 

ig nearly 80 years old at the present time but is still very ' 

active, which he attributes to his long outdoor life. While 

he lacks much of the knowledge of the scientific naturalists,
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he has made many keen observations during his life and is 

probably better acquainted with the historical facts concern- 

ing the area than anyone else. 

The first sawmill located in the general region was at 

Two Rivers in 1§36. In the following two decades most of the 

high grade white pine timber was cut in the sand area as well 

as the surrounding countryside. However, from an ecological 

. standpoint this did not greatly alter the region. It wasn't 

until several tanneries were located at Two Rivers that wider 

spread cutting took place. In the conquest of hemlock trees 

for tannery bark, most of the other trees were slashed along 

with them. The result was similar to that of large areas in 

Northern Wisconsin at the present time. 

; Following the Slashing of all timber, fires broke out 

in parts of the area in 1866. It is reported that several 

fires broke out in parts of the region in the following four 

or five years. In 1871, the year of the famous Peshtigo fire, 

the last fires of any importance to the area burned through. 

This date coincides fairly well with the estimated age of 

white pines by a forester in the area. His estimate was that 

the oldest trees were from 70 to 80 years old. There are 

still a few evidences of old charred pine stumps and logs. j 

f Most of them are almost entirely decomposed and some are near 

trees 60 or more years old. 

Mr. Kaufman relates that he can distinctly remember as a 

boy of about 15 years old (1875) that most of the entire area 

was in low brush. He said that one could see Lake Michigan 

( from a road along the west side of the wooded area. That is 

quite impossible today unless one found a pole or tree 30 to 

40 feet above the ground to climb up in.
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It seems quite evident that inspite of the fact that the 

Slashing and burning forced the vegetation to start anew from 

the ground, the damage was not severe enough to cause any great 

deterioration. There is one portion of the area that was dam- 

aged more than most of the rest of the area. An attempt to 

farm this portion after it had been burned off lead to an 

ecological desert. Practically no vegetation grows on this 

y portion and it is swept by shifting sand dunes. 

The effects that the destructive era had on wild life is 

somewhat speculative. Mr. Kaufman relates that beavers were 

rather numerous for a period of time. This was probably sim- 

ilar to the present abundance of beavers in the Central Wis- 

consin sand area. They have simce either died out or were 

trapped and driven out. Deer were also rather abundant for 

a time, but due in part to the great amount of hunting and 

probably a shortage of winter feed they were exterminated. 

The last deer shot by a hunter was in 1877. 

In the 1880's and 1890's the whole area was considered 

by most people as more or less waste land. Much of the land 

became tax delinquent. The County History speaks of it as a 

waste sand area. However, before the turn of the century Mr. 

Kaufman started buying up the land with tax titles. Several 

j other local sportsman followed. The management given to the 

area since that time has had many beneficial effects on the 

region and also some that may not be so desirable. In short, 

the undesirable effects of the management can be summed up in 

control of predators. Wolves have been driven out and kept 

out, hawkes and owls have been greatly reduced, and foxes 

don't exist there today insofar as we know. The result has 

been that cottontails and rodents frequently become a nuisance, 

and the present deer herd must be artificially managed.
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Perhaps the beneficial results of the management during 

the last 40 to 50 years outweighs the undesirable aspects. 

Hunting has been rather well managed. The migrating waterfoul 

have been encouraged to stop along the lakeshore by feeding 

and planting of various weeds and plants necessary for their 

feed. In 1914, Mr. Kaufman reintroduced deer on his game farm | 

in the area. Probably most important is that the public has 

A been excluded from the area and thus prevented a lot of thought- 

‘less destruction. Because of this exclusion of the public, the 

area is one of the few places left in Eastern Wisconsin where 

lady slipper (orchids) and trailing arbutus are still abundant. 

A rather interesting bit of ecology has been a resultant 

of the recént or present depression. For over fifteen years 

Mr. Kaufman kept his deer herd entirely within a closed area. 

He did considerable amount of artificial feeding during the 

winter and limited the size of the herd by selling the meat to 

large city hotels. In 1930 and 1931 he had difficulty in sell- 

deer for a reasonable price, so rather than to allow them to 

starve in the enclossed area he opened the fences. Today we 

have a wild deer herd throughout the entire area of about 100 

to 150 deer. They gain almost their entire subsistance from 

the wooded area and the adjoining farm land. With the excep- 

: tion of the wooded portion of the old game farm, there is little 

. evidence of lack of feed. In the 01d game farm most of the 

white cedars are trimed up as high as the deer can reach, All 

indications are that the deer have established a fairly stable 

pooulation level, and that with proper management a limited 

amount of hunting could probably be done. If the estimate of 

the number of deer in the region is near to being correct we 

have a population of from 10- 15 deer per square mile. This 

ig a carrying capacity which is greater than a good share of
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the deer range in Northern Wisconsin, and as yet it appears 

that the deer have not become very destructive. 

Last year (1938) the state bought about 724 acres of the 

best wooded land in the area. At the present time a forester, 

the County Highway Commission, and a crew of W, P. A. workers 

are developing this tract into a park area. While this move- 

ment is hailed by most everyone acquainted with the area, it 

will doubtless effect the ecological set-up of that portion of 

the area. In April, when we visited the area a considerable 

i amount of work had already been done. The numerous swails in 

the woods are being debrushed in an effort to check the mos- 

quitoes during the summer. No doubt many species of brush that 

furnish food for deer and other wildlife are being destroyed. 

The road crews are busy cutting and grading roads through the 

woods. Partly decayed trees are being cut and most of the old 

logs and stumps on the ground are also being removed. How im- 

portant a factor this will be in removing cover for many types 

of wildlife, time will only tell. We questioned the forester 

in charge, about these practices and his reply was that it is 

in accord with good forestry practices. I doubt if he has given 

thought to the wildlife. He also told us that as soon as the 

state acquired more land south of the present park site, an 

} effort to drain the swails will be made. This will doubtless 

‘ lower the water table, which as will be discussed later as 

one of the very most important factors in the soil-plant re- 

lationship. 

I am doubtless being over critical of the work that is i 

being done. The park will afford the first opportunity that 

nature lovers of the public have had to get into the area. 

While the area has been preserved very well in the past by a
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few individuals, it might very easily have been ruined by others 

if the state had not gone in. Inspite of Mr. Kaufman's excel- 

lent health, his life expectancy is not so great any more, and 

the property will soom go into other hands. I do think that 

the State Conservation Commission will be wise if they leave 

a part of the park area undisturbed. There is no reason why ; 

the demands of wild life and true nature lovers shouldn't be 

; just as important as city campers and picnickers. 

In making an ecological survey of this sand dune-timber i 

area along Lake Michigan north of Two Rivers, we have consid- 

ered soils and its related factors as important in determining 

the kind or variety of flora and its associated fauna. Under 

the discussion of soils we are considering climate in relation 

to the natural vegetation and soil gensis and also in relation 

to the crops grown in the surrounding agricultural area. Other 

' factors worth considering are soil origin, topography, water 

table, and a comparison of the soil types in the adjoining 

agricultural with the soils of the timber area. 

This Lake Michigan shore area possesses the most equable 

climate in Wisconsin. The winters are mild and someshat more 

; moist than elsewhere in the state. Spring is retarded and cool, 

summer is mild and pleasént, and autumn is warmer than it is 

farther west. Climate conditions along the lake are somewhat 

different from those 20 - 30 miles distant from it. Evidence 

of this in the natural vegetation is that the western range 

of beech in the Lake States is confined to a narrow strip along 

Lake Michigan which has a higher humidity than inland regions
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with similar soils. 

The agricultural land of the lake shore is not especially 

a corn region because of the short growing season, but it is 

excellent for pasture grasses, peas, small grains and hay. 

The average frost free season extends from May 2 to Oct. 11. 

The average rainfall is slightly lower than that of the State 

and a larger proportion falls in summer and less in winter. 

i Our assumptions are that the higher relative humidity, 

: that we were speaking of in connection with the growth of 

beech, may also produce an influence on the growth of other 

vegetation of this area that we have made a study of. For 

¥ instance, the hardwoods such as red oak, which ordinarly needs 

| a heavier soil that has a greater water-holding capacity, is 

able to exist on this sandy area perhaps due to the higher re- 

Q lative humidity which would decrease the amount of water loss 

through a decrease in transpiration. The high water table is 

also a factor to consider in this connection, but that will be 

taken up later on in the topic in the discription of the soils 

of this area, 

The Manitowoe county survey maps the soils Gé=tke-seids 

of the county as the Grey-Brown Forest soil group; however ‘ 

through the influence of the lake the soils are somewhat more 

podzolized, This grey-brown podzolic belt supports a native 

‘ vegetation of mixed conifers and hardwoods. These,podzolic or 

moderately leached soils are characterized by a well pronounced 

grey-leached layer, and a more or less distinct accumulation 

layer. Being a transitional form, podzolic soils have inter- 

mediate characteristics. It would not have the true profile 

of the typical northern podzol, but rather less distinct lines 

between horizons with a smaller amount of undecomposed organic
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matter, but more decomposed or humus due to better bacterial 

actions These soil’ in the most part are under lain by calcar- 

eous glacial till, and are slightly acid or neutral. 

Manitowoc County lies within what is usually known as the 

red-clay section of Wisconsin. As shown on our soils map the 

agricultural area adjoining the peat and the sandy-wooded area 

runs into a clay loam or silty clay loams. These soils are 

derived from two kinds of glacial till. The older brown till, 

' which is mapped as the Kewaunee series, and the recently so- 

called reftill which overlies the brown till mapped as the 

Superior series. 

The following discussion of the different soils is with 

the idea of showing how soils is a big factor in determining 

the use of the land as far as being devoted to agriculture or 

kept in timber. 

The agricultural land boundry this sand dune and peat land 

on the north and west consists of the heavy soils of the Kewaunee 

and Superior series. More than 90 per cent of the Kewaunee 

silt loam and silty clay loam is cleared and in cultivated 

crops. It is an excellent soil; being slightly acid or neutral 

and having good natural surface drainage. The soil is devot- 

ed to general farming and dairying. This is good alfalfa soil 

and the crop is gradually increasing. The Superior series is 

f a good, strong soil well suited to grasses and small grains. 

More than 90 per cent of it is improved and highly developed. 

Some corn is grown, but as the soil is heavy and close to the 

lake, corn usually gets a late start in spring. The land is 

best suited to dairying and general farming. 

The peat areas appear to be largely haivia from sedges
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and sk, some wood, and Hypnum and Sphagnum mosses. The 

peat areas have all been timbered with cedar, tamarack, and 

a few hardwoods. A few small areas have been cleared for 

farming but crop yields have been very low. 

The sand dune timbered area consists mostly of Bridgman 4 

fine sand interspersed with strip of peat marsh. The material 

dirutin this soil has been thrown up by wave action and then 

: acted upon by the wind. The land surface is from 2 - 12 feet 

i above the lake and has.a billowy appearance. Because of its \ 

loose consistence the soil does not retain moisture well, but 

the water table is sufficiently close to the surface to allow 

timber to grow. The high water table is the most important 

factor in enabling a great variety of species to grow; conse- 

quently, giving this area a high capacity for wildlife which 

will be discussed in the proceeding part of the topic. 

The dune sand, which we assume can be considered the in- 

mature stage of the Bridgman fime sand, is gray, loose, porous, 

windblown fine sand. Itis mapped mainly in a narrow strip 

along the shore. The relief is hummocky or billowy. This 

soil is generally barren but in some phases covered with sand 

grass. 

‘In this discussion on soils and its related factors, it 

has been our attempt to give the reader a picture of the exist- 

f ence of an isolated timber area in the heart of an agricultural 

area, The fact that agricultural land adjoins this timber area 

may be in itself an ecological factor as far as increasing the 

types of food and cover for wild life. 

Making more of an intensive study of the timber- sand 

area itself presents us with an interesting and striking pic- . 

ture of a combined geological-plant succession. Speaking in
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gfological time, there is a gradual build up of a series of 

dunes as the lake recedes. The youngest dune or the one near- 

est the lake only supports dune grass. which is gradually suc- 

ceeded by juniper and finally trees and shrubs with the build 

up of organic matter. Peat marshes develope in the swailes 

between the dunes. These swailes support the hygrophytic 

type of vegetation. 

‘ It might be worth while while at this point to make a 

detailed list of the plants in the sand-dune timber and make 

some attempt through a sketch to show the plants in associa- 

tion with topography. At the same time this will give a little 

clearer picture of the so-cakled geological plant succession. 

The ground cover is typical of mixed hardwood-coniferous forests. 

Trees and Shrubs 

White Pine * High bush Cranberry 
Norway Pine * Honeysuckle 
Tamarack Alder 
Balsam Raspberry 
Hemlock Blackberry 
White Cedar Blueberry 
Juniper Virginia (dwarf) 
Juniper Communis (dwarf) 
Blue Beech 
Aspen (populas tremuloides) 
Large Tooth Aspen 
Black Willow Dominahé species * 

i Sand bar Willow 

Pussy Willow i 
Ironwood : 

( Yellow Birch 
: White Birch 

Red Oak 
White Oak 
Elms(American and Slippery) 
Sugar Maple 

: Red Maple 
Black Ash 
White Ash 
Poison summac : 
Stag Horn Summac 
Dogwood 
Pin Cherry 
Choke Cherry
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Herbaceous Plants I 

Creeping Snow Berry Iris 
Bearberry Hepatica 
Winter green False Solumon Seal 
Trailing arbutus Trilium 
Bracken fern Jack in the Pulpit 
Sphagnum moss Dutchmans Breeches 
Sedges May flower 

: Cattails Spring beauty 
Club moss Violets 
Lillies Cow slip 
Lady slippers (orchids) Bunch berry 
Indian Apple Barren strawberry 
Pitcher plant Carex 

‘ It was mentioned previously in the topec that the sande 

dune timber area is quite rich in species of fauna and has a 

high carrying capaciy due to the great variety of species of 

flora. Interspersion is also increased by the additional types: 

due to the adjoining agricultural, or artificially increased 

by game management practices in one part of this area. 

This area makes an ideal deer range because it is entire- 

ly interspersed with whitécedar, beech, and oak mast. Marshy 

creeks and Lake Michigan itself are within cruising radius to 

furnish watering places. The Molarsh Creek area which contains 

such foods as wild rice, duck wheat, smart weed, and essential 

marsh cover is an ideal set up for the duck population. The 

adjoing Lake Michigan also gives the ducks a wider radius of 

water. The interspersion of woods, shrubs, marshes, and agri- 

cultural fields has set up good pheasant conditions. Inter- 

f spersion of berry trees and bushes helps maintain a game and 

song bird population. These are a few examples showing that 

there are many types essential to different species of fauna 

interspersed throughout this entire area,
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Animal - Plant Associations 

Within our knowledge of the present plant and animal species of 

this area, we have tied to make a list of the animals with 

each of their essential food and cover types. Additional food 

and cover due to management in the game farm area are also 

considered in some cases. 

Birds and Animals Food or Cover 

White cedar 

4 Willow and alder 
Aspen ‘ 

Whitetail deer Dogwood 
‘ Oak and beech mast 

: i Ferns and mosses 
Lake, creek, and marshes for water. 
Crops of the adjoining agricultural 

land. 

: Winter feeding of grain and hay. 

Young aspen and birch 

Cottontails Young raspberry bushes 
Herbaceous plants 
Grasses 
Thickets, marsh grass, hollow logs 

for cover. 
Crops of agricultural land. 

Squirrels (red and flying) Oak and beech nuts 
Chipmunks ; Hollow trees 

Mink and Muskrat Marsh grass 

(managed ) Fish in creek for mink 

Skunks Hollow logs 
4 Birds eggs 

Skunk cabbage 

Pheasants Berries 
Marsh grass 
Brush and woods for winter cover. 
Managed winter feeding. 

Brush and woods for cover. 
Smartweed and ragweed. 

Quail Winter feeding. 
Corn field
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Partridge Brush and cedars for cover. 
Berries and buds. ; 

Waterfowl Managed Molarsh Creek 

Mallards Wild rice 
Fish ducks Duck wheat 
Blue bills Smart weed 
Black ducks Saga pond weed 
Teal Duck potato 

Geese Other marsh cover. 
Hell divers 
Coot 

Shore birds 
‘ Jack and Wilson snipe Shore of creek and lake. 

Killdeer 

i Predators of the Area 

Crows Redtail 
Blueheron Sharpshin 
Bittern Coopershawk 

: Marshhawk Horned owl 
Goshawk Screech owl 

We have made no attempt to list the numerous song birds 

in the area,
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; June 16, 1945 

Mr. B. G. Ladd 
The Grolier Information Service 
2 West 45th Street 
New York 19, H. Y. 

My dear Mr. Ladd: 

Your inquiry concerning the original flora and 
fauna of Wausaukee has been referred to me. This part of 
Wisconsin was surveyed in the 1850's and 60's and the sur- 
veyors, as they worked the section lines, recorded the size 
and species of each tree and counted. See these records, 
which are preserved in the Wisconsin State Capitol, we have 
been able to get a good idea of the types of vegetation. I 
have not taken records directly in Wausaukee, but have taken 
them to within five miles of that village. The vegetation 
was a mixture of several types. There were beech-maple 
woods, there were also patches of mixed pines and hardwoods. 
There were local forests of pines, probably white and Norway 

“ pine, My records in my office do not specify which species 
a of pine, but it would be possible to determine this if 

necessary. 

Some areas, particularly those of sand and rocky 
soils, suffered local fires even before the advent of the 
white man and were covered with a scrub growth of pine barrens. 
Interspersed among all this were occasional areas of low 
ground with a bog vegetation and black spruce and tamarack. 
By re-examining these surveyors! records it would be or 
to work out this vegetation in much more detail than I have 
here briefly outlined. If your correspondent is seriously in- 
terested in investigating this problem I would be glad to 
hear from him. 

Concerning the fauna of the area, I am turning your 
letter over to Professor Aldo Leopold, who can doubtless give 
you some information. 

Very truly yours, 

N. C. Fassett, 
Assoc. Professor of Botany
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The Grolier Information Service 
Conducted by 

The Grolier Society 
2 West 45th Street, New York 19, N. Y. 

A ‘ 
\e-- 5 ail) ‘ 

June 7, 1945 \ , 

eg . 
/ y A ¥ 

Depattment of Agriculture (D ( 
State of Wisconisn i 
Madison, “is. 

Gentlemen: 

Can you furnish us with a list of the flora and fauna which exist 
around Wausaukee, Wisconsin ? What were the original trees which 
grew there before the forest fire? 

Any consideration you can give us in this matter will be apreciated. 

(e te yours, 

THE GROLIER INFORMATION SERVICE 

BGL: sw 

The information contained herein, while not guaranteed, is obtained from sources which are believed to be reliable.
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i File Marinatte Co. folder#m~ 
Fox folder 

: Wolves folder 

Wolves, Foxes, Coyotes in 
Marinebte County 

Byrl Sotzen of Athelstane, Wis., moved to a farm in Silver Cliff Twp. 

in 1921. He was then 3 years old. 

He remembersh hearing wolves howl. They had deep voices and were probably | 

timber wolves. 

He thinks wolves disappeared about 1925. 

About 1926 his brother trapped red foxes, caught one, About 1931 

for-hunters from Marinette came out with dogs. Thinks they got some. Dug 

some dens. 

Has the impression no foxes during wolf days; will try to verify from : 

old timers. 

About 1933 began to hear coyotes, which were working a neighbor's sheep. 

Thinks there are still some foxes, but not numerous. Coyotes numerous. Chased 

; one with car in 1941. 

Conclusion; This looks as if foxes came in when wolves removed, 

possibly because they were removed. Also looks as if at present coyotes might 

be holding the foxes down.
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THE NEENAH VALLEY PHEASANT 

RESERVE 

OTTO G. BEYER, GENERAL MGR. 

PORTAGE, WISCONSIN 

Oke ees Ieee 9510)
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“The man who is still looking for free hunt- tation only—there will be no sollcttatian: of the ie pies Ubersted au aes qe edaition te this 
. « ° i general public. Only thirty members wi Ye ac- loss 0: J some oO e birds will leave the pre- 
a aae America has either lived too long or was cepted. Membership is divided into two groups of serve; others will be wounded to die unretrieved 

born too late. fifteen members each, one group to shoot one week and some will fall victim to predators. In order to 
Otto G. Beyer and the other group the next week. In this way guarantee each member his quota of twenty-five 

eee there will probably never be more than ten hunters birds the management of the NEENAH VALLEY 
on the entire 3000 acres at any one time. The first PHEASANT RESERVE will be obliged to liberate 

This leaflet is intended for the busy businessman- fifteen members accepted may begin shooting on fifty birds. Were the sportsman to purchase this 
sportsman. It covers briefly and concisely the in- Thursday, October 6th, on which day the season number for liberation on his own shooting place 
tents and purposes of the Neenah Valley Pheasant opens. The shooting season extends from October they would cost about $100.00. He would still need 
Reserve. It does not deal in superlatives and no 6th to January 5th. The first three and one-half to pay for the lease of the grounds, proper vermin 
time is wasted on detailed descriptions. The proof days of each week will be rest days and shooting control, patrolling against poachers and numerous 
of the pudding is in the eating, and the interested will begin at noon Thursdays, lasting until sun- unforeseen items. A survey of private clubs in the 
sportsman is invited to visit the reserve for a down on Sunday. state of Michigan operating under a law similar to 
thorough inspection. An appointment is advisable. e Nilkgs G the Wisconsin law shows the cost to be between 
While wishing to avoid anything that resembles Each member may invite one shooting-guest and $7.00 and $10.00 for each bird brought to bag. 
high-pressure methods the management must call: as Many non-shooting guests as he wishes. Ladies 
attention to the fact that under no circumstances are welcome and once introduced to the fine sport 
will more than thirty members be accepted. Make to be had here with gun and dog your daughter, OTHER ADVANTAGES 

your appointment now. eee ee ee soupy take as keen an THE NEENAH VALLEY plan not. only elimi- 

=e nates all the myriad of tribulations that beset the 
a. Shooting-guests will be charged a ground-fee of management and members of the ordinary shooting 

SHEVE Ty CRO Ibehged” GReteEES persis ae $1.00. Pheasants bagged by guests will be charg- club but it cuts the ever-rising cost of shooting to 
Section 29.573 of the Wisconsin Statutes. It occu- ed against their host’s quota or may be paid for at an absolute minimum while at the same time of- 
pies nearly 3000 acres of the finest game country the rate of $4.00 each. In the latter case the fering a maximum of sport. The recreational facil- 
in the entire middlewest. The reserve surrounds ground-fee will be remitted. THE USE OF GOOD ities of the club are not confined to hunting alone. 
the OTTO BEYER GAME FARMS, the largest com- HUNTING DOGS IS NOT ONLY PERMITTED Being less than five hours from Chicago, members 
mercial game farm in the state, withoa capacity of BUT IS ENCOURAGED, may run up for a week-end at any time during the 

upwards of 4000 pheasants annually. Both projects THE COST CB Eee CCCs yanE VIL ARC ie DE CL COME 
are under the management of Otto G. Beyer, one en Renee eit tenes ae dene 

OF the cOUnye ween SuhorHes oneeate: con Inquiry among sportsmen who. travel to South club house. Spring and summer offer splendid servation and propagation. Approximately 2500 Dakota for their pheasant shooting discloses the fishi ‘. eee F ; 
acres of the reserve are in fields, virgin timber, fact that rarely, if ever, is a trip made at a cost Soe boating and swimming. ‘all_and winter 
marshes and sloughs and less than 500 acres are of less than $150 to $200. If they abide by the will bring hunting, snow-shoeing, skiing, skating 
under cultivation. It is bisected by three sizable law they are obliged to stay a week or ten days in and other winter sports. And all of it in the 

streams. Neenah Creek, a spring fed stream of order to take their limit. Once there they must DS EE i Oipee or eee Oe Ces SUC one eon nce Oe 
from 35 to 60 feet in width winds for four miles take the weather as they find it, more often than eeu short of an additional 200 mile trip into the 

through the heart of the area, offering splendid not undergoing extraordinary hardships and return- ce 
small-mouth bass and pike fishing. Big Slough, ing home more exhausted than rested. Or again Make a reservation now to spend a week-end in 
300 feet wide at the club house, is ideal for large- the weather may be warm and many of the birds this sportsman’s paradise and inspect it at your 

mouth bass, northern pike and pan fish. Its sandy killed will spoil. As a rule, however, the sports- leisure. Pheasant dinners are in season through- 
bottom makes for splendid bathing. Big Slough man magnanimously distributes them among his oubethe year providing we have twenty-four hours 
empties into the Neenah in the northern half of friends with the result that the few birds that find notice. We can also suppl h ts f Z a : _ : : : y pheasants for your 
the reserve. Briggsville Creek carries the waters their way to his table represent an investment of table at any time. One bird will serve three people 
of Lake Mason into the Neenah at the northwest about $20.00 each. : eS 
corner of the area. : - Again we emphasize the fact: Not more than 30 

: ‘i Sitar 5 The membership fee in the NEENAH VALLEY sportsmen will be admitted to membership in the 
There is not a single road bisecting the entire PHEASANT RESERVE is $100.00. There are no Neenah Valley Pheasant Reserve. For your con- 

reserve, which has a circumference of about nine further assessments excepting nominal charges for venience a membership agreement. is Reieen Re- 
miles. The only road into the reserve is our private food and lodging as desired. Each member may turn it with your check for $50.00 and so be assur- 
road that winds one mile through virgin timber shoot and is guaranteed twenty-five pheasants of ed that vas é i i I 3 you will not lose an opportunity which 
and leads to the game farm and club house. The which not more than fifteen are to be cock birds cou have long sought. 
reserve is reached by a good county highway which and the balance hens. There being no daily bag 2 . ae 
crosses Wisconsin Route 51 about three miles north limit he may shoot his entire quota in one day or Write to the City Bank of Portage for refer- 
of Portage, Wisconsin. Follow this for 5 miles may pro rate it to suit himself so as to enjoy good ences. A further list of personal and business re- 
west to the sign marking our entrance. The dis- sport over the entire three months open season. He ferences will be sent on request. 
tance from Madison is 46 miles, Milwaukee 105 may shoot as many more than his quota as he de- 
miles, Chicago (loop) 190 miles. sires at a charge of $4.00 per bird. 4 

PLAN OF OPERATION This cost is a great deal less than that on any 
other private shooting club. Under the regulations 

THE NEENAH VALLEY RESERVE operates on made by the Conservation Commission the opera- 
a club-membership basis. Membership is by invi- tor of a preserve is permitted to shoot only 75% of 
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C/R file in Marquette Co. folder 

Thwaites, Reuben Gold 1943 

An 1887 view of Wisconsin. Part 2. 
Wis. Cons. Bull., VIII(12):17-22. (Dec. 
1943) 

clipp. Wis. History box
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The Neenah Valley Pheasant Reserve A 

MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT 

THIS ACREEMENT> Entered inte this <> -day of 2 AD I, 

by and between Otto G. Beyer, of Portage, Wisconsin, operating under the firm name and style of 

Otto Beyer Game Farms, and proprietor of the Neenah Valley Pheasant Reserve, hereinafter 

termed dilte pabiy on the (itt raet et sy ON rg 

Wisconsin, hereinafter termed the party of the second part. Witnesseth: 

That in consideration of the payments, covenants and agreements hereinafter mentioned, 

the party of the first part does hereby grant to the party of the second part, a one year member- 

ship in the Neenah Valley Pheasant Reserve; said membership shall be subject to the following 

privileges and conditions: 

1. The party of the second part shall be entitled to shoot, during the shooting season, the 

following pheasants, to-wit: 15 ring necked Pheasant Cocks and 10 ring necked Pheasant Hens. 

The party of the first part does hereby guarantee to the party of the second part the aforesaid 

number of pheasants. Any pheasants above the aforesaid number shall be paid for at the rate 

of Four Dollars ($4.00) each. 

2. The party of the second part shall be privileged to invite one shooting guest and as 

many non-shooting guests as he desires. Shooting guests will be charged a ground-fee of $1.00. 

Pheasants bagged by guests will be charged against their host’s quota or may be paid for at the 

rate of $4.00 each. In the latter case the ground-fee will be remitted. 

3. The party of the second part shall have the privilege of entering upon the grounds 

known as the Neenah Valley Pheasant Reserve, and Otto Beyer Game Farms, at any time during 

the term of this membership for the purpose of fishing, boating, swimming, horseback riding, 

hunting, hiking, skating and other outdoor sports. 

4, The party of the second part shall have the privilege of shooting other small game with 

the consent of the party of the first part and within the regular open season designated by the 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission. 

. 5. The party of the first part agrees that not more than 30 men shall be admitted to mem- 

ership. 

6. The membership shall be divided into two groups of 15 members each. The first 15 

men to be admitted to membership shall constitute Group No. 1. Members shall be permitted to 

shoot from sunrise to sunset on Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday of each week during the 

' shooting season. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of each week shall be considered rest days. 

Each group shall shoot alternate weeks. Group No. 1 may begin shooting OM noe 

and every alternate week thereafter. Group No. 2 may begin shooting and every 
alternate week thereafter. 

7. In consideration of the aforesaid privileges, the party of the second part shall pay to 

the party of the first part a total membership fee of One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) cash; Fifty 

Dollars ($50.00) to be paid at the time of this agreement, and the balance of Fifty Dollars 

($50.00) to be paid on or before. 

8. Other than the aforesaid membership fee, there shall be no further assessments what- 

soever, except a nominal charge for food or lodging as requested. 

9. The party of the first part reserves the right to post such ground rules as he deems 

necessary for the safety, welfare and pleasure of the membership at large. The party of the 

second part agrees to comply with said rules and regulations. 

10. The party of the first part reserves the right to revoke a membership at any time upon 

refunding to the party of the second part the membership fee paid by him, minus a charge of 

Four Dollars ($4.00) for each pheasant already obtained by the party of the second part. 

11. The party of the second part agrees to be responsible for personal injuries or property 

damage, resulting from negligence on his part, while in the act of hunting or handling fire arms 

on the Neenah Valley Pheasant Reserve. The party of the second part furthermore agrees not 

to hold the party of the first part responsible for any property damage or personal injuries he 

may receive due to the negligence or carelessness of other members or guests. 

12. This membership agreement shall terminate on the GAY Of neeenecereeenenenentneenenntnenennsy 

AD, 7 .. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The parties hereto have set their hands and seals the day and 

year first above written. 
Signed, sealed and delivered in the pres- 

ence of: 

NG FetrT e e  e e 
(Please print) 

SBa sate Ti ETOP ia th Na aN pee eet 

Bisces AG Or ess hs ee es ON ieee GU IRON ae 

FHomeAddvess 2205 rity ee rte Velephone.
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: July 20, 1934 

Sendhil) Granes in the Endeavor Marsh 

Reports had reached me that cranes still breed on the marsh west of 
Buffalo Lake in Marquette County. On Jume 27 W. R, Major, who has e 
farm on County A west of the marsh, told me re os Seen ae oe 
there, tut to his personal Imowledge have bred there since 1846, In 
that year his grandfather settled upon the present farm, and his grand- 

mother, in trying to catch a young crane for a pet, had been "spiked" 
in the arm by one of the parent birds, and carried a sear the rest of 
her life, The blow, he says, nearly broke her arm-bone, 

Mr, Major says the birds now breed on and about the "old ifitehell 
place" in about See 35, Oxford township, He last saw them there + years 
ago, at which time there were 5 or 6 pairs, but he has seen and heard 
them flying shout as late as 1933, Cranes, he remembers, were mmch more 
plentiful when the region was first settled, 

Only July 16 my brother Carl and I inquired of ¥, J, Somerton 
(Packwaukee P.O.) about cranes, He has a farm on the north edge of the 

marsh opposite the Mitchell place. Mr, Somerton agmured us that one 
pair usually nest on his haymeadow, while 2 additional pair nest near the 
Mitchell place, 

Mr. Somerton has lived near this marsh since 1874, and on it since 
1892, In 1892 3+ pairs nested on his place, and during migration his 
meadow was often “black with cranes" mmbering up to 1,000 head, About 
30 years ago he found some nearly-hatched eges in the hay and set them 
under ahen, One chick survived and grew up unclipped in his barnyard. 
Turing wet weather this chick would attempt to get under the hen for 
warmth, but being mich taller and stowter than its foster-mother, the old 
hen would be hoisted upon its back and slide ignominiously off its tail. 
The chick learned to fly but was finally killed by a dog, 

| About 1926 the breeders on the Somerton place were reduced to one 
pair, which raised one chick in 1932, failed in 1933, and judging by 
their movements and actions, again failed this year. He said this pair 
usually stayed near an oak-island which he pointed ot to us. 

We went over there, and were standing under the oaks, seanning the 
marsh with glasses, when with loud trumpetings the pair flushed from 
the edge of the woods not a gunshot away, It was a noble sight. This 
eak kmoll is partly a hillside bog and partly dry woods, surrounded by 
hay meadow except where a stringer of tamarack bordered by cane transects 
it east and west. : 

' Mr, Somerton says the cranes eat some kind of bulb which they dig 
| out of the marsh. The identification of this plant might give a valuable 

clue to distribution and range improvement, In fall I understood him to 
say the migrants often tear up corn shocks to get at the grain.
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Endeavor Marsh is undrained because it lies at lake level, When this 
country was first settled, the marsh was mostly solid tamarack, bat there 
were large openings, When the tamaracks were thinned for fenceposts and 
houselogs, the grass got in and this enabled fires to gradually extend 
the open area, ‘The haymeadows still show many tamarack stumps, cat flush 
with the ground. At present the appearances indicate that land, when mt 
out for hay,is invaded by cane, ‘There is a remnant of black spruce on 
the south side. ‘There is a pateh of rice along the creek in the main 
opening. 

red eugene Mir, Somerton has never seen 
a gharptail there. Sixty years ago (187) prairie chickens were so - 
abundant as to threaten the corn. ‘There were several hundred chickens 
last year, There are a few deer, We saw one track, 

Passenger pigeons nested in this region three years, once near 
Friendship, once north of Westfield.
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Grasshopper Poison Pale 
Extract from letter of Jan, 23, 1935, from Prof, H. F. Wilson, Entomology Dept., 

. University of Wisconsin: 

“Several times in the fall I made specific inquiries of farmers in 
Marathon, Lincoln, Barron and Rusk counties about the prairie chickens. 
Some farmers were finding dead birds in the field, one farmer reporting as 
many as five in one morning,and felt that the grasshopper bait was responsible, 
However, in each case I learned about, no poisoning whatever had been done 
within five miles or more of where the dead birds were found. 

“Here are some apparent facts which I might point out, From all reports, 
the birds were as abundant in Oconto County as umal, and no dead birds 
were reported, From Lenglade County west the birds seem to have decreased 
greatly in mumbers since 1933. During the season of 1933 I know that the 
birds were very abundant in Rusk County, as another man and I flushed what 
was estimated to be more than a thousand, and we secured the limit in about 
two hours each day. In this same territory in 1934, only three birds were 
geen by our group, . oe coe in Rusk County where birds 
were very abundant in 1933, In the fall of 1934, three of us crusing for a 
distance of about six miles found only ome sign, And the territory seemed to 
me to be sbout as ideal as anything I had ever seen. No signs of dead birds 
were found, and this territory was fifteen or twenty miles from the locality 
where the poison bait had been spread. I could not figure out any reason 
for the birds having disappeared, unless it was drought at the time when the 
young hatched, Observations on the drought area showed that it extended almost 
to Oconto County. While there was some drought condition in Oconto County 

and eastward, it was not nearly so serious," 

|
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INTRODUCTION 

The primary concern of this report is the recreational development 

of county forest crop lands in Oconto County, as authorized under 

Wisconsin Public Law 616 A, 1961, Chapter 427-Section 3. These areas, 
as much as possible, should be related to existing recreation facilities 

and plans for future recreational development throughout the entire 
county and, thus, provide a more comprehensive county-wide recreation 

development program. 

Ideally, a study of this sort should include a detailed, 

comprehensive study of land uses, economic base, population growth, 

traffic, education, industry, and all aspects of life within the 
county, to provide a sound body of knowledge upon which a comprehensive 

recreation development program for the entire county could be based. 

This study will give an overview of the recreation potential 

of the county, a review of the existing facilities, and suggestions 

for future development to make the most of the recreation potential. 

A detailed study of the county would provide a more comprehensive 
body of knowledge which would allow each community within the county 

to realize its role in the over-all recreation potential of the 

county and to develop its resources to meet these needs. 

There are many professional planners who are qualified to 

undertake such projects. Federal funds are available, under 

Section 701 of the Housing Act of 1954, to help finance comprehensive 
planning.
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OCONTO COUNTY RECREATION REPORT 

General Facts About Oconto County: 

Location: 

Oconto County is located in the northeast corner of the State of 

Wisconsin. It is bordered on the north by Marinette and Forest Counties, 

on the south by Brown County, and on the west by Shawano, Menominee and 

langlade Counties. The waters of Green Bay form the eastern boundary of the 

county. : 

Area: 

The county lies on a northwest-southeast axis and contains 679,169 

acres of lands, waters, and forests within its boundaries. Of the land area, 

325,224 acres are in farm land which house 2,209 farms, according to the 1959 

economic profile figures. 45.9 per cent of the land area is in farms. 

Recreation lands and water areas are abundant with 338,052 acres of forests 

and 15,893 acres of lakes, 387.4 miles of fishing streams, and about 26 

miles of shore line on Green Bay. 

Topography: 

As in most of the northern counties of Wisconsin, Oconto was greatly 

affected by the ancient glaciers. The northern part of the county is rolling 

to hilly with sandy soils and rocky outcroppings. The southern portions 

are moderately rolling with fine sandy loams of the outwash plains. ‘The 

southern part of the county offers better farm lands so the major part of the 

agricultural economy base is found in this area. 

Climate: 

Oconto County has a moderate climate. The waters of Green Bay have a 

moderating effect on the areas near the coast which cause the summers to be 

cool without undo temperature extremes. Summer temperatures average between 

77-80°. Winter temperatures may range as low as 30 degrees below zero. The 

normal growing season is about 120 to 160 days. Annual rainfall is about 36 
inches with 55 per cent of the precipitation occurring between the months of 

May and September. There is a 20-35 per cent chance of having one inch of rain 

between June 28 and August 9. ‘The per cent of sunshine averages 60 per cent 

or more, from May through September. Relative humidity averages from 85 

per cent in the daytime to 60 per cent at night, during the summer months. 

Population and Economics: 

The population of Oconto County totals 25,110, or -36 per cent of the 

total state population. This indicates a population density of 22.7 persons 

per square mile which is considerably less than the state average of 72.2 
persons per square mile. Census figures indicate a net loss of population
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in the county of 4,280 persons for the years 1950 to 1960. ‘The median age 

of the population is 30.2 compared to the state average of 29.4 years. 

Population centers of the county are Gillett, a city with a population 

of 1,374; Oconto Falls, a city with a population of 2,331; and the City of 

Oconto, with a population of 4,790. The Village of Lena has a population of 

506 persons. The Village of Suring has a population of 513 persons. Other 
villages, such as Townsend, Mountain, and Lakewood, have a very small permanent 
population but increase considerably during the summer months because of the 
influ¥ of the tourist population. 

The largest city in the county is Oconto. Occnto is the county seat 

and is located in the easternmost portion of the county on the shores of 
Green Bay at the mouth of the Oconto River. Oconto has long been the center 
of business for the county and has a history which is rich in lumbering and 

Indian lore. 

The economics of the county appear to revolve around three major areas: 
agriculture and forestry, manufacturing, and various community services. 

Of the 8,642 persons employed in Oconto County, 2,510 were employed 
in agriculture and forestry in 1960. There were 2,088 persons employed in 
manufacturing and 3,124 were employed in various community services. 

Construction employed 351 and the transportation and utilities industries 

employed 269 county residents. Mining is a comparatively minor industry with 

only 4 persons employed in this activity in 1960. 

Income for the population averages $4,391 per year. This is considerably 
below the state average income of $6,058.* 

Traffic and Transportation: 

The major highways through the county are U.S. Highways 141 and 41, 
running north and south through the eastern portion of the county. Wisconsin 

Highway 32 runs north and south through the northern and western portion of 
the county. The major east-west highways are Wisconsin Highways 64, running 
through the northern 1/ 3 of the county; and 22 which runs from Oconto westward 

through the southern ay; 3 of the county. Many county and township roads connect 

these major routes with recreation areas within the county. 

The most heavily traveled roads within the county are those leading to 

lakes, streams and recreation areas within the county and beyond. Perhaps 
the most heavily traveled highway in the county is U.S. 141 which is a major 

route to the recreation areas of upper Wisconsin and Michigan. 

The area is served by the Chicago, Minneapolis-St. Paul and the Chicago 

and Northwestern Railroads. Passenger service is limited or nonexistant. 

* Figures taken from the Economic Profile of Oconto County which was 
developed by the Wisconsin Department of Resource Development.
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Types of Recreation: 

There is little doubt that the best over-all use of the county forest 
land lies within the realm of multiple use forest management; that is, using 

the land for both recurring timber crops and recreational development. The 

main problem in land-use planning then is to determine the type, or types, 

of recreational development that should take place in the delineation of 
these sections of the forest that are generally best suited to accommodate 

the specific types of recreation. 

The types of recreation with which we are primarily concerned can be 

briefly described as follows: 

1. Public recreation areas for picnicking, swimming, camping, fishing, 

hunting, hiking, etc. 

2. Resort development - Public renting of private facilities which 
usually serve as a base for the enjoyment of public property such as water, 

game and fish. 

3. Summer home development - Land is privately-owned and, hence, both 

the land and the shore line are closed to the public. 

What, then, are the requirements of these three different types of 

recreation and what are their effects on both the surrounding area and the 

forests? 

Requirements: 

Picnic Areas: 

Safe swimming, sand beach, proper slope, and clear, clean water 

Scenic location 

Cover, beauty, shade, screening 

Easy access to main roads 

Room for expansion 

Sanitation and water supply 

Campgrounds: 

Lake or running water 

Level terrain 

Sanitation and water supply 

Shade, beauty
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Campgrounds: (cont.) 

Ample room for expansion 

Close to store for supply source 

Access to main roads 

Resort Development: 

Activities and points of interest within the area 

Large body of water 

Good fishing, swimming, boating 

View, beauty, electricity 

Summer Home Development: 

Lake frontage 

No encroachment on main road 

No interference with public use 

Water, sanitation, electricity, roads 

Area large enough to justify platting and continuing costs 

such as roads 

Activities and points of interest within the area 

Effects: 

The development of public recreation areas retains the land in public 

ownership, and the land is made available for use by the greatest number of 

people. In those parts of the forest reserved for recreation, the normal 

timber cutting practices must be modified in order to preserve and enhance the 

area. Some cutting will be necessary from time to time in all areas for 

perpetuation of forest cover. 

There is no exact way to determine the economic effect this type of 

recreational activity will have upon the surrounding communities. An indication 

can be found, however, in the Wisconsin Park and Forest Travel Study published 

in 1959. This study found that the average expenditures per car visiting 

state parks and forests (including 48.9 per cent of the visitors who said they 

spent nothing) was $16.38 per day. This represents the sum of money spent 
within twenty miles of the park or forest for lodging, food, car expenses, 

and other purposes such as boat rental, souvenirs, and golf fees. 

Resort development also provides for the enjoyment of a given area by 

a fairly large number of people, but it also prohibits the use of the area by 

an even larger number. The most pronounced effect of resort development is 

probably produced on the tax base of the area in which it is located.
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Additional economic benefits would also be realized through the spending of 

the resort visitors through the purchase of goods and supplies by the resort 

operator. 

Sumner home development prohibits the use of the land and the shore line 

by the public. However, in terms of dollars and cents, the effect of this type 

of development is the easiest to see. Summer homes can be built in a relatively 
short period of time, and, thus, produce an immediate addition to the tax 

rolls. Resorts also add to the tax rolls, but frequently, the development of 

a good resort is the product of five to ten years of building and improvements. 
Thus, its effect on tax income is not as immediate. The owners of summer 

homes also contribute to the economy through the purchase of goods, supplies, 

and services. 

Recreation Base 

Oconto County is an area which is blessed with a very fine outdoor 

recreation base. It has an abundance of lakes, streams, interesting topography, 

and considerable shore line on Green Bay. In addition, the county is situated 

in a direct traffic flow of tourists who are heading for the Mid-American : 
Playground in Michigan's Upper Peninsula. Such a location, in relation to 

the tourist influx, is going to become more important as the new federal lake 

shore area, from Munising to Grand Marias, Michigan is opened to the public. 

Also, the proposed scenic route around Lake Michigan will do much to bring 

tourists to the upper midwest and to Oconto County. 

With 282 lakes, totaling 15,593 acres of water within the boundaries, 
Oconto County ranks fifteenth in amount of water acreage in the counties in 
Wisconsin. The largest of the lakes in the county is White Potato Lake covering 

975 acres. The second largest is Chute Pond, a flowage lake covering 500 acres. 

The third largest body of water in Oconto County is Christy Lake which covers 

450 acres. Of the 262 lakes, only 169 are named. However, many of the lakes 
are very small and not of a high recreation quality. 

The number of trout and smallmouth bass streams totals 43 and offers 

387.4 miles of fishing pleasure. Unfortunately, the lower portion of many of 
the streams emptying into Green Bay are troubled with industrial pollution. 

However, it appears that steps are being taken to correct the problem. 

A general indication of the amount of use the recreation waters of 

Oconto County receive can be seen through the number of persons licensed to 

use the facilities. 

Number of Boating Registrations in the County - 1962 

1. Motor---------------------1,900 

2. Sail---------+----~----------12 

Number of Fishing Licenses Sold in the County - 1961 

1. Resident Fishing ----------------- 7,487 

2. Nonresident ---------------------- 2,015 

- Wonresident -------.---------------- 6 
3 toargsi combination) 39
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The vast amount of forest lands are a primary resource in the recreation 

pase of Oconto County. With 338,052 acres of land devoted to forest, 

61.2 per cent of the land is devoted to this type of land use. Of this vast 

forest area, 136,522 acres are in federal ownership; 760 acres are in state 
ownership; and 41,000 acres are owned by the county. In addition, 240 acres 
of forest are owned by schools and 4-H clubs within the county. Finally, 

159,530 acres of forest lands are in private ownership. 

Sixty per cent of the land is open to the hunting of deer, grouse, 

rabbits, pheasants, and waterfowl. Hunting is a major recreation activity 

in Oconto County as shown by the number of hunting licenses sold in the county 

in 1961. 

1. Resident small game -------------3------ 2,076 

2. Resident deer ------------------------- 2,085 

3. Volunteer sportsmen's license --------- 1,979 

4, Trapping ----------------------- +e eee e- 37 

5. Trap tags -----------eennnnnn nnn nnnnnn 3,99 

The county has a number of recreation areas and facilities which are 

a primary part of the over-all recreation base. Within its boundaries are 

four township parks - one small private park, plus several private game 

management areas which are operated by clubs and civic groups. The county 

operates seven parks and recreation areas. The State of Wisconsin manages 

four large wildlife areas for the preservation of game and fish, and nine 

waysides along the major highway routes. Federal recreation development is 

extensive and includes about 1/5 of the county land-use area. 

County Forest Crop Lands 

The county forest crop lands in Oconto County total 40,843.52 acres. 

This represents a sizeable amount of land which is under direct county control 

for recreation development and timber harvest. Found within the county forest 
crop lands are two recreation areas; 15 lakes, which total 97 acres; and 

21.46 wiles of good fishing streams. 

Several major timber types are harvested on the forest crop lands. In 

order of importance, they are: aspen, swamp hardwoods, jack pine, Norway pine, 

and cedar. 

Recreation Potential 

Oconto County is fortunate to be so located as to have the advantage of 

access to the greatest water resource in the midwest - the Great Lakes. Such 
a recreation resource is invaluable in determining the over-all recreation 

potential of the county. This, coupled with the other resources of lands, 
waters, and forests, provides Oconto County with an excellent outdoor recreation 

potential.
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Earlier in this report, it was stated that the county is situated in a 

location which will host a greater number of tourists in the years to come. 

This can be a tremendous financial boost to the county which will add consider-= 

ably to the economic base of the area. Such tourist influx should be considered 

as a primary part of Oconto County's recreation economic potential. Getting 

tourists to an area is half the battle for an economic redevelopment through 
recreation. Oconto County is fortunate to have three major highways passing 
through which receive heavy recreation travel. 

In addition, the climate of the county is mild and conducive to retaining 
tourists in the area. Such a climate also provides an incentive to get out 
into the county and enjoy the recreation facilities which can be found there. 

The various governmental agencies, as well as many private individuals 

and organizations are doing much to provide recreation facilities to satisfy 
the needs of the vacationer. However, even though much has been done to develop 

recreation facilities, it is not enough. Oconto County should think in terms 

of improving its facilities and making them more adequate to meet the needs 
of the growing fun-time population. Recreation is a big business and must 

be thought of in terms of big business. 

"It is said that if a town or village could retain 12 tourists each day 
throughout the year, the resulting income would be in proportion to an industry 

having a payroll of $100,000 per year. "* 

The recreation potential of an area is only as good as what the area has 

to offer in the way of facilities, and things to do and see. 

Oconto County has a number of interesting places and things to see. 

Probably the most outstanding of these would be the waters of Green Bay. 
Unfortunately, not enough has been done to make this excellent resource more 

available to the visiting public. Another interesting resource to enjoy is 

the vast forest lands within the borders of the county. And, included in the 
same category as the forests, is the water resource found in the many lakes 

and streams throughout the county. 

Some of the more specific points of interest within the county might be: 

1. The Copper Culture State Park and archeological site at Oconto. 
This has been designated as an outstanding site in relation to the 
historic copper culture Indians and has been given state and national 

recognition as such. 

2. The Logging Museum at Lakewood. 

The Holt-Balcom Camp is perhaps the oldest standing logging 
camp in Wisconsin - built about 1830. 

3. The Beyer Home in Oconto. 

The Beyer Home was built in Civil War days and is now the 

County Historical Society Museum. It was the first brick home. 

in Oconto. 

* From a talk given by Dr. Frank Suggett, Department of Resource Develop- 

ment, Michigan State University, to a 3-state conference to discuss 

the recreation development of the upper midwest - Vilas County - 1959.
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4, The Cathedral Pines at Lakewood. 
This site is a l6-acre remnant of the virgin pine forest 

of northern Wisconsin. The trees exceed 250 years in age 

and 120' in height. 

5. Butler Rock - Brazeau Township. 

The highest point in Oconto County. ‘This monadnock is the 

result of volcanic action in the Pre-Cambian period. 

Ambitious climbers are rewarded with a panoramic view of 

the entire county. Good blueberry picking too. 

6. The Trout Rearing Station at Lakewood. 

This is a state operated rearing station. Legal-sized 

fish are raised here for planting in local lakes and streams. 

7. White Potato Lake. 

This large lake is one of the outstanding lakes in 

Wisconsin and is excellent for fishing, swimming, and 
boating. The lake can be easily reached from Highway 64. 

8. Ranch Lake. 
This is another excellent small lake in Oconto County 

and provides good swimming in an area where such facilities 
are at a premium. This area is near White Potato Lake and 

can be easily reached from Highway 64. 

9. The Indian Mounds at White Potato Lake. 

These mounds are still in existence and provide an 

interesting look into a part of the cultural history of one 

of the great Indian tribes which roamed the county and upper 

midwest. 

10. First Christian Science Church in Oconto. 
This is the first church building of this faith in the world. 

il. The county and federal recreation areas also provide special 
points of interest. 

12. The State of Wisconsin provides special points of interest 

in the vast areas it has set aside within the county borders 
for the preservation of game and fish. 

Inventory 

Part of the recreation potential for the county is found in the 

existing recreation facilities throughout the county. 

Resort and Other Private Development: 

Inasmuch as this report is primarily concerned with the development 

of public facilities, we will not become too involved with the private resort 

and cottage development throughout the county. However, it should be stated 

that there are 123 resorts within the county boundaries which are located, 

primarily, in the northwest and midwest portions of the county around some of 

the larger bodies of water which have good access from Highway 32.
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Much of the cottage and resort development is not of a high caliber and appears 
to be similar to a borderline recreation slum. Add to this the fact that about 
95 per cent of the good water frontage is in private ownership, and the problem 
arises as to the need for the county to do something to meet its obligations 

for providing adequate water recreation areas and facilities to care for the 

recreation needs of the public. 

Existing Township and City Parks: 

1. Oconto City Park on Green Bay (T28N, R228, Sec. 32) 

2. Holtwood Park (City of Oconto)  (T28N, R21E, Sec. 24) 

3. Memorial Park (City of Oconto)  (T28N, R22E, Sec. 18) 

4, City Park (Oconto Falls) (T28N, R19E, Sec. NEL 26) 

5. Spicer Town Park on Kelly Lake (T29N, RI9E, Sec. NW 6) 

6. Ski Hill at Lakewood (133N, RI6E, Sec. 7) 

Existing Facilities on County Lands: 

1. Bay Shore Park No. 1 (T29N, R22E, Sec. 27) 

This is a small 2h-acre park located on 300' of Green Bay 

shore, about 5 miles north of the City of Oconto. Swimming is 

permitted and a boat launching facility has been established on a 

small drainage creek which runs through the park. Facilities include 

ten wooden and steel tables, three stone fireplaces, and two metal 

grills. The park also has two flush toilets, one water tap, a small 

shelter, swimming raft, one set of three swings, and a small wooden 

bathhouse. 

2. Bay Shore Park No. 2 (T29N, R22B, Sec. 24 & 25) 

This park is on forest crop land and is located about seven 
miles north of the City of Oconto on the shore of Green Bay. The 
area is 18 acres in size and contains a dredged lagoon for launching 
boats, an.artesian well, ten wood and metal tables, four stoves, 

two flush toilets, and a shelter building. 

3. Chute Pond Park (T31N, R16E, Sec. 36) 

Chute Pond Park is one of the more developed parks in 
Oconto County. It borders on the Chute Pond Flowage and Wisconsin 

Highway 32, about five miles south of Mountain. Contained within 

the 120 acres of the park are a group camp, three camping areas 

containing 55 units, and two picnic areas. The park has five 
cottages for rent plus 50 wood and metal tables, five stoves, 

eight pit toilets, five hand-pump water outlets, a concession stand 

and bathhouse, raft, one three-unit swing set, a slide, and 

several boats for rent.
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4, Leigh Lake Park (T30N, R1I9E, Sec. 29) 

Leigh Lake Park is a 40-acre underdeveloped site which 
allows access to the Leigh Lake Dam. 

5. Pioneer Memorial Park (T28N, R20E, Sec. 27) 

This 52-acre site is located about one mile north of Stiles. 

and is largely underdeveloped. There are five wood and metal tables, 
three stone fireplaces, one metal grill, two pit toilets, and a 
hand-pump for water located on the site. 

6. Townsend Park (133N, RL5SE, Sec. 27) 

Townsend Park is a small three-acre site at the location 
of the dam facing the Townsend Flowage. The area is a picnic site 

containing three wooden tables, two pit toilets, and has a very 

poor access to the flowage. 

7. Waubee Lake Park (1T33N, R16E, Sec. 13) 

This is a very small two-acre park site which is located in 
the Nicolet National Forest area about seven miles northwest 
of Lakewood. It is used as a picnic site and has few recreation 

facilities. 

State of Wisconsin Recreation Areas: 

Areas Managed by the Game Division 

1. Peshtigo Brook Wildlife Area (T30N, R18E, Sec. 3-4-8- 

9-10-15) 

2. Pensaukee Marsh Wildlife Area (T27N, R21E, Sec. 14 & 23) 

Areas Managed by the Fish Division 

1. Spring Wildlife Area (T30N RL7E, Sec, 28-29- 
32-33) 

2. Lakewood Hatchery Area (T33N, RIGE, Sec. 16-20-21) 
(Five 40's) 

Area Managed by the Forests and Parks Division 

1. Copper Culture Mound State Park (T28N, R21E, Sec. 24) 

Waysides and Table Sites Managed by the Highway Commission 

Waysides 

1. 1.77 miles north of County Highway "S" on the east side of 
U. S. Highway 41. 

2. 1 mile south of Stiles on the east side of U. S. Highway 141.
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Table Sites 

1. At junction County Highway "A" on the east side of Wisconsin 

Highway 32. 

2. At Waupee River near south junction Wisconsin Highway 64 on 

the south side of Wisconsin Highway 32. 

3. 1.3 miles east of junction U.S, 141 on Wisconsin Highway 22. 

4, 1.15 miles north of Sobieski on the west side of U. S.. Highway 

41 and 141. 

5. 1.5 miles east of junction 32 on the north side of Wisconsin 

Highway 64. 

6. .7 miles east of junction Wisconsin Highways 32 and 22 on 

the south side of Wisconsin 22. 

7. 3-7 miles north of junction County Highway "E"” on Wisconsin 

Highway 32. 

8. At north county line on east side of Wisconsin Highway 32. 

9. 3.1 miles west of junction 32 on north side of Wisconsin 

Highway 64. 

Federal Recreation Development: 

The Nicolet National Forest covers approximately one-fifth of Oconto 
County. Within this vast area are found eight recreation areas of the total 
28 recreation areas found throughout the Nicolet National Forest. The eight 

areas are Bagley Rapids, Bass Lake, Boot Lake, Boulder Lake, Green Lake, © 

Waupee Dam, Whéeler Lake and. Chute Potid. . These recrdéation areas offer 114 

campsites and 30.picnic tables. Of the eight’adreas, five. offer: swimming beaches. 

In addition to the excellent recreation facilities offered by the 

Nicolet National Forest in Oconto County, new recreation development is being 

undertaken. This program includes a new auto tour from Wisconsin Highway 64 
south to Boulder Lake and the Boulder fire lookout tower, across the south 
branch of the Oconto River to Mountain Lake, and back to Highway 64. This 
trail is intended to be an interpretive device as well as a recreation and 

scenic route. 

In addition to the excellent recreation facilities found at Boulder Lake, 

the U. S. Forest Service has begun a program of interpretive trails which may 
be enjoyed as a hiking activity in the Boulder Lake area. This program is in 

accord with the newest Forest Service program of public education and public 
relations. 

‘ Gites for Potential Recreation Devélopment..in Oconto County 

1. White Potato Lake (T31N, RISE, Sec. NWt 26) 

This is a 50-acre site situated on the west shore of White Potato 
Lake which offers excellent swimming, picnicking and camping potential.
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Boating is also a major consideration for this outstanding area. 

It is on county forest crop land. 

2. Ranch Lake (T31N, RSE, Sec. 12) 

Around Ranch Lake there is an excellent swimming and camping 

potential. This 40-acre site offers a chance to develop a quality 

recreation facility for Oconto County. It is easily accessible 

from Wisconsin Highway 64 and is within three miles of the White 

Potato Lake site described above. It is on forest crop land. 

3. South Branch of the Oconto River (T30N, RL7E, Sec. 19 & 30) 

This is an area which allows access to an excellent trout stream. 

It is on forest crop land and offers an excellent development 

potential if ever the demand is such that intensive development 

would be warranted. 

4. Oconto River Access (T30N, RL7E, Sec. SWE 13) 

This is a lovely pine area, about 10 acres in size, which offers 

excellent access to the Oconto River. It is on county forest crop 

lands. 

5. Kelly Lake (T30N, R19B, Sec. SWE 31) 

This is a privately-owned site (Anton Anderson) about 80 acres 
in size, which offers excellent access to Kelly Lake - one of the 
better recreation waters in Oconto County. The site is heavily 

wooded with hemlock-hardwoods. 

Oconto Recreation Plan 

General: 

As has been mentioned in the first section of this report, Oconto 

County has a very great recreational potential. Part of this potential lies 

in the forest crop lands and the national forests, which occupy approximately 

one-third of the county's land area. Part of the recreational potential of 

the county is in the excellent water resources found within its borders and in 

the coast line of Green Bay. Adding to the recreation potential is the ‘tourist 

travel through the county to the recreation areas in Marinette County, the 

Upper Peninsula of Michigan, and Canada. 

All things considered, it would appear. to be in the best interests of the 
Oconto County Board and the Land and Forestry Committee to do all in their 

power to develop the parks in Oconto Cotnty to facilitate the tremendous 

pressures which will be placed on them in the future. 

Demand: 

Because of it's location in a prime recreation country, and being on a 

primary tourist route north, and because of it's general recreation potential, 

plus being in what might be considered to be a close proximity to the Fox 
River Industrial Basin and only three hours from Milwaukee, Oconto can look 
forward to an increased use of it's recreation facilities.
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Attendance at the major county parks exceeded 30,000 visitors in 1962. 

The total population of the county is 25,110. In the major tourist centers 

of the county, the summer population often doubles and has become as great as 

3 times the normal resident population. 

State highway car counts indicate that a substantial increase of travel 

occurs over the major tourist routes during the summer months. In addition, 

the U. S. Forest Service has found it necessary to expand, considerably, the 

recreation facilities within national forests to care for the increased use- 

demand. The development of additional facilities for recreation within our 

prime recreation areas and the heavy traffic to, and through, areas having 

prime recreation importance, follows a national trend which has been steadily 

growing during the past 10 years. 

With the anticipated increase of population nationally, and more leisure 

time, it is safe to assume that the demand for use of the recreation facilities 

and areas within the county will increase in proportion to the increased use 

of such facilities in other parts of the country. 

It woulda appear that with the potential increase in use and present 

overuse of the existing parks, Oconto County should think in terms of additional 

recreation area development. The present areas and facilities are not now 

adequate to meet the demands placed on them and will be more heavily burdened 

in the near future. 

Problems: 

It would appear that one of the greatest problems in Oconto County 

is the need for county and township officials to realize the need for park 

development within the county and to act accordingly. The board has an 

obligation to the people within the county to set aside the prime recreation 

lands, historic, and scenic areas for public use so that this heritage may be 

passed on from generation to generation. 

Each governmental organization, from the federal level to the township 

level, must assume a certain amount of responsibility for recreation development 

within the framework of its specific governmental level. No single agency can 

supply all of the recreation areas and facilities to meet the tremendous demands 

more leisure time will bring in the years to come. Therefore, it is important 

that all governmental agencies work together in a coordinated program of 
recreation area development so that the recreation needs of the public will 
be met satisfactorily and without unusual additional costs to any single 

agency. 

It is hoped that this report will help the county in the development 

of its park and recreation program. 

Another problem in the development of a county recreation program in 

Oconto County is a lack of a concrete operating policy which could be utilized 
throughout the county park system. It is hoped that this report will provide 

a guide for the establishment of such an operating policy. 

Maintenance is also a problem in the Oconto County park system. Lack 

of proper maintenance within the park facility gives rise to unnecessary 

additional expense and a rapid deterioration of the park facilities. It is 

hoped that this report will be able to provide a better understanding of
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maintenance fundamentals and will act as a guide so that a comprehensive 

maintenance program can be established for the Ocouto park system. 

On a broader scale, a problem arises from the scattered park development 

within the county. Because of this, additional problems are posed for the 

operation and maintenance of the park system. This report will show how 

to ease the situation through a comprehensive administration and development 

program for the county park system. 

Development 

Development of Existing Parks: 

1. North Bay Shore Park No. 1 (23 acres) (T29N, R22E, Sec. 27) 

This park is important only in its relationship to North Bay 

Shore Park No. 2, located a mile north. Inasmuch as there is a 

split usage between County Parks No. 1 and No. 2, the area may be 

thought of in terms of a unit development. 

Because of the extreme maintenance costs for the amount of 
acreage developed at this site, and because a more adequate park 

acreage lies in such close proximity, this park should be sold or 

exchanged for more suitable park land in other parts of the county. 

It is not recommended that further development be carried on in 

this park. cA 

2. North Bay Shore Park No. 2 (18 acres) (T29N, R22, Sec. 2h & 25) 

The importance of this park lies in its accessibility to 

Green Bay and in its undeveloped acreage. It is feasible to think 

in terms of this park as being the No. 1 park in Oconto County. 

It is recommended that this park be redesigned and redeveloped 
to realize the full potential of the land area. 

A recommendation, with an immediate priority, would be to 

enlarge the boating access area to twice the width and deepen it 
to a depth of four feet. In this regard, a breakwater would have 

to be established in Green Bay, to the south of the entrance to the 

canal, to prevent the lake currents from washing sand into the channel 

i and plugging its entrance. In any case, sand wash will continue 

to be a problem and will have to be dealt with as the need arises. 

A breakwater at the entrance to the channel would ease the sand 
problem somewhat and be a less costly maintenance problem over a 

period of several years. 

A further recommendation, having a high priority, would be to 
place a chain or gate across the main entrance to the park to pre- 
vent access when the park is closed. This would ease the vandalism 
problem somewhat. 

It is recommended that the county have a plane table map made of 
this area at the earliest possible convenience. This map should then 

be submitted to the Forests and Parks Division of the Wisconsin 
Conservation Department so that plans can be drawn for the redevelop- 

ment of this high priority area.
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3. Chute Pond (120 acres) (T31N, RL6E, Sec. 36) 

Chute Pond is of major importance in the Oconto park system 

because it allows excellent access to the waters of Chute Pond and 

because it is in close proximity to the heavily travelled Wisconsin 

Highway 32. Chute Pond should be considered a major park within 

the Oconto park system. 

It is recommended that Chute Pond County Park be redesigned to 

make the most of the recreation potential of the area. The redesign 

of the area would include relocating the present main area picnic 

and campsites, relocating the access road to the new campground on 

the south shore of the lake, and removal of the group camp. 

It is also recommended that the land area bordering Highway 32 

from the present highway wayside to the park entrance, be purchased by 
the county and expanded into a picnic area along the Oconto River. 

It is further recommended that a management program be establish- 
ed at this park to provide adequate control of the visiting public 

and to preserve the facilities in as natural a state as is possible. 

It is recommended that the county have a topographic and plane 

table map made of this area and the information sent to the 
Wisconsin Conservation Department, Forests and Parks Division. The 
division will then institute a redesign program to establish the 

area for better recreation land use. 

4, Pioneer Memorial Park (52 acres) (T28N, R20E, Sec. 27) 

Pioneer Memorial Park has little significant value in the 
over-all Oconto County park system. Therefore, it is recommended that 
no further development be carried on in this park. ‘The area should 

be maintained at its present level of development. 

It is recommended that the county begin thinking in terms of 
moving the concentration of park activity from this little-used area 

to areas along the Machickanee Flowage, a short distance from the 

Pioneer Park. Though the waters of the flowage are polluted with 

residue from the paper mills at Oconto Falls, this situation will not 

always be true. In the years to come, this lake has the potential of 

becoming an excellent clear-water flowage with very high recreation 

value. Oconto County should begin now to purchase lands and develop 

frontage for park and recreation purposes along this flowage. Delay 

in acquiring suitable frontage along this flowage will mean additional 
expenditures at a later date. 

5. Leigh Lake County Park (40 acres) (T30N, R19E, Sec. 29) 

This. park is significant only in its accessibility to 

Leigh Lake Flowage Dam. The flowage itself has less value because 

the water level cannot be maintained at a proper level. If the 
water level can be brought up to the height for which the dam was 
designed, the park would have considerable value and should be 

developed accordingly.
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Leigh Lake is in close proximity to the Round Lake - Kelly Lake- 

White Lake complex and has less value generally as a recreation area 

because of the difficult access to the low water level and this close 
proximity. Therefore, it is suggested that the county begin to lean 

towards Kelly Lake for future recreation development. The possibility 

acquiring the Anton Anderson lands, in the northwest corner of 
Kelly Lake should be explored. Kelly Lake is one of the outstanding 

recreational waters in Oconto County but does not have sufficient 
public access to it. 

6. Townsend Park (3 acres) (133N, RI5E, Sec. 27) 

The importance of the Townsend Park lies in its proximity to 

the Townsend Flowage area. The park is a small three-acre site 

located near the dam which forms the flowage. 

Because of the extensive federal development around this area 

and the small acreage of the park, it is recommended that the county 
dispose of this park by transferring it to the Township of Townsend 

and place it under their care and management. It is recommended 
that no development, on a county level, be instituted at this time. 

7. Waubee Lake Park (2 acres) (133N, RL6E, Sec. 13) 

Waubee Lake County Park is a very small park utilized strictly 

for picnicking and access to Waubee Lake. 

It is recommended that this very small park be transferred to 

the Township of Lakewood for their care and administration. 

Justification for this transfer can be found through the extensive 

federal recreation development in the area and because of the small 
acreage of the park itself. 

Development of New County Areas: 

1. White Potato Lake Park (30 acres) (T31N, R18E, Sec. 26) 

White Potato Lake is one of the largest inland bodies of water 

within an area of several counties in the northeastern portion of the 

State of Wisconsin. Unfortunately, except for a very small area 

remaining in forest crop land, the shore line of White Potato Lake 
is almost completely privately-owned. There is only one suitable 

public access and this does not lend itself to swimming and other 

general public use. 

Located in the west portion of the lake is an area of forest 

crop jand of which approximately 30 acres could be developed so that 

1,300 feet of shore line could be made available to the general public. 

It is highly recommended that the county think in terms of development 
of this area for multi-use aspects and as a means of preserving 

recreation frontage on White Potato Lake for future generations. 

A general plan of this area is being developed by the 

Wisconsin Conservation Department. However, this is a general plan 
and gives no indication of topographic refinements and specific 
development detail. It would be in the interests of the county to
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have this area mapped and the information sent to the Wisconsin 

Conservation Department at the earliest opportunity. Detailed 

planning of the area can then be inaugurated. =. 

It is reasonable to assume that this park area-could become. the 

number two park in Oconto County's park system. ‘The area should be 

developed with this in mind. 

2. Ranch Lake Beach and Youth Camp (80 acres) (T31N, RISE, Sec. 12) 

Ranch Lake is an excellent spring water lake with outstanding 

beach possibilities and lies in close proximity to the White Potato 

Park development. It is advisable to consider the Ranch Lake and 

White Potato Lake development as a unit complex. ‘The area should 

be managed accordingly. 

It is recommended that if a public beach is developed at 

Ranch Lake, it should be kept to the barest essentials with only 

mimimum basic facilities constructed. An open air change court, 

toilets and water would be the major facilities constructed at this 
area, A graveled parking area should also be developed which would 

include parking for 20 to 30 cars. 

Across the lake, on the east side, is an area suitable for the 
development of a new Oconto County 4-H Camp. It is recommended that 

the present county 4-H Camp at the Chute Flowage be moved to this 

location. To expedite the movement of the camp and the development 

of the beach frontage on Ranch Lake, it is recommended that the 
county have this area mapped and the information sent to the 

: Wisconsin Conservation Department for development and planning. 

If the group camp is erected on the site, it is recommended that 
the total area be devoted to it and no public beach be established 
on Ranch Lake. 

A further recommendation would be for Oconto County to think 

in terms of establishing a working, cooperative, agreement with 

Marinette County so that the Camp Bird recreation facilities located 
in the southwestern corner of Marinette County could be utilized by 

Oconto County 4-H Club groups and other similar organizations. By 
working cooperatively with Marinette County, Oconto County could save 

the expense of further camp development and maintenance costs and 

have access to one of the finest group camps in northern Wisconsin. 

If the Ranch Lake area is not used for a group camp, and a 

cooperative agreement is entered into with Marinette County as 

suggested, the Ranch Lake area could very well be developed into 
an overflow campground for the White Potato Lake - Ranch Lake complex. 

3. Oconto River Frontage Development (80 acres - each site) (T30N, R17E, 
Sec. 13 - T30N, RL7E, Sec.. 19 & 30) 

These two river frontage areas have considerable value because 

of their access to the Oconto River and forest crop land status. 

It is recommended that the areas be kept to a limited camp 
development program with the establishment of from 6 to 12 sites 
in each area. Limited facilities should be erected which would
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inelude one set of pit toilets and a well in each area. Unless 

; camping pressures create a demand for the expansion of these areas, 

it is recommended that Oconto County maintain and manage these areas 

strictly for wilderness-type camping, following the U. S. Forest 

Service pattern of wilderness campsite development. 

Development on State Lands: 

The State of Wisconsin owns considerable acreage of the Pensaukee Marsh 

on the shores of Green Bay south of Pensaukee. This is a state game area and 

is being managed for the preservation of waterfowl. 

Additional lands are being acquired by the state for the preservation 

of waterfowl in T29N, R@2E, along and near the bay to augment the Peshtigo 
wildlife area. 

In addition to the Pensaukee Marsh and Peshtigo wildlife areas, the 

State of Wisconsin leases several areas within Oconto County. These state 
wildlife areas offer unlimited recreation potential and should be developed 
for a limited multi-use type of program where feasible. 

The Charles Pond, T26N, R21E, in Section 3 has been acquired for preser- 
vation of waterfowl habitat and as an observation area. 

It is suggested that in some of the more suitable wildlife areas, water 

facilities be developed and a picnic and/or camping area be established. An 
example of an area suitable for this type of development is the area along 
the southern boundary of the Pensaukee Marsh wildlife area, bordering on 
Green Bay. This area lends itself to the development of a camp and/or 

picnic ground with access to the waters of Green Bay. Management of such an 

area could be in conjunction with the Oconto County park system and a coop- 
erative agreement arranged with the State of Wisconsin for the development, 
maintenance, and supervision of the area. 

County Development in the Federal Forest Area: 

Lying within the federal forest area and extending from the Village of 
Mountain northeastward to the Marinette County line and Boundary Lake is 

County Highway "Wi It is suggested that this highway could be incorporated into 
the Marinette County Parkway System and could be controlled as a scenic parkway 

leading from Wisconsin Highway 32 in Oconto County to the Goodman Parkway and 
High Falls and Caldron Falls Flowage area. This could be instituted as a 
joint cooperative management agreement between the U. S. Forest Service, the 

State of Wisconsin Highway Commission, Oconto County, and Marinette County. 

Management 

The key to good management of a park area is an understanding by the 
managing authority of its responsibilities to the public for maintaining 

adequate and safe facilities. Management of a public park system is a difficult 

task and requires considerable study and understanding on the part of the 
managing authority. This means that members of the management committee must 

take it upon themselves to find out all they can about good park management 

practices, maintenance, and operation fundamentals.
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A number of very fine professional park and recreation agencies are 

available to offer assistance to park boards and citizens management groups to 

enable them to better understand the intricacies of park management. The 

addresses of several of these groups may be found in the appendix of this 

report. 

The Oconto County parks system is managed by a three-man Land and Forestry 

Committee composed of members of the county board. This committee is a policy- 

making group which has the responsibility to oversee the activities of the 

county forest administrator, whose responsibility it is to put into action the 

policies formulated by the Land and Forestry Committee. 

The Oconto County park system is somewhat difficult to manage inasmuch 

as the parks within the county are quite scattered. A problem arises with 

the location of the somewhat remote Parks No. 1 and No. 2 along the Green Bay 

shore, in the easternmost portion of the county. Care should be taken so that 

no one area is given an inferior position in the management program because of 

its location, as sometimes happens in a scattered type of park system. 

Oconto County has five major park areas which could be considered as 

strict management and development areas. In order of their importance they are 

as follows: 

1. County Park No. 2 

2. The White Potato-Ranch Lake complex with White Potato Lake 

given the priority 

3. Chute Pond 

4, Kelly Lake (Anton Anderson property) 

5. Machickanee Flowage 

Each of these areas has problems peculiar to itself and must be managed 

accordingly. 

Operation: 

Good operation of the Oconto County park system will depend primarily 

upon the attitudes of the management committee and the county board. The county 

parks in Oconto County are desperately in need of updating and revising. The 

parks are unsuitable for present day demands and for future recreation require- 
ments. However, all things considered, it must be said that the management 

committee has done a reasonable job in trying to maintain the parks under the 
additional pressures of today's recreational needs and an inadequate budget. 

One of the most important aspects in the operation of the county parks 

in Oconto County is a system of fees and charges. Presently, a system of fees 

and charges is established at the Chute Pond Park. The charge is $2.00 per week 
per camper with no limitation on the length of time the visitor can remain at 

the campsite. A $2.00 per week fee is unreasonable in view of the increased 
demands by the public for camp facilities. Therefore, it is recommended that 

the $2.00 per week fee be abolished and a new systerm of fees and charges be 

established for the entire county park system.
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To facilitate collection of fees, it is necessary that forms be printed 

and that a person be delegated for each park to administer this program and 

maintain control of the funds collected. Strict accounting procedures must 
be inaugurated, and periodic checks maintained for the adequate control of 

funds collected. It is anticipated that the total cost of fund collection 

would be approximately $3,000 to $4,500 per season. The individuals hired 
for collection of fees could also be responsible for the maintenance of the 

area on a seasonal, part-time basis. 

It must be clearly understood that when a system of fees and charges 

is established within a park system, the public requires, and has the right to 

expect, that the facilities will be maintained to the highest possible degree. 

In addition, it must be realized that a camp area, no matter what size, 

can only hold so many people before the area begins to become deteriorated. 

Park saturation has already occurred at Chute Pond Park. Such overuse and 

overcrowding has caused compaction of the soil, a deterioration of the vegeta- 
tion, and a tripling of maintenance costs. 

It is recommended that the camping areas within Oconto County be strictly 
defined and established as individual lot sizes so that campers may be assigned 

to one individual campsite in a planned, orderly fashion. (A good example of 

camp lot orientation and design is found in the new camp development at 

Chute Lake.) 

Maintenance: 

Maintenance within a park system is always one of the biggest budgetary 

and management headaches in park operation. With an insufficient budget and 
difficult management problems, Oconto County has done moderately well to 

maintain the parks for general public use. It must be realized, however, that 

with a park improvement program, plus the general increasing pressures by the 

public, the parks within Oconto County are going to be more heavily used and 

will pose greater maintenance problems in the years to come. Additional funds 
will be necessary to maintain the parks at a satisfactory level of public use. 

The public is justified in demanding that recreational facilities be kept 

up to a level suitable for their use. The county, on the other hand, should 

consider an adequate maintenance program as a public relations program which 

can educate the public and help sell the value of the parks within the 
county system. Adequate maintenance also thwarts vandalism and creates a 
greater respect for the park facilities. 

It would be reasonable to think in terms of two maintenance districts 

within the Oconto County park system. District 1 would be the Chute Lake, 
White Potato Lake, Ranch Lake and Oconto River frontage district. The second 
district would be the County Park No. 2 and the county parks within the Stiles 
area. 

(Additional information regarding the philosophy and fundamentals of a 
good maintenance program can be found in the appendix of this report.)
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Zoning 

Zoning is very important in the safeguarding of recreation areas 
against incompatible uses of adjacent lands. In some park areas a carnival 
type of development has sprung up around the entrances to nature preserves, etc., 

and has decreased the recreation values of the area. This type of development 
is not in harmony with good park management and should be discouraged. There- 

fore, strict zoning ordinances become vitally important to safeguard the values 

of the public parks. 

Zoning is also important in the development of parkways. It has been 

recommended that Oconto County think in terms of the development of County 

Highway’W"as a parkway link between the Marinette County parkway system and 

Wisconsin Highway 32 in Oconto County. 

Highway signs and billboards must be controlled. Offensive structures 

must be eliminated or improved. Scenic vistas must be safeguarded and the 

entire parkway must be established as a major scenic and recreation route 

within the county. To do this, ordinances must be passed which will give 
teeth to the enforcement of proper zoning regulations for the preservation of 

recreation values. 

Program 

It would be feasible for Oconto County to think in terms of a county- 
wide recreation program. The services of a professional park and recreation 

director would be instrumental in the development of such a program. This 

would be in direct accord with the over-all development of a park and recrea- 

tion system in Oconto County and would give a greater value-return for each 
tax dollar spent on parks and recreation. 

Public Relations, Education, and Interpretation 

It would be in keeping with good park management to contact the 
various school systems throughout Oconto County and begin a program of infor- 
mation and interpretation of park values. It would also be feasible to 

contact the 4-H clubs and develop a 4-H program of general county park 

assistance. Such assistance could be in the form of building funds for new 

construction or manpower and money to assist in the maintenance of park areas. 

It is recommended that the various Chambers of Commerce, the Junior 
Chambers of Commerce, and other civic and service organizations throughout 

the entire county be contacted to help in making brochures available to the 

public concerning the parks and recreation areas within the county and to 

donate funds and manpower to assist in the development and maintenance of 

the park system. 

It is important that the development of the Oconto County park system be 
entered into on a total county cooperative basis. This means that all the 
communities within the county enter into cooperative agreements so that the 

implementation of the Oconto County park and recreation plan could be a function 

which is shared by all.
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Summary 

Oconto County is a county with an excellent recreation potential. 

With a decline in industry, agriculture, and other economic base, it is 

important that the county realize that recreation is a means to economic 

rehabilitation. 

The county is very much in need of re-establishing and reassessing 

its parks program to meet the needs of today and tomorrow. Presently, there 

are five parks and potential park areas which have outstanding value within 

the county park system. They should be considered as major primary parks. 

The most important of these is the North Bay Shore Park No. 2 which, in all 

probability, will become the most heavily used park between the City of 

Green Bay and the City of Marinette. It is valuable because it has some of 

the last good frontage remaining in public ownership on Green Bay between 

the Cities of Marinette and Green Bay. It has been suggested that the county 
think of this park in terms of an "A-No. 1" priority park and that development 
be in accordance with this priority and in terms of future public use to meet 

the recreation needs of the public in years to come. 

The second most important park within the Oconto County park system is 

the White Potato County Park. Presently, this area is county forest crop land 

and not developed as a park. However, inasmuch as White Potato Lake is one 

of the largest bodies of good clean recreation water in Oconto County, it has 

been recommended that this park be placed high on the priority list for develop- 
ment. It is anticipated that this will be a very intensively used park and 

should be planned accordingly. 

In conjunction with the White Potato Lake County Park, Ranch Lake forms 

the White Potato-Ranch Lake Park complex. ‘These two areas form an outstanding 

recreation resource which should be developed according to the suggestions 

and recommendations made in this report. The potential for both White Potato 

Lake and Ranch Lake lies in the excellent swimming facilities which are 
inherent in the area. 

Third in importance is the Chute Pond Park. This is a heavily-used 

area which has been recommended for complete redevelopment to make the 
maximum use of the area. 

Fourth on the development scale is the land owned by Anton Anderson, 

bordering Kelly Lake. This area is excellent for park purposes and should be 

acquired if at all possible. 

Fifth in importance are lands bordering the Machickanee Flowage. Though 

the waters in this flowage are not of good quality now, it is anticipated that 

in the years to come the situation will change and the water will be cleaned and 
made suitable for recreation use. The county should do all in its power to 

acquire land along this frontage now before land costs make such acquisition 
unfeasible. 

Also important in the over-all development of the Oconto County park 
system are areas within the county forest crop land which can be developed 
as wilderness camp areas. Such areas provide a balance to the camping program 

within the county park system and should be maintained strictly as wilderness 

campsites.
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Federal forest lands occupy approximately one-fifth of Oconto County. 

Recreation development within these areas is outstanding and constantly being 
re-evaluated to better meet the needs of today and tomorrow. The county should 
think in terms of working with the federal forest manager in providing a 

comprehensive recreation development program which will be a balanced program 

for the over-all development of recreation facilities within the county. 

The State of Wisconsin has many acres devoted to wildlife management. 
It is felt that these areas should be managed as a multi-use program and that 
the areas, particularly along Green Bay, should be expanded to include camping 

and picnicking. Management of such areas could be a cooperative agreement 

between the county and the state. 

Over-all management of the Oconto County park system is presently in 

the hands of the Land and Forestry Committee composed of members of the 

Oconto County Board. 

Oconto County should think in terms of the re-establishment of its fees 

and charges system. The present $2.00 per week is inadequate to meet today's 
needs. It has been estimated that the county can pay for all its park costs 
and future development expense through a reasonable and logical system of fees 
and charges. One dollar per night, plus 25¢ for electricity has been recommended 
as the standard charge for camping. This fee is a token fee and is the standard 
fee charged in many state and county parks throughout the United States. The 

visiting public expects to pay, and it is understandable that Oconto County 

should make the most of this expectation. Such a system of fees and charges 
has a number of problems. However, the cost of operation can be paid for 
from the fees collected. 

Oconto County has come a long way in the development of its park and 

recreation program. However, the needs of tomorrow are going to place 

additional burdens on the management board and on the recreation facilities 
themselves. It is necessary that the management committee understands the 

problems involved and takes steps to educate themselves to be better able to 

cope with the situation and provide the greatest return for the tax dollar 

spent on parks and recreation. 

The Wisconsin Conservation Department stands ready to assist the 
county in the development of its park and recreation system. To do this 

adequately, it will be necessary for the county to begin a program of plane 

table mapping in the existing and proposed areas so that plans can be developed 

for the park and recreation areas. 

7-18-63 
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sagust 27, 1934 

MEMO FOR GRwNoe: 
The following notes were obtained from Roy ¥, Olson, 

Wine-Mile Camp, Three lakes, Wisconsin, I cannot recall whether 
we were together when I got this information or whether I got it 
after we parted company, but to make sure I am sending you a digest 
of it. ‘The information presumably applies to the neighborhood of 
Wine-Mile Camp, 

Farieidan. The size of the broods this year seems bigger than the 
size of the broods last year (1933). ‘This applies to the corner of 
Forest, Vilas, and Oneida counties, 

he There are fewer rabbits even in the unpoisoned areas than 
in 1933. It is estimated that there are one-quarter to one-half less, 

Sharptail. Seem to be about the sane as last year, 

Eee Three guesses from local observers ran 6:1, “41, 381 
as the proportion of does to bucks, 

Aldo. Leopold 

File: Cycle folder 
Oneida Co.



Outagamie County 

See "A Wisconsin Specimen of the Cougar" by A. W. Schorger, Jour. i 

Mammalogy, Vol. 19, No. 2, May, 1938, p. 252. 
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A Wisconsin Specimen of the Cougar (Felis couguar Kerr. ):+ 

The Neenah and Menasha Conservator, Deo. 17, 1687, 

atates that Samuel B. Hart of Appleton killed a “huge panther" 

on Nov, 22nd. The Appleton Greseent, Dee. 12, 1857, carries 

a olrounstantial account of the event. Samuel 2. Hart, with 

a neighbor, was searching for a colt when his dog treed the 

cougar. ‘The animal measured seven feet and two inches in 

length. “Two of his tusks, one of the upper and the other 

of the lower jaw, were broken off, and had apparently been 

gone for several years. The other two tusks were very 

large but much worn." The specimen was mounted by “Prof.}Mason 

and Dr. Beach”, An accompanying article on "Lawrence 

University Cabinet” states: “As you enter the room the 

first object that attracts attention is the Panther recently 

transferred from a savage roaming life,to one more congenial 

to the wishes of the people". 

On inquiry, Prof. Walter E. Rogers, of Lawrence 

College, informed me that the specimen is still in existence 

and measures 27 inches in height at the shoulders and 65 

inches in length from the end of the nose to the tip of 

the tail. ‘The ecard accompanying the specimen reads as 

follows: 

"Killed by Mr. Reese in 1648 on the Randall Farm, 

two miles north east of Appleton. He was searching for a



lost horse in the snow, and found panther tracks. The 

following day he went on horseback, tracking the aninal 

through the snow, finally killing him near the Ballard Road." 

A photograph of the cougar, furnished by 

Mr. Y, H. Johnston of the College, shows that the upper 

right and lower left canines are missing. The condition 

of the teeth, close agreement in length, and other data leave 

little if any doubt that the specimen represents the cougar 

killed at Appleton, Nov. 22, 1657, by Samuel P, Hart. 

Insofar as mown it is the only Wisconsin specimen extant. 

A paper on the former distribution of the cougar 

in “Wisconsin will be published later, ~- A.W. Sehorger, 

168 N. Prospect Ave. Madison, Wis. 

2-22-38 a
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WELDLITE MANAGEMEN? PLAN 

QUEAGAMTE COUNTY ASYIUM FARM 

Avthar $. Hawicine 

eb. 1, 1937



Foreword, 

All species of desirable wildlife are at present uncoumon or absent 

on the Qutagamie County Asylum property. ‘The directors of the institution 

and interested citizens wish to restore as much as may be possible by 

incorporating wildlife management with ordinary farm practices, 

These farm practices are at present so intensive that the requirements 

of resident species are not satisfied throughout the year. Secondly, 

° Little or no incentive is offered migratory species to "stop off." 

The basic needs are three: cover for protection against severe 

weather and enemies, sites favorable for reproducing, and food available 

at all times, 

Certain adjustments can be made to obviate or at least lessen the 

barriers to wildlife, at the same time keeping in mind the value of this 

rich agricultural land. 

However, the accomplishing of these adjustments is not without 

difficulties--technical and otherwise, F 

(1) "If we really want game, we mst give time and thought to plen~ 

ning, supervision on the ground, and some hard cash or its 

equivalent." 

(2) A restoration program cannot be accomplished over night. It 

might take years. If results are not forthcoming immediately, 

many adults are prone to lose interest. Tt is therefore desirable 

to solicit the active interest of a group of young naturalists 

to murse the project along. I understand that such is already 

being done on this area. 

(3) While the chances are very good that many new species of wildlife
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might be induced to move into the area as conditions become 

more favorable, large populations of any game bird are by no 

means assured. Quail populations in the latitnde are very 

unstable, prairie chickens are at best a winter proposition, 

ruffed grouse require more room, pheasants need a marsh in 

which to winter, ani Hungarian partridge plants have so far 

not proved successful here, 

Despite the failure of the 50-bird Hungarian partridge planting of 

1933, @ comparison of this range with successful Hun range leads me to 

believe that a planting after the range has been improved would prove 

successful. 
Without doubt after improving food and cover a small flock of 

pheasants could be induced to remain on the area, 

3 Quail are sure to recover from their present slump within e few 

years and by that time food and cover may have developed to the point 

where a few birds could resist some future killing winter. 

Prairie chickens are at present seen two miles north of the area. 

It is quite possible that these birds would find a field of standing corn 

left on the area, 

It would be interesting experimentally to plant a couple pair of 

raffed grouse in the woods sometime in the future. 

The state would doubtless liberate black raccoon in the woodlot, upon 

request, and this would be a fine addition te any woodlot.
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Outagamie County Asylua Area 

Deserivtion of Eroperty: 
1, Avea falling under plans: 50 acres 

2. location: 2 miles north from Appleton on Highway 10; Grand Shute 

township; T, 21 N., BR. 17 B, Sec. 20, 21. 

3. Soils: Superior silt loam, Superior fine sandy loam, Superior loam, 

Coloma fine sandy loam. . 

4, Fara utilisation: 

tame hay (clover x alfalfa) 120 acres 

oats and barley 120 

corn go * 

pasture ad 

ungrazed woodlot ao 6* 

other crops: potatoes, cabbage, etc. 

livestock: 130 cattle, 100 hogs, 10 horses 

5. Present farm practice: extensive fall plowing and grazing, no 

crops left in field, narrow fencerows; in short, clean 

farming. 

6. Practices favoring wildlife: 

(1) Twenty acres of woodlot have been fenced against grazing 

for 4 years. These woods have been under-planted with 

white pine, Norway spruce and black walmut (near its edge). 

These trees have wade excellent growth despite the drought. 

(2) wo marseries have been established but lost heavily 

during the drought. The species: ‘Scotch pine, Chinese elm. 

A grove of walmt and pecan has been planted, 

(3) A ditch bank has been planted to willows and now makes 

excellent windbreak cover,
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7. Possibilities of improving wildlife environment: 

(1) More nesting cover is needed, Fencing corners, 

widening fencerows, protecting ditch banks and 

erosion gullies from grazing, leaving railroad 

banks unburned, and building nesting boxes protect 

and create nesting cover. 

(2) Food secessible to wildlife throughout the winter 

is completely lacking. YFood patches or a few rows 

or shocks of corn left in the field are necessary 

and should be supplemented by grain fed under 

shelters, Small birds need sunflower seeds, suet, 

ete, Planting of food~bearing plants would greatly 

; benefit wildlife. ‘ 

(3) Winter cover is almost absent. Cover demanded by 

various species differs, but all species are 

attracted by standing corn in winter. Brushy spots, 

swale grass, evergreen clumps, brambles, and sweet 

Clover help f111 the cover bill, Suitable night 

roosting cover is also demanded by wildlife. 

Food and cover are equally important in that both are 

Furthermore, it is also essential that food and cover should 

be so arranged that the bird can reach its feeding ground via 

travel routes of good cover. Three food or cover patches well 

situated are more valuable than a dozen poorly located patches. 

These requirements form the basis for the following 

suggestions.
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Development Suzeestions 

A, Post the land conspicuously against hunting and trespassing. 

B. Improve food and cover as follows (mumbers refer to map): 

Unit 1. Woodlot and Vicinity 

Plant a Norway spruce hedge around the edge of the woods. This 

develorment is especially desirable on the north and west sides to break 

winter winds. It may be necessary to open the woods somewhat to allow 

light to enter, (Plant food-bearing species where possible. Suggested 

food plants: Red and white cedar, red pine, panicled dogwood, highbush 

cranberry, lileo, honeysuckle, white birch, popple, hagel, black locust, 

; chokecherry, sumac, prickly ash, grape, 5-leafed ivy, bittersweet, night- 

shade.) Remove all gooseberry and currant to protect white pine from 

blister rust. 

4 dem inserted at (1) would back up a aml] pond in spring. This 

should be favorable to spruce growth and would encourage such water- 

loving food plants ac jewelweed. It might be well to open up the canopy 

around the pond. 

A halfeacre food patch could be opened up and fenced in the pasture 

adjoining the woodlot at (23), This should be planted to some variety 

of sorghum, buckwheat, or soybeans rather than corn, since squirrels 

would steal 811 of the ears. 

Allow hollow stubs and trees to remain standing for living and 

nesting quarters, 

Do not burn brush piles and do not cut up the tree tops, Both make 

good cover. Brash should be piled over a strong oak framework with plenty 

of space underneath for birds to move freely. ‘The pile should be large, 

80 that snow will neither fill the pile up nor drift it over, Plant 

Climbing vines around these permanent brush piles.
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Shield the junk pile by vines. ‘ 

Protect the mt trees from rodents, with wire guards or at least by 

erubbing the sod avay from their bases. — 
Despite dangers of poaching, the swale grass (2) forms a micleus for 

good roosting cover. As mech of the adjoining pasture as possible should 

be torn up, fenced (24), and planted to giant white sweet clover, or allowed 

to grow up naturally. : 

Develop fence between 2 and 3 as a travel lane. 

Obtain cooperation of the railroad to prevent burning the nesting cover 

along the right-of-way (7). 

Plant cover (see suggestions for planting species) at 3, 4, 5, 6. 

Leave the fencerow between for nesting sites. 

A cover lane showld connect Unit 1 with Unit 2. This may be not less 

than 6 rows of standing corn (38), or fence row cover outside the cattle lane (7); 

better still, both. 

Unit 2. Dond and Vicinity 

Gorner $ should be fenced and cover planted, and 9 is also a cover 

planting which is extended to form a travel lane to the pond. The remainder 

of this dead-end lane is for nesting (10). 

fhe pond: At the present mrsery site the soll is poor, Plant evergreens, 

willow, black locust or Russian olive. Plant the pond banks thickly with the 

game species and plant a row of white cedar around the pond's edge, These may 

or may not be successful, Leave that part with a good stand of sweet clover 

as is, Plant dam desks heevily with pollarded brush willow mixed with a few 

pollards of golden willow, 

Fenee corner 11 and plant a clump of spruce, Norway pine, red cedar, or 

white cedar. Move pasture fence (12) to east side of pond outlet and plant 

stream banks with brush wiliows.
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Fence the southeast corner of this pasture (at 14) where the streom 

runs close to the steep north slope as an erosion prevention measure. 

Corner 13 might be planted to brush willow. 

Plans have already been made to move the southeast and east fence of 

this pasture, The edge of thie field offers nesting possibilities and should 

therefore not be planted. It might be well to plant the rims of potholes 

15 and 16, however, as an erosion prevention measure, A tangle of wild 

grapes at each of these sites would be excellent if grape can be started, 

Since both of these potholes have north slopes, it is doubtful if they 

could furnish winter cover unless eo windbreak planting were made in the 

pasture in front of them, ‘This would mean fencing a small section of pasture 

in front of the potholes ani planting, preferably to red cedar, 

The large clump of prickly ash at 17 should be fenced, and the fence 

(18) might be moved out into the pasture to form a triangle for planting 

to hawthorn, prickly ash and a few evergreens, 

The stream branch (19) should be left as is for nesting cover except 

for small clumps of brash willows planted 50 yards apart. ‘This stream 

connects Unit 2 with Unit 3, : 

Unit 5. Barnyard and Vicinity 

Several rows of corn should be left standing along the.strean (19) 

and the south end of the field (20) for a food and cover patch, The stream 

bank (21) should be left as is for nesting. Plantings can be made on the 

south side of the strean (22), Bvergreens are suggested, Widen fencerow 23. 

Field and stream bank (24) are already ideal, (Mr. Flanagan's suggestion of 

patting a pheasant coop in this field to attract other birds should be tried, 

but not over one cock can be in a pen during the breeding season or fatal 

fighting will result.)
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Three or more strips of nesting cover should be left unplowed in 

the orchards. ‘These strips should be 10-15" wide (29). 

Food patch planted to sunflowers, wild hemp, millet, and wheatland 

milo at 25, unless a permanent planting is desired. Then plant to food~ 

bearing and cover shrubs. 

If possible, plant a cover lane at 26 to connect 25 and 23. Reserve 

stream banks (27) for nesting with willow clumps planted at intervals of 

50 yards. 

Seotch pine are ordinarily better adapted to a lighter, more acid 

gotl than is found on this area, It is therefore best not to stock the 

proposed nursery (28) with this species, However, the present Scotch 

pine nursery site (near the entrance) looks te be fairly suitable ani 

might also be adapted to other pine species. 

On the other hand, the proposed mursery site is better soil and 

would be wore likely to support spruces, cedars, and hardwoods. This is 

especially trae since watering might be done. Ulms are not recommended 

for game plantings since they shade out other growth. There is also 

possible future danger of the devastating Dutch elm disease. Nut trees 

: would probably do well om this site. Various food shrubs might be tried 

in this mrsery. 

Songbird Develoument Around the House. 

Bird houses could be placed along the lane entering the grounds and in 

the orchards. These should have holes of 3 sizes: ‘Twenty-five cent size 

for wrens, 1-1/2" diameter for bluebirds, and 2-1/2" dismeter for flickers. 

Flicker boxes should be placed higher up in the tree than is necessary for 

wrens or bluebirds. Space these boxes so that there will be about 3 for each
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species along the drive, one of the three being on the opposite side of 

the road from the other two. Have boxes for a given species as far apart 

as possible. Place several houses in the orchard, 

Place a martin house (with several compartments) in an open space in 

the front and back yard, Be sure there are no trees to disturb their flying 

within 50 yards of the houses, Have the pole on which the house is tilt 

hinged near the ground so that the houses can be cleaned. 

The planting of thick shrubbery such as Japanese barberry, Fhiladelphus, 

hydrangea, stc., would attract those famous imitators, the catbird and the 

brown thrasher, Mountain ash and mulberry attract many species, notably 

cedar waxwings. 

Honeysuckle, foxgloves, and columbine are among those flowers attracting 

iuming birds. Besides flower beds of these species are very attractive, 

; A self-feeding liquid container filled with sugar water and placed in the 

garden also attracts this interesting bird. 

Bird baths are also welcomed by birds and are an attractive addition to 

any lawn, 

Minter Feeding Stations 

It will be necessary to supplement the food patches with grain fed 

under shelters. Suggested sites for these stations are designated on the 

map by amall letters. Methods of construction of winter feeding stations 

and their usage are described in detail in Leopold's "ABCs of Winter Feeding." 

Method 9% Planting Cover Fatches 

One of the chief purposes of a cover patch is to offer protection from 

winter winds and snows. Only two classes of plantings can effectively do 

this: heavily tangled vines and evergreens. '
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Hence this principle of design should be followed: Plant evergreens 

or grape tangles on the windward (north and west sides) of the patch, 

These evergreen species are recommended for the Appleton area: Norway spruce 

(for hedging); red, Austrian and Mugho pines} red cedar, creeping juniper 

and white cedar (for moist locations). 

Inside the windbreak cover plant “predator-proof" cover which will permit 

as much sunlight as possible to lend attractiveness to the patch. Such thorn- 

covered species as wild crab, wild plum, thornapple, prickly ash ani locust, 

are especially desirable for this. Finally, on the southeast side of the 

pateh, build a brushpile or lean-to shelter. This is to provide for such 

severe winter emergencies as any norml winter presents (under conditions of 

heavy snows or drifting, few small cover patches offer sufficient cover). 

As an adfed precaution, plant about 4 evergreens 12-15! de trenk of 0 open 

front of the artificial shelter (whieh faces toward the southeast) to break 

any storms from that direction, 

The artificial shelters should be at least &' across the front by &' 

deep and 5-1/2-6' high in front. The frame work should be constructed of 

oak, teamarack, black locust, or some other durable wood. This framework 

ean be covered with corn shocks each fall, These shelters may be used for 

winter feeding shelters if desired, 

The following lists summarize the recommended planting stock.
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fon Sod) Dente Geog. Food and Cover Flants 
(exeellen erosion prevention) 

Willow (both brush & tree) Wild plum 
Black locust *Chokecherry 
Russian olive Hawthorn d 
Red cedar Wild rose (on nesting sites) 

Grape 
Mulberry 
Prickly ash 
Sumac 

**Popple 
**Hagel 
“Birch — 
Sustrian pine 
Norway pine 

; Mugho pine 
Norway spruce 
Red and white cedare 

* Don't plant near a potato patch, 
** Yor prairie chicken budding, so plant along edge of wods and in 

patches, in the open. 7 

Restocking Policy 

Application should be made for 50 Hungarian partridge and a pair of 

black raccoon as soon as possible. 

Release 2 pheasant cocks and 6 hens next April or raise birds and release 

in late summer.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2 New Soils Building 
University Extension 
Madison, Wisconsin 

- Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am returning the bulletin which you 
loaned to me the other day. I found the material . 
here that I was after and appreciate your assist- 
ance. 

In talking to the superintendent of the 
prison camp in our county I find that there have 
been a number of quail that have wintered over 
in that vicinity. They believe that there are 
about thirty-five or forty that have come through 
the winter 0.K. You were asking about these the 
other day when I was in your office. 

Next time you come into the county I am 
sure you will be interested in visiting the prison 
Camp as they have done a great deal in the way of 
game refuge. They are feeding both the quail and 
pheasants at the present time. 

Sin ely ; 

i ( j honors 

ALL C. ANSON 
mty Agricultural Agent 

Outagamie County 

RCS: MK 
ENC.
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, Walter Bubbert’s Interest Map of 

Ozaukee County 
Ozaukee county is the “biggest little county” in Wisconsin. It’s 

the first county north of Milwaukee and a playground area within 
easy reach of the metropolis. The Hollanders, Germans and Lux- 
emburgers have made fertile soil out of a red clay. The rolling 
hills, the sand dunes, the bluffs of Lake Michigan with the clean 
sandy beaches, and the valley of the Milwaukee river have made ‘ 
this a garden spot. 

Milwaukee—Few weeks ago we published a letter | 1s this interesting mop ot Ozaukee county. It was 
200 ERE SS from Walter Bubbert, county surveyor for Milwau- | published in the Milwaukee Turner magazine. Care- 

kee county in which he displayed his interest in our | ful study of the map shows many interesting Ozau- y 
EB 10 county. In his work with the state historical society, | kee points. 

Walter delves into local history. One of the results
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oll View Fences in City? . 1 y: Resolution No, 6;—Introduced by Walter Bubbert, representing Tech- 

Bubbert Vie With ] pleat eee ‘Architects and Draftsmen’s Union No. 54, Mil- 

WS 1 A arm WHEREAS, Organized labor has suffered and will i 

Just who are the official fence 
suffer attacks of organized manufacturers who charge Coe ith 

viewersin atilwaiikee? COUNTY being unibaione and with hindering the war effort in labor’s demand 

That question was on thi 
Fe ee any Ti 

Ryan wilting da a See 
_ WHEREAS, In many instances manufacturers themselves are 

ae g, an assistant city REVEA 
guilty of morale shattering practices by manufacturing in many cases 

orney, when he returned from his 
inferior or poor material, by. loading contracts with heavy, false and 

vacation Monday and he will have ‘5 fraudulent overcharges, and 
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‘ ed im: 
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ment of the employ. s themselves who feel patriotic though helpless 

that’s Walter Bubbert, county sur- Milwaukee Man, Walter Bub- themselves to protest, and 

veyor, but i i i s 
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Wovadas Cuenca porentan and bert, Discovers Bits of Pot- .. ._WHEREAS, One such instance of fraudulent overcharge by the 

Fiisea when DaEber be issue aS tery and Chert Flaki Falk Corporation of Milwaukee has been brought to the attention of 

ing the aeata oretaee after consult- | akings Dur- the Federal authorities by Brother Frank Zeidler of the Technical 

thet ft ls the a a es which state ing Inspection Engineers Union, the Federal authorities failed to prosecute, and the 

the chty!tecnee jut Yee aldermen of 
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white CALL ia ence viewers,” meee publish the stories even though some of the overcharges have been 

Peace hat Sail ee about - The historic value of the Win- exposed by the employees involved, therefore be it 

at N. sth and-W. acme Vine nebago county park at Winnecon- RESOLVED, That this convention of the Wisconsin State Fed- 

Btclnhacen a waed: » inne was given added significance eration of Labor at Oshkosh advise the Executive Board and the 

Ataluhaehaue atairyeyorencshe when Walter Bubbert, Milwaukee elected officers that it desires a vigorous attitude against these prac- 

admits he ‘would probably he county surveyor, yesterday after- tices of organized manufacturers, and that the widest publicity of the 

Grade A qencaviewer bubtt atlhis noon, found positive evidence of false and fraudulent overcharges by manufacturers be given in the 

pears in the colanon counelt We had Indian and aboriginal occupati rest of the labor press and by Official statements and speeches of 

hever sbetota Gaen called Aipometa ee that site. ‘upation labor leaders, and be it further 3 

Terr such chores. Nor-had any Mr. Bubbert, attending the state x RESOLVED, That the members of the Wisconsin State Federa- 

con reres. ‘ fabor convention ‘here’ as a’ dele- tion of Labor be urged to report any false and fraudulent overcharges 

D S paced ewe gate from ihe Milwhnukhe ‘Ioal' of to the union officials and that union officials be urged to take up said 

lane Surveyor Named to echnical engineers, architects and charges with the proper federal authorities and to follow through on 

Legislati 
nreétamenta union Red iaska such matters until such practices are stopped in order that the public 

ive Committe ethe park and sineiapatiac ea eens See erie ue genuine patriotic interest which organized labor has 

‘Ata Ske larcheologi : ee in e public welfare. 

aiCeve EE ee county logical and historicai value Referred to Committee on Resolutions. 
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seat Wins __ ting over a thousand persons. sa [By ALEXIUS BAAS] 

R BUBBERT. i er Bubbert, Milwaul e mail also brings me a card It may interest Mr. Bubbert and 

W atm GE Ree Uni- county surveyor, inquired pri from Walter Bubbert, Milwaukee other old friends to know that my 

uate of the 1930 cl, grad- er the vertical rest room signs i county surveyor, who is a member father was born on Jone's island. 
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Interest Map of Estabrook Park
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Copies for: Schorger 
Lloyd 
Fox Squirrel 
Buffalo Co. 
Pepin Co, —~ 
Cyele 

1905 Squirrel Migration 

Merl Schultz, Oregon, Wis., told HA Lloyd, Petrie Sporting Goods Co., 

Madison, that in September, 1903, a migration of fox squirrels took place 

at Reed's landing, Pepin County, at the mouth of the Chippewa River. This 

is at the lower extremity of Lake Pepin. Uach day for two weeks, from about 

noon until about 3 p.m, the squirrels swam westward across the Mississippi. 

There were fox squirrels only; no grays. 

Schultz says the swimming squirrels would clamber aboard a boat to 

rest. As an experiment he pushed then off the east side of his boat to see 

if they would reverse direction. They invariably reoriented themselves 

westward. 

A eovy of this is sent M4 Lloyd with the request that he get Mr. Sehults 

to correct any details I may have gotten wrong. Schultz lives in Oregon and 

if interviewed could doubtless give mech additional detail. 

Alde Leopold 
October 19, 1938
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Files Jackrabbit 
Weupaca Co. 
Barron Co. 
Polk Go. 

(From Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. ITI, No. 7, July, 1938, p. 23.) 

TACK RABBITS 

Who introduced the first jack rabbits into Wisconsin? 

Goy Mombrue, chairman of the Waupaca county conservation committee, 
writes to the Bulletin: 

"I believe in this central section that W. A. Bugh of Wautoma 
and myself were the first and only ones to put them out, as we got a shipment 
of 12, four mles and eight females from Nebraska the latter part of March, 
1900, and released them about four miles north of Wautoma on a large rye field. 
We were particular to get them at that particular month as the shipper repre- 
sented that the females would be bred then, and from the fact that there was 
o¢easionally one of these killed each season thereafter there is no doubt tut 
what this planting was successful. 

"I have learned of their being released in the northwest part of 
the state on one or two occasions in Barron and Polk counties, but these 
plantings were along about 1920, and I understand there were quite a good many 
rabbits up that way to show for it. 

"You may have data on other introductions as to the time and place 
and as this animal seems now destined to be with us and to often help out 
the sportsman's bag, it might be interesting to many hunters to learn how they 
cane there." 

a



P ists ae Co 

A total of eleven hens were counted out of twenty-seven 

Prairie Chickens trapped by Harold Shine on Buena Vista Marsh 

in Portage County on March 4 to 6. These birds were captured 

at a point where 50 had been observed by Shine and about 200 

were reported by local residents. As no nesting chickens are 

known to the local people at this locality, this record of sex 

on the trapped birds is of interest. 

Passenger Pigeon. Vol. III, No. 3 
March, 1941, p. 30.
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} Pheasant shelter pens constructed in Iverson Park, Stevens Point. 

_ ]O REACH back into the past and try to bring to you _ the cooperation of the WPA and the city officials we were 
] I some salient points of interest of the Portage county able to set up in Iverson Park a pheasant rearing project 

! chapter of the Izaak Walton League is a difficult task, capable of raising one thousand pheasants from day old 
| and at best can be only a fragmentary report of the many chicks to seven weeks of age, at which time they are old 

fine things done by our chapter. The many influential men enough to liberate throughout the county. This project has 
who have appeared on our programs and the large number created much interest among the sportsmen of the state be- 

| of high ranking citizens of our country bespeaks the good cause it is the largest project of its kind, outside of the state 
| and effective work done by this organization.” farm itself. It consists of four units, each including a 

With this prelude to its history of activity since its incep-  brooder house, covered pen, and one running pen.” 
tion in October, 1922, the Portage county chapter at Stevens While cost figures for the whole project are not available, 
Point, Wisconsin, Presents its report for 1936, a thirty-two the chapter spent approximately $700 for the construction 

| Page booklet lavishly illustrated with photographs, show- of the pens only, cat the fourth unit of the rearing pens was 
! ing projects throughout the county that in themselves tell made possible by a donation of $100 from Oscar Weber, a 
| an eloquent story of an organization of which all can be staunch Waltonian and national director, which upped the 

| proud. production possibilities from 750 chicks to a thousand. 
! In May, 1923, at a meeting attended by National President Three thousand people came to Iverson park to see the 
| Will Dilg, and all the state officers and directors, the Portage pheasant operations. ‘They came from thirty-six states, from 

| County Fish and Game Association was merged with the Canada, Norway, Ireland and South America. Came also 
| local chapter and a program adopted to take the Conserva- _ two or three successive visits from a mink that accounted for 

tion Department out of politics. For six years this objective the loss of some twenty seven-week old birds but even this 
| held the spotlight for all Wisconsin Waltonians and came to unwelcome visitation didn’t detract from a signally successful 

| successful fruition in 1929 when the legislature passed a production. 
law calling for establishment of a six-man conservation With an eye to the future welfare of the reared birds, the 

_ commission. officers, directors and committees knew that unless ample 
! Following the years 1923 and 1924 the chapter settled feed were provided during severe winter months, “it would 

down to real business, increased its membership yearly and be fool hardy to raise pheasants to distribute throughout the 
plugged away at its rebuilding program that reached an all county” so the chapter sponsored another WPA project, this 

| time record in its 1936 activities. time for the construction of 75 feeding hoppers. To aug- 
- : ment the hopper feeding, great quantities of grain seed se- 

j | Bird Rearing and Feeding cured from the Conservation Commission were distributed 
Fi “Perhaps the most outstanding accomplishments of the among the farmers for planting along the edge of fields 

| League in 1936 were in this phase of our work. Through adjacent to marsh and wooded areas. 

| More and Better Fishing 
| : “Fish rearing and planting’, continues the 

report, “has without question received more 
| lh attention in years past than any other activity 
| |e i of the Izaak Walton League. Stevens Point 

Maria pia ae ee ‘ nies “i being the home of the largest fish fly tying in- 
i. a bi 2 | dustry in the world it is only natural that its 

Rees | ie . : | citizens would become interested primarily in 
i 2 eee T Ig ano 4 fishing. In 1936 we did not let up on this 

| fo weg activity, but rather enlarged upon it. Probably 
ia i. < the most important item in our fish stocking 

| Mitiie@inin 9 Sete eat : t : program was the first introduction into this 
| : : S Te county of the muskie in any quantity. Two 

! a a a ; : ae thousand of these were placed in the sloughs 
! oS Son ee we : of the Wisconsin river. It is felt that this 

mera ee ee —— cos tiver is one of the greatest potential assets that 

PAs AS es ge ee Portion of lake dammed off for 
{ sa a aS Sia trout rearing pond,
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bo 4 ; Neb h j In the spring the crews were moved to the 

cae q =) ie “a ay oy Tomorrow river and the South branch of the 

4% a ie JL te ie hy ee Little Wolf where various types of deflectors 

) i) ae. eos i Aci DA LMS 2 and covers were installed along eight miles of 

PS uO eS ae ieee pe ee trout stream. In addition, many springs were 

fe ci ee. ewe eee ee ee) Opened to allow cool clear water to flow directly 

2 doe) i Ne Set ee = into the streams. Approximately 10,000 wil- 

" om, i : lows, alders and other trees were planted along 

_ 4 ¥ m | stream banks to provide shade and protection 

— : 3 for the banks against erosion. Over $17,000 

‘=p 2 se of federal funds were spent for improvement 

| Se = i ‘e ie work and construction of trout rearing tanks at 

si ? er Dean lake and Amherst; while the chapters 

le C eat a Ns me ‘| contribution amounted to over $2,000. 
ce ee. 

- 4 Py ; er — er Tree Planting 

—— - Having obtained easements from the Drain- 

: age Commission to plant trees along the various 

age county has as far as fishing is concerned. Very ditches on the Buena Vista marsh, the chapter again em- 

ite action is on foot to clean it up by means of sewage ployed WPA assistance to excellent advantage by engaging 

industrial waste disposal . . . the crews in the planting of 55,000 white, Norway and 

Two new trout rearing tanks were constructed during the jack pine seedlings along some 35 miles of ditch. They 

; one in the village park at Amherst, and another at hope to complete the planting of 77 miles of ditches before 

n lake. The Amberst division of our chapter took they call quits, in an effort to control wind erosion that has 

ge of rearing the fish in their tank, and Mr. A. ‘Jack’ been evident all over the marsh. Federal, state and local 

hollek took charge of the rearing at Dean lake which cooperation accounted for this project. 

In his property. The Amherst boys reared 1,500 rainbow Leadership, working committees, business methods, and 

t from eight inches when received to twelve when liber- cooperation with public and private agencies all have a part 

in the fall . . . Jack nursed along, 1,800 thirteen in contributing to the effective operation of the Portage 

th old German browns that were about six inches long county chapter. When interest in bird house building had 

Pn he got them until they were from eight to twelve inches reached a low ebb, the Waltonians revived that interest by 

le in the fall. In addition to these he also took care of conducting contests among the school children and present- 

jut 30,000 brown trout fry in a tank which he constructed ing prizes for the best bird houses. They keep the public 

hself.”” acquainted with their activities and conservation affairs with- 

Another 18,000 rainbow trout were reared in the chapter in the state by holding large public meetings and through 

hds in Iverson park in Stevens Point, while the Portage the means of a continuous publicity and educational program 

; served as the distribution medium for stocking 72,000 in cooperation with the Daily Journal, the Central Wiscon- 

lleyes; 53,000 rainbow fingerlings; 165,000 brook trout sin Herald and radio station WLBL. 

berlings; 116,000 brown trout fingerlings; 3,000 perch; According to the words of this fine report: “Our jam- 

000 bass, and 16,000 crappies turnished by the conserva- forees, which started in 1932, are without question more 

department, and 150 cans of bass, crappies and bluegills responsible for the success of our chapter than any other 

red from the U. S. Fisheries Station at La Crosse. one thing that we have done. Two jamborees have been 

‘Inch for inch and pound for pound, the gamest fish that held each year; one in the spring for the fishing enthusiasts 

ms’—the well-loved black bass—will come in for its and one in the fall for those who favor hunting.” Many 

re of attention when a bass pond constructed in Iverson attractive prizes are provided for the guests, a program 

k gets under production. This is expected to be a fore- of entertainment with some notable conservation speaker 

ner of other bass ponds in the near future. as the headliner is presented, and lunch and drinks are 

‘ served, all for a nominal fee charged for one general ticket. 

No Food No Fish Best of all for the chapter treasury is the financial success, 

Bince even the best reared fish won't grow and thrive when the _two jamborees in 1936 having brought an income of 

Ined into their natural homes unless they have suitable $3,727.04. (Continued on following page) 

er and plenty of food, an important feature 

the fisheries program in Portage county is ff TTR, PP ee ; { 

le and stream improvement. The work, Fy aber ay ag Jo boa ies os a 

e by WPA crews and sponsored by the 7 idee ; DR ie ramen Co he, of he 

pter, consists of building and placing large jk bee Bayer) pact ’ a 

ish shelters, alder tangles, bass spawning |i ad 4] . 

kes and minnow spawners in various lakes. PASS peas ‘ ; % oe | 

When the brush shelters are sunk in the |-@ghAr si ie i ee me & 

ter, scum accumulates and provides a culture bs aa a ee So : 

ich produces myriads of microscopic and . er * « PN Te = 

Ii-microscopic water forms that furnish the é ; ie ae ie ta ‘5 bu Wigan ese 

bd for the small fry until they are able to ee . a \ . y Sey ae e 

sume minnows, cfustaceans, etc. During PR esi \U \\ .— 

winter of 1935-36 a total of 1,124 struc- a ae ———— VS \ Was Be 
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Stream improved by installing deflectors. vai tt ae
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And finally the Portage county chap- 
ter joins the ever-increasing number of a 2 A eek Z 
Walton League units that believes a oO Re Fig weet ; 
home of their own is one of the im- 6 ae 5 Marea i: : : : 
portant features of any live chapter. 2 Eg ae Oy 
Located high on a ridge overlooking the RR at Ee 
swimming beach and the pheasant rear- » eS ete pied ae Bak og eee a i. 
ing layout in Iverson Park, the new SS ae gee iS yee 
Stevens Point home will serve a dual age: ae NE # 
purpose for in addition to being ee eT: - \ io . 
available for the Waltonians, it will es: : y ; 
be the headquarters for the park eg Ef al ¢ 

caretaker. i Mus aes a 
i vais uy aes arene hh Like any well organized business and BOE) cua he MLA ee oe 8 ie 

like all active chapters of the Izaak <a ceo Dlg, 4: bs eS mt ae oe Peay. | 
Walton League, Portage county chapter © ute ae: Pes eg Ne eee ae 
is manned with live wire officers from ae ie eee 
the president down through all the va- F r : rious committees which reflect the type Planting two-year old trees along, drainage ditches in 

of leadership that makes for achieve- Bonoverconnty. Wisconsin 
ment. The present officers who direct president, Paul Semrow; secretary, F. J. bers of the committees and to the for 
the destiny of Portage county chapter Schmeeckle, and treasurer, Leo Larson. officers goes high credit for doing 
are: President, Dr. A. R. Cook; vice- To them and to the directors and mem- very splendid job. 

Thirty-Day Duck Season For All States 
HIRTY consecutive days of shoot- From November 27 to December mourning doves, white-winged dovi 

I ing is the seasonal limit for the 26, states in the sowthern zone may le- and band-tailed pigeons may be hunt 
1937 waterfowl season as an- gally shoot. They are: Alabama, Ari- in season from 7 A.M. to sunset. 

nounced by the Secretary of Agriculture zona, Arkansas, California, Florida, The bag limit on sora rails has be 
following approval of regulations by Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Missis- reduced from 25 to 15 because of the: 
President Roosevelt on July 30. This sippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, abundance only in a few restricted are 
corresponds with the two previous sea- Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. This year’s regulations represent 
sons and is in line with general expec- 2 continuance of a program Aaigned tations of observers of the waterfowl Protected Species check the decline of waterfowl by 

i BEDE 3 : Nowhere in the United States can only method over which man has abs 
_ This year's regulations are the first to Ross's geese, wood ducks, ruddy ducks, Jute control—reducing the kill by fir 

give effect to the treaty with Mexico canvasbacks, redheads, bufflchead ducks, arms. Waterfowl investigators of 
completed last March for the protection and swans be taken legally, and sports- U. Ss Biological Survey indicate an ii 
of migratory birds and game animals, men are urged to fortify themselves by crease inane number of birds, exceptin, white-winged doves being one of the learning to identify the birds before the dee diving ducks such as the ruddy 
species covered by this treaty. going into the shooting field. A “ ete and canvasbacks whose bree 

season continues on snow geese and jng range is more limited. The aim i 

ta Con os eHlOd brant in Florida and in all the states noewe preservation of adequate breed 
ducks, geese, Wilson’s ae Gack. re ny that border on the At- ing stocks to ned the nationwide a 

ipey : Ste uge program produce maximum result: 
snipe), and coot Opens October 9 and The ban on baiting of waterfowl and ae P fag a there is any doubt abou’ 
are Maden 7. ns Ln P& doves, and the use of live decoys RE- the status of the ducks, the Izaak Wal 

ing ie will be ae Be ila GARDLESS of the distance between ton League holds that the kill should 

Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, oa ed andthe shooter, 1s restricted, 
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, The al fealaniOn dak qeeeailed The new 1937 federal migratory wa 
Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, Aue a le ae P ea terfowl hunting ie afte now on sal 

New York (except Long Island), North ae ae shell i eae oe uy a at the post offices, and every person ove 
Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, ae Demi ee ePraine SOC 16 years of age who ‘hunts WATER 
Vermont, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. °° : FOWL, not coots, woodcock, rails. 
Including the State of Oklahoma in the Bag and Possession doves, etc., is required to carry one o 
northern zone is an attempt to give the The daily bag on ducks is 10 in the these stamps, countersigned with hi 
sportsmen of that state a fair chance aggregate, and the possession limit must Of her name. Cost of each stamp i 
at the birds before they leave for the conform to the daily bag, or 10 in $1.00, ninety per cent of the procee 

south, possession. The daily bag and posses- from the sale going to the Biological 
November 1 to 30 are the open sion limit on geese and brant of all Survey for establishing and maintaining 

dates for the intermediate zone, com- kinds is increased from 4 to 5 in the migratory bird refuges, while ten per 
ptised of: aggregate of all kinds. cent goes to the: Postoffice Department 

Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Illi- Instead of being permitted only 15 to pay the cost of handling the sale of 
nois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri, Ne- COOTS, this year’s regulations increase the stamps. 
vada, New Jersey, New Mexico, Long the daily bag on this species to 25. Whether or not you are a waterfowl 
Island of New York, Oregon, Pennsyl- Waterfowl and coot may be hunted hunter BUY A 1937 DUCK STAMP, 
vania, Rhode Island, Utah, Washing- from 7 A.M. to 4 P.M.; snipe, rails, thereby making a direct contribution to 
ton, and West Virginia. gallinules (other than coot), woodcock, WATERFOWL RESTORATION.
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We, the undersizned farmers, hereby constitute ourselves as the 

Stockton Game Association. The purpose of the association is to conserve 

game, prevent fire, and regulate hunting on our lands in Stockton and Sharon 
townships, Portage County, Wisconsin. We hereby agree: 

1. Posting To post our holdings and to allow no hunting without a ticket. 

2. Tickets To issue to each member a supply of hunting tickets, which 
he may sell to non-members at fifty cents (50¢) each. Bach 
ticket shall be good for one day anywhere within the area, 
for not to exceed one bag limit. A member or his family 
may hunt anywhere within the area without a ticket, but 

mist carry a membership card. 

3. Patrol Each member shall check up on hunters to see if they have 
tickets. 

h, Check-up A hunter before receiving a ticket mst register his name, 
address, and car number. Upon completion of the hunt he 
must show and register his bag and return the ticket. 

In dry weather the farmer may require him to leave 
smoking materials in his car. 

5. Reveme No dues or assessments shall be levied upon members at any 

time. Revemes shall be used (1) To defray costs for signs 
and tickets; (2) To reimburse members for grain used at 
winter feeding stations agreed upon under Sec. 6. Any 

remaining funds shall carry over until apportioned by vote 
of the members. 

6. Feed’ & Cover To provide such game cover and food for winter feeding 
stations, as may be mtually agreed upon with the 
directors. 

7. Officers The Association shall hold an annual meeting each August 

and elect three directors, who shall transact the business 
of the Association between meetings. They shall choose one 
of their members as president, another as secretary-treasurer. 

\ 4



Stockton Marsh Winter Feeding 

A prairie chicken feeding station should be operated at cornfield No. 1. 

This cornfield belongs to Mr. Hintz. Five cornshocks should be left in the 

field and a woven wire basket to hold ear corn should be constructed. ‘The 

basket should be made with woven wire with a 4x6 inch mesh or 4x4 inch mesh 

depending on what is on hand. The corn in the shocks should be husked out as 

the grouse only eat the ears that are on the outsides 

A similar station might be built at cornfield No. 4 and cornfield No. 5 

if grouse appear at these locations. 

Feeding stations might be established in the marsh on sections 19 and 30. 

Bar corn could be fed on a pole platform. Grain or ear corn on the ground 

would be eaten by rabbits. 

I recommend that not more than one or two feeding stations be established. 

If there is additional money I recommend that it be used to buy buckwheat for 

planting around the marsh in 1934. 

I recommend a more extensive winter feeding program in 1924-35, but the 

farmers may not be able to do this themselves on account of a probable closed 

season in 193), 

F. J. W Schmiat 
November 1, 1933



Stockton Marsh Winter Feeding 

A prairie chicken feeding station should be operated at cornfield Mo. 1. 

This cornfield belongs to Mr. Hintz. Mve cornshocks should be left in the 

field and a woven wire basiet to hold ear corn should be constructed. The 

basket should be made with woven wire with a ‘x6 inch mesh or ‘xh inch mesh 

depending on what is on hand, ‘The corn in the shocks should be husked out as 

the grouse only eat the ears that sre on the outside. 

A similar atation might be built at cornfield No. 4 and cornfield No. 5 

if grouse appear at these locations. } 

Yeeding stations might be established in the marsh on sections 19 ani 30. 

Bar corn could be fed on a pole platform. Grain or ear corn on the ground 

would be eaten by rabbits. 

I recoumend that not more than one or two feeding stations be established. : 

If there 1a additional money I recomend that it be used to buy buckwheat for 

planting around the marsh in 1934. 

I recommend a more extensive winter feeding program in 1924-35, but the 

farmers may not be able to do this themselves on account of a probable closed 

seagon in 1934, 

Ye d. We sehmidt 
VYovember 1, 1933
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PRICE COUNTY, WISCONSIN: 

Population Research in a 
Rural Development County 

Jon A. Doerflinger and D. G. Marshall 

Preface 

This is one of a series of reports that Nature of Problem and Farm Oppor- 

have appeared recently on some aspects tunities, Research Bulletin 216, Novem- 

of changes in population and related ber, 1959, by Leo J. Moran and Sydney 

socioeconomic changes in Wisconsin. D. Staniforth, also published by the 

The last published report in the series University of Wisconsin Agricultural 

was Wisconsin's Population — Changes Experiment Station. 
and Prospects, Research Bulletin 194, This current bulletin is a report on 

Revised March, 1959, published by the _ research sponsored jointly by the Univer- 

University of Wisconsin Agricultural Ex- sity of Wisconsin Experiment Station, 

periment Station. A related bulletin the Agricultural Extension Service, the 

dealing with the economic aspects of Graduate School, and is part of a con- 

change in Price County, Wisconsin, is tributing project to North Central Re- 

Rural Development in Price County — gional Project No. 18. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Purpose of the Research in 2. This material has been used and 

Price County, Wisconsin continues to be used in the emerging 

1. Research in Price County was con- program of rural development in Price 

ducted to establish the occupational, County, Wisconsin. 

residential, and social patterns of the i 

population of the county as well as 3. It 5 hoped that some of the re- 

determining the attitudes of the people search findings can be generalized to 

towards life in the county. Fact finding, the whole northern area of the Great 

interpretation, and prognosis were in- Lakes as well as other low income areas 

volved. in the United States. 
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Findings of the Research 2. The legacy of the past: 
1. The present situation: a. Population Trends Are Related to 

a. Occupational Diversity — Few Resource Use — Present-day _ problems 

open-country people were found to be have their origins in the past. Exhaust- 

exclusively engaged in a single occupa- ing the forest resource early led to an 
tion. Over one-fourth of the families | Veremphasis on agriculture without ade- 
combined farm and nonfarm work to uate resource planning. This situation 

make a living. About one-fourth did created an imbalance of physical and 
not do farm work at all. Forty percent human resources in the county. 
were engaged in farming exclusively, 5 b. Out-Migration Has Not Solved the 
while 10% were retired, Adjustment Problem — Migration from 

b. Incomes Low — Most of the Price County has been age-sex selec- 

open-country people with low incomes tive. Young people leave the county and 
(less than $2000) were found to be in the older persons remain giving a high 

the farm, farm with part-time nonfarm dependence ratio in the population. 
work, and retired categories. The small Lower population density also raises 
size of the enterprise is associated with Costs of BSEIVICES: 
low incomes. c. Planning Has Helped — With more 

c. Abnormal Age Distribution — adequate planning at county level in co- 

The population is top heavy with older operation with many state, federal, and 
people, and low in working age persons educational agencies a better balance of 

when compared to the state as a whole. the use of resources to population is be- 
Age was found to be related to disability 8 achieved. : 
with the aged population contributing d. Outside Assistance Has ‘Helped cS 
materially to the low income situation. Spreading the costs of public services 
The open-country family heads doing over a wider base has meant that the 
nonfarm work tended to be younger than county has been able to maintain services 
farmers. Age was also found to be re- rather than have inadequate services at 

lated to educational attainment with the higher costs to its citizens. 
older groups having less education. 

d, High Out-Migration of Youth — Recommendations For the Future 
All evidence leads to the fact that the 1. Avoiding errors of the past. Use 

youth have left the county in large of a resource for a single purpose (forest 
numbers in the past and are continuing for lumber, land for agriculture) led to 
to leave at present. an unbalanced economy in the past. 

e. Attitude Toward the County — Plans for the future should aim at bal- 
Most Price County residents like the anced development among agriculture, 
county as a place to live. They prize industry, forestry, recreation, and all re- 
the advantages of their way of life but sources. 
recognize the disadvantages of limited 2. Plans must be attuned to the wishes 
economic opportunities. of the people. Any program developed 

f, Geographical Organization —Open- must be aligned to individual wishes and 
country people were found to patronize needs. The problem of many of the 

different communities for different eco- aged lies in the area of welfare and 
nomic and social needs. The picture health. This should be faced squarely 
of the isolated, self-sufficient community so that suffering may be avoided and 
does not exist at present. The people of — the dignity of the individual maintained. 
the county recognize that a solution to The problem in agriculture must be con- 
some of their problems involves working sidered on an individual basis. Some 
with a number of communities to pro- operators have the talent, skill, and man- 
vide more efficient services and yet re-  agerial ability to increase their income 
tain some element of control and re- by means of enlarging their operation. 
sponsibility. These people should be helped to do so. 
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Some operators wish to abandon agricul- their same occupation. High school 
ture but they are unable to liquidate education must recognize the fact that 
their assets and know of no satisfactory most graduates will pursue occupations 
alternatives. Can these people be helped outside the county. 
out of agriculture? Some persons are 4, Plans beyond the community. Our 

satisfied with the way of life they have communities are more interdependent 
worked out in the county even though and interrelated than ever. This condi- 

their enterprise may be judged “ineffi- tion would indicate that some planning is 

cient” by other standards. In a democ- _ }etter done at the county, state, and fed- 

eee obligated to respect the eral Jevel with community cooperation 
rights of these individuals. d and participation. What happens in one 

3. Education — broadly conceived. pi ° 
Ri aaia ve ccdcliint. Mar cnunGy hageworns community affects another, so the actions 

i. ie 8 of one county affects other counties, and 
through a period of adjustment and ‘ 2 
change. Education can be tooled to ©V°? the state, and the nation. 
prepare people for adjustment. Adult 5. Leadership. There is a need to en- 

education can be directed toward the courage younger people to return and 
adjustments of those who must consider provide the skills, foresight, and leader- 
alternative occupations later in life as ship needed to move forward into the 

well as helping those who remain in tomorrow. 

° 
Introduction 

The northern counties of Wisconsin A more neutral term for the Wisconsin 
along with parts of Minnesota and Michi- portion would be Northern counties or 
gan form a distinctive ecological region North and when so used in this publica- 
formerly known as the “cut-over.”' The tion refers to the original 18 counties 
term “Lake States Cut-Over” refers to included in the Wisconsin “cut-over,” 
an area defined by Forster and Beck in namely: Ashland, Bayfield, Burnett, 
their research monograph of 1935 en- Douglas, Florence, Forest, Iron, Lang- 
titled Six Rural Problem Areas. The lade, Lincoln, Marinette, Oconto, Oneida, 
northern limits of this region were de- Price, Rusk, Sawyer, Taylor, Vilas, and 
fined by the Great Lakes and Canadian Washburn. Price County is located in 
border, and the southern boundary by _ the heart of the Wisconsin sector of this 
growing season and soil type. The region; and, therefore is representative 
southern boundary cuts across portions of the region as a whole. 

of Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan. The county and the region have gone 

In Wisconsin this area includes 18 through fundamental changes as various 
counties which form about the northem phases of economic growth and decline 
one-third of the state. The total ae affected the social and economic life of 
was formerly forested but most of the i, people. In 1955 such indicators as 
area had been logged by the 1930's and high out-migration, low level of income, 
hence the name culover OF course, and low level of living for farm families 
much of this area has since ah = within Price County were suggestive of 
forested or at least lost its barren look .4034) and economic mala arenes 

by now. the region. The people of Price County 
1p. G. Beck and M, C. Forster, Six Rural were aware of their position and wanted 

Problem Arete ington wederal mmersency to do something about it: the Rural De- 
Bel aes Research Monograph velopment Program furnished the vehicle 

eas



by which they hoped to improve condi- planning for rural development in other 
tions in the county. The services of the areas. 
Departments of Rural Sociology and Ag- Part III constitutes the interpretation 
ricultural Economics of the University of of population change in Price County in 
Wisconsin were enlisted to help furnish the light of the various alternative 
the facts upon which a program could courses taken in rural development. 
be built. This bulletin is an attempt to The purpose of the bulletin may be 
report some of the social research which viewed as an effort to tell the story of 
has aided in rural development in Price action research as it is related to some 
County. principles of population change. The 

The story of the research will be most _ bulletin is not an attempt to provide a 
meaningful if we first review the goals manual of facts and figures on Price 
and aims of the National Program for County. Previous publications and 
Rural Development and then tell how source material made available through 
Price County became involved. Follow- the Departments of Rural Sociology and 
ing this we will recount population Agricultural Economics have served this 
changes and use of physical resources in function and are still available for con- 
the county by tracing these changes from  sultation.? The unit of study was the 
the crisis of the great depression to the county because the Rural Development 
present time. This story constitutes Program was limited to one county at 
Part I of the bulletin. the inception of the program in Wis- 

Part II will explore the broader mean- consin. Just a the “pilot county” 
ing of the research. We will review principle was intended to serve as a 
the role of action research and expand trial, the results of which could be ex- 

the explanation of population change. panded; so this research Tepresents an 
This is done with the hope that the social attempt to examine the situation in one 
and economic processes found in Price county in an effort to expand the mean- 
County have relevance in other regions. ing of social change in that county to 
These findings should be useful in future wider areas. 

planning in Price County as well as in ~ See selected references in appendix B. 
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° 
Part I: Rural Development and Price County 

Section A: Rural Development — The National Program 

The Rural Development Program was by agricultural Extension workers. In 
initiated in 1955 by President Eisen- this case, the unit is the pilot county 
hower upon recommendation of the U.S. rather than the demonstration farm. The 
Department of Agriculture. At that time general plan envisions that the efforts 
Secretary of Agriculture Benson saw the _ of existing civic, farm, church, business, 
need for a new national program to in- and other groups in the county can con- 
crease the income of rural people dis- tribute to achieving the aims of the pro- 
advantaged in this respect. The stated gram in the pilot counties. Local efforts 
objectives of the program are as follows: are coordinated by means of the County 

(1) to create more jobs off the farm Rural Development Committee made up 
(2) to help families who have the of the local leaders with various federal 

desire and ability to stay in farm- and state government agencies advising. 
ing to gain the necessary tools, In most States the need for interagency 
land, and skill cooperation led to the development of 

3 ; Titel ities f state committees for rural development. 
(3) to imp rove soca’ opportunines t0r These committees usually involve repre- 

useful training, better health, and sentatives of both government and non- 
community welfare government agencies of agriculture, 

The key to the program is to be found employment, industrial development, 
in the word “rural” as distinguished education, social welfare, and other fields 
from agricultural,” for the problem of which might have an interest in the pro- 
low income was not recognized as ex- gram. The function of the state com- 
clusively a farm matter, Further recog- nite is to coordinate agency effort in 
nition of the comprehensiveness of the order to better assist local leaders in the 
program is to be found in the member- pursuit of county programs. In most 
ship of the National Committee for jnstances the Agricultural Extension 
Rural Development. In addition to the Service provides administrative support. 
Department of Agriculture, the Depart- 
ments of Interior; Commerce; Labor; The number of demonstration units 

and Health, Education and Welfare are has increased concurrently 0) that by 
represented as well as the Small Business 0w 30 states and Puerto Rico support 
Administration and the Council of Eco- 63 pilot counties and eight demonstra- 
nomic Advisers. The attack was leveled tion areas. 
at a broad front rather than just at low Although most states and counties 

income agriculture. have followed the same general plan 
Although the program is national in in evolving a program, no two local 

character the underlying philosophy has _ programs are exactly alike. The philoso- 
been to encourage local people to pro- phy of following local initiative has led 
vide the initiative and direction for the to diversity. The following brief history 
program in their own area. The means of rural development in Wisconsin is 
by which the program is implemented is intended to outline the research setting 
the “demonstration” method, long used of the problem. 
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Section B: Rural Development Comes to Wisconsin 

It might be said that rural develop- lems of industry and recreation which 
ment came to Wisconsin “out of the air” would be of concern in the villages and 
for the first contact with the program cities of the county. 
was via radio. Members of the local Poli ki uate 
county agricultural committee in Price ee ane Sure Gee ae 
County were listening to a news broad- wide representation from the total county 

cast which related President Eisenhower's would be highly desirable. ete aden 
intention to- start such enational prow’ See about to select a committee which 
ain ae SDhi@ity Ganiou by Riss ROUSE ans would indeed represent the farms, the 

fe bon cast y ‘ y villages, and the towns, in fact, all the 
The ues of the agricultural com- areas of the county. The committee was 

mittee thought that Price County would ee be representative of the many occu- 
be an ideal locale for such a program pations pursued in the county as well 

and they got in touch with the members 25 representative of existing organizations 

of their county Extension staff. The already contributing to resource develop- 
county staff as well as the district Ex- ment in the county. It was believed 

tension supervisor accepted their ideas es Soa i ee ae agencies should 

with enthusiasm. Much discussion en- "@V@ initial representation. 
sued. The result of these discussions A list of these follows: (1) Agricul- 

Ely a eae te REC Satin and Canes, 
Sop Say a oil Conservation Service, ‘armers 

sy ies oe Hee oss Home Administration, (4) Rural Elec- 
cae ee See yan tne sitar Ve  trification Administration, (5) county 
a Soke ees eat ee welfare, 2) peely public ealth, (7) 

vee = e » press and radio resources of the county, 

1255, rata work ben omgh (5) he cot bankers ost (8) 
in the county. The county agricultural poe a nee yaa ae 

a ee ae Service, (12) Wisconsin Conservation 
Tene pale aaldne. oe Say Department, (13) service club represen- 

yas : tation, (14) chambers of commerce, 
with the Extension office to rough out (15) by pesipeceee ie rele 

ih sept of Bee pall ane Lage which (16) representatives from each town and 
u fhe nee ee see poe oS village, and (17) the County Industrial 

2 Committee. 
was to appoint a special agent to the f 
county Extension staff so that a full- Much of the smooth working of the 
time professional worker would be avail- organizational setup can be attributed 
able to coordinate work in the county. to the close relation of the County Board 

The name chosen for the program in of Supervisors to the County Resource 
Price County was “resource develop- Development Committee. The Chair- 
ment” rather than “rural develop- man of the County Board was also the 
ment.” The reasoning behind this was Chairman of the Resource Development 
that the people of the county felt that Committee. Nine members of the 
this program should extend to the cities County Board of Supervisors are also in- 
and villages of the county and not be cluded in the Resource Development 
considered an exclusively open-country Committee. This governmental _ rela- 
or rural program. It was felt that the — tionship has probably aided in the imple- 
problems of the county were not just mentation of policy into action for the 
agricultural problems but involved prob- committee. 
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The resulting Resource Development The relation of the state committee 
Committee consisted of 85 members. to the county committee was one of 
This committee did gain wide represen- technical assistance. The county was 
tation but it was too large for speedy to wrestle with its problems and seek its 
working out of problems. As a result, solutions yet with the understanding that 
seven sub-committees were formed from the technical resources of the state were 
the large 85 member representative com- _ behind the local effort in whatever way 

mittee. the assistance could best be used in the 
S 4 county. 

These committees consisted of the aaa Rural Development Program in 

Agricultural Resource Committee, In- Price County had barely started when 

dustry Resource Committee, Forestry the need for information became appar- 
Resource Committee, Health and Weld ear de ts program planners. They 
fare Resource Committee, Education Reet esdednisulnaw Law ths people of the 
source Committee, Recreation Resource county were employed and what re- 

Committee, and Publicity and SELOMO= | eonrces vere being utilized. This is the 
tion Committee. The chairmen of these point where the Department of Rural 

committees ey turn formed a Execu- Sociology of the University of Wisconsin 
tive Committee, in consultation with 45 asked to help. The needed infor- 

the Committee as a whole and the county mation called for a survey type design 
Extension office, to better facilitate the which would sample facts and opinions 

coordination of the work being done. throughout the county. Such a design 
In addition each city and village in ee A planned and executed with the 

the county set up its own Industrial De- help of the Department of Agricultural 
velopment Corporation or Committee. Economics. A 20% sample was drawn 
The final organizational arrangement is and persons in the open-country of each 

shown in Figure 1. of the political towns throughout the 
The formation of a state organization county were interviewed in 1956. Sub- 

paralleled the formation of the County sequent to the survey historical material 
Resources Development Committee. In and census figures were analyzed to 
January of 1956, seven agencies were give a more adequate picture of the 

called together on the state level. These county than that which would emerge 
included representatives from the United from only a survey. In 1958 a complete 
States Forest Service, the State Board of enumeration of the population was taken 
Health, Federal Social Security Agency, under the direction of the Department of 

Department of Public Instruction, State Rural Sociology. This plan of continued 
Board of Vocational and Adult Educa- research concentrated on the county as 
tion, and the University Agricultural and a unit of study instead of individual 
General Extension Divisions. The repre- communities. 
sentatives of these state agencies were The story can best be told in chrono- 
then acquainted with the problems of logical sequence. The next section 
the county by the county Extension staff, details social and economic changes in 

who were most familiar with the prob- the area from the early 1930’s to the 
lems. present-day. 
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COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE 

PRICE COUNTY RESOURCE DEVELOFMENT COMMITTEE 

85 Members Representing All of Price County 

COUNTY EXTENSION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

County Agent Chairman - Chairman of County Board 

Home Agent Secretary - County Agent 

Farm & Home Development Agent Members - The chairman of each of 
S Resource Development Agent the 7 sub-committees 

I 
Agriculture Industry Forestry Health & Welfare Education Recreation Publicity & Promotion 

Resource Resource Resource Resource Resource Resource Committee 

Committee Committee Committee Committee Committee Committee 

PARK FALLS PHILLIPS CATAWBA PRENTICE OGEMA KENNAN 

Industrial Development Industrial Development Industry Industrial Community Industry 

Corporation Corporation Committee Development Development Committee 
Corporation Corporation 

Fig. 1 — Organization of Price County, Wisconsin, Resource Development Committee



Section C: Price County in Historical Context 

The depression of the 1930’s was re- Lumber companies found it necessary 
sponsible for the delineation of certain to dispose of cut-over land because of 
areas of the United States for special the rising cost of entrepreneurial opera- 
study. Examination of relief records in tions and the changing attitude toward 
1934 revealed that counties with excep- natural resource development. Lumber 
tionally high relief roles were situated companies organized subsidiary land 

‘in rather homogeneous areas. Six of development and sales units to facilitate 
these rural areas were defined in a Fed- disposal of their property. The railroads 
eral Emergency Relief Administration also began to advertise for settlers in 
publication of 1935. order to replace diminishing lumber 

Price County was one of the 18 Wis- traffic and to realize the carrying costs 
consin counties included in the problem of their land grants. Land-minded in- 
region which the authors called the dustrial workers were encouraged to take 
“Lake States Cut-Over Area.” In 1934, up farming by separate colonization 
22% of the families living in this region agencies through the use of nationwide 
were receiving relief. At that time the advertising media. 
FERA report presented this rather de- Although a few settlers had immedi- 

pressing picture of the area: ately converted cut-over land to part- 
Because of the short growing sea- time farms the real farm migration oc- 

son (90-120 days) and the prevalence curred as the result of the efforts of 

of poor stony soil, the plow has not the colonization agents. 

been successful in following the ax as While the westward shift of lumber- 
in states to the south where many of ing in the 19th century initiated changes 
the settlers originated. The area in” economic and social adjustment, the 
therefore presents the spectacle of yea} social problems of the “cut-over” 

decadent lumber, woodworking, end) eee weer hired tonihe agricultural 
ee industries eon where settlement period. It was the farmer 

recourse to agricultural pasos ine following the lumberman who accentu- 
profitable Pee of climatic and soil ated the problems of social and economic 
conditions. adjustment in the North. 

The historical context of the acute It is apparent from the above accounts 
problems of the area in the 1930's is that the exploitation of two major re- 
further elaborated in a University of sources, (1) timber, which was prac- 

Wisconsin research bulletin. * This tically exhausted, and (2) agricultural 
bulletin relates how the peak of lumber Jand, which was exploited out of pro- 
production had been reached in the portion to its ability to provide a good 
Lake States by the end of the 19th living. This brought about the imbal- 
century. The center of lumbering was, ance of human and physical resources 
at that time, shifting to the Mountain which existed at the time these early 
and Pacific states. The logging and mill reports were written. 
operators who remained in Wisconsin’s 
North to consume the remaining pine Data from Price County itself indi- 
and hardwood were faced with problems cate that the county is indeed typical 
engendered by new taxation policies, of the Lakes Region as a whole. From 
growing communities, and a changing 1876 to 1901 four billion board feet 

attitude toward general welfare. This of lumber were cut from the county's 

was a transition period in resource use. _ forests. ae this over a million feet were 
Cae ; processed in Price County mills. B 

i George W. Hull “and, fonda A. smith, 1900 the last white pine had been a 
ree ee oot nae aor, 1aar and lumbering subsequently declined. 
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The history of the development of ag- By 1958 the ratio had declined to 
ricultural land can be inferred from 107:100. 
Table 1 which lists the number of farms The shif : 

along with the population. by decades bably iy Ht ie agricultural economy 
from the time of the county’s founding PtOD@D'y wou have been successful 
to the present. It can be seen that ag- i large amounts of good agricultural 
riculture, as measured by number of pe id been available. A survey of con 
farms, began to come into prominence ditions as they existed in 19405 indi- 
in 1900 and increased almost threefold Cates that Opportunities in agriculture 
by 1940. Inspection of the concomitant Mis ae and, ee ee of 
changes in population attest to the num- a dts a ee ae agriculture 
ber of persons these basic industries were . COU 1 ave been developed more effi- 
able to support. If one assumes that ciently. In 1940, 27.5% of the total land 

the golden era of lumbering occurred aa a the Tak was in agriculture. 
before 1900, it can be seen that this large °O™ME © this ne Ae farms ee classified 
industry did not require a large resident wa eas sd] is farming and over 
population. Only after farming had be- de d e total land area was recom- 
gun to increase did the population show ™°™ aah ie Pie suitable for agriculture 
large gains. Population doubled in the oar g Sa lat report. sis 
period 1900-1940. During this same e unsatistactory use of this limited 
period the number of farms almost resource is pointed up by the facts pre- 
tripled. sented in the 1941 report of the Price 

County Land Use Planning Committee: 
Lumbering is an industry which re- 

quires an almost exclusively male labor ’ 
force and most of the males are likely 1. Nearly 71% of all the farms in the 
to be single and of labor force age in County have less than 25 acres of crop- 
a pioneer situation. This set of circum- land and only 4% have more than 50 

stances is likely to produce a population Tes of cropland. 
predominantly male. It is also true that 2. Out of 2,830 farmers in the county 
pioneer agriculture is likely to attract only 49% of them are now receiving all 
more single men than women. The sex their income from the farm. . . . 
ratio of 185 males to 100 females for 3. Low producing cattle. The Wis- 
1880 was inordinately high but has con- consin Crop and Livestock Reporting 
tinued to decline as the importance of Service lists the annual production per 
lumbering declined and as the county cow in 1938 as 4,900 pounds of milk 
lost its pioneer status and assumed the which is among the lowest in the state. 
position of a settled agricultural county. This is due largely to type of livestock, 

lack and quality of feed and inadequate 
housing .... 

Table 1. Number of Farms and Total A, Soil fertility is low... & 
Population and) Change by Decades, 
Price County, Wisconsin, 1880-1958 

In addition to the agricultural adjust- 
Year | Number | Esreent | Population | Eereent ment problems which Price County 

Spal se GIA ae eR shared with the general area, several 
1890--2-| 380 | 852.3 5,285 | 573.2 other problems of the “cut-over” of Wis- 

1310-227] 1,382 | ‘82:8 | a3it9s | $118  consin were mentioned by Hill and 
Teens se ee) eee |p HGR cee Smith in their study.7 One of these 
1940---_| 2,513 | 25.8 | 18,467 6.8 
1950----| 2,085 |—18.1 | 16,844 |—11:5 = ——— 

ee a Aeea leans Sap lett ® Price County Land Use Planning Com- 
1960... mittee, Intensive Land Use Planning Re- 

POT ea ed Wisconsin, May 15, 1941. 

* Estimated from number of farm households 7 Hill and Smith, op. cit., p. 9. 
ih



Table 2. Price County, Wisconsin, Population by Residence: 1940, 1950, 1958 

| | Percent Percent 
1940 1950 change 1958 change 

1940-50 1950-58 
Urban |= 120) NOUS eae ease 8: apa | 2,924 | =10.1 2,884 O44 
Rural nonfarm....222222222222222-2| 41978 51541 11:8 6,217 12:2 
Rural term 2. cess ys uagen ese), 10, 887 7,879 230 5,819 825 
Seals en 18,468 16,344 =1115 14) 488 =1114 

is the unique character of the cultural from 1940 to the present. Certain of 
background of the area. In fact, the these changes may be interpreted as an 

nationality background of the northern adjustment of the human resources to 
part of the state, including Price County, _ the physical resources. 
was considerably different from the re- Table 2 shows what has happened to 
maining part of the state. the numbers of people living in the 

Another point Hill and Smith em- county since 1940, by residence. One 
phasize is the sparse and scattered set- should note first of all that the 1958 
tlement.8 This would hold true for data show that the 1940-50 trends have 
Price County where density equaled 7.5 continued in the same direction from 
farm people per square mile in 1930, 1950-58. Thus, total population 
when the state density figure was 15.9. dropped over 11 percent from 1940 to 

The history of the region has been 1950 and has continued to drop by 11 
traced to show some of the major causes percent between 1950 and 1958. 
of the distressing situation which were The urban population of Price County 
found in the county during the 1930’s. is represented by Park Falls. The pop- 
Admittedly, the great depression ac- ulation of this city has decreased as has 
centuated the problems outlined but the that of the whole county but at a lesser 
basic ingredients for a maladjustment of rate. 
human to physical resources preceded The most striking change has been in 

the depression. To summarize, the con- the decrease of the farm population. The 
ditions which existed in the late 1930's county lost almost one-fourth of its 
and which had their genesis in the his- farm population from 1940 to 1950. The 
tory of settlement may be stated as fol- 1958 enumeration showed that this de- 

lows: crease had continued at an even greater 
1. An imbalance of human resources rate. 

to the limited physical resources, actual The rural nonfarm population is the 

or potential. only segment of the population that has 
2. A certain degree of physical iso- shown a consistent increase. This in- 

lation caused by sparse settlement and crease cannot be accounted for by move- 

low population density. ment of farm people into villages, since 
3. Cultural isolation caused by con- none of the incorporated places showed 

centration of nationality groups within an increase in population. More likely 
the area. some of this gain in nonfarm population 

4, A sex ratio imbalance due to the js due to a more accurate definition of 
in-migration of more males than females what is a farm; marginal holdings classi- 

in the early settlement of the county. fied as farm in 1940 may have been re- 
5. Inefficient use of the existing ag- classified to nonfarm status in the 1950 

ricultural land due to the prevalence of Census and the 1958 enumeration. It 
many small farms and poor farm prac- jg also possible that many of the farms 

tices. actually ceased farming operations be- 
Our present data allow us to examine tween the census periods but remained 

population trends which have occurred as places of residence, thus swelling the 
iri oe nonfarm population. Part of the in- 
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crease can be due to the increase of in- Table 3. Percent of Population Foreign- 
migration to the open-country. born in Biles opty, Wisconsin, and the 

AS drop: inthe number sof farms as) 
well as in total farm population may be 1910 | 1920 | 1930 | 1940 | 1950 
noteditorithe pemoda= Not only tbassthe  qoemimeen alo muileacel eae maa | aa 
number of farms decreased but the trend Price County__| 31.2 Bona ate E1688 12.8 
is towards farms of larger acreage. The i Ales 
average size of farm has increased from St##@=======--1 22-0 | 17.5] 18.2 | 9.21 6.4 
90 acres in 1940 to 155.2 acres in 1954. +4 travel considerable distances to exer- 
This change has been brought about by Gis their preferences for basic services. 
decreases in the proportion of farms |, many of the service categories they under 140 acres and an increase in the split their patronage. A willingness to 
proportion of farms over 140 acres. The “shop around” for best services seems 

percentage of total Jand area in farms 45 exceed the convenience of being near 
has not changed appreciably during the 1, 4 center, For example, some persons 
period. The figure for 1940 was 27.5%, in) prefer one center 15 miles distant 
while the 1954 figure was 30.8%. for buying clothes, when they are only 

The drop in the farm population, the five miles from a clothing store in the 
decrease in number of farms, and the in- closest center. This evidence contradicts 
crease in size of farm without the ex- the image of compact, tightly organized 
ploitation of much additional new lands neighborhoods and communities. 
not formerly in agriculture may be taken The unique nationality situation al- 
as signs of a basic adjustment to the Juyded to by Hill and Smith has also 
problem situation. The changes in Price changed with the passage of time. Table 

County have paralleled changes in the 3 indicates that the percent of foreign 
state as a whole but have occurred at born for the county has declined steadily 
a more rapid pace in Price County which since 1910. It can be seen that the pro- 

had a greater adjustment to make. portion of foreign born for Price County 
The problem of physical isolation of has always been higher than for the state 

the Northern region of Wisconsin pic- as a whole. Quite naturally the trend 
tured by Hill and Smith as of 1940 can- jg for the proportion to decrease since the 
not be supported by our present data effective cutting off of immigration after 
for the following reasons. Although 996, 
population density has decreased since The 1938 nationality data was 
that time, increased horizontal mobility gathered by Hill and Smith by asking 
has meant contact among residents of  ]0cal informants to identify the dominant 
the county and between the county and nationality for areas the size of town- 
the outside have increased. Many of ships. The 1956 survey obtained na- 
the present residents (one-fourth of the tionality of household heads in the open- 
sample of open-country household heads) country townships. In both cases nation- 
have lived outside the county since 1940. ality was considered as an element of 

These people bring with them the ex- social identification rather than as 
perience of varied rural and urban back- country of birth. These two studies 
grounds. Nearly three-fourths of the allow a comparison of dominant nation- 
adult offspring of open-country house- ality to be made over the period of 1938 
hold heads were living outside the jo 1956. Sucha comparison reveals that 
county in 1956. Many of Price County’s change in dominant nationality has oc- 
residents have seasonal jobs in other curred in half of the townships in the 

areas. period considered. The trend has been 
Service orientation data from the from distinct groups of one nationality to 

sample survey indicate that open- a mixing of people. Cultural isolation 
country people are quite mobile in meet- as evidenced by clustering of nationality 
ing their trade needs. They are willing groups has diminished. 
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Table 4. Total Household Income by Md of Household, Price County, Wisconsin, 

Income 
Household type Total 

$1000 | $1000-1999 | $2000-2999 | $3000-8999 | $4000 Percent 
Full-time farm__--__-...-.-.-.-.| 26.2 27.8 18.3 10.5 17.2 100 
Farm and part-time farm____----.| 15.1 26.0 27.4 19.2 12.3 100 
Farm with full-time nonfarm__--__| 4.2 815 38.4 21.8 27.6 100 

Full-time nonfarm._._-.-.---_--| _9.3 10.3 25.2 10.6 34.6 100 
Retibedme memes: eco e702 | 60.0. 32.7 a7 4.3 4.3 100 

In the preceding section we have at- mean that a large proportion of Price 
temped to show that during the period County farmers, whose main pursuit is 
from 1940 to the present the trends have agriculture, are still economically de- 
been toward population adjustment in pressed. Since farming is still the pre- 
Price County. Farms have become dominant occupation in the labor force 
larger on the average and there are far (see Appendix Table 1) and many of 
fewer farmers than there were in the these farmers have low incomes, it is 

critical decade of 1930-1940. This does not unreasonable to assume that farmers 
not mean, however, that the problems contribute disproportionately to the in- 
of agricultural adjustment have been come problem of the county as a whole. 
solved. In 1954 the average amount of The population adjustments which 

cropland per farm was only 36.7 acres have occurred in Price County since 1940 
ce) compared to an 84.6 average for the have in the main taken place through 
state. This would indicate that there the mechanism of out-migration. While 
* still a large proportion of small farms the trend of population reduction may be 
ee the county which ES unable to pro- interpreted as bringing human resources 
vide a good living for their owners. into better balance with the physical re- 

This notion is confirmed by the in- Sources, the selective nature of migration 
come data from the 1956 sample survey. has created an imbalance within the 

In earlier analysis of this data the basic population which has remained in the 
variable was a classification of house- C°U%ty. The heaviest migration has oc- 
hold heads by the degree of involvement ¢¥Ted among the youth and young adult 
in agricultural and non-agricultural ac- °8° for both men and women (those who 
tivity. This classification proves to be became 20-34 years old at the end of 
meaningful when it is related to house- the 1940 decade). Age distributions in 
hold income as was done in Table 4, 1950 and 1958 reflect this loss of youth. 

Full-time farmers and farmers with part- The 1958 population age-sex distribu- 
time nonfarm employment have a large tion (see Figure 2) showed th le de- 
proportion of families who make less ficiency of peuns people which one 
than $2,000 per year (54% and 41% re- would expect in an Brea where large 
spectively). It is only when the head numbers of youth have migrated. 

has full-time nonfarm employment in Table 5 expresses this situation in an- 

addition to his farm income that the other way. The dependent population ® 
percentage of families making less than of Price County has shown a steady in- 
$2,000 per year drops to under 14%, crease from 1940 to 1958. In 1940 the 

This does not mean farming full-time dependent population, as defined below, 
or farming with a part-time nonfarm comprised 32.6% of the state’s population, 
occupation are hopeless occupational while Price County had 35.5% in this 
activities in the county — some families category. By 1950 over 44% of the 
in both occupational categories are found §©=——— rp 
in the higher income brackets. It does is ere ene popule gon tide eager 
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Fig. 2 — Price County, Wisconsin, Age-Sex Pyramid, 1958 
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Table 5. Percent Dependent Population, had less than $1,000 per year. The re- 

by Residence, Price County, Wisconsin, tired households were predominantly 
EERE NSP Sh enaacterteed by heads 65 and over. 

Residence * 1940 | 1950 | 1958 While low income families may be found 
Tolan) a8 [gee | aca im all age groups of heads, a dispro- 
Urban: --a-----------| 31-2 | 88-0 | 41.9 portionate number of older people with 
Rural nonfarm-2-222-2) 86:4 | 405 | 47:0 low incomes tends to pull down the aver- 
-_ Hy age income for the county. 

Although large numbers of young 
2 ‘ i dults have left the county, the most county’s population were in the depend- * seed > 

ete le ny 30 of he ot ate emt at nt at ss hoe 
E eee ee alae Hes “4 secure place in the county labor force rural nonfarm population of the count ; 5 
which registers the highest dependency spp wee a. ee 
ratio, whereas farm and nonfarm ratios 
were equal for the state as a whole. county as of November 1958 by age. The 

ele a Hee ae 4 youngest age group (14-24) registers 
f TAbIE NG (expresses) they num ouD Hes the highest proportion of unemployed 

dividuals Bang oveues a ree Y and not fully employed of all age groups. 
nes oe Pega Eo Aton: i The females of this age group likewise 

Can. be Soe) Tnab tals Heute as nereaSee have the largest number of unemployed. 
steadily from 1940 to 1958. In 1950 Evidently the economy of the county is 

TO eigenne county 8 Dea es able to support only a small portion of 
ane nae teed of tg nee its young people; large numbers in these 
ie Vie Neen - i pay fe P v2° ages leave and of those males remaining 

time. an Saco o Ae in the county labor force, only slightly 

County's population was over 65, © over half are able to secure full em- 
nonfarm element of the population has ployment. 
the highest proportion 65 and over for An unbalanced age structure such as 

the county a ee ion the ‘state. : Price County has, has several disad- 
The eee of this large proportion vantages. Economically, the cost of 

of older citizens to the economy of the services must be borne by a smaller pro- 

county is apparent when the income portion of the population. The high 
figures for the open-country families (as proportion of people in the older ages 
gathered in the sample survey) are re-  ajsq increases the welfare and health 
lated to the age of household heads. problems. 
Among farm households, over 25% of 
the farms with incomes less than $2,000 Table 6. Percent 65 and Over, by 

had heads who were 65 and over. Residence, of Total Population, Price 
Among those farms where income was County, Wisconsin, 1940-1958 

less than $1,000 per year nearly 32% 7 
of the heads were 65 and over. Over —— Residence __|_1940_| 1950 | 1958 
82% Mot? those Mhouseholds’ Classified “as $8 -r-2---5-25| ey nan sae 
retired had incomes of less than $2,000 Rural farm-----------| 7.9 9.4 10.2 

per year, and half of these households De on | ea 

age:
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Part Il. Research And Regional Inequality 

Section A: The Relation of Research to Action 

Any new program must start with 2. Design of a method thought to be 
facts. Usually the job of fact finding the most efficient for gathering the facts. 

has been termed applied research, and 3. Analysis of relationships of the 
this type of research has come to be factors judged to have the most bearing 
recognized as a separate but integrated upon the problem. 

function in program development. 4, Presentation of the results in a man- 
The leaders of the Price County Re- joy to suggest alternative courses of 

source Development Program wanted action with the consequence of each al- 
facts but they wanted more than this. ternative anticipated by the findings in- 
They wanted the relevant facts selected,  .ofay as ibl ; : a possible. 
gathered and interpreted in such a man- 5S a © furth f 
ner as to afford the best guide for their : naa eRe bees eae as 2 
program. Given these requirements the researc ae Se cee wie ee Wee 
next step was to ask for help from been eens ae io cee 
agencies who could fulfill this goal. The dissemination of results in prob- 

The history of sociology, and parti- lem-oriented research is shown in Figure 

cularly rural sociology, in the United 3. 
States is replete with examples of re- It should be made clear that the re- 
search which is directed toward the search function is not to prescribe action 
amelioration of social problems. Broadly but to gather and present information in 
speaking, this type of research has been a meaningful form so as to make the 
labeled applied social research as dis- choice of action as rational as possible. 
tinguished from basic and/or theoretical In the Price County example, the flow 

research. of information was channelled through 
Our major purpose is not to discuss the agency of the Agricultural Coopera- 

the relative merits of applied and basic tiye Extension Service. The research 
research. A short discussion of the role was requested as a help in planning an 
of research in the applied field will help adequate program. Extension has in- 
to make clear the function of research creasingly recognized the function of 

in the practical problem of developing a research in the areas of systematic pro- 
Rural Development Program. First, one gram planning and evaluation. The 

must distinguish between two types of heed for such research and the manner in 
applied research: one designed to isolate which it is conducted are discussed in 
problems where no existing program has 4 committee report to the North Central 
been set up, and the second designed Extension Directors entitled Research in 
to analyze problems in existing programs. x¢ension.19 This report offers the com- 
Clearly, the studies in Price County fall  mittee’s suggestions in the form of al- 

into the latter type. ternative methods of implementing re- 
Given the situation in which the pro-  gearch, 

2 ee Dec iy ce When a specific Extension problem 
pane On ave elopedias au anise needs research attention, and it is not 
Biter Pas Ou ie Peet ae possible to get a research project under- 
mos be stated generally in the following way in the subject matter departments, 
steps: bee 

L Selection of the facts considered 20 Research in Extension, A Report to the 

most relevant to the problem. oe incecuaMarenearanuore nee oo 
—a—



Results of Problem-Oriented Research 

To Se ee Lay 

ape 
qe 

a 

To Other To Action Agencies, To Lay 

Scientists Officials, Educators People 

Application of Research Findings and 
Other Resources to Community and Area 

Of Problem Orientation 

Programs of Programs 
Further Research of Action 

Results of Problem- 
Oriented Research 

Figure 8 — Flow Chart of Results of Problem-Oriented Research 

Extension should take steps to get it 1, Extension may contract with lead- 
done. Several ways are suggested for ing subject matter specialists to con- 
doing this. duct the project. This procedure has 

several advantages. It brings recognized 
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research competence and high scholar- 2. To provide factual information of 
ship to the project. Such persons could an immediate and practical nature to 
conduct and report the research unham- facilitate the Rural Development Pro- 
pered by price of proprietorship or nar- gram. 
row organizational perspective . . . is 

2. In other cases Extension may wish A bale be aoe and ie olient 
oa of the loso of “applied researc 

to employ young research technicians on os etn d i ete Hees es 

eB wees ee oe to outline a plan of action. The flow 
roject may be ited... ss 

P 3 Ext of aie 1 diagram showing the relation of re- 
» mxtension may wish to employ Per search to action policy indicates that 

manent research personnel to conduct jhore is a time lapse between the initial 

specific research projects. However, the presentation of research results and de- 
range of research needs in Extension is Gisions in action so as to allow feedback 
so varied that one or even several re- to the next research phase (see Figure 
search technicians could not be expected 3). The plan for rae ee 

to be a ge eres : 2 . this principle in that the results of any 
a team of research personne! with sul- phase of the research are presented and 
ficiently broad subject matter competence Considered before pro ceeding to the next 
is a function which requires careful and 1)... P 
intelligent cooperation with the Experi- P " 
ment Station. 11 It became apparent that no one data 

source would be adequate to answer the 

Wisconsin asked subject matter Hea oo dae dae ag mien 
Ae *, a im es a ie perspectiv iS In- 

Se NENG aes ie that a Pistoriec! methods be 
duct research. The Rural Sociology De- ieeed enGE eae (eeeea ia 

3 = ; : em) 3 , in a practic: i 

ea a ee - adds ae geass to oe the situation 
) Tics ; : 

Agricultural Extension Service, and 5 a — a a aR the pi 
therefore should have greater perspective evelp pment nae nse ec 
and the increased objectivity mentioned Were not adequate for this ae eee 
as advantages in the research process. the Pee ene can rae 

aed oa h midway point in the decade. A sample 
oe advantage accrues when ap- survey seemed to be the proper tool to 

plied research is conducted by members employ for this purpose. Later it be- 
of an academic discipline: the academic (ame necessary to supplement some of 
orientation is such that relations of a ihe sample data with a complete enumer- 
more fundamental nature than those ation of the county in order to answer 
pertaining to the immediate problem are ome questions about employment and 
more likely to be recognized. The same changes in residence and numbers. 
processes which are vital to program Rectal ‘al 
planning may, and often do, have broad In ek le fo eee oe 
social significance beyond the program. formed the basic sources of data for the 
Seen in this light the difference between study: 
applied and basic research is often 1. Census materials from various cen- 
spurious: sus periods. 

The study of Price County, Wisconsin, 9. Historical data, 
then, was undertaken with these dual 3. A survey of a 20% sample of the 

objectives in mind: open-country population done in 1956. 
4. A population enumeration con- 

1. To attempt to discover the causes ducted in 1958. 

and consequences of population change It is from such sources that a sharper 

in an area of high out-migration and appreciation of some of the county's 

2 Research in Extension, op. cit. pp. 12-13, Problems have emerged. 
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Section B: Explaining Population Change 

It may be noted that in the preceding _ populated to the extent that the addition 
discussion of population change a com- of labor will increase per capita income 
prehensive theory of population change and overpopulated to the extent that 
has not been employed to explain what additional labor will reduce per capita 
has happened in Price County. This income. 
does not mean we have operated with- Migration is the adjustment force in 
out theory. Good theory is essential as _ this system, for according to the assump- 
a means for the selection and interpre- _ tion of self-interest, labor will drift from 
tation of facts. areas of low income to areas of high 

Let us start with the hypothesis that income. 
an imbalance of human and _ physical Theoretically, if migration is unhamp- 
resources leads to undesired results. ered, areas which are overpopulated 
This simple statement is an abstraction should lose people to underpopulated 
of a detailed complicated economic areas, and the result will be a rise in per 
‘theory which we will have to fol- capita income of both places. In other 
low in order to clarify the hypothesis. words, migration has a balancing effect. 
This theory is usually formally en- We have outlined the Theory of 
titled the Theory of Optimum Popu- Optimum Population and treated the role 
lation. Several assumptions are in- of migration as an adjusting device. This 
herent in this theory, and we are obliged theory has internal consistency and 
to state these before proceeding. should work if the assumptions are met. 

First and foremost is the assumption Let us now look at some actual cases 
that the individual is motivated by self- and see how the theory does or does not 
interest and that the economic self- work. It may be recalled that the great 
interest of the individual coincides with depression focused our attention on rural 
the general interest. This is important problem areas. This was true for two 
for it says in effect that any interference reasons: (1) things were desperate in 
with the pursuit of individual self-interest these areas and (2) federal money was 
will be detrimental to the economy as available to study the problem. High 

a whole. A “hands off” policy is rec- relief rates meant low per capita income 

ommended. in these areas. Almost 30 years have 
Another important assumption is that elapsed since the depression but by and 

we can actually measure the effect of large it is these same areas which exhibit 
various combinations of human effort ow per capita income relative to the 
applied to land and capital in the process rest of the country. Furthermore, we 

of production. This product is termed know that migration has generally oc- 
real income, and it is the income per curred in the direction from the less 
capita which is the relevant measure. prosperous to the more prosperous areas. 
With a given amount of capital, natural The situation can be illustrated with Wis- 
resources, and labor involved in an enter- consin data for Wisconsin contains one 

prise the addition of more labor may do of the original problem areas, namely, 
one of two things: (1) it may increase the “cut-over”. We can certainly infer 
per capita income because of the eco- low per capita income for the northern 
nomics of large-scale production or, (2) area of the state from the descriptive 
it may reduce per capita income because material used in delineating the problem 
of the operation of the law of diminish- area although no precise income measure 
ing returns. is available. In the 1950 Census we find 

If we assume the amounts of capital that Price County ranked 62 among 71 
and natural resources are constant for counties as measured by median house- 
a given area, that area will be under- hold income. We know that consider- 
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able migration has occurred over this greater from the less prosperous areas 
period. Net out-migration amounted to but not sufficient to remove all of the 
about one-fifth of the 1940 population. “surplus” population. 
If migration is an adjustive process, we i Mae ae 
would assume the effect of this loss of Pe A an y se 
population would be to raise per capita aaa : ee t nee Para get iit one ee 
income in the county relative to other ince a gh ab alioaraincs oe bone tere 
areas. If this has not come about, either a ors Aa A fans ee ewe ie a 
the theory of population redistribution is "OPS: ’Y h e ee a ae ve “hich 
incorrect or too many factors have in- ena fa ne ee My an 
terfered so as to prevent the smoothing ine ys taht a ne a ae He 
out of inequities among regions or areas. Hae: DECCesses TOE Gea mane me 

Robin Williams 12 in reviewing the re oa Z oe aie as - gions. e first of these predilections 
search data on rural problem areas in the E the idea that the ee tends to 
1930's concedes that economic analysis move towards a state which is called 
explains some of the conditions reported the equilibrium condition. Changes in 
by rural sociological studies, but he de- the system are supposed to elicit re- 
clares ce peek Kien fails “4 actions which will tend to restore bal- 
cover all of the facts. He attributes the ance. The second notion is that social 
plight of agriculture in these regions to reality can be divided into economic and 

the low supply of land and capital goods noneconomic parts and that a theoretical 
available per worker. The basic fact analysis which explains social reality can 

ees less oe and oe yea labor be restricted to the economic factor. 
as to work upon or with, the less its Myrdal does not deny the utility of 

contribution and the lower its wage” was theoretical economic analysis but he does 
supported by the evidence available from emphasize that unrealistic assumptions 

many studies. may prevent us from explaining the true 

Williams goes on to say that one would course of social change. 

ieee ae of Seren ae re- The idea of circular causation is, ac- 
m one area to another, or : i 2 cording to Myrdal, much more appropri- 

from farming to other pursuits, if returns i 2 i 
fell below a level tied eeu CP re oT eal 
than in the problem areas: the condition oe et ae ies ete Pp bili 2 h ‘ id realistic assumptions outlined above. 
By ee re ee By circular causation Myrdal means that 

‘ is re- ‘ fect imul: 
ported is that the shifts to better eco- oe ae a ee ne 
nomic opportunity do not always occur. a are supported by the first change 
When these shifts take place it is usually .sther than counteracting. Changes in 

Z slow ae place against strong the same direction will be cumulative 
resistance. os factor of produc- and makes sense of such expression as 
tion is to a certain extent immobilized “om as has gits.” 
by certain social ties because economic i 
action takes place within a social frame- Myrdal goes on to say the cumulative 
work. This fact offers the partial ex- process can take place in two directions: 
planation of why one sector of the econ- up and down. This notion is found in 
omy will have much population associ- the biblical expression: “for unto every- 
ated with little resources, while another one that hath shall be given, and he 

may have scanty population in relation shall have in abundance: but from him 
to resources. The net movement of pop- that hath not shall be taken away even 
ulation in the 1920-1930 period was that which he hath.” The important 

% Robin M. Williams, “Concepts of Mar- 18 Gunnar Myrdal, Rich Lands and Poor; 
gay, in Rural Population Studies,” Rural the road to world prosperity. New York: 
‘ociology, 5:3, September 1940, 292-303. Harpers, 1958. 
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truth voiced therein is that the cumula- instead of bringing about automatic 
tive process, if not regulated, will cause adjustment. 
increasing inequalities. The point of going through this dis- 

A hypothetical example illustrates the Haseie ef the assumption and. principles 
working of the principle in furthering involved in various theoretical view- 
regional inequality. We can imagine, ee is ieee our present research has 
along with Myrdal, that an accidental ee o. We want to explain what 
occurrence befalls a community, ie., 2S Ai wen in Price County and to 
that a factory, upon which a large part Pre at what will happen under certain 
of the population derives its livelihood, ie tions. This job cannot be done un- 
burns down and is not replaced. The “©Ss We analy: ce eome of the assumptions 
immediate result is that income and de- Which guide our thinking and arrange 
mand will be lowered for former em- 0Ut facts and Proposed relationships. 
ployees. This is the primary change This He a analysis based upon em- 
but it is soon followed by unemployment P71¢a)_ data does not follow the pattern 
in all sorts of other businesses which °F filling in the cells of a ready-made 
served the “burned out” firm or its em- all-inclusive theory. We have used and 
ployees. The process of circular causa- will try to use what theory we can to 
tion has been started but the effects con- €XPlain the reality. 
tinue to accumulate. The community The order of analysis will follow gen- 

will be less attractive to outside busi- Tally the outline of theory we have 
nesses and workers will tend to move out ©*@mined. First, we will re-examine the 
which will change the age structure un- hypothesis concerning the relation of the 
favorably. The less favorable age struc. ‘™balance of physical and human re- 
ture will not only contribute to lower ee to per capita income. Then, we 
taxable income per head but also raise he analyze the actual migration which 
the need for public welfare services. If see Next, we will attempt to 
the local public needs must be met by ie jain why migration has occurred in 
local revenue the most likely response the manner which it has in view of what 
will be to lower the standards in various Ms know about the social reality of 
public services such as schools, care for @te™ative residence. Finally, we will 
the aged, roads, and the like. This in consider some of the implications of 
turn will make the community less at- CU™mulative causation as applied to Price 
tractive for business and workers. County. 

The simplest demonstration of the re- 
Myrdal believes that this simple model lation of the man-resources ratio to in- 

of cumulative causation is more typical come levels can be found in agriculture. 
of actual social processes than the inter- The 1956 sample data give us a detailed 
section of demand and supply curves at picture of the farming enterprise within 
an equilibrium price which is representa- the county. We will not use the detailed 
tive of much economic reasoning. enumerations. The details appear in 

Thus it can be seen that Williams bulletins of the Department of Agricul- 

starts with economic theory applied to a econauiice University of Wiscon- 
population redistribution and finds that ‘Sin-** A few quotes from an earlier re- 
the unexplained residual is due to social ease will suffice. 
factors which were not considered in 
the economic model. Myrdal, on the The sample data established the 
other hand, challenges the utility of ap- fact that average gross farm income 
plying economic theory to a problem for Price County farms ($2812) com- 
which he views as largely social. He pared unfavorably with the state aver- 
further cautions us that social processes age ($5163). This difference can- 
tend to be cumulative so that a “hands not be accounted for in terms of poor 

off” policy may worsen a bad situation “ul See detailed references in Appendix B. 
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agricultural practice because produc- It is apparent that only about 40% 

tion performance per acre compares of the open-country households were 

favorably to the state. It is size of solely dependent upon agriculture for 

cropland which accounts for much of their livelihood. About one-fourth of 

the disparity of income. Price County these households have no connection 

farms averaged only 43 acres of crop- whatsoever with agriculture. With the 

land compared to 64 acres for the exception of the retired, the remainder 

state. of the families work out some sort of 

The importance of size of business compromise between farm and nonfarm 

in achieving a high level of income work. How successful is this compro- 

is demonstrated more directly by a mise? We have previously shown the 

comparison of size of business within income distribution according to house- 

the full time dairy farms. (The same hold type (see Table 4). It will be 

pattern of results is found among dif- remembered that part-time off-farm oc- 

ferent sizes of business for part-time cupations did not bring in a combined 

dairy farms. In this comparison income which was very much higher than 

larger size (crop acres, number of farming alone. Off-farm employment 

milk cows, and gross sales) consist- does help with a critical income problem 

ently gives higher net cash farm in- but most nonfarm work available in the 

come. 15 county is not sufficient to raise total 

income to levels which compare favor- 

Although a large reduction in number ably to most other areas of the state. 

of farms and farm population had oc- The problem is most strikingly illus- 

curred prior to 1955, the situation we trated by comparing the household in- 

have described for that year indicates come levels of Price County with the 

that it was still the low ratio of land and urban counterpart (see Table 8). 

capital to manpower which accounted 

for the low per capita return in agricul- Table 8. Underemployment of Price 

ture in Price County. County, Wisconsin, Families, 1955 
Pee ce OR SES 

f iti old ‘Type of Household [Percent of Families Making 

Table 1. Composition of Moushold Head Tweet PST a 
arnt wien pareeime 9 Ba 

Clams of housetiola | | houssuolda “distribution Te aa oo 

Ses ee EL Wee TaGib PALaneaoanai alt a 
pan n ganna nena nna . work only..--------- 62.6 

Suen fee ae aah ce Retire: 2ceue 0. ou) 95.7 
nonfarm work. ...--. 3 16.1 ee 

ee en worse 4T 10.4 
Full-time nonfarm : This is actually one definition of under- 
work only _.-.-.----| 107 23.6 

Retired. 2220: g0ca.t: 46 10:2 employment for we assume the propor- 

| tion of families’ making less than the 

Not all of Price County’s income median figure for alternative urban em- 

comes from agriculture. It was found Fe Spas il mneipessts 8 

convenient to divide the sample house- deremployed. This may be on unreal- 

holds on the basis of the involvement of gOG BSSUIDHOn Bue a testy) Hons 
fhe hecdifia) farm) and iionfarmeworke 0 Le, the disparity of income between Price 

The distribution of households according oo One uoe residents and urban 

to the class of economic activities of the amilies in Wisconsin. 

head is indicated in Table 7. We have already presented some 
data @oncerning migration from Price 

15 Leo J. Moran and Sydney D. Staniforth, County which was derived from the 

Rural Economic_ Development _in Price s 
County — The Farm Aspects, Department age-sex analysis of the 1940-1950 

oe eee ee a University of decade. It will be recalled that the 
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heaviest migration occurred among broadened, however, if we remember 

young adults for that period. We that local opportunity outside of agricul- 
also have some data about the off- ture is definitely limited. The question 
spring of household heads in our sample we must answer is this: Why have not 
in 1956 which, in the main, confirms more of those persons engaged in low 
the trends established in the census income pursuits taken advantage of 
analysis for the 1940-50 decade. Of higher opportunity elsewhere so as to 
those offspring who had left their par- reduce the resources to manpower ratio 
ental home between 1945 and 1955 only _ in Price County? 
slightly over one-fourth were found to One of the assumptions of adjustive 
be residing in the county at the time migration is that people will follow their 
of the survey. Little difference was economic self-interest. But economic 
noted between sexes. More than one- interest is only one of the many values 
third of these migrants were in cities of people use to guide their behavior. The 
100,000 people or larger. In this case sum of these values constitutes the cul- 
the proportion of girls was slightly higher _ tural heritage of a people, and cultures 
than boys. Over three-fourths of these differ to the extent that they incorporate 
progeny of both sexes who were found to different values or to the extent they 
be living outside the county had left differentially emphasize the same values. 
their parental homes before reaching It is the impression of many persons 
age 21. working in rural problem areas that these 

With increased enrollment of 16 and areas do differ in basic value orientation 
17 year olds in school, it can be expected from the mainstreams of American life. 
that most migration of youth will be Of course, this cultural difference is 
delayed until graduation from high more marked in the more isolated regions 
school. Supplementary data indicate of our country as in the case in the hill 
that the pattern of out-movement is and mountain regions of the Southern 
very striking indeed for graduates. Over Appalachians. 
60% of the 1957 graduates were found The “Lake States Cut-Over” has not 

to be in locations other than their home gone through the long period of isolation 
county six months after graduation. which has solidified culture in more iso- 

Over 40% were continuing their educa- lated sections of our country. Some 
tion beyond high school. evidence indicates the value system of 

Whatever the source of data, the evi- the northern region does differ from the 
dence leads to the same conclusion: mi- more commercially-oriented sections of 
gration from Price County is highly selec- our country. Visitors as well as natives 
tive of age, and it is the youth more than of the North frequently remark about the 

any other group who are leaving. slower pace of business and the higher 
Having analyzed the actual pattern of value placed on noneconomic activity. 

migration, we will now explore some of The people of Price County disclosed 
the reasons as to why this pattern exists. that they greatly valued such things as 
It is obvious that migration has reduced scenery, the clear air, and the avail- 

total population size but the process has ability of outdoor recreation, when asked 
not been adjustive in the sense that real what they liked about living in the 
income has increased for those who have county. They also remarked that the 
remained, It must be remembered that people — their neighbors — had the time 
adjustment to optimum population size to be friendly. This data may be in- 
was based on the idea of productivity; terpreted as meaning that a different 
and, therefore, we should restrict our dis- value system does obtain than is found 
cussion to those involved in productive in areas where commercial values pre- 
enterprises. The simplest case, and the dominate. For those persons who have 
one for which we have the most data, is a strong attachment to this way of life, 
agriculture. Our argument can be _ migration represents a sacrifice of some 
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of their fundamental values — values likely to be undertaken in the case of 

which outweigh economic gain. Of younger people who will have more 
course, not all residents share equally years of service with the company. 
in this attitude toward their home county. Then, too, there are minimum require- 

By and large, it is the older resident who ments of formal education which might 
_ has the strongest attachment to Price bar entry into some occupations where 
County. work is available. 

We do not, however, have to rely on Seniority promotion policy would also 
the idea of different value systems to have an unfavorable effect on the older 
explain why more adjustive out-migration person seeking employment. Such policy 
has not taken place. There are reality would tend to downgrade the new en- 
factors about the urban job market which _ trant even if his skill level was equal to 
explain the failure of some individuals those who had been with an occupation 
to take advantage of the lure of higher or company without interruption. 
income which exists in the city or even The ability of people to take advant- 
other rural areas. Most urban employ- age of higher paying opportunity is not 
ment is geared to requirements of train- only related to the reality of the alterna- 
ing, education, and experience. Many tive but to the degree of information 
of the persons who live in Price County the people have about the alternative. 
lack minimum training and/or educa- Thus, even if a person is qualified for a 
tional requirements to compete success- better occupational position, ignorance 
fully in the urban labor market. It is of the opportunity will certainly prevent 
unreasonable to expect the distribution of action. Imperfect transmission of oc- 
skills found in a predominantly rural cupational information may account for 
county will supply the requirements of the lack of some adjustive migration. 
urban demands, particularly in a time Some evidence on this point comes from 
of rapidly advancing technology. a survey question concerning willingness 

An examination of the open-country to move. The question was asked, 
sample households reveals a level of age Would you move for a better paying 

and education which does not favor em- job?” Most residents did not know 
ployment on the urban market. The how to answer the question since they 
average age of male heads for the sample did not know what the nature of such 
as a whole was 52.6 years, and the edu- @ job would be. 
cational attainment was 7.8 years. Age Another factor which tends to in- 
and educational attainment are inversely hibit adjustive migration of the employed 
related so that the older groups exhibit population is the reluctance to sacrifice 
the least amount of education. Of those equity in property. In Price County, 
engaged in both farm and nonfarm work farm ownership is among the highest 
we find that the more the involvement in all counties of the state. Although 
with agriculture the higher the age and __ property values are relatively low, mov- 
the lower the educational attainment. ing in many cases means that the owner 
Thus, full-time farmers formed the oldest would not completely recover his in- 
group, while those who farmed and _ vestment. 
pursued full-time nonfarm work were the The point of the foregoing discussion 
youngest. is that although differentials in opportun- 

Even if some of the persons in this ity do predict the direction of migration, 
population did possess skills which would _ there are factors in the community which 
be valuable in alternate employment, prevent migration from achieving the 
their age and lack of formal education ultimate economic adjustment. We know 
would be realistic factors which would that opportunity acts as an attractive 
count against them. Companies may be force. There is a positive correlation 
willing to undertake training of em- between in-migration and high income, 
ployees but such an investment is more namely, rho=-+.77 for net migration



and median household income in 1950. which is applicable to the Price County 
The important fact to keep in mind is situation. He maintains that the forces 

that this pull acts differentially among of cumulative causation do not always 
the resident population of low opportun- go to extremes because in some cases we 
ity areas. Opportunity is more real for do not let them. That is to say, con- 
the younger age groups, and these groups scious government policy has been di- 
do take advantage of the chance to move rected toward lessening regional in- 
and enhance their economic self-interest. equality. A large part of the equalizing 
We have tried to show, however, that measures have taken the form of trans- 
there are good and sufficient reasons ferring financial responsibility to larger 
why migration will fall short of effective units of government. Thus, when a 
regional equalization. While it is true state takes over part of the responsibility 
that the situation would be much worse of education by providing state aid to 
today if migration had not occurred, schools, the richer areas are in effect 

migration of itself will not solve the subsidizing the poorer. Likewise, fed- 
problems of Price County. eral categorical welfare aids are a means 

Migration is responsible for part of of combating regional inequality. We 
the “vicious cycle” effect previously des- might well ask what would be the result 

a y Myrdal. Pulling out of young if an area like Price County had had to 
people has resulted in an unbalanced provide all of its needs from its local re- 
age structure. An unbalanced age struc- sources? Whatever the answer, it is im- 
ture creates an undesirable labor force ortant torrealize tat we have nota: 
potential and thus helps reduce the at- D A 

‘ ; lowed free play to all of the forces which 
tractiveness of the area for new industry. ib jonal etre 
Furthermore, the resultant increase in °°” a ate ic ee see mma fe 
the dependent population has put ad- ©d¥@ ity. The policies of the Dest ae 
ditional strain on the local economy. had their effect in producing the pres- 

What then has prevented the situation His rE: eae ie Hae be 
from becoming steadily worse? Why kept in mind when planning the future. 
has not the cumulative chain of causa- It would be unrealistic to attribute the 
tion produced greater inequality than it present situation to the free play of 
has? Myrdal has provided an answer economic forces. 
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° Part Ill. Population and Rural Development 
Goals 

Our major purpose in presenting the changes in one part of the social and 
basic data, the historical antecedents, economic system seldom occur without 
and the theoretical discussion about bringing about changes in another part. 
Price County was to provide a founda- Furthermore, these changes could pro- 
tion for an interpretation of facts and duce counteracting forces but succeeding 
to set out or describe relationships which changes can be in the same direction so 
could be used in suggesting alternative the effect can be adversely cumulative 
ways of evolving and implementing a in one direction rather than neutral or 
Rural Development Program. As we de- even balancing. 
fined our purpose, the research function What then can we expect to hap- 
does not mean that a complete program pen to Price County under varying 
must be evolved. It does require an conditions in the future? If we assume 
interpretation of research results in such a general high level of prosperity and an 
a way as to make the action phase easier unchanged farm picture without an in- 
and clearer for those charged with this crease in local nonfarm opportunities, 
responsibility. we can predict the established popula- 

This research has been helpful, and tion trends will continue. 
continues to be so, in three areas: (1) Out-migration of youth will persist be- 
establishing the goals of the Rural De- cause the local economy does not provide 
velopment Program; (2) furnishing facts for them occupationally. Those middle- 
to help others in planning to achieve the aged and older persons who choose to re- 
goals; and (3) pointing up areas where main or cannot or will not move will 
more research and information would be swell the proportion of older persons in 

desirable. the remaining population. This means 

The stated goals of the national pro- that the unfavorable age structure of 
gram are rather general. This is prob- which we have spoken will become 
ably necessary, for it was certainly rec- even worse. 
ognized that problems would differ If on the other hand the general level 
within the various local situations in of prosperity for the state or nation de- 
which the program operates. It is for clines, we can expect a decline in the 
this very reason that we have specifically rate of out-migration for Price County. 
described the local situation so that the We could even look for a return of some 
program can be tailored to this situation. recent migrants since a decline in busi- 

Perhaps the most helpful way we can ness activities would eliminate low 
interpret our results is to describe the seniority personnel first. Under such 
consequences of several courses of action conditions we could expect much lower 
pointing out the advantages and dis- living standards; for an income level, 
advantages of each. This method will which is relatively low now, would have 
provide a means for selection of alterna- to spread further to support more people. 
tive solutions. It is important in doing There was evidence this actually began 
this to keep in mind that Price County to happen in the summer of 1958. 
is part of a larger region. Consideration Increasing local nonfarm opportuni- 
of the past has shown us that conditions ties would have the effect of re- 
of the state, and nation and even the establishing a more normal age distri- 
world can have profound effects on what bution. It would also help relieve some 
happens in Price County. Our theoreti- of the farm adjustment for it is easier 
cal considerations have shown that for most established households to shift 
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occupationally and maintain their resi- population. It would also be helpful to 

dence than face the double problem of bring about a more normal age structure 

a shift in residence and occupation. for the reasons outlined above. Such 

Increased nonfarm opportunity would a goal must be formulated realistically. 

eventually tend to take more agricul- It might be unreasonable to assume that 

tural land out of production as the non- income levels could be equalized be- 

farm alternative would decrease interest tween Price County and urban areas. It 

in farming for those whose time is better might also be unreasonable to assume 

paid in nonfarm work. The effects of that Price County could retain all of its 

change in the general business cycle youth. A lower density of population 

would of course depend on the stability entails problems which we will deal with 

and permanence of the type of nonfarm _ later. 

economic opportunity. How can the goal of a smaller but 

What are the relative advantages and ore age-sex balanced and more prosper- 

disadvantages of varying courses of ac- °US population be achieved? Fortunately, 

tion for the area as a whole? We have our data are of some help in plotting the 

repeatedly spoken of the disadvantages COUTSe of action. We know from the 

of an unbalanced age structure but it is Past the overemphasis on exploitation 

important to point out just how this dis- of resources for a few purposes has led 

advantage works. Clearly, the over- to trouble. Certainly such an error 
whelming amount of income comes from should be avoided in the future. It seems 

the working population. If this popula- clear that any plan should consider all 

tion is small in comparison to the total possibilities of resource use and develop- 

population, it means that family income ment. The most promising areas seem to 
will have to spread thinner. Also, be- be in the fields of industrialization, 

cause of money for the support of public forestry, and recreation. We will discuss 

institutions such as roads, schools, and _ these possibilities separately. 

welfare programs must to a large extent Admittedly, bringing new industry 

be met by the local working population, into Price County is a problem. For one 

a large dependent population represents thing, selective migration has drained off 

an increased burden for the working some of the supply of labor needed for 

population. The dependent population certain industries. This is a “chicken 

is a consumer of these services but by and egg” sort of situation for young 

and large it does not contribute equally people leave because there is no work 
in sharing the cost. This means that an and industry is reluctant to come to an 

area with an unbalanced age structure area which does not have an adequate 

will not be able to support the level of supply of young people. A second ob- 
services possible in an area with a more _ stacle is the extreme competition now 

balanced age structure. Naturally this apparent in inducing new industry to 

is a disadvantage for the area. How- come into areas. 
ever, if the situation is remedied through Progress has been made in Price 

subsidizing services by distributing the County in both attracting new industry 

cost among more fortunate areas, we are and expanding some existing facilities. 

in effect penalizing the more prosperous Such progress is significant for it means 

areas for the support of a chronic low _ that an opening wedge has been inserted 

income area. This might be good for jn the éffort to reverse the cumulative 
the troubled area but could have a nega- effect. Furthermore, Price County is 

tive effect on the larger units of govern- fortunate in having several wood prod- 
ment if subsidization is continued for a ucts plants. This legacy of the forest 

long period. is an important advantage because it 
One possible answer is to stabilize the means that the county does have an in- 

population at a level commensurate with dustrial tradition greater than is found 
the ability of resources to support that in more exclusively agricultural counties. 
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Price County has an additional advan- Work in developing the forest resource 
tage in that it’s a “good place to live.” has concentrated on two problems: 
Worker satisfaction with living conditions 1. Increasing the proportion of higher 
is certainly a positive factor in maintain- quality timber and 
ing a stable work force. Such facts are 2. Adding value to rough timber by 
taken into account in industrial plant secondary manufacturing of wood prod- 
location. ucts within the county. Solution of 

It would seem advisable to conduct these problems would increase employ- 
some research into the requirements of ment opportunities for the present and 
various industrial establishments. If a assure a more stable economy for the 
more certain knowledge of what is de- future. 
sired by management is gained it would The further development of outdoor 
be easier to see what kind of industry yecreation and tourist trade is another can best be fitted to available locations promising field. In trying to ascertain 
and what accommodation will be neces- the demand for such activities we can be sary. Although the initiative should be — sure of one thing — demand will increase 
local in origin, some of the work could pecause of population increases. In- 
probably best be done on a state level. creased real income, and more free time 

The forest potential of Price County is means there will be more people with 
very impressive if one considers the more time and money to spend on this 
proportion of land area occupied by kind of activity in the future. Many 
this important resource. Forests occupy important questions are unanswered, 
80% of the land area of the county, with however, because of lack of research. 
55% in private and 45% in public owner- We do not know the breakdown of the 
ship. These forests are not the virgin particular types of facilities generally 
stands found in the 1890's or earlier. desired by the users of outdoor recrea- 
Only about 37% of the stands are classi- tion. Nor is it known how much money 
fied as a size above the seedling and tourists and vacationers bring into the 
sapling class. The majority of commer- local economy. Experience in other lines 
cial timber is at present in the pole size of merchandising would lead one to be- 
stage. Aspen is the most prevalent lieve that people differ in the type of 
species comprising 36% of the timber facilities they desire for recreational and 

area. vacation purposes. The forest and water 
The present financial contribution of resources are present in abundance and 

forest products is an important part of careful planning for recreational use can 
the economy of the county. Estimates contribute to increasing local employ- 
place total value of rough forest products ment opportunity. 
harvested at one and one-half million Basically, the amelioration of the prob- 
dollars. 16 lems of low income, lack of job oppor- 

Woodswork is an important part of the tunities, and other connected problems 
employment picture of open-country resi- requires a balanced approach. Care 
dents. Over 13% of heads of households must be exercised that different phases 
interviewed derived some income from of the program are not in conflict. ‘This 
harvesting timber. These persons worked _ is true of the industrial and recreational 
an average of 19 weeks in the woods in phases for often ill-planned industrial 
1955. development can be detrimental to long- 
—_— range recreational planning goals. 

2 Forest Management Division, Wisconsin Any plans which are developed must 
Brie: Couneyir Wenn roreee Tee oe take cognizance of the wishes of the 
OE Cae oe Wo Srireste peodtita EB people and respect the rights of indi- 
ee ce ars eats et approxi- viduals who do not wish to become in- 
Over “one-third of this was for pulpwood. volved. It is important that individual 
Sreguce ae aoe Walue (of most differences be considered in the formula- 

ps



tion of solutions. This principle can best digent and aged population, this burden 
be illustrated by the farm situation. The would be definitely detrimental to the 
outstanding conclusion, it may be re- local economy. Fortunately, Federal 
called, was that crop acreage was too Old Age Assistance shares this burden. 
small to allow for adequate returns. It Likewise state aids to education distri- 
is clear that a massive removal project bute the burden of educational costs. 
would not suffice to solve this problem It is important to realize this financial 
but our data do indicate that some peo- cost sharing has a salutory effect on 
ple do want to get out of agriculture but more depressed areas and should be 
cannot do so. An agricultural program considered in overall planning. 
which would assist removal of those low It was noted that the ultimate popula- 
income operators who wish to get out, — tion of the county will probably be lower 
while helping the more promising who than in the past. A lower population 
wish to expand, would indeed seem pre- density means that adjustments must be 

ferable. Even at that, some individuals made in the location of services. A com- 
would resist because they enjoy their munity organization based on a higher 
particular type of operation, though it population cannot be supported by re- 
may be judged inefficient by others. It duced numbers. Analysis of service ori- 
represents a way of life they prefer. entation shows that these adjustments 

Although the Rural Development Pro- are being made. Open-country people 
gram has been called “Operation Boot- are not tied to the nearest community by 
strap,” it would be well to consider the their needs. This means that it would 
fact that there are limitations to what be more fruitful to plan on the basis of 
can be done only on the basis of local a county level rather than on that of in- 
support. The important consideration is dividual communities. Each community 
whether state or federal money spent in does not need to provide a full line of 
“sore spots” is worthwhile in terms of services, for what people cannot get in 
area improvement and ultimate benefits one community they will get in another. 
to the state and nation. If Price County Such community specialization would 
were completely saddled with the full yield a gain in efficiency and yet pre- 
responsibility of providing for its in- serve local initiative and control. 

EE 

Appendix A 
Table 1. Occupations of Employed Persons by Sex in Price County, Wisconsin, 1958 

Occupational Groups | Male | Rank | Percent | Female | Rank | Percent 

Farmers anddaraeingee 15 | 2 | aos | “ee | 7. | 788 
Managers, officials, and proprietors, except farm._-| 446 8 12.5 99 4 41 
Cherionl .... - — SUE cee geht ncn cm ecwansnse 89 9 2.5 208 1 23.3 
Salen. ok” soe yee amen ce me Ey Deu Te | | 8 10 Be 60 6 6.7 
Craftsmen, foremen and Kindred workers..__2.._| 429 4 12:0 12 9 1.8 
Operatives: fc) 2). Maabeebilbeabene nme. 2 ae a] 57d 2 16.0 98 5 11.0 
Private household. --_._._-._.-1-2--_0-2222222 0 u 0.0 BB 8 3.7 
Service workers, except private household_...-.-.-| 180 7 316 152 2 17.0 
Farm laborers, foremen__.._..-.-.-------------- 95 8 ee 2 11 0.2 
Sgporeme isp ee 5 11.6 10 10 id 
Winknowi-=-s con. 52-552 cease eee as ras eee 85 = 1.0 17 se 2.0 

es ee ee eS Che) 100.0 892 100.0 
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Appendix Table 2. Percent of Age Groups in the Male Labor Force in Various Employment Statuses, Price County, Wisconsin, 1958 
ue Bes 

Total county Urban Rural nonfarm | ,___ Rural farm 

Not Not Not Not | 
fully | Fully fully | Fully fully | Fully fully | Fully 

Age Unem- | em- em- Unem- | em- em- Unem- | em- em- Unem- | em- em- 
groups ployed | ployed | ployed | Total*| ployed | ployed | ployed | Total*| ployed | ployed | ployed | Total*| ployed | ployed | ployed | Totel* 

a eee eee Seem 21.3 24.9 53.8 361 10.3 TA 82.3 68 24.0 20.7 55.3 121 28.9 34.9 41.2 172 
B54 oc 502k 82 | 656 || 146) “7920 |. e8d 3.6 4:80] S251 42188 8.5 | 10.2 | 81.8 | 298 5.4 | 27.6 | 67.0 | 2038 
Bb d dks aol Deo 100d || 1008 11 BBO 2.4 1.8 | 95.8 | 168 2.2 | 18.7 | 84.1 || 322 3.4 | 28.4 | 68.2 | 349 
Ma bA ee oes eG |e PeL ede 2 ol 93% af 908 ig 4.2 | 94.6 | 165 4.5 | 16.2 | 79.8 | 357 <8 | 25.9 | 73.8 | 886 
B-64ic2222- 2-2-2 | 826 || 1556 | 80:3 | 687 Soi 1.6 | 95.8 | 127 6.5 | 15.4 |) 78:1 |) 279) U1. | 220% |) 76.3 |) 281 

C5516 ccc a 78 | 15.6 | 88.6 | 257 2.7 | 18.9 | 78.4 a7 Toi) ABA |e 8029 | dob. |e Je = iaige | 87. 8. | tis 
Vie 2 ae Se T30 10.2 88.1 59 14.3 oes 85.7 7 ae 20.0 80.0 25 see 3.7 96.3 27 
nnowncsee snes | See 6.3 | 93.7 10a es 16.7 | 83.3 onl eso sk =... | 100.0 (eile eos S222) /|-100/0 3 

Potaleee 22s cl eae COe nena all a7 8h Sve 3.4 4:8 | 92.8 | 716 6.4 | 14.8 | 78.8 | 1509 4.4. | 25.5 | 70.1> | 1586 

* Percentages total 100.0 for each age group. 

oo Ss 

Appendix Table 3. Percent of Age Groups in the Female Labor Force in Various Employment Statuses, Price County, Wisconsin, 1958 
i ai it A San sa a A ae 

Total county Urban | Rural nonfarm | Rural farm 

Not Not Not Not 
fully | Fully fully | Fully fully | Fully fully | Fully 

Age Unem- | em- em- Unem- | em- em- Unem- | em- em- Unem- | em- em- 
groups ployed | ployed | ployed | Total *| ployed | ployed | ployed | Total* | ployed | ployed | ployed | Total* | ployed | ployed | ployed | Total* 

Tet oe a0 68| gels) | 147 TA 4.8 | 88.1 42 | 15.4 929) S754 65 | 42.5 5.0 | 52.5 40 
Qpees 2 ese a Bee tote | ree |) 195 2.6 7.9 | 89.5 38 120 «| 26st al a1e6 60 es 18.5 | 74.1 27 
S54d oe eee eS 2 6) Ot Real epee. ||| aL 4.6 | 10.8 | 84.6 65 2.8: i) BBs gl se8e6 | 108 21 18.6 | 79.3 48 
BOE et Le 1.3 19.2 79.5 234 3.1 20.3 76.6 64 Soke 19.5 80.5 118 1.9 17.3 80.8 52 
BbEGk oe esi elem. 0; PIG G9) ol eee «|: Sabi 8.6" | ied ole 75-0 28 2.1 | 79.9 | 80.0 95 ae 3.6 | 96.4 28 
GbaThe Sel, BBCI ARO 88 Bae | Wei |e tied ee eres 9 == 218 Ata 22s 28 Seesy 1100.0; 13 
UBep) so cute ree Ol ewe 16.7 | 83.3 (ed as Se ala 0050) Pees | ab eOi ato a0 4 eee 28 =oue ay 
Unknown 0 So eae) 16.7 | 83.3 120 | 2552 | 205 0em eee deO LO Ral esse Se 0080) 1 sae = 12100.0 1 

Tobal 4c een panes 17.0 | 77.9 | 940 458). | eise2h | 8205 7) L268) EM lia sie ei fae ec 0 a TE 12.4 | 77.5 | 209 
I | OF ao NS SEP ese penne Ue | eae ae iim eee lee Re sheet RR ales 0 na 2s 

* Percentages total 100.0 for each age group.
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Nov. 16, 1932 

Mr. A. W. Schorger 

168 North Prospect st. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

; Dear Bill: 

In connection with your turkey paper you 
might have use for the following: 

George Johnson, district game warden at 
Richland Center, was personally acquainted with a Winne- 
bago Indian by the name of Good Bear, who died in 1930 

: at the age of 103 years at Kilbourn. Johnson had known 
Good Bear since 1927 and repeatedly discussed early game 
conditions with him. Good Bear told Johnson he had 
killed wild turkeys in the Pine River valley, which flows 
into the Wisconsin from the north through Richland County. 
If this recollection is accurate, it means that turkeys 
mast have occurred north of the Wisconsin River. 

Good Bear also mentioned killing deer at the 
exact site of Richland Center. No exact site for turkey 
hunting was mentioned. 

The Winnebago names for wild turkey wes 
"zeezaka." The same word also signified rutabago. 

, Johnson got the impression that Good Bear was 
a young man when he hunted turkeys on the Pine River. ‘the 

date therefore mst have been 1860 or previous. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/vh ,
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Range Tallies 

Habitability Tally for Pheasant 

Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wis., to Harvard, I11, C. & N.W.R.R. - March 28, 1939 

(Stations 1 mimte apart--3/4 mile--30 acres each. ‘Tallied cover only, 
and tallied for best cover within the 80-acre sample. ) 

Habitable Non-habitable Total Per Cent 

Brushy marsh 2 2 y 6 

Grass marsh 3 12 15 22 

Woodlot 2 uy 16 23 

Other cover (fencerows, 
weeds, etc.) 0 34 34 4g 

7 “ee “oO Too 

Per cent 10 go 100
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CROSS REFERENCE 

See "The Goshawk (Astur atricapillus atricapillus) Nesting in Wisconsin" 
_ by 0. J. Gromme, The Auk, Vol. LII, Jamary, 1935, pp. 15-20.
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INTRODUCTION 

The primary concern of this report is the recreational development of 

, county forest croplands of Rusk County, as authorized under Wisconsin 
Public Law 616A, 1961, Chapter 427 - Section 8. These areas, as much as 
possible, should be related to existing recreation facil’ ies and plans for 
future recreational development throughout the entire county and thus 

provide a more comprehensive county-wide recreational development program. 

Ideally, a study of this sort should include a detailed comprehensive 
study of land uses, economic base, population growth, traffic, education, 
industry, and ell aspects of life within the county to provide a sound body 
of knowledge upon which a comprehensive recreation development program for 

the entire county could be based. 

This study will give an overview of the recreation potential of the 
county, a review of the existing facilities, and suggestions for future 

development to make the most of the recreation potential. 

A detailed study of the county would provide a more comprehensive 
body of knowledge which would allow each community within the county to 

realize its role in the overall recreation potential of the county and to 

develop its resources to meet these needs. There are many professional 
planners qualified to undertake such projects. Federal funds are avail-~ 
able, under Section 701 of the Housing Act of 1954, to help finance 
comprehensive planning.
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RUSK COUNTY RECREATION REPORT 

GENERAL FACTS ABOUT RUSK COUNTY 

ao Location: 

Rusk County is located in the northwest part of Wisconsin (T33N to 

36N, R3W to 9W) bordering on five other counties. These are Sawyer County 
to the north; Price County to the east; Taylor County to the southeast; 

Chippewa County to the southwest and Barron County to the west. 

Area; 

Contained within the county boundaries are 597,720 acres of forest, 

farms and waters. Of this acreage 63 per cent or 360,980 acres are forest 
lands dominated by aspen, maple and basswood. 

The second largest use of the acreage in the county is for agriculture. 

This totals 265,746 acres or 45.6 per cent. 

Recreation lands in Rusk County include 221 acres in county parks 

and forest recreation areas. In addition, there are 9,586 acres in 
state forest land, 2,696 acres in state hunting and fishing lands, 2,099 
acres in Iand Commission holdings, 84,723 acres in county forest lands, and 
12,467 acres in private forest croplands for a total of 111,774 acres, all 
of which are open for public recreation. 

Topography : 

The topography is varied and interesting throughout the county and 
ranges from rolling hills in the northwest,which rise 300 to 600 feet 

above the surrounding countryside and known as the Barron Hills or Blue 

Hills, to relatively flat outwash plains in the southeast. The western 
part of the county has almost all of the lakes, flowages end marshes. 

The Flambeau River, one of the larger and more popular ri ers in the state, 
fi runs through the county in ae northeast to southwest direction. A second 

popular river in Rusk County is the Chippewa River which runs north to south 
through the west central part of the county. 

Climate: 

In general, the county has six months of winter, four months of summer 
and two months which are transitional. The winters are usually long, cold
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and snowy while the summers are short with only a few short periods which 
are hot and humid. The summer months are associated with the number of 
days in the growing season. The northeast part of the county has 120 days 
while the southern and western parts have a 125 - 135 day growing season. Sf 

The average annual temperature for the county is 41°F, For the five 

month growing season, May to September, the average temperature is 63°F. eh 
with July the warmest month of the year reaching an average temperature of 

68°F, The average annual precipitation for the county is 31 inches. About 

65 per cent of the total falls during the growing season. From late spring 

to early fall the sun shines over 60 per cent of its possible time. The 
prevailing winds are westerly from late fall to early spring and southerly 

the rest of the year. 

Population and Economics: 

The population of Rusk County totals 14,794 people which is .37 per 
cent of the total state population. This county is typical of the north- 
western Wisconsin rural-type areas which are having a population decline 
mainly due to the decrease in the farm work force. From 1950 to 1960 the 

number of farms in Rusk County went from 2,129 to 1,434. Also during this 
period there was a decrease in population of 11.9 per cent in the county. 

This is a transitional county going from agriculture to forest wilderness. 

The population density for the county averages 16.3 people per square mile 
while that of the state is 72.2. 

The three major types of employment for the residents in Rusk County 
are agriculture and forestry, factory jobs and service type industries 
which include 89 per cent of the total work force. Manufacturing employ- 
ment has increased the most of the employment fields. This gain is mainly 
in two industry groups; papermaking and lumber products. 

The average annual income per household in Rusk County is $4,718 compared 
to the state's average of $6,058. This is somewhat above most of the counties 
in this area and due to the large number of jobs and relatively high wages 

in papermaking in the county. 

Rusk County's population concentration is mainly located in the villages 

along U. S. Highway 8. Ladysmith, the only city in the county, has a 

population of 3,584 people. This is also the county seat and greatest 3 
contributor to the economic base of the county being the center of pcrulaticn 
and major industrial and service area in the county. 

The majority of the people in Rusk County still live on farms with 
76 per cent of the population classified as rural and only 24 per cent as 
urban.
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Traffic and Transportation: ‘ 

Rusk County is well served with its road system. There are two major 
+? highways through the county; U. S. Highway 8 runs east-west across the 

county from Minnesota to the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and State Highway 

27 runs north-south across the state from Prairie du Chien to Superior. 

6 These two routes junction at the City of Ladysmith which is about the center 

of the county. A secondary road, State Highway 40, directly connects 

Rusk County with Interstate 94, via USH 53 at Eau Claire. 

Rail service to the county is provided by the Soo Line with an east- 
west route from the Twin Cities in Minnesota to Upper Michigan and a north- 
south route from Milwaukee to Superior. 

Bus transportation is also available to the county by the North Central 
Bus Line. 

TYPES OF RECREATION AREAS 

There is little doubt that the best overall use of county forest .band 

lies within the realm of multiple-use forest management; that is, using 

the land for both recurring timber crops and recreational development. 

The main problem in land-use planning, then, is to determine the type or 

types of recreational development that should take place and the delineation 
of these sections of the forest that are generally best suited to acconmodate 

the specific types of recreation. 

The types of recreation with which we are primarily concerned can be 
briefly described as follows: 

1. Public recreation areas for picnicking, swimming, camping, fishing, 

- hunting, hiking, etc. in) 

2. Resort development - Public renting of private facilities which 

usually serve as a base for the enjoyment of public property such 
as water, game and fish. 

3. Summer home development - Land is privately owned and, hence, both 
. the land and the shoreline are closed to the public, 

What, then, are the requirements of these three different types of ; 

- recreation, and what are their effects on both the surrounding area and 

the forests?
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Desirable Features: 

Picnic Areas: 

Safe swimming, sand beach, proper slope and clear water iy 

Scenic location 
Cover, beauty, shade, screening a 
Easy access to main roads 
Room for expansion 
Sanitation and water supply 

Campgrounds: 

Lake or running water 

Level terrain 
Sanitation and water supply 
Shade, beauty 

Ample room for expansion 
Close to store for supply source 

Access to main roads 

Resort Development: 

Activities and points of interest within-the area 
Large body of water 
Good fishing, swimming, boating 

View, beauty, electricity 

Summer Home Development: 

Lake frontage 

No encroachment on main road 
No interference with public use 
Water, sanitation, electricity, road 

Area large enough to justify platting and continuing costs 

such as roads 
Activities and points of interest within the area 

Effects: 

The development of public recreation areas retains the land in public 
ownership, and the land is made available for use by the greatest number 

of people. In those parts of the forest reserved for recreation, the 5 
normal timber cutting practices must be modified in order to preserve and 

enhance the srea. Some cutting will be necessary from time to time in all 
areas for perpetuation of forest cover. & 

There is no exact way to determine the economic effect this type of 
recreational activity will have upon the surrounding communities; however, 

an indication can be found in the Wisconsin Park and Forest Travel Study 
published in 1959. This study found that the average expenditure per car 

visiting state parks end forests (including 48.9 per cent of the visitors
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who said they spent nothing), was $16.38 per day. This represents the sum 
of money spent within twenty miles of the park or forest for lodging, food, 
car expenses and other purposes such as boat rental, souvenirs and golf fees. 

7 It should be noted that the above study is primarily concerned with state 
areas and may or may not apply to specific. county recreat:.on areas, 

9 Resort development also provides for the enjoyment of a given area by 
_@ fairly large number of people, but it also prohibits the use of the area 
by an even larger number. The most pronounced effect of resort development 
is protably produced on the tax base of the area in which it is located. 
Additional economic benefits would also be realized through the spending 

by the resort visitors and through the purchase of goods and supplies by 

the resort operator. In addition, resort development fulfills a very 
important need in outdoor recreation development for lodging and similar 

demands. : 

i Summer home development prohibits the use of the land and the shoreline 
by the public, However, in terms of dollars and cents, the effect of this 
type of development is the easiest to see. Summer homes can be built in a 
relatively short period of time, and thus, produce an immediate addition 

to the tax rolls. Resorts also add to the tax rolls, but frequently the 
development of a good resort is the product of five to ten years of. building 

and improvements. Thus, its effect on tax income is not as immediate. The 
owners of summer homes also contribute to the economy through the purchase 

of goods, supplies and services. 

RECREATION BASE : 

ov qtty i 

Lakes and Streams: 

Rusk County has 61 named lakes which cover 8,936 acres and eight 
unnamed lakes with 45 acres for a total of 69 lakes and 6,981 acres. The 
largest lakes in the county are Lake Flambeau (1,950 acres), Island Lake 
(520 acres), Potato Lake (489 acres), Pine Lake (465 acres), Chain Lake 
(440 acres), Big Falls Flowage (380 acres), Port Arthur Flowage (374 acres), 
and Lea Lake Flowage (337 acres). Some of the fish species found in these 
lakes are pike, panfish, bass, walleye, and the famous muskellunge. 

In addition to the lakes there are 18 trout streams running for 141 
t miles and six smallmouth bass streams running 75 miles. = 

A general indication of the amount of use the recreation waters of 

Me Rusk County receive can be seen through the number of persons who purchased 
various types of licenses associated with water recreation. 

Number of fishing licenses sold in the county - 1962: 

1. Resident 2,647 
2. Nonresident 1,463 
3. Nonresident 15-day combination YLT
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Number of boating registrations in the county - 1962: 

1. Motor 1,249 
2. Sail 3 3 

Forests: ae 

Over 63 per cent of Rusk County's land area is in forest cover. This 

amounts. to 360,980 acres in commercial forest land and a 1,320-acre river 
wilderness strip set aside from timber production along the Flambeau River 

within the Flambeau River State Forest. 

Of the commercial forest land, about 72 per cent is privately owned. 
Farmers own 202,780 acres and 55,950 acres are in other private holdings. 

The county government owns over 25 per cent (92,290 acres) of this 
land with the remaining 2.7 per cent (9,960 acres) in state ownership. 

Rusk County has no state parks or nationel forest recreation areas 

within its boundary. 

Where pines were once the predominant trees, there are now primarily 

aspen, maple, and basswood. ‘The swamplands contain mostly swamp hardwoods, 

balsam fir. and tamarack,. 

Hunting and Fishing Lands: 

Rusk County has six public hunting and fishing areas totaling 2,338 

acres. These areas range from open lakes and marshes to timbered uplands. 

Other public hunting and fishing areas in the county are 85,000 acres of 

forest croplands and approximately 30,000 acres of industrial forest lands 
for a total of about 137,338 acres. Hunting species range from the woodcock 
to deer and bear, and the sport itself is a major recreation activity as 
shown by the number of hunting licenses sold in the county in 1962. 

1. Resident small game 672 
2. Resident deer 1,668 
3. Voluntary Sportsmen's gg 
4, Trapping 20 

5. Trap tags 3,617 ; 

County Recreation Areas: A 

Rusk County has three park or forest recreation areas and one group 
cemp administered on a county level; six areas for fish cnd wildlife manage- 
ment under state administration; four city and township parks and 21 public 

access areas to the major lakes end streams under city, county or state 

management. Four waysides are located along the major highways and three of
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these are maintained by the State Highway Commission and one is maintained 

by the County Highway Department. 

COUNTY FOREST LANDS 

This is a specific area of forest land entered under the County Forest 
Law. Matching funds from the Outdoor Recreation Act Program for the counties 

are limited to these lands which for Rusk County totals 84,723.55 acres. 
Private forest cropland within the county totals 12,467.94 acres. 

RECREATION POTENTIAL 

Rusk County has the potential for a number of outdocr recreation 
activities ranging from skin diving to winter sports. Hunting, fishing, 
hiking, boating, camping and touring are the major outdoor recreation 

. activities enjoyed in this county. With the vast forest and water areas, 
the most popular forms of recreation are activities which utilize these 
resources. 

Being situated in a location which can attract a greater number of 
tourists in the years to come can be a helpful financial boost to the 

county, adding to the economic base of the area. Such tourist influx should 
be considered as a part of Rusk County's economic redevelopment through 
recreation. Rusk County is fortunate to have two major highways, U.S. 8 
and State No. 27, passing through, which receive heavy recreation travel. 

oF It is said that if a town or village could retain 12 tourists each 
day, throughout the year, the resulting income would be in proportion to 
an industry with a $100,000 per year payroll. ; 

hag With a decline in industry, farming and population, it would seem 
logical that Rusk County would want to consider every opportunity to try 

to reap the benefits from the second largest industry in the United States - 
tourism, to help build up the economy of the county. The various * 
governmental agencies,as well as many private individuals and organizations 

are doing much to provide recreation facilities to satisfy the needs of 
vacationers. However, even though much has been done to develop recreation 

‘ facilities, more can be done. Rusk County should think in terms of improving 

its facilities and making them more adequate to meet the needs of the growing 

ue out-of-doors population. Recreation is a big business and must be thought of 

* Taken from a talk by Dr. Frank Suggitt, Michigan State University, given 
to a three-state conference on the development of the recreation potential 

of the upper midwest, in Vilas County, 1959.
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in terms of big business. The recreation potential is only as good as what 

the area has to offer in the way of facilities and things to do and see. 

Major Points of Interest in Rusk County: a 

There are many opportunities for people who like the out-of-doors to ee 

camp, picnic, hike, hunt or fish. 

An interesting resource to enjoy is the vast forest lands within the 
borders of the county and included in the same category as the forests is 

the water resource found in the many lakes, streams end fiowages throughout 

the county. 

Some of the most scenic lands and waters in the county are located in 

the northwest portion in the Barron Hills area. The Barron Hills are a 
remnant quartzite mountain range rising 300 to 600 feet above the 
surrounding farmlands. This range covers an area 25 miles long and 10 miles 
wide in a northeast, southwest direction extending into three counties; 

Barron, Rusk and Sawyer. 

Another interesting land form is part of the Wisccnsin Terminal Moraine 
located in the central and southwestern part of the county. 

One of the more populer rivers in the state for boating, fishing, 
swimming and canoeing, the Flambeau River runs through the county in a 

northeast, southwest direction. 

Murphy Dam flowage, one of the most popular bodies of water for fishing 
in this area, is located in the northwest corner of the county. 

Another item of interest in the county is the Peavy Paper Mills in 
Ladysmith. This is the only paper mill in Rusk County and employs more 

people than any other single industry. 

INVENTORY 

Resort and Other Private Development: 

Adding to the recreation potential of Rusk County are the existing 
outdoor recreation facilities and areas in the county. In this regard 
the major interest of this report is in the public areas for outdoor Fs 

recreation and those nonpublic areas suitable for public acauisition and 
development by the county. Therefore, we will not delve too deeply into 
the resort and private cabin development of the overall land-use in the 
county. However, it should be stated that there are 43 tourist establish- 

ments; tourist homes, cabins, hotels and motels within the county 
boundaries which are located primarily in the southwest portion.
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Over 95 per cent of the good water frontage is in private ownership, 

and the problem arises as to the need for the county to do something to meet 

its obligations for providing adéquate water recreation areas and facilities 

hg to care for the recreational needs of the public. 

ES Existing Township and City Parks: 

i Name Acreage Facilities and Activities 

i: Ladysmith Memorial Park 15 Picnic, playground, band- 

shell, swimming, boat 
landing 

2. Greenwood Park, Ladysmith ho Undeveloped 

3. Sheldon Village Park 12 Camping, picnic, swimming 

4, Bruce Village Park 12 Picnic, athletic field 

Total 78 acres 

Existing County Parks: 

On Cound Forest Lands 

1. Murphy Dam Flowage (T36N, ROW, Sec. 28, 29) 

Murphy Flowage Park is a scenic 16-acre site located in the 
northwestern part of Rusk County approximately seven miles. south 
of Birchwood and 17 miles northwest of Bruce. Recreation. facilities 

include a 20-unit campground, boat launching area, swimming beach 

and picnic area. 

This area has the highest use of the existing areas with 3,500 
annual attendance, due largely to Murphy Dam Flcuwage which is a 

180-acre experimental lake with no season, limit, size or species 
‘ regulations on fish caught. 

Not _on County Forest Land 

1. Josie Creek Park (T35N, RSW, Sec. 11, 14) 

e This 200-acre site is located at the confluence of Lake 
Flambeau Flowage and Josie Creek, and has a yearly attendance 

of approximately 2,000. THe main uses of the park now are the 
boat launching area and the Rusk County Sportsmen's Clubhouse. 
Included with these facilities is a three-acre picnic area equipped 
with picnic tables.
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This area has good potential for recreaticn expansion because 

of its size and scenic quality. 

The present picnic area could be enlarged to about five or a4 
six acres in size and include toilets and drinking water facilities. 
A 15 = 20 unit campground could be developed for people who want j 
to stay for longer than an afternoon or day. A swimming area % 

should also be considered if the proposed developments are put in. 

2. Community Park (T35N, R5W, Sec. 30) 

This park is now only a small five-acre recreation area with 
facilities for only picnicking and a boat launching area. It has 

excellent potential for heavy use being located within three miles 
of Ladysmith and about one mile from Tony and’on relatively level 

land for easy development. Added attraction to this area is 
provided by Lake Flambeau, one of the nicer and larger bodies of 
water in the county. The Dairyland Power Cooperative has a dam just 
adjacent to this area which adds to the interest. Presently, the : 

five acres used for the park are owned by the Dairyland Power 

Cooperative and leased to the county. 

Development could be expanded to include a larger picnic 
area, improved boat launching site, swimming area and campgrounds. ‘ 
To provide for these developments, additional land would have to be 
acquired or leased. The present use figures of 3,000 annual i 
attendance would seem to indicate that the area should be further 
developed. Additional development would then accommodate and draw 

more people to the area, 

Public Access Points to Various Lakes and Streams Within the County: 

On County Forest Lands 

1. Murphy Dam Flowage (T36N, ROW, Sec. 29) 
2. Murphy Dam Flowage (T36N, ROW, Sec. 28) 
3. Victory Flowage (T35N, ROW, Sec. 1) 
4, Lost Lake (T36N, ROW, Sec. 35) 
5. Perch Lake (T35N, ROW, Sec. 1) 
6. Lake Lea (T36N, R6W, Sec. 14) : 
7. Lake Lea (T36N, R6W, Sec. 9) Z 
8. Bucks Lake ; (T36N, ROW, Sec. 23) 
9. Bucks Lake - two sites (136N, ROW, Sec. 26) 
1Q Three Lakes (T36N, ROW, Sec. 25) im
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; On County Owned Lands 

1. Josie Creek (T35N, R5W,:Sec. 14) 
x 2. Amacoy Lake (T34N, R8W,°Sec. 25) 

3. Benson Lake (Bolger Flowage) (T36N, ROW, Sec. 29) 
4, Big Falls Flowage ~ - (B36N, RSW, Sec. 35) 

ve 5. Lake McGee (T35N, -R4UW, Sec. 9) 
6. Pulaski Lake - « - (133N, R7W, Sec. 16) 
7. Island Lake (T33N, R8W, Sec. 20) 
8. Potato Lake (T33N, ROW, Sec, 2h) 

State of Wisconsin Recreation Areas: 

The Flambeau River State Forest has 10,000 acres within Rusk County's 

poundary; however, the state has not developed recreation areas within this 

area, One boat landing has been developed on state land and several canoe 

campsites are also used in connection with the canoe route. 

Areas Managed by the Fish and Game Divisions: 

1. Devils Creek (T35N, ROW, Sec. 24) 

This area consists of 80 acres and is five and one-half miles 
north of the Village of Weyerhauser. The wildlife available in 
this area are species of both big and small game and trout. 

2. Devils Creek (T35N, ROW, Sec. 16, 21, 22, 26, 27) 

This is a public access and there is trout stream improvement 
-along Devils Creek for about four miles. This area is located 

approximately four miles northwest of Bruce. 

3. Potato Creek (T33N, R8W, Sec. 17, 20) 

Here are 864 acres of marsh and timbered uplands with wildlife 
species of small game and waterfowl. This area is located ten 

miles southwest of Bruce. 

4, Silvernail (T36N, R5W, Sec. 3,. 10) 

Silvernail is the largest public hunting grounds in Rusk 

County with an area of 1,038 acres. Both big and small game 

5 species are found in this conifer swamp and timbered uplands. 
This area is located 16 miles northeast of Ladysmith. 

5. Ten Mile Creek (T33N, ROW, Sec. 19) 

This area consists of 40 acres of marshland. Here species
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of small game and waterfowl are the principal types of game. 

This public hunting ground is located six miles east of Chetek. : 

6. Washington Creek (T33N, R7W, Sec. 16, 21, 22) nae 

In this 516-acre area are found wildlife species of both 
big and small game and waterfowl. The area is located about ten ha 

miles south of Bruce. 

7. Weirgor River (T36N, R7W, Sec. 5) 

A 120-acre area located 12 miles north of Bruce, this 
abandoned farm and timbered upland contains large and small game 

and provides access to the Weirgor. River. 

Waysides and Table Sites Managed by the Highway Commission: 

1. A table site along U. S. Highway 8 within the village limits 
of Weyerhauser. 

2. <A wayside located about three miles north of Ladysmith on 

State Highway 27. 

3. A wayside on U. S. Highway 8 just west of the Village of Hawkins, 

4. A table site along the Flambeau River on County Trunk "E" nine 
miles south of Bruce is maintained by the Rusk County Highway 

Commission. 

Federal Recreation Areas: 

Rusk County has no national forests or park recreation developments 
within its boundary. 

Other Areas: 

1. County Forest Lands 

Rusk County has 84,366 acres of forest land which are open < 
to public hunting and fishing. 

2. Private Forest Lands i 

There are 12,467 acres of lend in Rusk County which are 

privately owned but open to public hunting and fishing.
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3. Land Commission Lands 

The State of Wisconsin owns 2,000 acres in Rusk County which 
* are open to public hunting and fishing. 

4, Girl Scout Camp (T34N, ROW, Sec. 4) 

Located about six miles northwest of the Village of 

Weyerhauser just off County Trunk "W" on Moose Ear Creek. 

5. Boy Scout’ Camp (T33N, ROW, Sec, 4) 

Located about seven miles southwest of Weyerhauser just north 

of County Trunk "W" on Two Bear Lake. 

6. Church Group Camp (T33N, ROW, Sec. 21) 

This group camp is located on Dead Goose Lrxe, just off 
County Trunk "F" and in the extreme southwest corner of the 
county. 

The residents of Rusk County are also served by nearby recreational 

ereas of the Flambeau River State Forest in Sawyer County and the 
Chequamegon National Forest in Taylor County, plus Brunet Island State Park 

in Chippewa County and limited county park facilities in the adjacent 
counties. 

Sites for Potential Development: 

On County Forest Croplands 

1. Bucks Lake (T36N, ROW, Sec. 23) 
2. Devils Creek ; (T35N, R8W, Sec. 17) 
3. Lake Lea (T36N, R6W, Sec. 11) 
4, Lost Lake (T36N, ROW, Sec. 35) 
5. Perch Lake (T36N, ROW, Sec. 36) 
6. Victory Flowage (T35N, ROW, Sec. 1) 
7. Weirgor River (T36N, R8W, Sec. 15) ‘ 

On County-Owned Land 

1. Clear Lake (T33N, RBW, Sec. 31) 
2. Island Lake (T33N, R8W, Sec. 20) 2 

. 3. Potato Lake (T33N, R8W, Sec. 2h)
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RUSK COUNTY RECREATION PLAN 

General: 

As has been stated in the first section of this report, Rusk County if 

has a very fine recreational potential with its existing natural resources. 
This potential lies mainly in the vast forest areas which occupy nearly 

two-thirds of the county's land area and in the water resources found within 
its borders. However, and also important, is the fact that Rusk County is 
geographically located so as to play host to a large number of tourists who 

pass through to other areas. 

Through the development of its recreation resources, Rusk County is 

providing a new base for its economy. Recreation is the second largest 
industry in the United States and is the key to the genezal economic 
redevelopment in the entire northern Wisconsin area. 

Demand: 

To project future use of a county park system is, at best, open to 
much speculation. However, certain general trends can be seen. It is well 
known thet all outdoor recreation throughout the United States has 

experienced tremendous growth in recent years. Rusk County is no exception. 

The following statistics are the day-use attendance figures for Rusk 
County in its existing recreation areas and the adjacent areas for the year 

1962. 

The three main county parks had an attendance of over 8,000 people. 

Brunet Island State Park which is about 15 miles south of Rusk County 
had over 201,500 visitations and 15,789 camper days. 

The Flambeau River State Forest which is directly north and also 

extends into the northeast corner of the county had no daily attendance 

records but did have the camper days which totaled 1,565 for 1962, while the 

1963 camper days to date were 2,417 for a significant increase over the 

year before. 

The Medford District of the Chequamegon National Forest is located 

just adjacent to the southeast corner of the county. The use figures here J 

total 55,900 days. The Forest Service has projected use figures for this 

area to the year 1976 (112,775 days use) and 2,000 (264,715 days use). 

If the national forest, for one area,is anticipating this amount of use 
in the future, Rusk County can also project its use figures proportionally 
and thus have some goal to work for to be able to vrovide enough areas for 

this number.
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Development: 

In Rusk County the present outdoor recreation industry is but a small 
14 segment of the overall economic base for the county. Though tourism can 

be further encouraged by a more agressive public relations program, it 
appears that the primary mission of the county park system is to provide 

ti. outdoor recreation for its own population. 

Each governmentel organization from the federal level to the township 

and village level must assume a certain amount of responsibility for 
recreation development within the framework of its specific governmental 
level. No single agency can supply all of the recreation areas and 

and facilities to meet the tremendous demands more leisure time will bring 
in the years to come. Therefore, it is important that all governmental 
agencies work together in a coordinated program of recreation area develop- 

ment so that the recreation needs of the public will be met satisfactorily 

and without burdensome costs to any single agency. 

A more intensive sign program should be expanded throughout the park 
system if the fullest benefits are to be realized. The greatest need seems 

to be for directional signs along the major approach routes to the parks. 
One-half mile pre-entrance signs should be erected and of such size as to 
be commanding in their view. It is pointed out that the sign system is the 

only association many people will have with the parks. (The Wisconsin 

Conservation Department offers an excellent sign-aid program for county 

park and recreation departments through the ARA Program at Necedeh. ) 

It is recommended that the color scheme in the parks be a dark stain. 

These darker buildings would be much more harmonious with a park setting. 

Bulk purchase of pentaphenochloride is considerably cheaper than equivalent 
paint quantity, and the material lasts longer than paint. In addition, it 
is easier to restain with pentaphenochloride because it requires no prior 
removal of the old paint. This mixture also provides a more adequate Bs 
weatherproofing and is not subject to peeling and flaking. 

Development of New Areas for County Parks: 

A. On county forest ‘and eligible for state assistance 

1. Bucks Lake 

Bucks Lake is an 89-acre lake located in the northwestern 
part of the county between Victory Flowage and Murphy Dam Plowage:. 

‘ The topography surrounding the lake is rolling hills with few 

level areas feasible for development. On the south'side of the 

lake is a flat piateau-type area which is large enough for the 

development of a 20 - 30 unit campground. This is a very scenic 
area overlooking the lake and nestled in the birch, poplar and 

hardwoods.
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Also on this lake are two sites of about three acres each 
which would make nice picnic areas. One site is located at the 
southeastern part of the lake and the second is at the north- 
western corner. Adjacent to each of these sites is an existing 

boat landing. Only one of the two areas need be developed to a 

adequately meet the demand with the second site serving only 

as a boat dock. 

A 2. Devils Creek 

This area is located approximately six miles northwest of ao 
Bruce, southwest of the town road running from Bruce to Murphy 

Dam Flowage. 

The site is adequate both in size and topography for e 50 

unit campground and five acre picnic area. A tributary stream 
forms a natural buffer zone between the two areas by cutting 
across it at the northwest end. 

In the proposed camping area is an abandoned logging road 

which could be utilized for part of the campground road. Camping 
in this area should be very desirable in that most of the units 
can be located along the creek. 

3. Lake Lea 

The 337-acre flowage is located in the north central part 
of the county about nine miles north of Ladysmith and one mile 
east off State Highway 27. This is a shallow flowage having a 
depth of seven to eight feet. 

The lake has two access roads and a boat landing at each 

location. One site is located adjacent to the dam at the north- 

west corner of the lake. The second site is located at the 
northeastern corner. The area around the boat landing at the 

dam site is low and marshy, but a small area of one or two acres 
could be developed for picnicking. 

At the northwest boat landing site the land is higher and 

more feasible for development. Here the area is large enough to 

develop both a 15 - 20 unit campground and two to three acre picnic 
area. Trails could be constructed along the lake to connect the 

two areas. 3 

4. Lost Lake 

Lost Lake is a small 15-acre lake located about three miles 

southeast of Murphy Dam flowage and connects to the flowage by 
Hemlock Creek. There is presently no development on the lake 

except one boat landing constructed by the county.
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The topography is rolling hills with the southwestern side of 

the lake more level and having development potential. The water 

is clear but bogs are prevalent along the.skoreline, An interesting 

r+ feature on the lake is a large beaver dem at the south shore. 

There is enough feasible area here for both a 15 - 20 unit 

Hit campground and a three to four acre picnic area. On the west 
side of the lake there is a more level and larger area which is 

more feasible for the campground and on the north or east side, the 
land is hilly and suitable for the picnic area. 

5. Perch Lake 

Perch Lake is located north of Victory Flowage on the north 
'  gide of the county forest road which lies between the two bodies 

of water. The land around the lake has rolling hills with few 

level areas, There are two areas on the south side of the lake 
which are on high, but relatively level land. The area on the 
southwest side is the larger of the two and could be developed 
into an excellent 20 - 30 unit campground which would overlook 
the lake. 

The second area is also on high land, east of the proposed 
campground on the southeast side of the lake. This site is 
smaller, about three acres, but would also overlook the lake and 
be a very desirable picnic area. 

6. Victory Flowage 

Also called Audie Flowage, this 160-acre flowage is a 
picturesque area of rolling hills and white birch. Due to the 
topography, development is limited to three or four acres at any 

one location. A very small area of about 1/4 acre is being used 
for boat launching. On the western side of the flowage a 10 - 15 

unit campground could be developed with a small two to three acre 

picnic area on the southern or eastern shore. 

7. Weirgor River 

This is a small area on a hill overlooking the one and one- 

half mile long upper Weirgor River Valley. Development is limited 

¢ to a small one or two acre scenic picnic area. 

B. On other county-owned land but not presently eligible for state aid 

1. Clear Lake 

The name for this 95~acre lake is appropriate because of the 

very clear water. This quality along with its sand and gravel 
bottom provides excellent swimming. Clear Lake connects directly
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into two other lakes - Chain Lake and McCann Lake. These three 
lakes are extensively developed with cottages, summer homes and 
permenent homes. There is presently one public access point 
on the three lakes which is located on McCann Lake. The second f 
public access point is now under construction on county land 

by the State Highway Commission. (i 

A picnic area of about two acres could be developed near 
the new boat landing. One parking area could serve both the 

picnic area and the boat landing. A 20-unit campground is 
feasible northeast of the new boat landing located on high land 
overlooking the lake. A beach could also be located between the 

new boat landing and campground. People using the beach could 

park their cars in the parking area with the picnickers. 

2. Island Lake 

Island Lake is a 520-acre lake located in the southwestern 
corner of the county, south of the town of Big Bend and 

approximately two miles east of Potato Lake. The shoreline is well 
developed with cottages. There is presently one public access 
point at the north end of the lake on a 50-foot wide lot, the 
size of which virtually precludes any development other than a 
small parking area for cars and boat trailers using the leunching 
site. Acquisition and development of a larger site for a boat 

landing and parking area at the southwest end of the lake is 

proposed for 1964, 

3. Potato Lake 

This area is located in the far southwestern corner of the 
county near the Town of Big Bend. The lake is well developed 
with heaviest concentration along its south shore. There is only 

one public access point, which is located on the northwestern side 
of the lake. This one or two acre site could be developed by 
adding a designated parking area for cars and boat trailers and 

@ small picnic area. 

General Development Suggestions: 

Rusk County has a definite need for the development of its recreational Fi 
water resource. Because of this, a priority should be given to every 

existing or potential park area having an adequate recreetion water resource. ; 

The following parks should rank high in the development schedule of the 

Rusk County recreation plan: (In order of development importance) 

A. Expansion of present facilities
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1. Murphy Dam Flowage Park 
2. Community Park 

3. Josie Creek Park 

B. New Development 

ae 1. Devils Creek 
2. Clear Lake 
3. Bucks Lake 
4, Lake Lea 

In any of the areas which are developed, picnic or camnground, there are 
a number of facilities which are a necessity and should be included with the . 
general development. These are: Toilets, drinking water, picnic tables, 

fire receptacles and waste disposals. 

In the development of the campgrounds in any area, it is recommended 
that they be put in small sections et a time, such as 15 or 20 camping units, 

and future sections added on as the demand arises. 

The governmental agencies on the federal, state, county, and township 

level will never be able to provide all the facilities and areas to take care 
of the increased recreation demands in the years to come. Therefore, it 
would be in the interest of the county to encourage the development of 
private camping and recreation areas. Such areas would add greatly to the 
economic base as a taxable entity and would relieve some of the pressures 
placed on county camping areas. However, such private developmant must be 

controlled to insure the quality necessary to maintain a successful camp. 
It would be necessary to enact county ordinances to specify controlling 
regulations regarding private development. 

MANAGEMENT 

The key to good management of a vark area is an understanding by the 

managing euthority of its responsibilities to the public for maintaining 
adeauate and safe facilities. Management of a public pai’. system is a 
difficult task and requires considerable study and understanding on the 

2 part of the managing authority. This means that members of the management 

committee must take it upon themselves to find out all they can about good 
park management practices, maintenance, and operation fundamentals. 

A number of very fine professional park and recreation organizations 
are available to offer assistance to park boards and citizens management 
groups to enable them to better understand the intricacies of park 

management. The addresses of several of these groups may be found in the 

appendix of this report.
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MAINTENANCE 

Meintenence within a park system is always one of the biggest budgetary chi 

and management problems in park operation. It must be realized, however, 

that with a park improvement program, plus the general increasing pressures 

by the public, the parks within Rusk County ere going to be more heavily wy 

used and will pose greater maintenance problems in the years to come. 

Additional funds will be necessary to maintain the parks at a satisfactory 

level of public use. The public is justified in demanding that recreational 

facilities be kept up to a level suitable for their use. The county, on the 

other hand, should consider an adequate maintenance program as a public 

relations program which can educate the public and help sell the value of 

the parks within the county system. Adequate maintenance also thwarts 

vandalism and creates a greater respect for the park facilities. 

A reasonable fees and charges system would include e $1.00 - $2.00 

charge for camping, plus 25 cents for electricity if this facility is 

available. In addition, it is suggested that a boat launching fee of 50 

cents could be charged if such a facility is available to the public and 

operated within a county park. It is in keeping with good park management 

to also charge a day-use fee for swimming beaches and picnic areas. 

Because of the anticipated increase in swimming at the major beach 

areas, the county should consider hiring lifeguards to assist in public 

safety. Not only is the hiring of lifeguards a good safety measure, ib 

also effects a greater degree of control over the visiting public and eases 

the responsibility of legal liability which is placed on Rusk County when 

an "attractive nuisance" is created in the form of a public beach. 

While it may not be necessary to have full-time maintenance personnel 

until the use level would rise to a certain point, it would require periodic 
supervision. It has proven very satisfactory in other smail park systems 
to utilize County Highway Department crews or hire a person in the immediate 
locality to pick up garbage, check and clean toilets anc keep an eye on the 
property. He could be on more general duty on weekends and holidays to 

provide greater supervision. 

ZONING 

Zoning is very important in the safeguarding of recreation areas against 

incompatible uses of adjacent lands. In some park areas a carnival type of iy 

development has sprung up around the entrances to nature preserves, etc., 
and has decreased the recreation values of the area. This type of develop- 
ment is not in harmony with good park management and should be discouraged. 

Therefore, strict zoning ordinances become vitally important to safeguard 

the values of the public parks.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS, EDUCATION AND INTERPRETATION 

ae It would be good public relations to contact the various school systems 

throughout Rusk County and begin a program of information and interpretation 
of park values. It may also be feasible to contact the 4-H clubs and develop 

it a 4-H progrem of general county park assistance. Such assistance could be 

in the form of building funds for new construction or manpower and money to 

assist in the maintenance cf park areas. 

It is recommended that the various Chambers of Commerce, the Junior 

Chambers of Commerce and other civic and service organizations throughout the 

entire county be contacted to help in making brochures available to the 

public concerning the parks and recreation areas within the county. 

It is important that the development of the Rusk County Park System 

be entered into on a total county cooperative basis. This means that all 

_. the communities within the county enter into cooperative agreements so that 

the imolementation of the Rusk County park and recreation plan could be a 

function which is shared by all. 

SUMMARY 

Rusk County, located in the northwest corner of the State of Wisconsin, 

has a good recreation potential. Because it is located ci a juncture point 

of two cross-state highways, the tourist population of Rusk County is going 

to rise within the next ten years. Therefore, Rusk County should plan now 
to accommodate this increase in tourists and new economic base by developing 

adequate recreation facilities to care for the use anticipated in the years 

to come. 

It has also been recommended that a number of new parks and scenic 

areas be established. 

The State of Wisconsin has many acres devoted to wildlife management. 
It is felt that these areas should be managed as a multi-use program to 

include camping and picnicking. Management of such areas could be a 

cooperative agreement between the county and state. 

Overall management of the Rusk County Park System is presently in the 

hands of the Land and Forestry Committee composed of members of the Rusk 

* County Board, 

Rusk County should think in terms of establishing a system of fees 
and charges. It has been estimated that the county can pay for much of its 
park costs and future development expense through a reasonable and logical 

system of fees and charges. One to two dollars per night, plus 25 cents for 

electricity has been recommended as the standard charge for camping. This
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fee is the standard fee charged in most state and county parks throughout 

the United States. The visiting public is not adverse to paying, and it is 
understandable that Rusk County should want to recover some ofits cost of 
development and operation. Such a system of fees and charges has a number y 

of problems; however, the cost of operation should be able to be paid for 
from the fees collected, ; 

Rusk County has come a long way in the development of its park and 

recreation program and the needs of tomorrow are going to place additional 

burdens on the committee and on the recreation facilities themselves. It 

will be necessary for the management committee to better understand the 
problems involved and provide the greatest return for the tax dollar spent 

on parks and recreation, 

The Wisconsin Conservation Department is ready to assist the county in 
planning for the development of its park and recreation areas. To do this 
most efficiently, it will be necessary for the county to prepare base maps 

for the existing or proposed areas to be developed so that detailed plans 
for specific sites can be prepared. ~
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison 1, Wisconsin 

Forests and Parks Division 

CAMPGROUND PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

The current trend in camping has created a tremendous strain and caused 
such excessive damage to vegetation and physical aspects in existing camp 

' areas that the following information is presented as specifications for the 

planning and development of a typical camp area. It mst be realized that 
each campsite has individual problems unique in themselves; therefore, in 
initial plans and subsequent development considerable judgment must be 
exercised in the application cf these specifications. 

Main Objective. 

To provide individual, self-contained, family camping sites in as near 

a naturalistic setting as possible. 

Major Components. : 

(a) Access and circulation roads. 

(b) A camping unit, to include a parking spur, camping site, table, 
fire pit and barrier controls. 

(c) Toilet facilities. 

(d) Water supply. 

(e) Electricity. ; 

(f£) Garbage disposal. 

(g) Registration Board or numbering system. 

(h) Signing system. 

(i) Trails. 

| a. Access and circulation roads. 

A one-way loop road system is usually the best type to use, The 

¥ driving surface is to be a minimum of 12' wide and must be adequately 
drained, graded and surfaced, Where two-way~traffic is necessary, there 
should be a 20! wide driving surface. 

A distance of 180 -200'apart is required where camping roads are 
constructed parallel.
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Where a dead end road is necessary, the terminus of center line 
radius of the turn-around should be not less than 50', Where a turn- - 
around is not possible, some type of back-up must be provided. 

The road system should be adjusted to fit natural conditions 3 
existing in the campground area, resulting in optimum development of 
the area with least disturbance of natural conditions. 

b. The camping unit. 

Where possible, select natural openings for car spurs and tent 
sites, The spurs should be at an angle of between 5° and 60° to the 
access road with flared entrance to permit back-in parking. These 
spurs should not be less than 75' apart but may be spaced at double 
distance for future expansion. Spurs should be from 10-12' wide and 
not less than 35! or more than 50! long. Take advantage of all natural 
barriers such as rocks and trees to define the parking space. Where 
natural barriers are not available, use posts, bumpers or other means 

of vehicular restriction. 

Where possible, select sites which will be shaded in the after- 
noon and sunny in the morning for optimum warmth and comfort. The tent 
plot should be level, well drained, and as far as practical from camp- 
ground roads and other campsites. Tent plots should be 25-30! in 

diameter immediately adjacent to the spurs. A table and some type of 
fireplace or stove should be provided for each site. Garbage cans 
should be located near the main campground road and anchored with a 
post to prevent tipping over. Cans should be grouped to serve )-8 
units and thereby reduce maintenance. No unit should be located 
closer than 100! to .a lake or stream so that the shore line is 
available for trails and other use by all campers. 

c. Toilet facilities. 

Toilets, pit or flush, must be provided in every camp area. They 
should be placed so that the buildings are at least 50' apart and each 
served by a separate trail from a road. Toilets should not be over 

300' from any campsite. No camping unit should be located closer than 
75! to a toilet. One set of large pit toilets (four stools or units 
per building) will serve about 25 camp units comfortably. One set of 
small pit toilets (two stools or units per building) will serve a i 
maximum of 15 units. It is best not to overload toilets as the 
maintenance is difficult under these circumstances. 

d. Water supply. 

A safe supply should be available in every camp area, Water 

samples must be taken at required intervals and submitted to the State 
Board of Health for examination. Take immediate corrective action if 
any water tests are returned unsafe,
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Water should be available within 300! of a campsite by having a 

ae sufficient number of wells with hand pumps or a distribution system. 

Combination bubbler-faucet outlets are preferred, with both having 

spring-type shutoff valves to reduce water waste. 

Be e. Electricity. 

In camp areas where electrical outlets are to be provided, they 
should be installed in about 30% of the tent sites and 60% of the 
trailer sites; or if there is no separate designation of units, then 

in )0-50% of the units. Outlet boxes should be of the type which 
has been designated as the standard box for the division. No unit 
without adequate cords, meeting all safety features, will be allowed 

to connect into an electrical outlet. 

Where possible, lines should be run underground but where re- 
quired above ground should be a single strand, coaxial cable-type 
wire. Lights should be provided in all toilets and at all wells for 

safe nighttime use but not along roads as general lighting. 

f. Garbage disposal. 

All trash and garbage will be disposed of in the cans provided 
for this purpose, The garbage will be collected at regular intervals, 

preferably daily, and disposed of safely. 

One can should be provided for at least every two units and 
should be located in groups of l-8 for easy, efficient pickup. Secure 
all cans in such a manner that spillage and vandalism are reduced to 

a minimum. 

g- Registration and numbering system. 

Since it is necessary that all campers register, it is important 
that a definite registration procedure be established by having one 
or a combination of the following methods: 

1. Contact station. 

Must be located near the camp area entrance and supervised 
i at all times, Have a turnoff at the station so that normal 

traffic flow will not be blocked, Ranger may assign camper to 
specific site or have him report back when site has been selected. 

5 Fees and desired information are collected at the station. 

2. Personal contact by camp-master. 

Contact is made in the area when a designated site has been 
occupied, Basic registration data, fees and research informa- 

tion can be collected. Individually numbered camper registration 

boards near the camp road will assist camp-master in accurate, 
efficient registration of campers.
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3. Registration Board. 

; This is a self-registration method whereby the camper indicates { 
the site he is occupying on a large campground location map. The 

site is indicated by a numbering system and the camper attaches a As 

tag to the site occupied on the map. Collection of fees under 

this system is difficult. 

Every campground should provide a bulletin board, with a map of 
the area, near the entrance so that necessary information can be 

displayed for all campers to see and sites more easily found, 

Registration is one means whereby the use of an area can be 
restricted to the designed capacity so that overcrowding does 
not exist. Excess campers should be directed to an overflow area 
or to another park or forest campground nearby. 

h. Signing system. 

An adequate system is to be provided for both pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic. Standard highway signs should be used for vehicular 
control and usual rustic signs for pedestrian direction. The signs 
must be uniform in design, color and material. 

All campsites should be signed according to a predetermined system 
from the plans. All facilities, such as wells, toilets, shelters, boat 
areas, etc., should be signed for easy location, 

i. Trails. 

Trails in the campground should be located along the most direct 
routes to facilities so as to obviate short cutting and resulting 
damage to ground cover. They should be graded and surfaced paths with 

flared entrances for ease in walking and maintenance, 

j. Conclusion. 

It is essential that these specifications be adhered to if over- 
crowding and area destruction are to be eliminated. If this is done, 
the main objective of providing individual, self-contained family 
camping sites in as near a naturalistic setting as possible will be 

accomplished. 

Rev 8-1h-62



WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

PARK PLANNING’ SECTION 

CAMPER'S REGISTRATION BOARD 
Designed By: Orville Coenen—Point Beach State Forest 
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison 1, “Wisconsin 

GENERAL OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE SUGGES™IONS 
FOR 

ei COUNTY PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS 

on Operations 

The smooth operation of a nark or recreation area depends a great deal unon the 
control of the visitor while he is in the area. This is achieved through proper design of 
the area, adequate direction and information signs, and the establishment and enforcement 
‘of reasonable rules and regulations. 

Proper design factors include the development of an easy access to the area with 
a single entrance and exit, one-way traffic throughout the area, adequate parking, toilets, 
drinking water, and provision for easy refuse disposal, etc. Other design factors involve 
the separation of the camping and picnic areas, proper placement of barriers or use of 
natural barriers (trees, rocks, terrain, etc.), adequate campsite space and access, and 
the development of a balanced area to preserve the quality of the site for future generations. 
There should be natural separations, by terrain or vegetation, between major use areas to 
reduce conflicting use and to provide buffers. 

Design for the control of visitors is especially important in an area where a system 
of fees and charges might be established. The collection of such fees poses a very real 
problem, and consideration must be given to this operation in the design and development 
of the area. Such things as the one-way roads, single entrance and exit, designed parking 
areas, etc., which we have already mentioned, contribute to the ease of fee collection 
and visitor control. 

Direction and information signs are important because they tell the visitor what to 
do and help him to do it. Such signs as NO PARKING, WATER, TOILETS, CAMPING AREA, 
PICNIC AREA, TO TRAILS, and others, help the visitor to orient himself to the area and 
provide a certain amount of latent supervision to his recreation. Signs dealing with traffic 
rules and regulations should be fairly uniform in design and composition. Routed signs 
have proven to be highly successful, long lasting, and add considerably to the quality of 
the area. It is recognized that signing is necessary and a great help to the visitor, but 
it should be emphasized that signing must be kept to a minimum so that scenic beauty is 
hot marred with a "hodgepodge" of signs. 

Rules and regulations authorize the limits to which a visitor may go. Too strict 
rules cause the visitor to rebel, and therefore add a great many management and maintenance 

& problems to the operation of the area through vandalism, littering, and mischievous conduct 
as a way of "hitting back". Rules and regulations should be clear, concise, appropriate 
to the area, and displayed on a bulletin board prominently located. (It would be poor 

« operation to consider a rule for littering when trash receptacles are few in number and 
poorly placed.) They should include such things as pet control, park hours, litter controls, 
vehicle speed stipulations, and regulations pertaining to specific individual areas for 
visitor safety (such as "No Glass on Beach Area"), 

Rules and regulations should be posted on signboards in the areas of heaviest use. 
All other signs for rules and regulations should be neat, attractive, and in harmony with 
the over-all sign program in the park. An offensive sign, or one that is displeasing to 
view, will be ignored and offers a challenge to disregard or do contrary to what is 
inscribed thereon.
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Fees and charges, if not properly set up and administered, can provide an opera- 

tional problem. It is suggested that to help defray the costs of operation and maintenance, 

a minimum fee of $1, plus 25¢ if electricity is available, be established for camping. Other j 

fees may also be initiated; however, the number of fees should be kept to a desirable £ 

minimum. (Some parks charge a parking fee for the use of the area by picnickers and other 

day-use visitors, or a boat launching fee if such facilities are available.) A nominal fee i 

or charge places more responsibility on the park visitor, and he takes a greater interest 

in the area. This results, to some degree, in less vandalism, littering, and other operation 

and maintenance problems. In addition, the public is becoming more aware of the need 

for fees and charges in our recreation areas and is becoming accustomed to the idea. Some 

opposition can always be expected, especially when an area which was once free to the 

public has an entrance or camping fee imposed on it. However, once a reasonable schedule 

of fees and charges has been established and is enforced, the public will accept it, and 

the problems inherent in it will diminish. 

Maintenance: 

A low level of maintenance is generally due to a lack of understanding of the 

importance of proper maintenance on the part of the persons responsible for the management 

of the area and/or a lack of funds for adequate maintenance. The ideas and suggestions 

set forth herein are to show the importance of proper maintenance and some measures 

which might be taken to reduce the costs and yet keep the quality of the area high. 

In areas of intensive use, maintenance is a greater factor than in areas of less 

intensive use. In either type of area the cleanliness of the area and the upkeep of the 

facilities for public safety is vitally important. It is recommended that a maintenance 

schedule be worked out so that all areas will receive proper care. 

The following suggestions are made in relation to public safety, comfort, and 

maintenance economics for a heavily used county park or recreation area: 

1, Clean the toilets, thoroughly, at least once a day. Two or three cleanings per 
day are considerably better and provide a more sanitary and odor-free facility. 

2. Trash and garbage should be collected at least once per day and not less than 

once every other day under any circumstances. If the general area has a heavy picnic and 
camping load, then the entire area should be picked up at least twice a week, 

3. If the roads are not hard surfaced, a dust control program should be instituted. 

A salt solution may be applied to keep the dust down. 

4, Insect control should also be instituted as necessary. ? 

5. All playground equipment and other heavily used facilities should be checked 

daily for wear, breakage, and vandalism. ° 

6. Beach debris should be collected as often as necessary and the area kept free 
of glass, weeds, and other items and materials which might cause injury or become a 

problem to the user. 

7. Barriers and signs should be repaired or replaced as scon as possible after i 
they are damaged. (Delay in correcting the situation causes a breakdown in visitor control, 
and increases the problems of operation and administration.)
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8. Carving in table tops and benches, etc., should be gouged out and refinished as 
soon as possible. (One initial carved in a table top or bench is an invitation for others. to 
follow. The same applies for writing and carving on the toilet walls. Remove-it as soon 

on as possible.) ‘ 

9. To safeguard the health and safety of the visiting public, all facilities should be 
ri closely checked once a week, or oftener, for general repair needs. : 

10. Facilities should be maintained to such a degree thay they have a "well kept" 
appearance that commands respect from the visitors. 

11. In areas of intensive use a full-time park supervisor should be hired to care for 
the area during the busy season. (A maintenance crew can take care of several parks if 
they are not too far apart. County highway department crews could easily service the 
smaller areas as they go about their road maintenance duties.) 

It is more economical to keep an area well maintained on a day-to-day basis than 
to allow the area to fall into disrepair and try to make the necessary corrections "when 
time allows". 

Proper maintenance can "make or break" a park or recreation area. The visiting 
public expects, and rightfully demands, that the facilities be kept up properly. The courts 
also feel that public park and recreation areas are under obligation to keep their facilities 
in proper order. Many thousands of dollars have been paid to claimants who. have been 
injured as a result of faulty maintenance of the recreation facilities. Liability laws are 
changing and government agencies can no longer feel that they are immune from such legal 
liability. 

Proper maintenance and a high standard of operation and development are a credit 
to the administrative agency and a pleasure for the visiting public. It is just good business 
to maintain the area properly, especially so if the visitor must pay for his recreation in 
the area. 

Additional information and materials concerning park design, operation, maintenance, 
and general philosophies can be obtained by contacting and joining any or all of the following 
park organizations: 

1. The American Institute of Park Executives 
Oglebay Park : 
Wheeling, West Virginia 

i 2, National Conference on State Parks 
4 901 Union Trust Building 

Washington 25, D. C. 

: 3. Wisconsin Park and Recreation Society : 
Room 308, Courthouse 
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin 

5-23-63 
jal
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ZONING RESTRICTIONS 

1. No dwelling, seasonal or year around, shall be erected or placed on 
o any lot having a width of less than 75 feet at the lake front. 

2. No noxious or offensive activity shall be carried on upon any lot, 
ro nor shall anything be done thereon which may be or may become an 

annoyance or nuisance to the neighborhood, 

3. No structure of a temporary character, trailer house, shack, shed, 
barn or other outbuilding shall be used on any lot at any time as 
a residence either temporary or permanently, excepting that a 
trailer house will be permitted for not to exceed one year while 
a seasonal or year around dwelling is being constructed, or except 
by special permit from the County Land Agent. 

he No lot shall be used or maintained as a dumping ground for rubbish, 
Trash, garbage or other waste shall not be kept except in sanitary 
containers, All incinerators or other equipment for the storage 
or disposal of such material shall be kept in a clean and sanitary 
condition. 

5. No individual water supply system shall be permitted on any lot 
unless such system is located, constructed and equipped in accord- 
ance with the requirements, standards and recommendations of the 
State Board of Health, 

6. No individual sewage disposal system shall be permitted on any lot 
unless such system is designed, located and constructed in accord- 
ance with the requirements, standards and recommendations of the 
State Board of Health; and provided further that no sanitary toilet 

will be permitted on any lot except that it be located at least 
50 feet from any road, at least 25 feet from any lot line, and as 
far away from lake or river waters so as not to pollute the same. 

7. No lot shall be used except for residential purposes, seasonal or 
year around occupancy, except by special permit from the County 
Land Agent. 

8. No sale of intoxicating liquors shall be made upon any of the 

premises, except by special permit from the Sounty Land Agent. 

v 9. No building shall be constructed on any lot closer than 15 feet 
to any lot line. 

A CUITING RESTRICTIONS 

1. No cutting shall be allowed in existing or proposed recreation use 
areas, except for salvage or timber stand improvement. 

2. No cutting shall be done within 100 feet of the edges of the roadways, 
except for salvage and timber stand improvement. 

3. Wo cutting shall be done within 150 feet of the shore line of any 

lake greater than five acres in size, except for salvage and timber 
stand improvement.
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WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT P34 
Box 450 

Madison 1, Wisconsin 

WISCONSIN ADMINISTRATIVE. CODE 

CHAPTER WCD 45 
. 

STATE PARKS AND STATE FORESTS, MISCELLANEOUS 

4 Rules of the stcte conservation commission of Wisconsin fire contrary to posted notice on any lands or property under 

* pertoining to the conduct of visitors to the state parks, state the management, supervision and control of the state 
forests and other properties under the jurisdiction of the conservation commission of Wisconsin. 
commission. 

WCD 45.07 PEDDLING AND SOLICITING. It shall be 
WCD 45.01 STATE PROPERTY. (1). Except when the core unlawful for any person to peddle or solicit business of any 

text provides otherwise, the provisions of this chapter shall nature whatever, or to distribute handbills or other advertising 
apply to all lands, structures and property sNnieds lensed or matter, to post unauthorized signs on any lands, structures, 
edministered by the state of Wisconsin and under the manage- _or property undar the management, supervision and control of 
mant, supervision and control of the state conservation the state conservation commission of Wisconsin, or to use 

commission of Wisconsin, such lands, structures or property as a base of commercial 
(2) It shall be unlawful for any person to destroy, molest operations for soliciting or conducting business, peddling or 

or deface any natural growth or'natural or archeologic feature, providing services within or outside of such lands, structures 
or any state property; to enter in any way any building, instal- or property unless first authorized in writing by the state 
lation or area that may be locked or closed to public use, or conservation commission of Wisconsin or its duly authorized 
contrary to posted notice. Except in state pokes state rectea- agents. 
ijon areas or as otherwise posted, the picking or harvesting of 
edible fruits or nuts is permitted, WCD 45.08 VEHICULAR TRAFFIC. (1) No person sholl 

operate any vehicle at a speed in excess of 25 miles per hour 
WCD 45.02 PROPERTY OF OTHERS. It shall be unlawful unless different limits are indicated by official traffic signs 

for any person to destroy, molest or remove the property of in ony stote park, state recreation area, improved comp site in 

others. it shall be unlawful for any person other than a per- any state forest, or other public use creas on state forest 

mittee or licensee to scavenge golf balls on any golf course. lands or other lands under the management, supervision and 

control of the state conservation commission of Wisconsin. 

WCD 45.03 REFUSE, It shol! be unlawful for any person (2) No unauthorized person shall cperate any vehicle upon 
to discard or leave any refuse, sewage or other waste material any service road or other rozd closed to public travel+ 
on the ground, or in any building or installation, or into the (3) No person shall operate any vehicle the gross weight 
water or upon the ice of any fake or stream or other body of of which is in excess of the posted weight limit. 
water, or to dispose of any such refuse or waste material in 
any manner except by burning or by placing in receptacles or WCD 45.09 BOATS, (1) It shall be unlawful for any per- 
other authorized locations provided for such purposes. Char- son to operate a motorboat of any kind in any manner on the 
coal residue must be left in a grate or fireplace until cool, or followin: ecified water: : 
placed in receptacles provided for such purposes. re) Aches of the Dalles in Interstate park, section 31, 

T34N, RI8W, and section 36, T34N, R19W, town of 
WCD 45.04 WASHING. (1) It shall be unlawful to wash St. Croix Falls, Polk county, Wisconsin. 

vehicles or pets, except at authorized locations, in any state (b) Interfalls Icke in Pattison state park, sections 21, 

park, state recreation area, fish hatchery and improved camp 22, 27 and 28, T47N, R14W, town of Superior, Douglas county, 

site in any state forest or at any similar public use area on Wisconsin, 
other lands and property under the management, supervision (c) Mauthe lake in Kettle Moraine state forest, sections 

and control of the state conservation commission of Wisconsin. 11, 12, 13 ond 14, T13N, RI9E, town of Auburn, Fond du Lac 
(2) {t shall be unlawful, except at authorized locations, to county, Wisconsin. 

wash clothing in any state park, state recreation area, fish (d) Crystal lake in Northern Highland state forest, sec- 

hatchery ond improved camp site or similar public use area in tions 27 and 28, T41N, R7E, towns of Plum Lake and 
any state forest. Boulder Junction, Vilas county, Wisconsin. 

(e) All waters in Governor Dodge state park in lowa 

WCD 45.05 PETS. (1) It shall be unlawful for any person county, Wisconsin. 
to suffer his pet to enter any public building or be upon any (f) Zander's fake in Browntown public hunting grounds, 
beach or lake shore or in any lake, stream or other body of section 3, Th. ROE, Green county, Wisconsin. 
water, In any state park, state recreation crea, improved camp (g)_ Lake Seven in Kettle Moraine state forest, section 
site in ony state forest, fish hatchery or similar public use area. 7, T13N, R20E, town of Scott, Sheboygan county, Wisconsin. 
Wivere pets are permitted in the aforeementioned areas, dogs (h) Silver lake in Kettle Moraine state forest, sections 
shall be kept on a leash not more than eight feet long and all 27, 33 and 34, T6N, RI7E, town of Ottawa, Waukesha county, 
other pets shall be effectively restrained or under the owner’s — Wisconsin, 
control at all times. No person shall suffer his pet to deprive (2) On the waters of Devil's lake in Devil's Lake state 

¥ or disrupt the enjoyment or use of any area by others, park, sections 13, °24 and 25, TIIN, R6E, town of Baraboo, 
(2) Nothing in this section shall prohibit or restrict the use Sauk county, Wisconsin, it shall be unlawful for any person to 

of dogs for hunting purposes in any area which is open to operate a motorboat: 
hunting, (a) In a careless, negligent or reckless manner so as 

L to endanger the life, property or person of others, 
WCD 45.06 FIRES. (1) It shall be unlawful for any person (b) At a speed greater than eight miles per hour within 

to build or maintain any fire or to burn any refuse except at 500 feet of shore, or on any other part of said waters between 
designated fireplaces in any state park, state recreation area, the hours of 6:00 p.m. and the fcllowing €:00 a.m. 
improved camp site in any state forest, fish hatchery or the (c) Towing a person on water skis, aquapiane or 
State Experimental Game and Fur Farm. The afore-mentioned similay device between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and the follow= 
is also unlawful when fireplaces are provided at other camp ing 8:00 am. 
sites, picnic grounds and other designated similar public use (d) Without a competent person in the boat in addition 

areas on state forest lands or other fend under the manage- to the operator who shail watch for the safety of any person on 
ment, supervision and control of the state conservation com- water skis, aquaplane or similar device being towed by said 
mission of Wisconsin, boot. 

(2) it shall be unlawful for any person to leave any fire (e) Ata speed greater than 20 miles per hour between 
unattended, or to throw away any matches, cigarettes, cigars, 8:00 am. and 6:00 p.m. 
or pipe ashes without first extinguishing them or to start any 

(over)



(3) On the waters of Yellowstone lake in Lafayette county, WCD 45.13 CAMPING, (1) ft shalt be unlawful to camp In 

Wisconsin, It shall be unlawful for ony person to operate a any state pork, state recreation area or improved camp site in 

motorboat in a careless, negligent or reckless manner so asto any state forest without a core log permit and payment of the 

endanger the life, property or person of others, of to operate a — required fees. No person shall comp on any state forest lands 

motorboat at a speed greater then six miles per hour when within without ¢ permit, whether of not the payment of fees is 

100 feet of the shoreline, or to opercte any motorboat in any required; except a permit to camp is not required by any 

area where notices are posted prohibiting the operation and use person when: 

of motorboats, On the afore-mentioned waters, no person shall (a) Travelling by watercraft upon the Brule river in the 

operate a motorboat towing a person on water skis, sever one Brule River state forest or the Flambeau river in the Flambeau a? 

or similar device between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and the fol» River state forest when not camped at an improved camp site, 

lowing 8:00 a.m, or without o competent person in the boct in or 
addition to the operator who shall watch at all times for the (b) Travelling by watercraft upon canoe routes and 

safety of any person on water skis, aquoplane, or similar comping at posted overnight canoe camp sites in the Northern 4 

device being towed by said boat. Highland state forest, American Legion state forest or Black 

(4) The term ‘‘motorboot’* means any boat propelled by River state forest. 
machinery, whether or not such machinery is the principal (2) In any area where a permit and payment of fees Is 

source at ropulsion. required, no person shall camp and no camping unit or camping 

(5) All boats, including every description of watercraft, equipment shall remain for a period greater than 21 days in any 

used or capable of being used as a means of transportation on — consecutive four-week period from June 1 to Labor Day, 

water are prohibited from the following specified waters: There is no seasonal limit on the total camping eye in any 

(a) On the Pinnacle Rock public fishing pond, section state park, state recreation area, state forest or other area 

16, T15N, R3W, town of Jefferson, Monroe county, Wisconsin. under the management, supervision, and control of the state 

(b) Mt. Hope pond, section 4, T6N, R4W, town of conservation commission of Wisconsin, 

Woodman, Grant county, Wisconsin. (3) No person shall camp on any lands under the manage- 

(c Sabine pond, section 18, TIIN, R1W, town of ment, supervision or control of the state conservation 

Marshall Richlaneicounny, Wisconsin, commission of Wisconsin contrary to posted notice, No person 

@ Salmo pond, section 5, T7N, R7E, town of shall set up or toke down a comping unit during the hours when 
Cross Plains, Dane county, Wisconsin, such acts are prohibited by posted notice. 

{) Token Creek spring pond, section 34, TIN, R 10E, 
town of Windsor, Dane county, Wisconsin, WCD 45.14 FIREARMS. (1) It shall be unlawful for ony 

(f) Or within the limits of any swimming beach area, as person to have in his possession of under his control any 

designated by chrome yellow and green buoys alternately firearm or cirgun unless the same is unloaded and enclosed 

banded, fronting any state park, state recreation area, improved in a carrying case, or any bow unless the same is unstrung or 

camp site in any state forest or other similar public use area enclosed in o carrying case, in any state pork, fish hatchery, 
on state forest lands or any other designtted area on lands i ved comp site in any state forest, and other similar 
under the management, supervision and control of the state publi vse creas in state forests and state recreation areas, 
conservation commission of Wisconsin. or within posted creas on state forest ond other !onds under 

the management, supervision, and control of the state 
WCD 45.10 HORSES. It shall be unlawful for any person conservation commission of Wisconsin. 

to ride a horse in o careless, negligent or reckless monner so (2 No person shail take, catch, kill, hunt, trap, pursue, 
as to endanger the life, progerty, or person of others, or to ride, or otherwise disturb any wild animals or birds in any state 
lead or hove a horse in any manner on ay beach, foot trail park, fish hatchery, improved camp site in any state forest or 
picnic ground, campground, golf course, fish hatchery or other within posted areas on state forest lands and other lands 
similar spectal public use areo or contrary to posted notices. under fe management, supervision, and control of the state 

conservation commission of Wisconsin. 
WCD 45.11 UNNECESSARY NOISES. It shal! be unlawful (3) Nothing in this section shall prohibit the use of the 

for any person to operate any sound truck loud»speaker, motor, afore-mentioned weapons on designated target ranges within 
motorboat, motor vehicle or other mechanical device that prod- _ the areas listed in sub. (1). 
uces undue or unnecessary noises without first obtaining a 
written permit from the state conservation commission dy WCD 45.15 PERSONAL CONDUCT. It shall be unlawful 
Wisconsin or its duly authorized agent. for any person to be intoxicated or to engage in ony violent, 

abusive, loud, boisterous, vulgar, lewd, wanton, obscene or 
WCD 45.12 PARKING. (1) No person shall park, stop or otherwise disorderly conduct tending to create a breach of the 

denve/stendhau: whether attended or unattended, any vehicle peace or to disturb or annoy others. 
or wotercrart: 

(a) In ay manner as to block, obstruct or limit the use WCD 45.16 FEES AND CHARGES, It shall be unlowful 
of any road, trail, waterway or winter sport facility, or for any person to use any facility, land or areo for which a fee 

{b) Outside of any area provided for such purposes or charge has been established by the state conservation 
when it is practical to use such areas, or commission of Wisconsin without payment of such fee or 

; (c) Controry to ppses notice, charge, 
(2) No person shall leove, abandon or deposit any boat, 

skiff, or other watercraft on any conservation area, wildlife WCD 45.17 EXCEPTIONS, Nothing in this chapter shall 
area, or public hunting or fishing ground after 10 days follow. prohibit or hinder the state conservation commission of 
ing the close of the migratory waterfowl season or contrary Wisconsin, its supervisors, managers, foresters, wardens, 
to posted notice, rangers, or other duly authorized agents, or any peace officers 

from performing their official duties, . 
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1532 University Ave, 
May 4, 1936 

¢ Mr. N. W. Burgess, Secretary _ 
Rusk County Conservation Club 
Tony, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Burgesst 

Your letter of April 13 to Mr, Bbling has been 
referred to me, 

I enclose a copy of a recent ruling under which 
food patches for game may be credited as soil conservation 
crops, I think this meets the situation as you see it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
Enel.
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1532 or Aveme 
March 26, 19 

Mr, Kenneth Beechel 
Area Forester 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Ladysmith, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Beechel: 

Your extrenely interesting letter of March 24 is received, You 
have done some real thinking and observation on this problem of mouse damage 
to hardwood reproduction, and I would like very much to talk the thing over 
with you further. 

There is, of course, no predator which can do much effective control 
work while the snow is deep, and we mst probably accept the fact that there 
will be high mouse years despite anything we can do to increase their predatory 
enemies, It is certainly thinkable, however, that the intensity and duration 
of the highs might be appreciably cut down by better policy on predators and 
fur and even by the deliberate "management" of the most effective predators. 
Sach work might conceivably be focused in places and times where hardwood 
reproduction is important. 

In this connection we mast also keep in mind Wallace Grange's idea 
that rodent damage to reproduction often functions as a beneficial thinnning 
agent. He has this in mind partiolarly in the relation of snowshoes to 
jackpine thickets. 

I would like to see you wake further observations on this matter, 
particularly on the impending down~grade of the cycle, and then publish your 
thoughts and conclusions. If you can use me during the process of getting 

your data or for placing your cycle report, I will be more than happy to be 
at your service. 

T am sending a copy of this letter to the Department. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Manacenent



STATE OF WISCONSIN 
FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

PR uadysmith, Wis. 
Rodents March 24,1936 

Mr. Aido Leopoid 

Prof. Game Mgmt. 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir; 

Uoncerning damage to timper py fieid mice. This 

! winter our W.P.A. crews working on road-side ciean-up along 
the roads in Ru@k Uo. discovered that fie1d mice were 

girdiing young hardwood trees. 

They worked under the snow and no signs of mice or 
their work was visipte on top of the snow. If this damage 
had not peen noticed this winter, it woukd have been noticed 

after the snow had 1seft and pLamed onto rabbits of which 
there are very few in this tocality this year. 

The most severe damage noticed is in the south half 
of Rusk County especialty in the town of Wilsard. Wi1i cite 

Sec. 15-16 & 43, T33N-R6W for your reference. 

The species attacked are hard mapie, btack cherry, 
aspen and an occasionas spruce. Size of trees attacked aré 
from 2 ft. in height to 25 ft. in height. One hard maple 
with a 7'"putt was girdied. Width of girdie on ali trees 
was about LO to 14 inches. nive branches and trees cut and 
Left on the snow over night were completely debarked the 

foilLowing morning. 

One stand of hard maple 1 to 4 inches in diam. 
with anout 2000 stems per acre has peen reduced to 600 stems 
per acre or 70% Loss. Some aspen stands have a 90% Loss. 
Mixed stands have from 30 to 50% toss. 

A Log scaler 1teft his scaling rute standing in the 

snow one night and the next morning found that the mice had 
chewed the numpers off the rule. 

There are no weasels or coyotes in this tocaLity 

due to trapping. The mice work under the snow and the ows 
haven't a chance at them and are therefore unmolested. Since 
the snow is meiting and there is tots of water under the 
snow the mice come out on top avout 4:00 P.M. and run around 
on the crust. There are hundreds of them. 

I put out several poisen baits as an experiment, 
and they were reat effective. As a bait I used 1 cup of 

tard $ cup of peanut vutter - a few drops of anise ois and 
zg teaspoon of strychnine. I mixed up these ingredients and



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

put it in a gation can with a tight cover. Two hoes an inch 

in diam. were cut into the can to attow the mice to get at 
the poisen. The can was put in a sarge hoie in the snow and 
covered with.vorush. Ovservations showed that the mice were 
greedy for the pait and that dozens of them had veen at the 
pait. No dead mice were found put onity haif the pait was 
eaten in a month, so I came to the conciusion that it did not 
take much of the pait.to kiis. The poisen, veing strychnine 
gave the mice time to get away vefore death accurred. 

Examination of some girdled mapie with o1d scars 

shows that there was an infestation py mice or rappits in 1931. 
The 1931 period was not as devastating however as the trees 

were not compieteiy girdied and therefore aitowed to iive. 

The Annuat Forest Fire Report of the Wis. Uon. Dept. 
for 1935 shows that there was $619.00 worth of damage done 
oy forest fires in the protection areas of the Dept. Not 
knowing the numper of acres that have been damaged py mice 
this winter it is hard to estimate the toss in doitiars and 
cents. The toss of potentias wood products on one section of 
aand however exceeds the 1935 fire 1oss. Then there is a 1oss 
of game cover, water shed protection, and an increased fire 
hazard from the dead trees. 

An effective poisoning program would pe hard to set 

up. The vest solution for these mice would pe their natural 
enemies, name1y predators such as owls, weasels, and coyotes. 

Trappers have gone after the wease1s and coyotes 

untis they have vecome a scarce articie. 

The farmer pays taxes on his woodiand to heip pay 
a $20.00 oe ee coyotes vecause they kiit a crippied deer 
now and then. en when the coyotes are gone his timper is 
eaten up and he finds he has:payed taxes on what he had put 
has no more. -Nuff Said- 

Respectfully, 

Kenneth Beechek 
Area Forester 
Wis. Von. Dept. 

P.S. Am sending specimens under separate cover of destruction 

caused py mice. 
K. B.
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: 2 Het a File Sauk Co. 
Wis. History, 

’ Eagles 

Herbert Stoddard says a golden eagle nested on Ferry Bluff, Sauk Co., 

up to about 1908. He saw the nest some years later; built of cedar sticks. 

: Bert Laws saw the eagles and later showed him the nest. 

5/13/476 
& . : , x



Aibrarp of . 

Aldo Leonoaly 

A Phenological Record for Sauk and Dane 

Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945 

Apo Lropoip AND Sara Evizaperu JONES 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 

[Reprinted from Econocicat Monoerapus, 17; 81-122. January, 1947]
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A PHENOLOGICAL RECORD FOR SAUK AND DANE 

COUNTIES, WISCONSIN, 1935-1945! ‘ 

INTRODUCTION his reports. Hopkins (1918) was an entomologist; 

Each year, after the midwinter blizzards, there the Weather Bureau published his findings. Among 

comes a thawy night when the tinkle of dripping contemporary phenologists: are botanists, foresters, 

water is heard in the land. It brings strange stir- game managers, ornithologists, range managers, and 

rings, not only to creatures abed for the night, but ZODINE st Phenology, in short, is a “horizontal 
to some who have been asleep for the winter. The science which transects all ordinary biological pro- 

hibernating skunk, curled up in his deep den, un- fessions. Whoever sees the land as a whole is ; 

curls himself and ventures forth to prowl the wet likely to have. an interest a a Pens 

world for breakfast, dragging his belly in the melt- Phenology is more ancient than the “vertical 
ing snow. His track marks one of the earliest categories which it transects; its first paper, pub- 

dateable events in that eyele of beginnings and ceas- lished about 974 B.C., cuts across three sence 
ings which we call a year. then not yet born: meteorology, botany, and orni- 

From the beginnings of history, people have thology: 
searched for order and meaning in these events, For, lo, the winter is past, 

but only a few have discovered that keeping records The rain is over and gone: 

enhances the pleasure of the search, and also the Re fe hea on a ae 
} N . + n le time 0: he singing 0 birds 1s come 

oe aa and meaning. These few And the voice of the ens is heard in our land. 

The events comprising the annual cycle are in- (Golemony 2st) 

numerable. Wisconsin, for example, has about 350 PURPOSE 

species of birds, 90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 am- 2 i 

Sliliene and/repiiles,.20,000 insects, and 1,500 higher 1 purbose of this paper 15) to assemble 2: coin 
plants. The life of each of these 22,000 species con- posite phenological record for the wild plants, birds, 

sists of a sequence of events, each a response to the and mammals of the region, with at least a sprinkling 

advancing season. No one phenologist ean hope to of items relating to other animals, waters, crop 

recognize, much less to record, more than a very plants, and plants used in landscaping. — 

small fraction of this prodigious drama. Such a record is useful for two main purposes. 

Many of the events of the annual eyele recur First, it permits one to interpolate, for any given 

year after year in a regular order. A year-to-year vent or any given date, a background of con- 

record of this order is alnevord of the rates at which | .o™poraneous ‘events. Vor examples ajgame’ man- 
solar energy flows to and through living things. They ager learns from the literature that in Dane County 

are the arteries of the land. By tracing their re- the most frequent date of first egg-laying in pheas- 

sponses to the sun, phenology may eventually shed ant is May 6. What else of possible importance to 

some light on that ultimate enigma, the land’s inner nesting pheasants is going on at that time? A 
workings. glance at Tables 4 and 5 shows that spring grain 

Yet it must he confessed that with all its weighty [63] has been seeded two weeks ago and should be 
subject-matter, phenology is a very personal sort well up on May 6; that Franklin ground squirrel® 

of science. Once he learns the sequence of events, [91] has already emerged; that bluegrass [142] will 

the phenologist falls easily into the not-very-objec- head out in eight days; that alfalfa hayfields [200] 
tive role of successful seer and prophet. He may will be ready to eut in 38 days, which just about 

even fall in love with the plants and animals which equals the time necessary to complete the eluteh (12 

so regularly fulfil his predictions, and he may har- days) and ineubate it (21-24 days). 
bor the pleasant illusion that he is “ealling shots” The second main purpose of a phenology table is 

for the biota, rather than vice versa. to permit one to correct for early or late seasons by 

Phenologists are a heterogeneous lot, and have translating calendar dates into phenological “dates.” 

found shelter under diverse intellectual roof-trees. Assume, for example, that the same game manager 
Thoreau (1906), the father of phenology in this needs to find some pheasant nests, but that the sea- 

country, scorned any roof-tree but his own, hence on is very early, hence the average date of May 6 
his records (for the period 1850 to 1861) remained is invalid. How much earlier shall his search begin? 

unpublished for half a century. Hough (1864) was A glance at Table 5 shows the following contempo- 

a doctor of medicine, and the Bureau of Patents Taneous first blooms; sugar maple, chokecherry, win- 

published his tables. Henry (1881) was an agrono- ter eress, lousewort, white trillium, Jacob’s ladder. 

mist and a dean; the Board of Regents published 2 Seientifie names of the animals and plants referred to in 

1Journal Paper No. 8 of the University of Wisconsin tenleet Numtere Peatbatd are serial” aumtore in! ti phe y ables. Numbers in brackets are serial numbers in the phe: 
Arboretum. nology tables.
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Lilae has been blooming three days, wild erab will Our arrival dates of migratory birds are confined 
bloom in three days. With these “eross shots” on largely to a few common, easily recognized species. 

his problem, the vegetation will tell him in any year, Complete lists of average arrival dates for the Dane 

early or late, about when to begin his search. Station have been published by Schorger (1929, 

It is strangely difficult to arrive at such correla- 1931), and for southern Wisconsin by Barger et al 
tions by comparing specialized publications. To (1942). 
facilitate them, we have merged all of our events— The phenology of birdsong is largely omitted, and 
plants, birds, mammals, insects, and weather—in one Will be covered in a separate paper. _The phenology 
common sequence (Tables 1-12). of leaf-fall is omitted because it is difficult to define 

It is not to be assumed, of course, that the se- = and there is excessive variability between 

quence of averages repeats itself exactly each year, ad ‘ 5 
and still less that the cae sequence for our region References to the literature cover only the region 

is identical with that for other regions. Indeed the studied, plus a few nationally-known papers that 
whole concept of a sequence of average dates is in have influenced our work. The writers are aware 

one sense an abstraction, for it can never be found that there is @ large Huropean iterates ae ot 
in toto in the field. Nevertheless it exists, and it is ™®7Y important American papers are not mentioned. 
an important charaeteristie of the flora and fauna. STATIONS 

TH ecoh stor vine willep pent alc This paper records some 328 events at two stations, 
SCOPE herein called “Sauk” and “Dane.” The first includes 

two or three square miles around the Leopold shack 
No attempt is made in this paper to derive the jn See, 33, T. 13N, R. 6E, Sauk County. The second 

correlations which are its principal purpose. They js an area of similar size including the University 
are so numerous that the reader can best derive of Wisconsin Arboretum, and adjoining parts of the 
them for himself, if and when needed. An attempt city of Madison and University of Wisconsin cam- 

is made to suggest how to select items for phenologi- pus, in Dane County. The Dane station is 33 miles 
cal recording, and to deduce some responses of ani-  soyth and nine miles east of the Sauk station. 

mals and plants to weather. In a few instances, a scattered date from outside 
It is unnecessary for a phenologist to record as one or the other station has been included in it with- 

many species as are given in this paper. A smaller out specifying the exact point of origin. Such dates 

number, well assorted as to site and season, would are considered eligible only when they fall within 
be equally valuable. the following geographic limits: 

East to West North to South 
Sauk Station...............-.Portage to Wisconsin Dells Summit of Baraboo Hills to Wisconsin 

(20 miles) River (10 miles) 
Dane Station................ Faville Grove (Jefferson Co.) to Poynette to south line of County 

Prairie du Sae. (40 miles) (30 miles) 

Whenever all of the dates for any item originated stations is taken mainly from “Climate and Man” 

ea ee than oe Wy the Leopold shack, their (Anonymous 1941), and is based on 17 and 40 
point of origin is specified. eats eat E - 

Climate. The following comparison of the two Deer rece ree 

TEMPERATURES 

Sauk Dane Sauk is: 

(Wis. Dells Station) (Madison Station ) 
Mean annual.........2...4...44°-45°R. 45°-46°R, 1 degree colder 

January average. .......525.. 16:0°R. 16.7°F. 0.7 degree colder 

SUV E AVERAGE rs kas ASs aeration (Oe Bs: ode Re 0.5 degree colder 

Frosts, Grow1na SEASON 

Last frost in spring..........May 11 April 29 12 days later 
First frost in fall............ Sept. 27 October 17 20 days earlier 
Growing season...............139 days 171 days 32 days shorter 

PRECIPITATION 

Average annual.............. 30.78 ins. 30.60 ins. 0.18 inches wetter 

The only large difference disclosed in these data During the decade here reported (1935-1945) the 

is in the length of the frostless period or growing growing season at Sauk was only 13 days shorter 
season, which is 32 days shorter at the Sauk station. [see items 79 and 323 of Tables 1-12].
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Lire Zones 3. Aldo Leopold, plants and animals of the Sauk 

No attempt will be made to describe our stations Station, 1935-1945. ae 
in terms of the biotic provinces proposed by various All of the Sauk dates, and a majority of the Dane 
conflicting authors (Merriam et al, 1928; Weaver dates, were taken by these observers. The remaining 

& Clements, 1938). Both stations lie in the general dates for the Dane station have been generously con- 

region of confluence of prairie, oak-hickory forest, tributed by the following collaborators: 
and coniferous forest. The first two categories are 

represented within the area of both stations; the © = 
third occurs only within the area of the Sauk sta- x ads ca Reference 

tion. The Sauk station exhibits certain southern aie Ors Came Eyres ger [aeneees «| aE Dub 
ies li ri irch, re lied woodpecker and ©£_—|—|——_|_____}__ species like red bireh, red bel rp |, Anderson, Harry G., | Birds, plants, | Arboretum — | 1935-1939 | (1942) prothonotary warbler, but it also exhibits certain a eu as 

northern species such as red squirrel and the three Barger, NorvalR., | Bird arrivals | Dane County | 1935-1945 | (1942) 
native pines. All of these species are absent, or etal. : : 
only casual, at the Dane station. Buss, Irven O. pie es Faville Grove | 1937-1942 

Beene Bia Bes Oats ss Upland plover | Faville Grove | 1935-1943 | (1939) 

Lake Mendota at Madison is 849 feet above sea- Curtis, John 7. Spring plants | Dane County | 1941-1942 
level; the Wisconsin River at Wisconsin Dells is  feeney, W.S. Birds, mammals | Arboretum | 1938-1939 | (1942) 

Ss Gastrow, Albert Horned owl, Prairie du Sac | 1935-1945 815 feet. The more southerly station is thus 34 feet Ea 
higher. Hale, James B. Bird arrivals | Stoughton —_| 1939-1945 

Hawkins, Arthur. | Birds, mammals,| Faville Grove | 1935-1938 
Lanp Use plants 

i Jackson, Arnold $. | Birdarrivals | Dane County | 1936-1942 The Sauk station and that part of the Dane station Koehter, Mrs. Arthur | Bird arrivals | Dane County | 1986-1944 
comprising the University Arboretum are alike in Kumllien Ornitho- Bird arrivals Dane County | 1935-1945 
that both consist of reverted farms on which old logical Club ’ 
fields, woods, and marshes are interspersed. Both M°Cabe, Robert a. Sie Arboretum | 1943-1945 
are surrounded by active farms. The remainder of Robbins, Samuel D., | Bird arrivals | Dane County | 1940-1043 
the Dane station is suburban. Jr. 

Shands, H. H. Grain and hay | University | 1935-1945 
Soms crops Farms at 

z ‘ Madison 
The soils of the Sauk station are Coloma sands and gowis, Lyle K, Birds, mammals,| Faville Grove | 1938 

Dunning sands, with local traces of red clay from the plants 
bottom of glacial Lake Wisconsin. All lowlands — Sperry, Theodore M. ae Arboretum 1938 (1942)5 

5 5 ae ‘ F plants have been reworked by river action. The soils of ‘Thompwon Donald | Pisces Alora ede 

the Dane station are Miami silt loam and peat, the City 
latter underlain by marl. (Whitson, 1927.) Zimmerman, James | Plants, birds, | Dane County | 1944-1945 

mammals 
‘WATERS CaN YE es eee ee EN 

The Sauk station lies on the south bank of the 
Wisconsin River and its lowlands are flooded yearly. PHENOLOGICAL TABLES 
It has few springs and only small lakes. The Dane 
station has many springs, several large lakes, and In the basie tables, in which the 328 events are 
no rivers. Its lowlands are never flooded. assembled by months, each month bears its calendar 

WiEEDIESE. number, beginning with Table 1 and 2 for January 
; ‘ re Ret and February. 

ie Sauk area is wilder, retaining deer, ruffe Each event on which dates are available is called grouse, pileated woodpecker, and a few otters and z : : fo an item, and each item bears a serial number (at prairie chickens, These species are absent from the : Danorsiacon the left), and an average date (at the right). Dates 

for both stations are given when available. When an 

event has a definite duration (such as the bloom of OBSERVERS monk 
a plant), a double date indicates the duration. Few 

This paper embodies three main blocks of pheno- durations were recorded during the first three years 
logical data: of the decade. 

‘ 1. A. Carl Leopold, plants and animals of the The items are arranged chronologically, in order 
Sauk Station, 1935-1940.8 of the average date for the Sauk station. 

2. Sara E. Jones, plants of the University Arbore- i 
5 ‘Also: Anderson, Harry G. 1936. Avifauna of the Uni- 

tum, Dane Station, 1944-1945. versity of Wisconsin Arboretum, Bachelor's thesis, Ms., Dept. 
Zoology, Univ. Wis., 166. 

% Leopold, A. Carl. 1940. Phenology table for Fairfield > Also: Sperry, Theodore M. Artificial establishment of a Township, Sauk County, Wisconsin, 1935-1940. Unpub. Ms.,  tall-grass prairie’on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 
Dept. Wildlife Management, Univ. Wis., 30 pp. Ms., pending publication.
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TaBLes 1-2. Phenology for January-February. 

[=== l= [= l= [= [=] Species, Station, Item | 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 | 1944 1945 | Average 

1_ SKUNK (Mephitis mephitis) Emerges from hibernation. (From Journal of Albert Gastrow.) 
Prairie du: Sagsssies 0 |e- sy asks | rap a7 ene) aa el e148 fe BA es | 1/81 |S Oise ete foot /ad = | e/a ee 
2 GREAT HORNED OWL (Bubo virginianus virginianus) First egg (or first seen incubating). ‘ 
Dane: gs sceoses aceon Laney said se |merayoee [pe ayigs Feels SS Sao eer 1) ee eerie 

Mostly from journal of Albert Gastrow, Prairie da Sac, Wis. In 1937, 1949, 1944, and 1945 no nesting occurred in the area, though the usual number of owls 
“© was present. See Errington (7) p. 6. ‘ 

3_ CARDINAL (Richmondena cardinalis cardinalis) First song. 
a ee | ee | eis | a | 2/4 3/23 el 2/28 | 3/13 | 2/26 | 2/8 | 2/27 
Daneti ict) sees lesa 1/28 1/18 |(by 3/172)| 1/30 ae 2/16 1/20 1/24 1/18 1/14 1/26 

TABLE 3. Phenology for March, 

4 PHEASANT (Phasianus colchicus torquatus) First crowing. 
Sharia a: | 3/19 | ee see Ben eee 3/1 2/28 [eee 2/26 | 3/8 | 3/5 
Danese eee TO sa 3/5 3/5 _| (by3/2i)|_.... 2/20 1/28 2/12 1/8 1/6 2/8 
5 MARSHHAWK (Circus hudsonius) Migrants arrive. 

Sauk: Se 5 as | 3/14 | ne | Se | 3/18 3/30 | 2/9 | 4/25 | 2/27 | 2/6 | 2/3 | 3/6 
Danes fis igeneees (8/6 3/1 2/25 2/il 3/4 3/17 3/14 3/8 3/20 3/2 3/8 3/5 
6 WOODCHUCK (Marmota monaz) Emerges from hibernation. 
Danone ee netomat | eee | 8/10 ell xB) Seen eee ea aeeal aed tou era aol ll e798. al 80) ohn a/e 

7 BLUEBIRD (Sialia sialis sialis) Arrives. 
Sauk: S| ites | 3/14 | 3/6 | 3/1 | (by 3/18) | (by eh 3/29 | 3/14 | 3/5 | 3/10 | 3/7 | 3/12 
Daner secrete |) n8/6 3/4 3/6 2/28 3/4 3/19 3/20 3/6 3/14 3/17 3/3 3/9 
8 GRAY CHIPMUNK (Tamias striatus griseus) Emerges from hibernation. 
Dane so. eres eB ele Bye rl Oba |e O10 Dal ceva: CPRU arnt ceo eee el Mea eril BIBS es Sites e/16: 

9 EASTERN MEADOWLARK (Sturnella magna magna) Migrants arrive. 
eee a | 3/14 | 3/19 | os | ald | 3/10 | 3/23 | 3/21 pean (by 4/8) [eae 3/17 
Danone ances ead 3/21 3/20 3/k 3/3 3/17 3/1 3/6 3/13 3/14 3/10 3/11 
10 REDWINGED BLACKBIRD (Agelaius phoeniceus artolegus) Migrant males arrive. 
Se ee | 3/14 | va | ae [ae | | 3/23 | 3/21 | (by 4/2) | 3/12 ae 3/18 
Datei sy iee es ceo lene 2/29 3/6 3/2 3/3 3/17 3/2 2/5 2/23 2/26 3/4 2/28 
11 BRONZE GRACKLE (Quiscalus quiscula aeneus) Arrives. : 
Dane:tsr sean eenes|| = 8/10 = |r 8/81 8/28 Bao | S08 | | 8717 |e 8 7a0l | Bie | 87 | ge fab els Bye [3/8 

12 ROBIN (Turdus migratorius migratorius) Migrants arrive. 
Sane ae. cet | — | 3/14 | es | 3/1 | ae Peay 3/23 | ee te | me (eee (3/19) 
Danel wainwiias 8/18 3/4 3/6 3/9 3/18 3/3 3/10 3/6 3/15 3/2 3/2 3/7 
13 PRAIRIE MOLE (Sealopus aquaticus machrinus) Active runs on surface. 
Sauk & Daneme ce aibe opeemlleanee arlene vi lamees halle 8725.7, M76 el 4/62 | "8/18 | | ea oge IN by ate) betas els B/aL 

14 WISCONSIN RIVER (in Pairfield Township, Sauk County) 
ee a fase | 3/21 | 3/28 | 3/19 | 3/18 | 3/31 | 3/31 | 3/10 | 3/27 | 3/10 | Ria | 3/21 
In flood:.............| _-... _| (by 3/29) | _3/80_| (by 3/27) | (by 3/31) |_.... oes none 3/29 none 3/20 | (3/26) 
15 KILDEER (Oxyechus vociferus vociferus) Arrives. 
ee | vos | aes | ee | as | A 4/6 | Se | 3/6 | Me | ce aye | (3/2t) >” 
Daneeecs ocr, «038/14 3/7 3/6 3/9 3/8 3/17 3/19 2/5 2/23 3/23 2/24 3/6 
16 CANADA GOOSE (Branta canadensis) Arrives. 
ee Lees | 3/21 | 3/24 | 3/11 | 3/31 | 3/30 | 3/29 3/7 | 4/3 | 3/1 | (by ua 3/21 

DAHG), .c.h.ccverss~o| B/G 3/12 3/25 3/9 2/26 3/9 2/25 3/6 3/21 3/24 3/4 3/11 
17 EASTERN MOURNING DOVE (Zenaidura macroura carolinensis) Migrants arrive. 
ee aaa ee | age | ae | Salk | ae | 3/10 | ade | 4/3 ee | 3/24 | (3/23) 
Danie: cheey hore |e 8/18 0. eee 3/19 3/18 3/21 3/21 3/23 2/21 3/24 3/24 3/11 3/17 
18 WOODCOCK (Philohela minor) Arrives. 

7 sie | sas | ee | 3/11 | 3/25 | 3/30 | 4/5 | 3/21 | 4/4 | (by 4/8) | 3/15 | 3/25 
Danese ssust| 2 8/16 3/18 4/1 3/11 3/24 3/29 3/27 3/3 Ba 4/1 3/17 3/21 
19 FOX SPARROW (Pasarella iliaca iliaca) Arrives. 

Sauk eee | ss | ren | 3/19 | 3/27 | gees | eee cae | 4/5 ee San | 3/23 | 3/26 
Danese, wea) 8/18 3/14 3/28 3/16 3/18 3/29 3/28 3/25 3/22 3/29 3/15 3/21 
20 LEOPARD FROG (Rana pipiens) First seen on land. 

Bauk @ Danese ee | 0/000. [le ovale | eae eee Om enee me, \ea/6: [BAL |o 5.3] wal B88 |= 8/28 
21 SPRING CANKERWORM (Paleacrita vernata) Adult moths ascend trees. 
Sacks, censors | ape hase eet aged oe est Spmenennl |) 04/0918 /S0-4/ 10] 8/919 Bios =a soit aa apie ayae-4/t |» 28/27 

Ascent is detected by trapping ia rings of tanglefoot. Caterpillars descend to pupate during May.
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Species, Station, Item | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

22 LAKE WINGRA at Madison. Ice breaks. 
leesayan’: || 8724 = liao We syaten te e/as caw ecto ee Sl eee eek oh 08/28 (SAT? | ee 

23 BROWN BAT (Myotis lucifugus lucifugus)Flying. : 
Dans eae | od fiG = | 4709 ell ee aes | me meg Ease ESTs la [ee ace |e ere0 lsc teae el askee | 8/20. 

24 EARTHWORM (Lumbricus terrestris) On surface of ground. 
PYRE Sees eee cl eee | eae ia ean meted ma Gene imas huls ayer’! [by 48): | ceased Okt |S Bae 

25 CRICKET FROG (Rana palustris) First heard calling. 
er ee | as | 3/30 | 3/20 | 3/25 | (by 3/30) | 3/29 | 3/31 | 3/31 | 4/7 | ae | 3/29 

Danesesecscucscceey| 8/20 3/18 4/1 ieee 3/28 oy 3/30 3/21 ne see | (by 8/18) | 3/24 
A live specimen taken at Prairie du Sac March 31, 1943, was identified as this species. It is believed the entire record is for cricket frogs, but in any event it 

represents the first audible small frog. 

Taste 4. Phenology for April. 

26 SILVER MAPLE (Acer saccharinum) 
Sauk: 

flower buds el eos | vase | wees | 3/20 | 3/25 | 4/10 | 4/12 | 4/3 | 4/1 | 4/8 | 3/24 | 4/1 
ripe samaras fall....| _.... oe es .s.- | 8/20-6/3 | _6/8-2 | 2-5/23 | 5/20-5/25| _8/20-? | (by 5/27) | _5/18-2 | 5/25 

Dane: 
in pollen (b).......[ 0 ++ vas 4/14-2 | 3/20-2| 3/25-2| .... 4/10-2|  3/22-2 |4/1-4/20 | 4/16-4/23] 3/17-3/26| 3/31 
tino nee | el | “aks | ieee | Wen | ek | 158 | ae | en | 4/27 | 3/25 | (4/1) 

ripe samaras fall....| _.... es — ee ak hes ee ros ae wes | 5/15-6/1 | (5/18) 
In 1945 leafing began at the end of blooming and was completed a month later. In 1944 leafing bogan a week after the ead of bloom and was completed 

in 17 days. 

27 LAKE MENDOTA at Madison. 
Tce breaks:..........| 8/28 | 3/30 | 4/18 | 3/22 | 4/4 | 4/16 | 4/9 | 3/24 | 3/31 | 3/209 | 3/20- |- 4/1 

‘The average date for the period 1853-1940 was April 6. See Wing , page 158. 
28 SKUNK CABBAGE (Symplocarpus foetidus) 
Saukcin lane eee eee nT eee See sure eee les sane od dO | OyO eae Lk seen ee Or a0 | 4/4): 

29 STRIPED SPERMOPHILE (Citellus tridecemlineatus tridecemlineatus) Emerges . 
Danes sone Pedram |S | aos [eae | aes | 80 fee aa ae ans | sae as 

30 YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKER (Sphurapicus varius varius) Arrives. 
eee Bea | ae | ze | 3/11 | ae | 4/13 | is | 4/5 | Seas | 4/9 | 4/7 | 4/3 

Datier..ccencose ee] 4/4 3/24 4/4 3/30 4/8 4/1 4/4 3/26 3/30 4/2 3/28 4/1 
31_ GREAT BLUE HERON (Ardea herodias herodias) Arrives. 
Pano ct | OS | (by 4/9) | mee | 3/25 | 4/6 | 4/19 | sae | 4/2 | ase | Tae | 4/5 
Dane:-.2....-....--+| 8/80 3/15 4/1 3/19 3/19 3/29 3/22 4/5 3/21 3/20 | 3/18 3/24 
32 MOURNING CLOAK BUTTERELY (Aglais antiope) First seen. 
Sauk & Dane:........] 3/26 | 415 | 4/18 | 3/22 | 3/25 | 4/16 | 4/2 | .... | (by4/i9| 4/8 | 3/28 | 4/5 

33 COWBIRD (Molothrus ater ater) Arrives. 
ne ee aes | ae | ean | thet | 4/20 | 3/30 | 4/12 | eee | ae | 4/9 | 3/23 | 4/6 

Datiosscy ce tet nose 8/28 3/21 3/21 3/18 3/22 3/18 3/30 4/2 3/22 4/9 3/21 3/24 
34 PUSSY WILLOW (Saliz discolor)* 
Dane: in pollen (b)...|_.... | 3/25-? | 3/30-7| .... | 4/6-? |... | 4/e-2| 4718-27 .... | 4/17-4/30] 3/24-4/3 | 4/6 
35 WILSON SNIPE (Capella delicata) First migrants arrive. 
ae Bara o 4/19) | (by 4/17) | (by ve 4/7 | 4/15 | 4/12 | 4/3 | 4/iL | Ves | 3/25 | 4/7 
Datei enrssienertebeval= 8/28 2,29 hb 3/27 3/1 3/20 3/26 3/27 4/4 4/8 3/28 3/23 
36 FIELD SPARROW (Spizella pusilla pusilla) Arrives. h : 
oe ae | ee | AT | 3/27 | 4/7 | 4/15 | 4/12 | 4/12 | 4/3 | 4/7 | 3/23 | 4/7 
Daneticcaces nsseus-|- 8/29 3/28 4/7 3/22 4/8 4/3 3/22 3/22 4/2 4/3 3/30 3/30 
37_PHOEBE (Sayornis phoebe) Arrives. 
ae | iiss | sis | 4/9 | 4/2 | 4/7 | 4/18 | oie | oe | 4/3 | 4/20 | 3/24 | 4/7 
DOME ix cssends ve od 3/23 3/14 4/2 3/21 3/24 4/2 4/7 3/29 4/2 4/9 3/17 3/28 

38 HAZEL (Corylus americana) 
Sauk: in oe | aie | fee | ae | 3/29-? | tats | 4/13-2 | 4/12-2 | (by 4/3) | ee | 24/23 ee | (4/7) 
Dane: in pollen.......| _.... hs Dae Zeke 3/25-t |... 4/i1-2 | 3/31-2 | _4/9-2 | _4/9-4/23 |3/18-3/26| 4/2 

The catkins fall about a week after they have ceased to bear pollen. In 1945 the leaf buds enlarged when the catkins fell, and the leaves attained full size a 
month and a half later. 

39 RUFFED GROUSE (Bonasa umbellus umbellus) Drums. 
Sauk:.....ecsseeeee| eee | (by 4/19) | 3/29-2 | 3/27-2 | 4/16-2 | 4/14-6/2 | 4/5-6/14 | 4/12-6/16|(5/31) only| 4/8-7/3 | 4/7-6/16 | 4/8-6/16 

40 ALDER (Alnus incana) 
Suak: in ee Bae | Roe | Saee | 3/20-? | See | 4/13-? | 4/12-? | 4/13-2 | 4/13-2 | 4/8-4/23 | 1-8/23 | 4/8 
Dane: in pollen (b)...|__...- ae 4/14-? | 3/27-2 | 4/6-7 ses. | (by 4/18) | _3/31-2 | 4/5-4/20 | 4/10-4/23| 3/17-3/26| 4/2
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41 QUAKING ASPEN (Populus tremuloides) 

Pie ee eel eed nd ee ao | dae inpollen,. otdesra| Oban Ne 4/20 nae a 4/21 4/14 aie 4/2 4/1 3/23 4/10 
This species is genetically variable in blooming, leafing, and fruiting dates. We could not relate these variations to site, but clones often displayed uniform 

phenology. The earliest seeds in 1945 blew on April 28. The earliest leafing was completed April 21. 

42 BASTERN BELTED KINGFISHER (Megaceryle aleyon alcyon) First migrants arrive. 
are on | Roce | 4/21 | 4/19 | 3/25 | 4/6 | 4/19 | 4/4 | 4/4 | (by 4/8) | (by te 4/10 
Dares Sssaoee cue | 8/ ad 4/4 3/28 3/14 3/11 3/30 4/6 3/20 3/26 3/30 3/16 3/24 
43 FORSYTHIA (Forsythia suspensa) 
Dane: in bloom (b)...|.... |... |... [| 4/a0-t | (oy 5/9) | 4/t6-2 | 4fie-2 |... [ 4/i8-6/7|-3/24-4/as| 4/10 
44 PASQUE FLOWER (Anemone patens var. Wolfgangiana) 

Dane: in bloom......]__.... 4/20-2 | 4/12-2 | 3/29-? | 4/10-? | _.... | 4/20-5/1| __.... 4/i1-2 | 4/18-2 | 3/29-4/7 | 4/10 
45 COTTONWOOD (Populus deltoides) ; 
Dane: staminate cat- | | | | | | | | | | | . 

kins in pollen......| _.... ee 4/19-2 |... oe eS ue 4/16-2 | _.... _| 4/28-6/4 | 3/22-3/29| 4/18 
In 1945 the staminate flowers and flower scales fell March 28-29, immediately after the cessation of pollen. Leafing followed blooming. The earliest seeds 

blew on April 28, but seeds were still blowing up to June 18. 

46 AMERICAN ELM (Ulmus americana) 
Sauk: 
flower buds open...| .... ase oe He oy) 4/19 4/19 ee 4/10 as 3/23 4/10 
flowers in pollen....|.... seh in Nar sees | 4/26-5/4 | 2-4/20 Ross 4/15-2| 4/20-2 | 3/26-2 | 4/14 
fruit ripe and falling)... ae aan oie sess | 5/11-6/1 | (by 8/21) | 5/18-2 |... | 2-6/8 ‘| (by 5/18) | (6/12) 

Dane: 
ene ae aha 4/19 ais ae | ie 4/13 | Sal soe 4/9 3/17 4/2 
flowers in pollen....|_.... She 4/3-2 |... et ee eae 4/i-2_ | 4/14-2 | 4/16-4/26| 3/21-4/7 | 4/9 

47 BOX ELDER (Acer negundo) 
Dasier in pollens yeas] eh [evn a) ea/i0-t | Symi. [mises | eee [ea/teet || 4/0) cy | 4 /eaeb sO a/aeedyb [2 ayia 

In 1945 the staminate flowers fell immediately after pollen ceased. Leafing begins with pollen and is completed in about 3 weeks. 

48 HEPATICA (Hepatica acutiloba and H. americana) 
Dane: in bloom......|_.... | 4/28-2 | 4/24-2 | 4/15-2 | 4/22-2 | 4/12-2 | 4/13-2 | 4/4-2 | 4/28-5/16] 4/23-5/13| 3/22-4/17| 4/15 
49 UPLAND PLOVER (Bartramia longicauda) Arrives. (Dates up to 1943 from Buss and Hawkins.) 
Jefferson:............| 4/14 | 4/19 | 474 | 473 | 4/22 | amo | ama |. ans | 47 [| 4ns | .... | 4/16 
50 DOUBLE CRESTED CORMORANT (Phalacrocoraz auritus auritus) 
pen eagees ar | pint | 4/9 | 4/17 | 4/19 | 4/4 | 4/12 | 4/12 | 4/16 | 5/6 | 4/6 | 4/16 
Daneisynstese oes oan bk  8/80 3/28 4/28 4/19 4/21 3/29 4/21 es 4/17 4/14 4/10 4/12 
51 _DRABA (Draba reptans) 
Baul finst Bloattscct| teres ll een alll weapon: [ib maw clce cute. Sl ecosedes cal ao 10 lal AB luca 700 ll eewoee aa Suep lure 
52 RED CEDAR (Juniperus virginiana) 
Sauer in pollen (bys) | esac ca |iptane SIG egal |obbseeees| em Sept [ume cteuuall etecaer os [Senex wk |) anapeaees [meena en (lVat—ayTal Navi 7) 
53 DANDELION (arazacum officinale) Z 

Dane: in bloom......| .... |... | 4/a9-2 |... | ann7-2 |... | 4/18-2 | 4/7-5/28 | 2-6/2 | 2-8/23 | 4/12-5/20| 4/17 
54 EASTERN HERMIT THRUSH (Hylocichla guttata faroni) Arrives. 
Sa eae baie | 4/19 | es | vane | asap | Siete | se | hae | 4/16 | 4/18 | dink | (4/18) 
Dae eee nates | 8/2e 3/29 3/27 3/22 3/26 4/5 4/4 3/25 3/30 4/14 3/14 3/29 
55 RED EYED TOWHEE (Pipilo erythrophthalmus erythrophthalmus) Arrives. 

Daneverces tent aa/ay 4/15 4/18 3/27 4/11 4/14 4/19 4/1 4/1 4/15 3/25 4/7 
56 DUTCHMAN'S BREECHES (Dicentra cucullaria) 

Oe ae das ede ee a 
Dane: in bloom......|__4/17-? | _4/15-? | 4/26-2 | 4/14-? | 4/25-? |... 4/20-? | 4,19-2 |... | 5/1-5/16 | 3/30-4/29| 4/18 

57 PURPLE MARTIN (Progne subis subis) Arrives. 
ear | ae | oe | was | 4/18 | 4,20 | ee | ie | 4/18 (ee a | wea ee 

Danes c2..cc. 0s ns| 8/8h 4/4 4/8 4/7 3/24 3/31 4/1 3/25 3/24 4/6 3/29 3/31 
58 PUSSYTOES (Antennaria fallaz)* 2 
Sauk: first bloom...) .... ae tee Ha eid 4/21 4/27 4/25 4/23 4/21 3/31 4/20 
Bae talon | Bos | chs | ae | fey | £58 | eae | aa day be | Gs levies (4/19) 
59 HORSETAIL (Equisetum arvense) 
Dane: spores blowing.| .... |... | ceee | eens | eee Lue | fae? | 4yno-2 |... | 4/80-5/24] 4/10-5/181 4/20 
60 TOOTHWORT (Dentaria laciniata) 
Duarte: in Bloom sis cae [eee cee Meera] Meet ney mer wld 10st! | see [eb /eeby SON ia ybea a0 e420) 
61 BLOODROOT (Sanguinaria canadensis) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...) .... oe ae Be 2s fits tee 4/25-2 | 4/23-5/10| 5/1-? | 4/3-4/22 | 4/21 
Dane: in bloom. . re oe | 4/25-2 | 4/22-? | 4/14-2 | 4/20-2 | nas | 4/13-2 | 4/12-2 | 4/8-5/11 | aud aul 4/14
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62 NORWAY MAPLE (Acer platanoides) 
Danerinpollen.....|----- |. | 4/22-t[] . [oun [on doe | aye] [5yo-8/i6 | aoa | 4yat 

63 SPRING GRAIN (oats and barley) Planted at University Farms. : 
Danse | aad | gt SB. east | se a ple ek OS [napa area mnbyaee [ee syar’ |. 4721 

Data from Prof. H. L. Shands, Dept. of Agronomy, College of Agriculture. 

64 BROWN THRASHER (Torfostoma rufum) Arrives. 
Be eel mer | 4/19 | aa | 4/16 | oe | 4/28 | 4/19 | 4/25 | 5/1 | (by 5/7) | 4/16 | 4/22 
PRMO Sk etewecee 4/21 4/23 4/10 3/20 4/21 4/28 4/19 4/18 4/24 4/24 4/8 4/17 

65 CABBAGE BUTTERBLY (Pieridae sp?) First seen. 
Baik & Dano: oo 74| 4/201 | eon abe nee ol, cr (in ayee —[L-avig -4/e0. ae ania |S ayes, 

66 CAREX (Carex pennsylranica) 
are | SRS | ae | ae | eat | ae | Sits | ia | ie | 5/7-2 [Siean 4/1-? | (4/23) 

Dane: in pollen... ... eave aes: Rains feces ene eae 4/14-2 4/19-2 aa 5/1-5/30 | 4/2-4/20 4/17 

67 EARLY CROWFOOT (Ranunculus fascicwlaris) 

“Phooey lovam) mr] Loma] | vmrlsamn Loname [om inbloom..........| 5/1-?  3/2-? see | (by 4/26) | 4/25-2 |)... 4/20-2 |... 4/21-? | 2-5/28 | 4/6-5/24 | 4/23 
68 AMERICAN BITTERN ( Tentiginosus) Arrives. 
ee ee coe | ee | rae | ae | 4/18 | 5/11 | 4/19 | 4/25 | 4/23 | 4/21 | 4/23 | 4/24 

Denewcacs occa 14/10 4/19 4/5 4/9 4/9 5/8 4/6 4/18 3/30 3/25 5/3 4/13 
69 SHEPHERD'S PURSE (Capsella Bursa-pastoris) 
Aaik rep nioonee |eerete es ees T(Nntee  [O7OR [eel Shee ale Vie [ayant toy | a7ise Ie ae [ayaa 

70 BELLWORT (Unularia grandiflora) 
Dane: in bloom......| 5/13-?| .... | 5/i-t |... |... |... | 475-2 | 4707-2 | 4/28-2 | 5/10-5/25] 4/12-5/21| 4/29 

71 MARSH MARIGOLD (Caltha palustris) 
Sauk: in eee hist | Za | eye | veya Grad | ee 4/27-2 | 4/22-2 | 2-5/15, | aa | ae | 4/28 
Dane: in bloom......]_...- 4/25-2 | 4/20-2 | _4/12-2 | 4/25-? | 5/3-2 | 4/24-? | 4/21-2 | _4/25-2 | 4/29-5/30| 4/9-5/20 | 4/22 
72 JUNE BERRY (Amelanchier canadenis)* : 
Sauk: in bloom wel Rear | ae | (by 5/8) | 4/22-5/2 | ee | 5/11-? | 4/26-2 | 4/25-5/7 | 5/1-5/15 | a uae 4/28 
Dane: in bloom (b)...] __---- bee oe abet | co. eee aie 4/25-? | 4/28-5/23| 5/9-5/19 | 4/10-5/4 | 4/23 

The budding period as between years has varied from five days to two weeks, apparently depending on current weather. Leafing and blooming occurred simul- 
taneously in 1945, the leaves being completed before the end of bloom. 

73 BOBWHITE (Colinus virginianus virginianus )First “bobwhite” call. : 
Se al re | ae | (by re (by 6/4) | (by 6/3) | 4/21 | 5/2 | 4/25 | 5/29 | 4/25 | 4/12 | 4/29 
Daneel eagle 3/29 4/19 mae 4/18 ne 4/14 ott aes 4/19 3/22 4/6 
74 ARABIS (Arabis lyrata) 
een a | ca | ee | ese | meee | 5/15 | 4/22 | Soe | ee | 5/6 | 4/11 | 4/29 
Dane: first bloom.....] _...- an ae nn sees | (by 4/28) | 4/20 4/19 oe sees | (by 4/20) | (4/20) 

This species has no sharp terminal date. In 1945 straggling blooms occurred through July. 

75 WOOD ANEMONE (Anemone quinquefolia var. interior) 
Sauk: in oe = | aes | bees | (by 5/1) | ies | 5/11-2 | 4/25-2 | hee 5/5-5/30 | 5/7-5/23 | ee 4/29 
Dane: in bloom......] _4/30-? | _5/9-2 wok CAS ees Ae 4/25-2 | 4/21-? | 5/1-5/23 | 5/5-5/24 | 4/9-6/1 | 4/26 
76 PRICKLY ASH (Zanthozylum americanum) 
Saukifirat pollenysnc| cee |) ee S/R SIO een b/2e al) O/T le ayia I alae | err eee | 4a | 4720 

Leafing in 1944 began three days after first bloom, and was completed 16 days later. 

TasLe 5. Phenology for May. 

77 HOUSE WREN (Troglodytes aedon) Arrives. : 
Sauk Ceeec sees oie | Sie | ee | Tee | as es 5/2 5/1 (by 5/7) | 8/1 (by 5/8) | (6/1) 
Danan Gower cst | 04/18 4/14 4/30 4/17 4/23 | 4/29 4/15 | 4/18 | 4/25 | 4/27 | 4/28 | 4/22 
78 SMALL FLOWERED CROWFOOT (Ranunculus abortivus) 
ee | Deas | tl | bats | Feak | pie | ee crea | a7 | nist | ae | al (6/1) 
Dane: in bloom......] _---- ase B/17-2 | _5/1-2 we Nis 5/7-2 | 4/t9-?'| ....__| 5/9-5/27 | 4/13-6/14| 4/26 
79 LAST KILLING FROST (Record by U. 8. Weather Bureau.) 
Sauk cee | 5/23 | 4/16 | 4/16 | 4/12 | 5/2 | 5/4 | 4/25 | 4/20 | 5/1 | 5/6 | 6/4 | 5/1 
Dané:.....00se.e0c) 5/4 4/23 4/16 4/10 4/13 5/3 4/24 4/19 5/1 4/16 6/4 4/27 

~ 80 HOARY PUCCOON (Lithospermum canescens) 
Sauk: in peor | ee | ae | Bee | 5/1-2 | Pit | uae ee 5/1-6/4 | 5/7-6/4 | 5/14-6/3 | rel 5/1 
Dane: in bloom (b)...]__---- 5/10-? | S/11-?| 5/10-?|_.... ay 5/8-? | 4/30-?| .... ws 4/10-2 | 5/3 

Straggling bloom occurred for a week to 10 days beyond the regular blooming period in each of the last three years. 

81 DOGTOOTH VIOLET (Erythronium americanum and B. albidum) 
eee a | vies | 2-5/8 | 5/1-? | ang | 5/5-? | ae | 2-5/16 | eo ee | 2-5/5 | (5/2) 

Dane: in bloom......|_5/11-? | _...- 8/T-2 | _5/1-? ne Wee 4/20-? | 4/25-2 | _....__| 6/8-5/15 | 4/10-5/20| 4/29



90 Apo Lrorotp anp Sara Evizapern Jones Heclorie) Monographs 

Species, Station, Item | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

82 BIRD-FOOT VIOLET (Viola pedata var. lineariloba) 
Sauk: in bloom.......[ .... | Het Be | 5/1-2 | 5/1-6/4 | 5/12-6/5 | 4/30-5/23| 4/25-5/31| 5/8-6/4 | 5/11-6/1 | 4/21-6/6 | 5/2 
Dane: in bloom......] _5/2-? | 5/9-? | 5/10-?|_.... ae Sess 5/8-t | 4/25-7| .... s.| 4/11-6/21| 5/1 

‘A few autumn blooms were seen in Sauk County, Sept. 20, 1944. 

83 ARABIS (Arabis drummondi) 
Sauk: ap bloom 95-0<[ eens [Sn ete [rctement al veeves | bets | ee > [Ne te Ren ASP eto Metal eeyitea (Oil 4/00-6/00| ei a78 

84 RIVER BIRCH (Betula nigra) 
Sauk: in bloomiare leer ese) liane ccase le caany [eB/1N-O/17|- cs = LPRSB/ oe [Beeew eee |e bptoen/ol en apin eel se casa) 

Leafing began with blooming in 1944, and was completed by May 31. 

85 SAND CHERRY (Prunus pumila) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...|.... |... | we [ue | | 2-8/30_ | 2-5/9 _| 4725-579 | 5/9-5/27 | 5/17-5/25] 4/22-5/20| 5/3 

‘The leafing period coincides with the blooming period. 

86 EASTERN KINGBIRD (Tyrannus tyrannus) Arrives. 
Baik cre tine ees ae 5/1 | (by 5/14) | 5/4 5/2 5/L 5/2 5/2 | (by 8/11)| 5/18 5/4 
Dangyeeo le 8/6 5/3 4/17 4/21 4/30 5/5 4/25 4/29 5/6 5/7 5/12 5/I 
87 NORTHERN CRESTED FLYCATCHER (Myiarchus crinitus boreus) Arrives. 
Backs ote nL es ee SS sess | (by 5/14) | 5/4 4/20 5/1 | 5/8 5/11 | (by 5/18) | 5/4 
Daneiceen. | OAL 5/2 4/17 5/2 5/6 5/6 5/AL 4/21 5/3 5/3 5/13 5/3 
88 OAKS ............ (Quercus velutina; macrocarpa; borealis var. maxima; alba) 
Sauk: in pollen eS Ra eo Sea Ss AN Cee | 

Blngletecss salar et 23s, Bs ae oe ise seoe | 255/9 ah 5/13-2 | 4/25-2 | (8/4) 
Burrs svete hess So area aus ss ee sere | 2-5/9 Sis 5/20-2| 4/20-2 | (5/8) 
Rady ceca |e os 5/10-2 | 5/8-2 ae says Bea sis ce igs 8/17? |... (8/12) 
Waikato. | t2 sca oe sili ied asd ae eats Lay ant 5/2-2 | .... (5/28) 

Dane: in pollen 
Blackstveceses|) ees a Se ses ae rae 4/30-2 | 4/30-2 | .... | 5/15-5/19] 4/25-5/7 | (6/3) 
i ere eeree [een 8 on sy 335 eat ies ae ses. | 5/15-5/19] 4/20-4/30| (6/6) 

In general, black and burr oak bloom first; red and white later. In 1944, pollen developed in all syecies 4-6 days after the catkins appeared, whereas in 1945 
about three weeks elapsed before pollen appeared. In both years leafing began with the first catkins, but completion of leafing required oaly 2 weeks in 1944, 
but over a month in 1945. In 1945 the catkins and young leaves of many oaks were destroyed by frost. Some such trees did not complete releafing uatil June . 

89_STEMLESS BLUE VIOLET (Viola cucullata)* ; 
Dane: in bloom......| 5/2-? | .... | 5/9-? | .... |... |... | sfut-t | 5/13-2 |... | 5/18-6/1 | 4/6-5/a1 |. 5/4 

90 BELLWORT (Oakesia sessilifolia) 
Sauk first bipomr Pe | teh, le ee [el ee eee Ot |S eee | ay ep on Bi ol Ab alee mel eos 

91 FRANKLIN GROUND SQUIRREL (Citellus franklini) Emerges. 
Diaiee cisco acne ae tle 67a a [ee en | ged floes | wires [Neca acells whgeaMael an aan cl ceaarentn ae tera Ieee Ue ane 

92 WILD PLUM (Prunus americana) 
Sauk: in bloom......[ 2... eae whee [St5/8: a woe | 18/9 | 4/25-6/9| 5 /8-? | 5/13-2 | 4/16-? | 5/5 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... Lee 5/2-2 |4/12-4/20+| .... Lee 5/1-t_|  4/25-? | 5/5-5/22 | 5/12-5/22| 4/26-5/14| 4/29 
Sauk & Dane: | | | | | 

fruit ripe......| .... 5 8/25 tele a ae 8/29 me Rei aes 8/25 (8/26) 
Leafing begins with blooming, but is completed before the end of bloom. 

93 GEUM (Geum triflorum) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...] .... eos ae ay oe soeteat | aa(byB/2) [eng sees | 5/19-5/27 [4/25-5/7 | (6/8) 
Dated ge oad ce es ae Ss sh ie 4/28-2 |... ae sees |5/1-6/14 | (4/30) 
94 PIN CHERRY (Prunus pennsylanica) 

Sauk: in bloom......) 0... aaa gis ean ae 5/17 a4 Rue 5/7 5/12 | 4/13 | 5/5 
Dane: in bloom......| _-..» 5/5-? | 5/il-?| .... ‘hes a 5/7-2 Say see | 25/17 | 4/10-4/29] 8/1 
95 BALTIMORB ORIOLE (leterus galbula) Arrives. 
Saulkcits. denisaeees |e sewer || (by 0/10) [On <acowel\(by 5/18) cnes | 5/L 5/2 | 5/1 | 5/2 | 5/11 | 5/7 | 5/5 
Dane cies ce eT 5/2 8/7 5/2 5/4 5/5 4/29 4/29 5/1 5/2 5/6 5/3 

OS RAS TERN WARBUING VIREO (Vireo oiltus gilne) Artived, 00000 ee eee 
Reiko vies al oe veyen| heeeae | 5/7 aids au | 5/2 | 5/1 | 5/9 | nae see 5/5 
Danese ychsbuceses| (0 6/8 5/3 5/8 4/30 5/4 5/12 B/L 5/L 5/2 5/5 5/8 5/5 

Uy SIBUGAR  MABDE (Acer eocehartin) <5 ewes a esd = Ege ae ee ee 
Danerin olla seees|b. cecis | socio! a Weed Spree | Meneses DOM et [ieee sme sl each bat encraen mes O/Sat/46 | 4/7 Pe Lt 6/6. 

89 BOBOLINK (Dolichonyz oryzivorus) Arrives . 
Gaukiaceevareel: ees eee Pits 5/7 se | 5/4 | 5/2 | Fan | 5/9 | 5/7 (ee 5/6 
Dane:....0isesseeane| 4/25 5/2 4/26 5/4 5/3 5/5 5/4 4/29 5/9 5/13 5/9 5/3 
99 ROSE BREASTED GROSBEAK (Hedymeles ludovicianus) Arrives. 
Baukeae te ee (Pec 5/10 Pen ae | a | 5/11 | 5/2 | 5/L fee | 5/6 | oe | 5/6 
Danes cesestcerel ee b/7 5/1 5/9 5/1 5/6 5/6 5/7 5/1 5/8 5/6 5/9 5/6



January, 1947 A PuenouoaicaL Record ror Sauk AND Dann Counties, WISCONSIN OT 

Jat i A eS A TET Le a ene A a a a ne eae es 

Species, Station, | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

100_CHOKE CHERRY (Prunus virginiana) 
Sauk: in bloom... . | aoe | tens | hh | ae ea | 25/31 | 5/2-? (Rea | 2-5/29 cena 5/1-? | 5/6 

Dane: in bloom......] _---- 5/8-2 | 5/11-? | _5/4-? Sait sos fn 4/a7-2|__5/21-2 | 5/18-6/3 | 4/27-5/23| 5/8 

Leafing is completed just before blooming begins. In 1944 leafing took 19 days in both Sauk and Dane. Flower buds became visible after leafing was one 
third completed. Fruit ripens at the end of August. 

101 WINTER CRESS (Barbarea vulgaris) 
=e | ae | a | ae | Re | es | ae | aye | eaas | a | Beet eas (5/6) 
Dane: in bloom......| _...- a6 ae se aes nee rele 5/9-2 se. | 5/16-7/9 | _4/21-2 | _ (6/8) 
102 LOUSEWORT (Pedicularis canadensis) 
See ee ee a ee ae ae ee ee Ee) 

103 NORTHERN YELLOWTHROAT (Geothlypis trichas brachidactyla) Arrives. 
ee | es | Tees | cae | 5/7 | ioe | ue: | fone | aa | 5/8 | 5/7 Lee (5/7) 

Danesi.c tegen |e a/ar 5/1 5/5 5/2 5/5 5/6 5/l 4/30 4/24 4/30 4/26 5/l 
104 WHITE TRILLIUM (Trillium grandiflorum) 
Sauk: in eee ae | es | noe | (by 5/1) | 2-5/29 | 5/16-? | 5/2-5/18 | 5/1-6/1 | 5/9-6/3 | oe 5/1-6/5 | 5/7 

Dane: in bloom......]_...- wea 5/12-2 | __5/3-2 ie oe: 5/6-2 | 4/26-5/23| 5/6-? | 5/7-5/25 | 4/15-5/26| 5/3 

105 CRATAEGUS* 
Sauk: (one plant) 

: | ease | cae | ies | Be ee as | ae | b/1-? fee | eal hee (5/7) 
Dane: in bloom......]_-.-- ne re nok ee aoe en Ss wee. | 8/16-5/26| 5/1-? | (6/9) 
106 NORTHERN WOOD THRUSH (Hylocichla mustelina) Arrives. 
ee | oe | eae | see | 5/7 | eS | ni | 5/10 | 5/9 | 5/9 | 5/7 bee 5/81" 
Dane: ncectsas ews 5/8 5/2 4/17 4/30 5/6 4/13 5/4 5/l 5/5 5/5 4/12 4/28 
107 BLUEBERRY (Vaccinium pennsylvanicum) 
Souk: iret bloom (b).[..-. [| eee | eee | eee | eee | 57 | 52s... | 8/8 | wind burn | no bloom| (5/8) 

108 INDIAN SWEET GRASS (Hierochloé odorata) 
Sauk:inbloom.....[ .- |. | ee | 4/o7-t | 5/20-2 | 5/11-2 | 2-8/18 | 5/1-6/9 | .... | 6/19-8/31| 4/20-6/15| 5/8 

109 TRILLIUM (Trillium recurvatum) 
Dagan blooms cede eccllnncte esate [iocpee see, | O/TI=t[P 8/oet ee [feet |4/a028/27| = 5/8 

110 WILD CRAB (Pyrus ioensis) 
Dane: in blom......|---. | ---- | 5/18-2 | 5/5-5/20| .... | ...._ | 5/8-2_| 5/7-8/25 | _5/24-? |5/19-/5/26| 4/19-5/24| 5/9 

111 SCARLET TANAGER (Piranga erythromelas) Arrives. 
Danerccsccs] 8/8 | 8/8 [toby 8/16)| 5/7 | 5/4 | 52 | 5/2 | se | 430 | 5 | sai | 5/9 

112 EASTERN WHIPPOORWILL (Antrostomus vociferus vociferus) Arrives. : 
ces Se | ae | ae | fut | oe | 5/17 | OG | 5/9 | 5/8 | 5/6 ee 5/10 

Datiorss: ioe |e 8/5 4/24 5/4 4/18 4/28 5/2 4/21 4/15 5/3 5/1 3/28 4/24 
113 LILAC (Syringa vulgaris) 
Sauk: flower buds ai Spee Ses eet | ee | eS 

Visible esse Yet gene ne eae nae Be 4/12 4/15 5/7 4/1 4/16 
in bloom A on | ee | cue | ae | a | 5/25-2 | os | 5/1-5/19 | 2-6/3 | a 5/5-5/25 | 5/10 

Danei oki eceaees|e seams ao ets 1472826 /95 lea sss. | 5/4-5/30 | 4/30-5/23| _5/20-? | 5/16-5/28] 4/12-5/16| 5/3 
The 1944 and 1945 record for Dane is for an early variety, S. V. Claude Bernard. Leafing begins 3-4 weeks before first bloom and is completed shortly after. 

114 PROTHONOTARY WARBLER (Protonotaria citreq) Arrives. 
Sauki...........1 5/2 | 5/9 -[(by6/ie)| 5/14 | 5/14 | 5/12 | (by5/11)| 5/16 | 5/8 | absent | .:.. | 5/10 

115 INDIGO BUNTING (Passerina cyanea) Arrives. 
ee ee nue | = | on | we | Bisa | 5/4 | a | 5/9 | RS eee | 5/20 | (5/11) 

Dale: .cecsee dosnes| 2 0f12 5/9 | 5/16 5/6 5/6 5/10 5/5 5/8 5/5 8/17 5/14 5/10 
116 BLUE PHLOX (Phlox divaricata) : 
Sauk: in ee vee | aise | a | eae | Be | Bey 5/9-6/7 | 5/1-6/4 | tae 2-6/15 | 5/5-6/10 | 5/IL 

Dane: in bloom......| _8/27-? | _8/17-2 | _5/15-? | 5/15-? |... “ies ue 4/28-2 |... _| 5/12-6/1 | 4/29-5/20| 5/12 
117 JACK PINE (Pinus Banksiana) 
Sauk:inpollen......[ ce. | cee 1 eee | ee | ee | 80-7 | 5/a-? | 5/t-5/13 |... | 5/18-/28] 5/6-5/15 | 5/11 

118 JACK IN THE PULPIT (Arisaema triphyllum) 
_ Danevinblom.....) 0 | ee | oe | ee | | 808-2 | 5ia-e | asaz-2 | 5/9-2 | 5/20-6/1 | 5/15-6/4 | 5/11 

119 JACOB'S LADDER (Polemonium reptans) 
Sauk: ee Bene | Uh | ae | oo | ee | ee | Tees | ie | eee eel 5/5-5/25 | (5/12) 
Dane: in bloom......] _---. ity ote B/1-? Om ca /11-2 | 4/28-2 | _5/22-2 | 5/14-B/31| 4/14-5/18| 5/5 
120 WILD STRAWBERRY (Fragaria virginiana) 

pa aso | sake | Ee | sets | ik | co otae | ta ae | tira) anna 5/12 
fruitripe......) .... Wass See ce ait as eee tO/EeON18 [lee 08 6/17-2 | 6/17-7/3 | (6/11) 

Dane: in bloom......|__--+. 5/ai-t | 5/8-? | 5/10-2| _.... 5/16-? | .5/7-? | 4/30-2| _.... 5/17-? | 4/14-6/15| 5/8 
121 RED OZIER DOGWOOD (Cornus stolonifera) 
Danesin bloonees amt llimisets [Cesc | mS MRSt eee ee O/Fet | ares | | eae sat |b /7-e erie 6/12



92 Apo Leoroip aNp Sara Enizasera Jones Teoloste:  Monageene 

Species, Station, | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

122 CATBIRD (Dumetella carolinensis) Arrives. 
Sailer aen ae | Sue aS | ces Lu56 Sine re we 5/16 5/9 Cras) eee (5/18) 
Dangers teres |a 6/6 5/2 5/4 4/15 5/5 5/6 4/27 4/30 5/8 8/2 5/8 5/2 
123 ASIATIC HONEYSUCKLE (Lonicera tatarica) 
Danesinblooms...0.|0) 005 ee ee ee ee [Se Feat | 67a7-2 | 6716-5/27| 4/29-6/1 | 5/18 

124 EASTERN NIGHTHAWK (Chordeiles minor minor) Arrives. 
Sauk:. Se a | fees | ce | ae gs ee ae 5/16 | 5/7 [Bere eee (5/14) 
Datierese ssc ceete eae | MEDALS) 8/7 5/1 5/4 4/19 5/12 5/3 5/4 5/4 5/1 5/20 5/6 
125 FALSE S)LOMON'S SEAL (Smilacina stellata) 

Sauk: in bloom.......] .... ase ee oe | ad | 5/17-6/3 | 5/23-? | 6/9-6/2 | 5/21-6/5 ee 5/7-2 | 5/16 
Dane: in bloom......| aan, 6/2220) | ven tee aS aes 4/30-2 | 5/17-? | 5/16-5/27| 4/28-5/27| 5/11 

126 WILD CHERRY (Prunus serotina) 
Sauk: in bloom......| .... eae eee ae Kos | Bt ldecer ta 5/1-2 are wee ae (5/16) 
Dane: in bloom. .....| _...- 5/15-2 | 5/18-? | 5/10-?|_...- ss a: ee sss. | 5/26-6/8 | 5/19-6/5 | 5/14 

127 WOOD SORREL (Oralis violacea) BLAU OLE Eel Reig CEE Di (pee ee eg Oe eS ee ee 
Sauk: in bloom......] ...+ Bee cae | ae ake | 5/19-6/1 | 5/9-? [e 5/13) | 5/30-2 | 5/20-6/5 | 5/5-6/17 | 5/17 
Dane: in bloom......] _.--- vee 6/15-? | _....__| (by 8/29) |_.... 5/8-2 | 4/30-2 | _5/22-? | 5/22-6/12| 5/14-6/16| 5/13 

128 VIRGINIA WATERLEAF (Hydrophyllum virginianum) : 
Dancin bloomivccn lee cl Gam levees [eee ee les [ S@0-P | s7is-t |). |e /o-6/i6) ear 8 /aah) 67 

129 COLUMBINE (Aquilegia canadensis) 
Sauk: in bloom......] 0... Bae ie vice | (by 5/19) | 6/1-2 | 5/9-6/11 | 5/9-6/23+|5/25-6/14+|5/22-6/13+| 5/18-6/28] 5/19 
Dane: in bloom......] _...- 5/i7- | _5/20-? | 5/22-2| 5/20-2|_.... 5/13-2 | 5/18-2 | _5/17- | _6/22-2 | 5/17-6/30| 5/18 

130 BLUE-EYED GRASS (Sisyrinchium campestre)* 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... ae oe ae 5/20-2 | 5/26-2 | 2-5/23 | 5/9-? | 6/25-6/5 | 5/22-2 |5/13-6/17| 5/19 
Dane: in bloom......| _..-- seks se 6/26-? |... See 5/12-2 |... 5/30-? | _.... | 5/15-7/6 | 5/21 

131 LUPINE (Lupinus perennis) 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... Py bap es 1s ves. | 8/9-5/29 | 5/17-6/7 | 5/28-6/17| 5/25-6/17| 5/21-7/4 | 5/20 

seed pods ripe, 
opening.....] .... Ren ae Eee, Bite sss | 6/21-6/25) 6/21-6/25) 6/25-2 | 7/1-7/4 | 7/8-7/2 | 6/27 

Dane: in bloom......| .... aise as ie a oh 5/24-2| 5/31-2| .... | 5/25-6/28] 5/21-6/24] 5/25 
seed pods ripe, 

opening.....] ..++ Re ot a9. ae ae ne at es heh EAS shee 7/6-7/17 | (7/6) 

On July 8, 1945, on the University Arboretum about 2:30 P.M. a large patch of lupine was ripening its pods and projecting the seeds. ‘The sound of popping 
pods could be heard while approaching the patch, and the projected seeds could be seen flying through the air to a distance of a yard from the parent plant. 

132 GOLDEN ALEXANDER (Zizia aurea) $ 
Datei bisomaes sles ease Sas.eeth | sel Lanes te Lt el | eorayOSt | ser ee 6/ 208 le] ee 9 CB) 0) 

133. SPIRAEA (Spiraea van Houteii) : 
Dane:inblom....... .... | vee | oe | eee | eee [ee | 8 /t6-2 | 5/18-2 | 6/1-6/19 | 5/24-6/4+ |5/16-6/12| 5/20 

134 BASTARD TOADFLAX (Comandra Richardsiana) 
Sauk: in bloom......] 0... Wes = eos, ey 6/25-? |... 5/9-? | 5/81-? | 5/20-6/5 | 5/19-2| 5/21 
Dane: in bloom......] _..-. ane Les Fae sae Fas 5/3-t | 4/20-?|__.... ses | 5/15-6/27]| (6/8) 

135 WILD GERANIUM (Geranium maculatum) 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... — c= | ae we 6/1-2 vee | 8/9-6/18 | 5/23-6/16 oe 5/18-6/17| 5/21 
Dane: in bloom......] _6/20-? | __...- 5/18-? | _5/3-2 <a He 5/7-2 | 5/2-? | 5/9-? | 5/15-2 | 5/7-6/22| 5/10 

136 TOADFLAX (Linaria canadensis) : 
Sauk: in bloom......] 0... ed 2-6/6 5/20-2 | (by 5/20) | 5/26-2 | 5/23-6/25| 5/9-6/21 | 5/27-6/20| 5/29-6/15| 5/20-6/30| 5/22 
Dane: in bloom......| .... Bs seo Bes A one 5/17-2 | 5/9-2 dats ses. | (by 5/28- | (6/18) 

6/22) 

137 SHOOTING STAR (Dodecatheon Meadia) 
Sauk: in bloom......] 0... he? nae he aie 5/26-2 oe 5/9-? | 5/25-? | 5/27-? | 5/23-6/15| 5/22 
Dane: in bloom. . . . . oa 5/18-? 5/20-2 5/14-? cans Sina 5/13-? 5/9-? viele 5/19-6/10| 5/7-6/24 5/14 

138 YELLOW WOOD SORREL (Ozalis stricta var. piletocarpa) 
Sauk: in hae aS ALES | Tes ah mae rts | ah 5/22-8/13| 6/2-8/13 | 6/11-8/5 | 4/21-2| 5/22 

Dane: in bloom, .....| _..-- Yale 5/18-2 |... a8 6/23-2 |... aos a 6/1-2 | 5/25-? | 5/24 

139 TALL YELLOW LADY'S SLIPPER (Cypripedium parviflorum var. pubescens) 
Danesin bloomsc-sci|eeee lle eee ee eat-t ce | eia-9 |... | 5/20-8/10| 5/22-6/6 | 5/03-6/2 | 6/22 

140 MULBERRY (Morus alba) 
Dane: in bloom...) .... Ee aa Tes oe | ae | Ret it sa. | 8/21-6/26) 5/22-5/29| (5/22) 

fruit ripe......] ..- Soe ey 6/15-2 Bis 6 ate as 7/1-2_ | 6/25-7/20| 6/26-? | 6/24 

141 PUCCOON (Lithospermum angustifolium) 
Duneein bloom ves se|2 bacco tc nveel| eee a eee [tec [Be spioe ni Ses, ol ae apie 7/25 | 6 Aiea 205 i728)
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Species, Station, Item | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

142_ KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS (Poa pratensis) 
Sauk: firstlawn mowed)... ae ce ea oe te 5/2 5/1 8/7 5/6 4/14 4/30 

in bud (headed).|_.... ae oe 5/22 5/20 Aico bom 5/1 ae 5/13 5/5 5/12 
AM colen wesc cl = ae sate ies ba 5/18 5/29 oe) 5/25 6/8 (5/24) 

Dane: firstlawnmowed| ug viva a8 ak ae Ee cath eae 5/1 4/11 (4/21) 
in bud (headed).|__.... ae es 5/15 5/16 5/20 5/18 5/1 Raa ee hoe 5/14 

143 PINK PHLOX (Paloz pilosa var. fulgida) 
Sauk: in bloom......|.... ene eae aan 2-6/17 5/26-2 | ra 5/23-6/11 | 5/31-2 | 2-6/13 | 6/1-6/30 | 5/26 
Dane: in bloom......] 2... ae sess | 5/28-7/8 | _5/20-2 ae 5/13-? | _5/2-? wee. | 8/80-6/18] 5/12-7/16| 5/19 
144 MANDRAKE (Podophyllum peltatum) pleats ere ie 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... oe fs Lee A a ae | 5/16-? | 6/4-? oe | frozen | (5/26) 
Dane: in bloom......| _6/1-? Sa Sete ae ae 5/13-2 | 5/14-? | 5/30-? |(by 5/26-2)| frozen 5/21 
145 NANNYBERRY (Viburnum Lentago) Berner cil 

Sauk: inbud........] 0 .... ze Vinee aac nau a 5/2 5/8 Sot 5/13 | 4/21 | 5/4 
inbloom......|_.... ae ses eae aie 61-2 | _5/18-? | 5/23-5/31| _5/30-2 | 5/25-6/2|__.... 5/26 

Leafing: In 1944 leafing began 13 days before the flower-buds appeared, and was completed a week later, and 5 days before first bloom. 

146 SHEEP SORREL (Rumer acetosella) ee ee 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... eos ae 5/19-2 | (by 5/30) | 5/25-? | 5/30-2 | 5/25-7/2 tei 5/30-? | 6/1-? | 5/27 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... eee rae nee ee sek 5/17-? | 4/30-? | __.... sess | 5/15-6/28 | (5/11) 
147__ YELLOW STAR GRASS (Hypozis hirsuta) ete 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... oer an ee ie 6/26-? |... | 5/23-? | era ee 6/10-2 | 5/27 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... ous 5/26-7 |... a tae ies s--. | (by 5/30) | 5/29-? |6/6-7/10 | (5/31) 
148 WILD GRAPE (Vitis vulpina) 3 
Sauk: in bloom......] 2... contr | y Bere [o/e8-e7e | ns. 5/23-2 | 5/23-6/3 | 2-6/17 | 5/30-6/7| 6/5-? | 5/27 

frultripg...1|' 0.2 8/29 ey fess gis ae mes 8/21 8/27 9/3 none 8/27 
Dane: in bloom......] _...- sas Vee es ee Sue ae en sss. | 8/80-6/5 | 6/2-6/20 | (6/1) 
149 GOLDEN RAGWORT (Senecio aureus)* ee aes 
Sauk: in bloom......| .... Rene ae ae aS | ees [ieseeses it ea ee 5/28 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... ee ans eo hae ron B/l1-2 | _5/5-2 ses. | 5/18-6/7 | 8/13-6/23| (6/14) 
150 BLACK RASPBERRY (Rubus occidentalis) 
Sauk: in bloom......] ... we: a oe Ra sod vee. | 5/23-5/30] 6/1-? | 5/30-? | .... (5/28) 

fruit ripe......) .... oe Aas 7/a-2 | 71-2 ates seve | 6/25-7/12) 7/5-7/25 | 7/3-7/15 | 7/18-7/30| 7/4 
Dane: in bloom......] .... es nee me bine ae ah ee sees | 5/28-6/11) 5/18-6/15) (5/23) 

fruitripe......|.... io ae ae bale ee ee axe weve | 7/1-7/18 | 7/4-7/18 |_ (7/2) 
151 _CINQUEFOIL (Potentilla simplex var. typica) 
Sauk: in bloom......).... a Pa ORs, ee Be as 5/23-2| 5/31-? | 5/26-6/25| 6/1-? | 5/28 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... ee ee ah: foe Liss ioe ae 6/5-2 | 5/29-2 | 5/30-? | (5/31) 
152. SHAGBARK HICKORY (Carya ovata) 
Danévinpollet...cc[ os. |, (oyavet | ceyab-t | [a | ee ee Pl De  [io/ea=6/as| 6/0-0/04 |" 5/20 

The catkins appear with the leaves, but are not in pollen until leafing is completed. 

153 BLACKBERRY (Rubus allegheniensis)* 
Sauk: in bloom......).... og aes ves. | 5/25-6/11]  6/8-2 | 5/23-5/31) 5/26-6/7 | 6/1-6/17 | 5/29-6/15| 6/1-6/30 | 5/30 

fruitripe......) .... et 7/23-2 | 8/1-8/31 | 8/1-8/29 | 2-8/25 | 2-8/10 | 7/26-9/5 | 2-8/21 | 7/20-9/4 | 8/17-9/5 | 7/30 
Dane: in bloom......] .... oy nets ee O/T ae B/B-t | as ses. | 8/28-6/11] 5/18-6/16) 5/24 

fruit ripe......) 2... ve 8/5-2 sae as sa oo see | 248/29 | 7/28-8/20] 8/10-9/12| (8/2) 

Tasir 6. Phenology for June. 

a 154 PUCCOON (Lithospermum carolinense) Sa 
Sauk: in bloom......{ 0... ee ee ae = 6/13-2 | 5/18-6/30) 5/23-6/21) 6/14-2) 6/1-7/1 | 6/1-6/15 | 6/1 
Dane: in bloom,.....] _.... ae ae nao ae — Oe es ness | 5/20-7/2 | 5/19-7/20| (5/19) 
155 WILD ROSE (Rosa blanda var. hispida) 
Sauk: in bloom......) 2... eS ves | (by 6/4) | 8/27-6/17|  6/9-? | 5/18-6/14 | 5/23-6/25| 6/4-6/25 | eee sae 6/1 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... ae B/It ieee: tee ec es 6/3-2 ss 5/31-2 | 6/2-7/20| 6/1 
156 VETCH (Vicia angustifolia) Bib tae Hate ts 
Sauk: in bloom......) 0... ae sikh es ae aah oe sees | O/1-7/4 | 5/30-7/4 and (6/1) 
Tarte et sees ae ae fon ce bbe es ses. | 6/6-8/20 | 6/11-7/2 | (6/9) 
157 ANEMONE (Anemone cylindrica) ; 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...] .... sie nae eas ste a | 5/23-6/14| 5/23-6/21|  6/3-2 | 6/18-2 | 6/5-6/28 | 6/1 
Dane: in bloom......| «++ ee Ske os eee coe 35 ie sees | 6/6-7/15 | 6/17-7/16| (6/12) 
158 BAPTISIA (Baptisia leucophaea) 
Aauky in bluomreees | ner eel cet ellaaeeny [6 /44=7/10| 0 G/4-t | oe. tcl 16/406 /20| Bjietee [eee | ws [Ye est 3 

159 SPIDERWORT (Tradeccantia reflera)* 
Sauk: in bloom. | das aus | 6/7-2 | 6/4-7/3 | 5/27-6/30 | 6/9-2 ae ee 6/4-7/19 | ee 6/13-7/20, 6/2 

Dane: in bloom......| _..-- ae ve 6/8-2 ae Bees ei. 5/25-t |... | 6/5-7/28 | 6/1-7/20 | 6/2
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Species, Station, | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

160 ANGELICA (Angelica atropurpurea) 

‘ana i Bloom 955 [S202 S| SSS |e] ert a =F [ne /9-t- | 6/8 -0/a2' | 6798-4727] eras 161 ALSIKE CLOVER (Trifolium hybridum) 
Bai: fret Voom y.[ | ce ee Oe be ae lay le. oe as ae |e 

162 PENSTEMON (Penstemon gracilis) 
-Sauk: in bloom (b)...]-.. | [ou | nT. TC e/e-t [5/232 | - 50-2 | 6/5-t | _ 5/28-2 | 6/16-7/8| 6/8 
163 CANADA MAYFLOWER (Maianthemum canadense var. interius) 

Spal ftw loonie | tien Neen ato ees ea mCP eciai Se (SOS | ees meet wae 
164 DEWBERRY (Rubus flagellaris)* 
Sauk: in 8 | eek | Siig | aad | eile | ee | 6/8-? | pa Waa 6/5-6/26 | 6/3-6/27 | 6/5-7/3 | 6/3 

frait rips. ..2|/cuuee eS sess | 7/78/18 |... | 2-8-30 ara 7/ai-t | _7/25-2 | _7/27-2 | 7/28-9/3 | 7/24 
165 DOMESTIC YELLOW IRIS (Iris lavescens) 
Sule; in Ulboune tae | pete em aeons | Semen eet [enna s kllecrose 1] pane OE Pal OT LeR a] HOpBEBVRO I (6/8) 
166 ANEMONE (Anemone canadensis) 
Sauk: ia bloom. . ae on | ae | 6/13-2 | 6/4-2 | ea eee 6/13-2 | 5/23-7/1 | ee 6/3-7/21 | a 6/5-7/25 | 6/3 
Dane: in bloom......] 2... oe ee 5/28-2 |... ee ia 5/30- | .... see iiss (5/29) 
167_ FROSTWEED (Helianthemum canadense) 
Taneia blogs eee [bese ale Wanses Cy oeesed | [Dceasa | cars, Os vance B/St=2 |W ceenes [ip leavin 50/70/27" |G /ver yaa (6/8) 
168 WHITE CLOVER (Trifolium repens) 
Sauk: first bloom. | ee | teas | SNE | vies | mos | was | 6/7 | 6/1 | 6/2 | 6/2 | 6/5 | 6/3 
Dane: first bloom.....] _.... oe ma 5/31 5/29 6/3 5/27 5/30 mo 6/1 5/29 5/30 
169 YARROW (Achillea Millefolium) 
Sauk: in bloom. ae ay | ee ae | wea | 6/11-2 | 6/9-2 | See ae 6/2-7/21 | 6/1-7/15 | 6/5-9/3 | 6/4 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... aon ad O/T eee are m 5/30-? |... __| 6/2-8/20 | 6/3-8/1 | 5/31 
170 WOODCOCK (Philohela minor) Last peenting. 

ne iin | as | 6/7 | oe | 6/1 | 6/2+ | 5/31 | 6/1 | 6/3+ | 5/31 | 6/16 | 6/4 
Daler sci etc haes| Peete eS ee 5/24+ | 6/5 ie: aes ne ae 5/28 ot (6/1) 
171_NINEBARK (Physocarpus opulifolius) 
Sauk: in ee i | on | Sane | Rees | 6/4-6/11 | 6/13-2 | a 6/1-6/13 | ae 6/1-6/9 | 6/5-6/20 | 6/4 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... ive ea Woe ee lige ee ae ss. |-6/5-6/15 | 6/8-6/28 | (6/7) 

Leafing is completed before blooming. 

172 HUDSONIA (Hudsonia tomentosa) 
Sault blooin (b)sra| seein |e sveswles saain [htaae culties 8| eaeaene (ney tee | Weel Gipee es |ae/aeth neaeayiyy | ate/s) 
173 WILD PARSNIP (Pastinaca sativa) 
Dang sin bloomest 0s |iis setae [a swat [Pease | ae. ee | ee | Poet] oyatem (2 Laas a/berra0 eee en | Sen/d 
174 SPATTERDOCK (Nuphar variegata) 
Sauk: in ee Bae | os | a | ae | (by 5/19) | ce | ane | 6/5-8/13 | 6/10-9/7 | 5/29-8/5 | 6/5-8/15 | 6/5 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... tee act /ai-? | 5/27-t | .... b/2a-2 |... ae a ae (5/27) 
175 BLACK LOCUST (Robinia Pseudo-Acacia) 
Sauk: ee sate | Sas | qa | ae | 2-6/3 | sae | 5/23-? | 5/30-6/7 | 6/9-6/13 | 5/29-6/3 | 6/16-2 | 6/5 
Dane; in bloom......] _.... ee maa 5/29-2| seas 5/3-2| .... s--. | 5/28-6/4 | 6/6-6/14 | 5/29 

Leafing is completed by the blooming period. Clones (thickets) differ from each other in leafing and blooming dates, but the trees within a clone, leaf and bloom 
together. 

176 _KRIGIA (Krigia biflora) 
Sauk: in eee | ie | oe | a | ae | ae | es | a 5/31-7/2 | 6/15-2 | 5/30-7/3 | a 6/7 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... ee es 6/10-2 |... mais 5/a7-2 | _5/9-2 ses. | 6/11-6/30] 6/15-7/13| 6/2 is 
177_ LYCHNIS (Lychnis alba) i 
Sauk: in bloom. Kea oat | ee | ane | ne | 6/17-? | (by 5/30) | 5/29-2 | aa 6/11-8/2 | vee 6/7 
Dane: in bloom......|_...- eS BAe es Ag oe oe teas 6/9-? | 5/29-8/21| _5/30-2 | _ (6/2) 
178 RED CLOVER (Trifolium pratense) 
Sea ae | eee | Hiss | sue | ees | ete | Te | ee | 6/5 | 6/2 | 6/15 | (6/7) 
Dane: first bloom.....| __.... — fied. 6/7 6/7 ae 5 5/29 ees 6/5 6/5 6/4 
179 POTENTILLA (Potentilla arguta) 
Batiky In'bloomsyyacu| ere, |New nase wees eens | eee Pere ee outer [lesser | o/i-7/i7 [reie-z/a (ney? 
180 ASPARAGUS (Asparagus officinalis) 

Sauk: sprouts gathered| ..... as ae ta ve | aoae Sie | eee | 5/1-5/27 | 5/10-5/31| 5/15-? | 4/21-6/5 | 5/4 
Mane | as | ae | es | aes eel os re iiss 6/5 | 6/1 | 6/16 (6/7) 

181 YELLOW SWEET CLOVER (Melilotus officinalis) 
Sauk: he aaa cue | yore | Obs | wees | ann | soe | 6/7 | 6/7 | 6/15 eee 6/4 | 6/8 
Dane: in bloom......] _... ea ive Wee Ov eii2) | oe, ih 5/3i-2| _....__| 5/81-7/8 | 6/31-7/25| (6/31) 
182_ DAISY (Chrysanthemum leucanthemum var. pinnatifidum) 
SE eee ees | oe | tees | ere | Mae | Ae | Shee | ae | ee 6/9-2 | (6/8) 
Dane: in bloom......] oe te ee Es ake oes oes css. | 6/2-8/18 | 6/1-8/24 | (6/2) __
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Species, Station, | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

183 AMERICAN BITTERSWEET (Celastrus scandens) 
coll Ae | Fat | a | aS | reat ee | = | ete | oe 6/6-2 | es 6/8 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... a 6/2020 |) ceean se ia Ba sae See hee 6/1-2 | (5/31) 
184 MARSH BLUEFLAG (Iris virginica var. Shrevei) 
So ee ee eee Oe eee ee 
Dane: in bloom......| _...- ae cone 6/4-6/26 | meee 6/1-? | 6/2-2 .... | 6/5-6/28 | 6/10-6/28] 6/4 
185 MOCK ORANGE (Philadelphus coronarius) 
Dinesin bloom (bylic| oes [see ee ee es | ee I ee [071920727] 672-6 /ae | 6/12-7/4 | =16/9) 

186 SCRIBNER’S PANIC (Panicum scribnerianum) 
Sauk and Dane: | | | | | | | oe | | | | | 

inhead occ. |" ate i Wey nice ae ies, 5/22 5/22 5/29 5/28 6/5 5/27 
in pollen......] .... wise aa ee B/a-th|  <e.. eee ee ae ss. | 6/17-7/3 | (6/9) 
seed ripe..../4| +. Eee ns 6/25-2 | _7/5-2 ee seve | 227/26 | 7/8-7/25| 7/5-? | 7/8-2 | 7/3 

187 FIREFLY (Family Lampyridae) First seen. 
Se age | = 6/13 | aes | 6/11 | ie | 5/31 | 6/7 | 6/14 | 6/15 | 6/12 | 6/11 
Danese ane ree) Coes pe ae oe rade ae oe ie 6/10 6/14 6/15 (6/13) 
188 DAISY FLEABANE (Erigeron ramosus) 
Sauk: in ae ian | nus | meh | aha | ne | 6/13-? | 6/7-2 | 6/7-8/13 | ies 6/13-8/7 | Need | 6/12 

Dane: in bloom.......| _..-- aye nee 6/98-t |... Skis sas as see. | 5/28-8/21]6/13-8/102| (6/2) 
189 NORTHERN BEDSTRAW (Galium boreale) 

Sauk: ities | < | te | as | Nae | os | oy | See | | 6/15-7/5 | pee | 2-7/25 | (6/12) 
Dane: in bloom......|__.... aS a eae Doe ee 6/7-2 | 6/9-2 wes. | 6/7-7/16 | 6/15-7/23| (6/10) 
190 POISON IVY (Rhus radicans) 
Saikein blooms ne eel tee | eee [ete eee tee [Rar | 5/8028 /aa| 6/17 8/30] 2 0/b-ts | ec 8/a7-8.| woae 

191 BLUETS (Houstonia caerulea) 
Saukein bloom’ st.c[ ose. one | an | eee Me (i eS P6780) [6728-775 64-779). -106/21-6/81|:6/1-7/15 | 6/12 

192 HAREBELL (Campanula rotundifolia) 
Sauk: in blom......[ .... |... | cess | eee | by 6/11) | 6/18-2 | 6/7-8/24 | 6/7-8/9 | 6/15-8/31| 6/15-7/17|6/16-9/16+| 6/12 

193 LOBELIA (Lobelia spicata) 
Sauk: peas ae | are | aa | ee | ae | Sau | ae ioe [pee | are ae (6/25) 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... woe ns ae ie tae 6/7-2 oe sess | 6/18-7/26 |6/16-7/28| (6/12) 

194 WHITE WILD INDIGO (Baptisia leucantha) 
Sauk: in bloom. | cee | ae | 7/1-2 | 6/15-? | 6/4-2 | 6/13-? | 6/3-6/30 | 6/7-7/26 | 6/15-7/9 | 6/11-7/5 | oa 6/13 
Dane: in bloom......] _.--- vie He Bhi ee Ps eee 6/3-2 ses | 6/4-7/2 | 6/14-7/25| (6/7) 

195 GREY DOGWOOD (Cornus racemosa) 
Sauk: in Nene me | eae | See | es | 6/4-6/18 | 6/20-2 | 6/1-2 | 6/7-6/22 | 6/17-2 | 6/15-2 | 6/25-2 | 6/13 
Dane: in bloom......| ++. Ree one Oa ae oak she 6/9-2 .-s+ | 6/4-6/19 | 6/15-7/5 | (6/9) 

196 FLOWERING SPURGE (Euphorbia corollata) 
Sauk: in bloom. = ae | ae | aes | fos) 6/17-2 | 6/16-2 | 6/29-9/7 | 6/1-9/7 | ag 6/2-8/31 | Ct 6/13 
Dane: in bloom......] _..-- tens at an Sn Re as 6/9-2 se. | 6/24-8/21| _6/17-2 | (6/1) 

This plant bears a few preliminary blossoms a month before full bloom begins. Failure to detect these may account for the large spread of dates as between years: 

197 QUACK GRASS (Agropyron repens) 
Sauk: inhead........) 02... Said ae et os Ae ae 6/3 6/13 6/10 6/25 6/12 

oma ae | bah | ia | a | ee | 6/8-? | 5/31 | 6/15 | 6/25 | 6/19 | 7/5 | 6/13 
Dane: inhead........) .... sali Ben 6/3 6/3 6/8 6/1 6/3 sas oa as 6/4 

in pollen......| _.... ms Bes G/ldet alesis cen es er ee oe ze. | 6/26-7/25| (6/21) 

198 GROUND CHERRY (Physalis virginiana) 
Danes in Blooms eee eee Manta aal lm teel a ecwcma Gee Iter ner oe O/Oet | tenecst 1 NG/18-7/0) [ue /Le a7 /dd| (6/18), 

199 WILD CARROT (Daucus carota) 
Dane:inbloom......[.... |... [| ow. [| .. | 2. |... | 6/202 | 5/26-8/25| 69-2 | 6/23-8/31| 6/9-9/6 | 6/18 

200 ALFALFA (Medicago sativa) 
Jefferson: first bloom ‘ as | KES | 6/9 | 6/11 6/14 | 6/16 | 6/9 6/22 | 6/17 | a 6/28 | 6/14 
Jefferson: first mowing] _.... .ee- | 6/20-7/20] 6/17-7/8 | _...._| 6/15-7/7 | 6/10-7/10| 6/17-7/25|_.... aed cess | 6/22-7/18 

Data from McCabe and Hawkins (Fig. 6). 

201 SILKY DOGWOOD (Cornus obliqua) 
Sauk: inbloom......[ 0... | sce | sees | eee | 2-6/24 «| 6/8-2 | 6/7-2 | 6/7-6/23 | 6/19-7/5 | 6/15-7/5 | 6/25-7/20| 6/14 

902 SOLOMON’S SEAL (Polygonatum biflorum) 
Sauk: in Hee ae | oe | eal | sige | ee | eae | Sa | ee] 6/15-7/4 | 6/9-2 ee | 6/14 
Dane: in bloom...... wales wees wees heals eri) soins abe neg eee 5/26-6/21 |6/12-6/28| (6/3) 

203 =WAHOO (Etonymus atropurpureus) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...J 0... [| .... |... |... | 6/12-7/5 | _6/7-2_| 6/7-6/20 | 6/7-7/12 | 6/25-7/10| 6/13-7/5 | _7/1-? | 6/14 

The fruits turn pink in September, are red and open through October, and lose color about November 10.
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204 TALL MEADOW RUE (Thalictrum dasycarpum) 
Sauk: in bloom. | nee | Mie | ese | ae | B/17-2 | ane | 6/14-2 | al ee a a 6/15 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... ee bai bees ah wees Aon Sia cess | 6/4-7/1_| 6/17-7/17| (6/10) 
205 HEDGE BINDWEED (Convolvulus sepium) 

Sauk: ee | ae | oe | We | eae | ee | ee | 6/7-2 [eee pa) vee 6/15 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... os es Grate tl lence ok bes Ee yes 6/5-2 | 6/23-9/23| 6/17 
206 FIELD BINDWEED (Convolvulus arvensis) 
Distios fits blonutn ais | Sees sail mess se alla eth ameter teal nee | Seere ts | lec 2 | ag/ia= | S67 | We crammm erie) 
207 WHITE SWEET CLOVER (Melilotus alba) 
Ph | eas | ate | ee | ate, | ed ae | ohed Re (eae le (eee (6/17) 
Dane: in bloom......]_.... ae iets 5/31-t | _.... fey es toy <s+» _ | 6/15-8/2 |6/13-9/5+ | (6/9) 
208 MOTHERWORT (Leonurus Cardiaca) 
Datierin (bloamintee | oe neal lemme enfin e weeee| mG /4-b| toca | Se eee) | as, | O/BL-B/E | O/B eyial MONAT) 
209 CATALPA (Catalpa speciosa) 
Dane:inbloom......]_.... | .... | (by7/12)| 6/19-2 | 6/i7-? |... |... |... | 2-6/08 | 6/8-6/28 | 6/27-7/18| 6/18 

This is the collective record of 10 trees in Madison. In 1945 some individual trees in nearby villages bloomed 2 weeks later. 

210 NORTHERN VIRGINIA DEER (Odocoileus virginianus borealis) First record of full red pelage. 
Buk ns el Sete el eee | oy/ige (tarsal gin, ||) 8/90" J) 671s Tee eeers 
211_MILKWEED (Asclepias amplexicaulis) 
Sauk: eer | a | ee | qe | ag | aoe | oe | es | oe | tae ea 7/1-7/20 | (6/21) 
Dane: in bloom......]__.... Sats ees a, Pes Le nee es ces. | 6/14-7/4 | 6/25-7/15 | (6/20) 
212 ELDERBERRY (Sambucus canadensis) 
Sauk: in em | wen | Re | ae | ay | 6/17-7/9 | (by oy 6/10-7/1 perce anal er | 7/1-8/10 | 6/21 
Dane: in bloom......) .... st ane 6/20-2 | .... Bak es se-+ | 6/28-7/14)  6/17-2 | 6/26-8/14) 6/21 

Sauk & Dane: fruitripe| _.... Bats el by O/B) eee we ee 8/8-?_| 8/13-9/11| 8/15-9/20| 2-9/15 | 9/7-2 | 8/18 
213 BLACK EYED SUSAN (Rudbeckia hirta) 
Sauk: in era REE | eve | pee | 6/25-? | 6/17-2 | 7/6-? | 6/14-? | haa Se Ga 6/28-9/3 | 6/22 

Dane: in bloom......| _.... aes teat 6/28=8| sve base 6/5-2 | (by 6/19) | _.... __| 6/15-8/1 | 6/25-8/27| 6/17 
214 VENUS LOOKING-GLASS (Specularia perfoliata) 
gubeytblgonie Aaa] Sie en ee Ses ec See Wain Ober te sue a|) Beene! “| O/ASAP (el, .cae lr semen ae OAM bet tl Reyomeneanl in (oyon) 
215 CANADA THISTLE (Cirsium arvense) 

Daher in blooms veal esses [eee leet Sees I ee a] ce | OEP [Oe |26/80-772010 6/218 /20|6/See/io a] 0/28 

216 SMOOTH SUMAC (Rhus glabra) 
Sauk: in feel Fake | Bey | iG | Rae | eres | Maes | 6/19-2 | 6/22-2 | 6/25-7/5 | daoel 7/8-? | 6/24 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... ions es os nae one hast ee wee. _ | 6/28-7/1 | 7/8-7/22 | (6/29) 

Leafing and growing precede bloom. : 

217 WHITE WATER LILY (Nymphaea tuberosa) 
Sauk: in bloom......] 0... | .... |... | 6/25-? |... | (by 7/12) | 71-2 | 6/22-2 | 6/26-9/7 | _6/13-2 | 6/25-9/10| 6/24 

218 CHICORY (Cickorium intybus) 
pee | a | ae | mers | Ries | sae | cee | 6/24 | S500 | 6/24 | 6/19 | 6/29 | 6/24 

Full bloom... . wise ei ebee (by 7/10) poe sees deve eee 7/15 6/29 7/10 (7/8) 

219 SPREADING DOGBANE (Apocynum androsaemifolium) 
Sauk: Tee ie | Ae | ea | ee | rhe | Sia | ae | ee | 7/8-2 | 6/25 
Dane: in bloom......] 2... Bere fees 6/2i-t |... nae ae cae Ban 6/25-2 | 7/3-8/14 | (6/26) 

220 DOG FENNEL (Anthemis cotula) 

Sauk: in bloom......[ [ow fo | oer] | | | o7at-z/aol | 6/28-9/4 | 6/28-8/15] 6/25 
221 ORANGE DAY LILY (Hemerocallis fulva) 

Sauk: in bloom (b)...)-s0. J sees | sees | vee | cee | veve | 6/16-2 | 6/27-7/28) 6/29-7/25] 6/27-7/28] 7/2-8/1 | 6/26 
pe oe | ee ee ial wae 

222_ ST. JOHN'S WORT (Hypericum perforatum) 

Dane: in'bloom:.<..-| eee | sees | eee ee ee eer ee ee 8/207 /24) 7/28/12 | (TD) 

223 PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE (Lythrum alatum) 
Danes in blooms, elise dee alcatel) secs ll mbecess Wien ceneo Wl eessties | ucascen [n8/2847/27| 6/28 7/80). vy 6-8/98|- (6/27) 

224 COWBANE (Cicuta maculata) 
Sauk: in ae ieee | Rone | mes | Sine | aa | ae | Zan fae eae cee 7/1-8/8 | (6/28) 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... or oe ee teas wie ant 6/3-2 ss. | 6/25-8/14| 6/25-8/17| . (6/17) 

225 BUTTER AND EGGS (Linaria vulgaris) 
Sauk: in bloom......] 2... fits eae eee eae | 7/6-? | iS Laie a vee 7/1-8/20+|6/16-9/15+| 6/28 
abi ee | eae | se | hie ae ae 6/7-2 | ie ae saree tere | (6/22) 

In 1944, in Sauk, bloom ceased during an August drouth, but resumed Sept. 1-Oct. 17.
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Species, Station, Item | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

226 TIMOTHY (Phleum pr tense) 
Sauk: ia head... | ae Se ey ee Aan, ae Dine 6/13 6/15 6/15 6/16 6/15 

in pollen......}.... | Ses | (by 6/26) | ae | TA? | Rig | 6/29-? seria wana vara T/1-7/25 | 6/28 
Dane: in pollea.......|__.... as ee 6/3-? |... pane sa bee ... | 6/18-7/10| 6/28-7/25| (6/23) 
227 BLACK BINDWEED (Polygonum Conrolvulus) 
asESSERCE I SOIT Coss | a. | av eect ae etn RR pm owe a ae tee| ns tt OPaTeRe| aryl r sl ca/B ti [S6/80) 

228 NEW JERSEY TEA (Ceanothus americanus) 
Sauk: in bloom (b) | cae | sid | eee | me | ms | ee: | (by 6/27) | ae Ce 7/9-8/8 | 6/30 

Dane: in bloom......]_...- ee a TAO Wai ecos meat wes oe 6/27-2|  6/2i-2 | 7/11-t | 7/2 

TABLE 7. Phenology for July. 

229 RED RASPBERRY (Rubus idaeus var. strigosus) 
eel ue) | alae | alts | as | PI | es | 6/29 | 6/22 | Wee ] TA | TAL | WA 
Dane: in fruit........| 2... 6/30-2 |... me a nS. ee sees | 7/10-8/15] 7/1-7/15 | 6/28-7/22| 7/2 

This species blooms about June 1. The flowers are heavily used by bees. 

230 _COREOPSIS (Coreopsis palmata) 
Sauk: Hee cS | mes | st | ie | mo | ae | 6/19-? | 7/1-8/5 | 7/5-2 | T/A-T/AT | 7/11-8/9 | wl 
Dane: in bloom......| _..-- oes Pee | (be 00) nee op See me: cose | 7/1-7/22 | 7/7-8/15 | (7/4) 
281 FRINGED LOOSESTRIFE (Lysimachia lanceolata) 
Sauk: in es EA | ers | me | ee | Bae | ese | 6/19-? | 2-8/15 | vee 6/29-8/7 | 7/8-8/20 | 7M 
Dane: in bloom......] _..-+ oa ab Pee se soe cae aoe ces.) 6/25-8/20+| 7/2-8/24 | (6/28) 
232 COMMON MILKWEED (Asclepias syriaca) ; 
Sauk: in er ee | Mee | ae | ae | 7/9-2 | 7/8-2 | ze | 7/1-8/2 | eee vari 1/3-8/5 | 7/2 
Dane: in bloom......|__...- bles ae 7/6-2 fae Sis ne ce sess | 6/21-7/80| 7/3-8/24 |_ (7/1) 
233 BASSWOOD (Tilia americana) 
Ser eae ee | a | De | i | W/-? | wee | om ee | 7/5-2 | Ress | hes | (7/3) 

Dane: in bloom......| _..-- aks is LOPS ears oat a cee seve | 6/27-7/10| 7/7-7/19 | _ (7/1) 
At the Sauk station basswood is often go severely defoliated by caakerworm that no bloom occurs. 

234 RAGGED ORCHIS (Habenaria lacera) 
Sale sin GlormnenneeSNCe UE [enue este Up Seom, Meet. al seem [a dalle daa Seg fea a6 aod) 7108/1: | ts 

235 HOLLYHOCK (Althaea rosea) 
Sauk: in bloom Be | a), | ens | eee | es | ae | 7/6-2 | one | 7/18/18 | 7/5-2 | 7/1-8/7 ae | 7/4 
Dane: in bloom......| __---- ine sss ee sia An mee eae 7/3-2 | 6/25-2 _|6/28-8/27|_ (6/29) 
236 VERONICASTRUM (Veronicastrum virginicum) 
Sauk: in Herein] re | ates | ae | 2-7/21 | 7/A-? | 7/12-8/2 | 6/29-2 | T/1-8/15 | 2-8/22 | 7/4-8/7 | 7/8-8/12 | 1/4 
Dane: in bloom......] _.-.- ea Eats 7/5-? ee mee Was oe wees] 7/28/18 | 7/8-8/23 | (7/4) 
237 BLUE VERVAIN (Verbena hastata) 
Sauk: in cee ee | a | ae | Ree | eae | pies | 6/29-2 | 7/5-8/31 | 7/5-9/7 eae | 7/8-9/5 | 7/4 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... eit 7/16-2 | 7/4-2 |... uhts 6/18-t | 7/3-? | 7/15-? | 6/26-8/21| 7/6-9/2+ | 7/4 
238 MILKWORT (Polygala sanguinea) 
Sauk: in ah | ase | io | ae | mat | 7/l-? | 7/6-2 | ees | ae ees eel Be 7/4 
Dane: in bloom......| ++ lies Sie ae aa oo ss Dies seve | 7/1-8/204+] 7/14-7 |_ (7/7) 

‘A few blooms every year straggle through September. 

239 MULLEIN (Verbascum Thapsus) 
Sauk: a ot | ty | sees | ee | ae | 7/6-2 | ce eae 7/5-2 ee ee 7/5 
Dane: in bloom......] _.--+ ane a G(aB=Y lie ale 71-2 | 6/80-2 | _7/5- _|7/2-9/17 |6/28-8/30+| 6/29 
240 GERMANDER (Teucrium canadense) 

Sauk: | ies | es | moe | fae | fae | ne | ee ee ae T/l-? (pase 1/5 
Dane: in bloom......] _-.-- ore eee vy ee ee oe ee wes. |7/14-8/20+| 7/2-8/18 | (7/8) 
241 BUTTERFLY WEED (Asclepias tuberosa) 7 
Sauk: in bloom. ae ee | Te | oe | 7/2-2 | T/15-2 | ae | 6/29-2 | 7/1-8/3 | 7/5-8/21 | 7/1-8/7 | ee 1/5 
Dane: in bloom......] _.-- oe 3h UTE a oes ae eee ake as ees. | 7/9-8/8 | (7/10) 

This plant, like many other prairie forbs, does not emerge uatil late. The first sprouts appear about June 1 and are a foot high by mid-June. 

242 EVENING PRIMROSE (Qenothera pyenocarpa)* 
Sauk: in Ae | Be | Rad | ae | aii | as [e | Soe | vere ey ae aA 7/5 
Dane: in bloom......|__.... ae ie ae ae ae ee oe sees |7/12-8/20+] 7/11-8/29] (7/11) 
243 POINTED LEAF TICK CLOVER (Desmodium acuminatum) 
Dense blow Leen ar eee [SP tees ee ose Lx ak [onan 7ao 8 a] 9/18 6foe| (7/6) 

244 MARSH MILKWEED (Asclepias incarnata) 
Sauk: in Hosa | reek | rene | hee | sie | 7/7-? | | 6/27-2 | 2-8/15 | 1-8/21 [ee ae 7/6 
Dane: in bloom......| _...- ee A Las ios ids ae ave 7/8-2__| 6/28-8/15 |7/13-8/24| (7/6) __ 

Robert A. McCabe (unpubl.) points out that the fibrous bark of this plant coastitutes the principal nesting material for alder flycatcher and gold finch on the 

University Arboretum. Only the dead stems of the previous year yield fibre, older ones being completely stripped.
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245 HORSEMINT (Monarda punctata var. villicaulis) 
Sauk: inbloome, |). ssl ces woes | ees Ale. 8 | by 7/20), ee | ayaa areca y22 | 7/te/7e | 7/200 aaye 
246 LEAD PLANT (Amorpha canescens) 
Sauk: in boa | flat | aoe | ee | Bee | we | cee | mete | 7/5-7/31 | 7/7-7/25 7/1-7/19 | ee 7/8 
Dane: in bloom...... ane oe Sere eso ean fee: xen tee 7/12-2? | 6/26-7/21| 7/4-8/172| (7/4) 

247 MEADOWSWEET (Spiraea alba) 
Sauk: inbloom./...) 2.0 |e |e ee |e ue. | 700/8-2 | 6/20-2 | 7/8-7/314! 7/9-F | 7/15=2'| 7/8-8/18+] _ 7/8 
248 TURKSCAP LILY (Lilium michiganense) 
Sauk: in bloom. ... | ee | tess | 2-7/29 | 2-7/28 | 7/5-7/23 | 7/10-2 | ae | 7/1-7/28 | 2-8/1 | 7/5-7/20 | vl 7/9 
Dane: in bloom......] _...- ates oe 7/8-2 Be coe are os --- | 6/28-8/3 | 7/23-8/14| (7/9) 
249 LOPSEED (Phryma Leptostachya) : 
Danes iavbloomns sce | nese le cals |. ice aera endbaty ete oenee | een ee | espe] Sica ensued | Teepe yaa [Le(ZO) 
250 SMARTWEED (Polygonum pennsyluanicum) 
Bauk:tin Blooms pone | ee fe cewe ne Lae acum Se ee meee UPIS=P[e ees a 2/02 /1-8/81,| 920/60 | 7/6 eb/T lLrpeoen isle 710 
251 GREEN MILKWEED (Asclepias viridifora) 
Bauke in bloom. conc wsleaten teach intoces <u I kiseanen esl nore Suis epee ee olla mehIse [SESe/i8" C775 °7/an Pnayabee (enc Id0) 
262 HORSE NETTLE (Solanum carolinense) 
Asitket att lorena oa Inge [PN araeeli |i Sane lta eter ore Ne Ine ea Lide Me RL CRa[CLLT/OS?! | toe/B N= settee aeO 
253 PRAIRIE WHITE FRINGE ORCHID (Habenaria leucophaea) 
Danan bloom (byies| cesses cetey umt/Mete | aev/aetso [neu orne | amnctn scl unc yaeeelllnmaeeses tll cmeueens NfIget/eil 7/to-n/e4. bum/10 
254 CATNIP (Nepeta Cataria) 
Sauk: in aa eee | = | ae | = | 7/8-2 | nee | a sal 7/5-2 | 7/5-8/T+ | ae 7 
Dane: in bloom......| _...- Bhi son qT oat aos: Soh 7/5-2 cess | 7/18/2041 7/18-2 | 7/7 
255 COMMON PLANTAIN (Plantago Rugelii) 
Ghuk Gira bloom sees Sle es esse | eae (ee eee | eee een LO INOy Olea t Blane lea wo ea CID 

256 WINTER RYE (Secale cereale) 
Dane upeaudoutcr ala cutee leet emu t ee ele ree aul cavee Gael ALO s Shee ERNE iee Dla Oe elke coment aanelseryit 
257 PRAIRIE DOCK (Silphium terebinthinaceum) 

nee inbloom......} .... uo aay} a as ar ae sess | 7/27-8/20) 7/12-8/31] .... (7/19) 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... [ee 7/13-2 | _7/18-2 | .... Sin haa 7/3-2 sees | 7/12-0/6 | 7/12-9/18] 7/11 

268 BOUNCING BET (Saponaria officinalis) 
Sauk: in | ae | a | ah | eons | Se | Ee | me | ae ie 7/1-8/3 | na 7/12 

Dane: in bloom......]_...- wee | (by 7/14) | (by 7/10) |... roe ns 7/8-2 Aan 6/23-? |6/30-9/282| (6/30) 
This weed nearly always straggles. In 1944 in Sauk County it ceased bloom during an August drouth, but then straggled through September. 

250 WILD BERGAMOT (Monarda fistulosa) 
Sauk: in bloom...... | eae | ee eee | ee | T/A-? | (by 7/15) | Bee One (by 7/13) | 2-8/9 aa 7/12 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... ae we 7/8-2 es on 7/6-t_| 7/3-2 | 7/8-2 | 7/3-7/16 |7/14-8/20+| 7/7 
260 WHITE PRAIRIE CLOVER (Petalostemum candidum) 
Sauk: in ae i | Toe | mae | Te | T/A-? | ae | ES | 28/15 | 7/9-2 | 7/10-2 | ee] 7/12 
Dane: in bloom......]_.... heb ae en oe on Ras oe wees | 7/2-7/25 | 7/18-2 | (7/11) 
261 PURPLE PRAIRIE CLOVER (Petalostemum purpureum) 
Sauk: in eae See | ae | aaa | ae | T/l-? | cs | Se | 7/10-8/2 | 2-8/21 | 7/10-8/3 | aed 7/12 
Dane: in bloom......|__...- ask ee ok | t8/L ae reel Hee 7/9-? |. 7/26-2 | (7/17) 
262 HAIRY HAWKWEED (Hieracium longipilum) 
Sauk: in | ae | ee | ae | A | an | aes | aes 7/1-8/15 | ns 7/4-8/15 | ee 7/14 
Dane: in bloom......|_.... ee ae ne Un ke ele oe e.._ | 7/5-8/18 | 7/17-9/7 |_ (7/11) 
63 WHITE VERVAIN (Verbena urticaefolia) 
cal ee ae | ie | aoe | = | Foe | ae | ie ee | ea ae | “tes | ce 
Dane: in bloom......|_.... me ee T2B et | ona =e nr le ioe 7/8-2_ | 7/11-9/8 | (7/14) 
264 CUTLEAF CONEFLOWER (Ratibida pinnata) 

Sauk: ee | te | ea | Pa | ats | aS | ae | a | eee eRe 7/15 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... Bee ar van aes ee ae we. | 2-8/2 | 7/5-8/25 | 7/18-t | 7/9 
265 NORTHERN VIRGINIA DEER (Odocoileus virginianus borealis) First record of fawns travelling with doe. 
Slab es ae te ar |e | eye | yy cba ey One| ewer cet lesceetueel nee suclneeast Incr measay [eS cece. ull o(F7I6) 

266 CANADA NETTLE (Laportea canadensis) 
Sauk: in bloom.icec| sc | eee | ae | ee [eby eee. ee apie aye? | e877 | zas-2 | (7/18) 

267 CICADA (Probably Tibicen linnei) No specimen identified. First heard. 
eee oe | mae | ee | sas | ane | en | pea | 7/9 | 7/19 | 7/3 | 7/25 | TAT 
Dannie freien | oat te cake id ae a: oes af 7/19 6/15 7/21 (7/8) 
268 PICKEREL WEED (Pontederia cordata) 
Sauk: in bloom. | an | oe | Rea | (by 7/28) | 7/22-2 | ea | seit | | 7/25-9/7 | 7/1-9/9 | a 7/18 
Dane: in bloom......]_...- cae Sas rei ve sae abe =u. ...- _ 16/23-8/20+| 7/13-9/9 | (7/3)
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269 BUTTON BUSH (Cephalanthus occidentalis) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)....... Rie | ee | ae | eo | 7/2-8/3 | .... | 7/18-8/2 | 2-8/1 | 7/9-7/19 |  7/29-2 | 7/18 

Dane: in bloom......] ...- oe ve We ie re oe cess |1/15-8/1+ | 7/9-7/25+|7/20-8/25+ | (7/18) 
270 RATTLESNAKE MASTER (Eryngium yuceaefolium) 
Sauk: in bloom (one 
plant, introduced) (b).|...- ine ea ae xsi Bee Fests eye) vise | 7/18-8/5 | 7/20-8/28 | (7/18) 
Dane: in bloom......|_-+-+ Se sini face et BAlt roe ee Eas 7/26-2 | 7/10-8/10| 7-19-9/4 | (7/18) 
271 RUDBECKIA (Rudbeckia laciniata) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...[-... |... |... [2-8/8 | 7/18-2 | 7/20-2 | ...._ | 7/12-8/28| 7/23-9/10| 7/17-9/9 | 7/28-9/16| 7/19 

272 OATS (Avena sativa var. Vickland) (See 62 for sowing dates). 

Dane: firshripe ces] oe ema ro | aie eo |. tao. | aes. | are | ayes) 7/28) (7/20 
Data from University Farms by courtesy of Prof. H. L. Shands, Dept. of Agronomy, College of Agriculture. Cutting is usually about 2 days after ripening. 

273 IRONWEED (Vernonia fasciculata) : 
Sauk: in bloom......{ .... Fise eae 7/23-2 | 7/11-8/10] 7/22-2 |... oon 7/23-8/31|7/17-8/31+| 8/10-9/15| 7/21 

Dane: in bloom......| _.... site Eee cat oo8 ee POOR cot --._|7/18-8/20+| 8/7-9/20 | (7/25) 
274 COMPASSPLANT (Silphium laciniatum) 
Prairie du Sac: 

in bloom (b)...|..-- ee tds nce a su ae en 7/9-t | 7/10-2 | 7/27-8/27| (7/28) 
Dane: in bloom......] _-+-- a | T/ R028 28] ea sie es Ls as ein 7/10-2 | 7/17-9/16| (7/16) 
275 JOE-PYE-WEED (Eupatorium maculatum) 
Sauk: in bloom......{ -..- vn ie eee 716-8 |... see | 7/27-9/19] 7/24-9/7+| 7/18-9/1 | 7/29-9/16] 7/23 
Dane: in bloom......| _...» ve 7/80-t | 7/11-t |... si bl wee | t-9/1 | 7/17-9/1 | 7/23-9/21| 7/20 
276 LIATRIS (Liatris pycnostachya) a he oe 

Sauk: in bloom......{ .... oF 7/2-2| 7/23-2 | 7/15-2 | 7/27-2 | 2-8/24 | 7/21-8/23| 7/25-8/23| | 7/20-2 | 8/3-8/30| 7/24 
Dane: in bloom......| _---- ie 7/25-? | 7/20-? |... nae Sa 7/23-2 | 7/25-2 | __7/11-2 | 7/17-9/2 | "7/20 

This species has visible buds for nearly a month before it blooms. 

277 EARLY GOLDENROD (Solidago juncea) 
Sauk: first bloom...) .... a0: | (by 7/30) | 7/28-2 | 7/29-2 | 7/20-? |... 7/19-2 | 7/25-? | 7/27-2 | 7/25-2 | 7/24 
Dane: first bloom.....| _.... ae 7/25-2 | _7/20-2 |... aoe os 7/22-2 |... |7/18-8/20+| 7/19/8-22| 7/21 
278 SUNFLOWER (Helianthus occidentalis) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...[ 0... | oeeee | eee | eee | eee [eee we [8-8/8 | 7/29-9/7 | 7/21-9/20| 7/25-9/9 | -(7/25) 

z 279 CANADA TICK CLOVER (Desmodium canadense) 
Sauk: in bloom......| .... vee fees | (by 7/28) |... 721-2 | a 7/19-2 | 8/1-8/21 | 7/17-8/7 | 8/5-8/26 | 7/26 
Dane: in bloom...... ati ‘aaece aga aa ween mee: eas hs es pgs 7/12-8/17| 7/19-9/4 (7/11) 

280 MALLARD (Anas platyrhynchos platyrhynchos) Young seen flying. 
Baa Seen ts [ieee onl UTI BBG cal tew l e/tdas |e AUB le Bia, nce Me el sae a 

281 BONESET (Eupatorium perfoliatum) 

Sauk: in bloom......] .... ae co ate a sess | 7/28-9/11) 2-9/7 | 7/28-9/5 | 8/5-9/15 | 7/27 
Dane: in bloom......] _---- eee Sie 73-2 ee sn 7/20-t |... wees | 7/28-9/17| 7/28-10/1| 7/17 
282 BULL THISTLE (Cirsium vulgare) 
Sauk: in bloom......{ .... we | Zu bone Wee | ous vies | 248/284 | 7/25-8/27+|  7/27-2 (7/28-9/15+| (7/27) 
Dane: in bloom......] _...- me 7/25-2 | 7/12-?| _.... ee Ss 7/14-2| .... | 7/25-9/22| 7/27-2 | 7/21 
283 TANSY (Tanacetum vulgare) 
Prairie du Sac: 

in bloom (b)...] «+. ese hea slag a3 His Bs 8/2-2 | 7/21-8/20|  7/25-2 | 7/29-9/18| 7/27 
Dane: in bloom......] _...- an Ate CS is Sis ts 8/1-2 see. | 7/24-0/23| _8/5-% | (7/31) 

284 PRATRIE CORDGRASS (Spartina pectinata) “ 
Shukvin pollen Ge (a emt [i apaeee |) ee eee aeteeas| eeyat | s/iet | ager ovyar 

285 ARROWHEAD (Sagittaria latifolia f. gracilis) 
Satikeoicae Doom eee Meee ee Ie pe DOTO [octets il) claw | Sonne RMON OM Womig/ Pen nl by 2719) )|eB/A0 S|) 7/22) 

286 PRICKLY LETTUCE (Lactuca seariola) 
Saukain bloomeaec lens bueer nee (cae? [Cee | as | oe (eo epai sai |e | teeab | 2) 

287 CARDINAL FLOWER (Lobelia cardinalis) 
Sauk: inbloom......[| .... | .... | .... | 8/1-2 | 7/30-2|  8/1-2 | 2-8/24 | 8/2-9/13 | 2-0/17 | 7/19-9/21| 7/29-9/15| 7/29 

288 SQUIRRELS (Fox and Gray) First eat burr oak acorns. 
Aaubian dinner see mee Nee mas eeere aed ime eet lee vces [a Git [Seb ces noo tear cal 780s 

289 CANADA FLEABANE (Erigeron canadensis) 
Sauk: | pie | eae | ae | 8/2 | ne (by co aS | 7/29 | 8/1 | 8/l 7/29 7/31 
Dane: in bloom......] _..-. ce roa nee: sas Ss saa 7/A8-2 |__....__[7/24-8/20+| _7/31-2 |_ (7/24) 

290 BIG BLUESTEM (Andropogon furcatus) 
Sauk: in pollen. ae ace | ae | aene | Deas | Bia | 7/27-2 | eee | ie sel) 8/4-? | 8/9-9/8 | 7/31 
Dane: in pollen......]_...- ee ea ces is es aes se. | 2-8/29 | 7/21-8/26| 8/2-9/16 |_ (7/27)
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Species, Station, Item | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

291 WHITE PINE (Pinus Strobus) Bud scales first shed from new growth. 
Lai en en ee ee Se ee nes Se ee ee ee eer 

TABLE 8. Phenology for August. 

292 BURDOCK (Arctiumminus) 
ae te | evar | aes | pau | ae | ols | vee | 8/2 | 7/27 | 8/1 | 8/10 | 8/1 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... ee ee 2s eae oe as 8/1-? | 7/22-2 | 7/23-8/8 | 8/2-9/30 | 7/28 
293 WHITE SNAKEROOT (Eupatorium rugosum) 

Sauk: ae | as | oh | anes | bile | oe | eee | 1-9/20 | 8/2-9/20 | aes lace | 8/5-10/1 | (8/4) 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... Ba oe oe oe nies ae sess | 8/23-0/28 |7/9-9/14| _7/23-? | _ (7/29) 
294 YELLOW FOXGLOVE (Aureolaria sp.)* 
auibescin Blom er cl ise | stentenh lan ete ea [Rigs sa N18 /458/961|18/528720) |. acs | 8/38/93. Pony en fence t78 | CO/d) 
295 GREAT RAGWEED (Ambrosia trifida) 
Datos inh loortner sae |elear ens linoee eS SLT Lal eee /Tete | nme ween [SIRst |. sist ol cB/Pet aa aT BO- Gye [eer Tate ac Sye 
296 AMERICAN EGRET (Casmerodias albus egretta) Wandering young first seen. 

Dane and Jefferson: ..|__.... eae 7/5 7/28 8/15 9/12 8/6 8/t See ae 8/8 8/2 
207 SQUIRRELS (Fox, Gray, and Red) First eat hickory nuts. : 
Baulesles oaecegesaie | easels cease [k(byeb/2B)il i een I (BIG. = [Ponsa | B98 |S aR | 8/A0 107/901 lla mute 6/18 

208 LESSER RAGWEED (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) : 

Dane: in bloom......] _.... a ee ee rs) vas bul es 8/9-? |7/30-8/20+| 8/7-9/28 | (8/5) 
299 BUSH CLOVER (Lespedeza capitata) 
Sauk: in | ee | ze | Rees | ee | aie | 8/24-2 | Ske | | 2-8/22 | 8/7-9/1 | 8/20-9/1 | 8/14 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... oe ate ween BY B/D) | a ae ee sss. | 7/30-8/21| 8/8-9/6 | (8/4) 
300 LIATRIS (Liatris spheroidea)* 
Sauk: in oe | es | ee | va | es | ae 8/20-2 | Tate | 8/7-9/7 | 2-9/13 | 2-9/17 | al 8/14 

Dane: in bloom......] _.... ees | (by 8/1) | 8/4-? oe Ses ae ees ss. | 8/9-9/25 | 8/10-2 | (8/6) 
301_ INDIAN GRASS (Sorghastrum nutans) 
Sauk: in eee ee | Ro | ae | ee | mes | 8/31-2 | 8/29-2 | ee eel aes | ue 8/21 
Dane: in bloom......|_.... she dre aN ees oe ates --+. | 2-8/29 | 8/10-9/3 | 8/19-9/22| (8/15) 
302 _FUNKIA (Funkia lanceolata) 
Gaul sjirat bloom |(b)s|Meeteere lit gee coal teenceds hie ese slENebeale nae | MSS ile Ie) enB/ele ese ef BPES Os 8/88 i. 
303 NEW ENGLAND ASTER (Aster novae-angliae) 
aie arse logue |e eases ONT la C/E [cates Blas toner et aca tego | en oe EIU a0 cm len cardeun [lesg/ ae 

304 WHITE ASTER (Aster pilosus)* 
ace cui Hiamres ren (Pepe | eters | moter ail cee tes eel ea Ones | piensa sm let 10/10ie [Stel sia |e /2ee8 [un (8/28) 

305 BLUE ASTER (Aster laevis) 
Gauk: firet bloamgs|(Ue.eee si lsceee | lie | eet lee (toe lit-toyee: |e Pee le atoyid |i cg 72a | ean) 

306 PRAIRIE GOLDENROD (Solidago rigida) 
Sauk: in ies | fea | eee — | oi | ie | 9/3-9/25 | Sine | ag rave 9/1-9/20 | ae 8/25 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... vee ar sen lies sade ss g/14-? |... 8/15-? | 8/15-9/27| (8/15) 
307 BIDENS (Bidens cernua) 
Salis in blooms [obese | eee [eee tL See Le eee feet O/1ep a7 | NO Tet | fe/20-10/1)) 8/98 

TABLES 9-12. Phenology for September to December. 

308 CLOSED GENTIAN (Gentiana Andrewsii) 

309 SHAGBARK HICKORY (Carya ovata) Nuts ripe (hulls peel). 

Souk: | 96 | oe | 9s | | 9 | | oo | ot | 9 | nots | 9/8 
310 POISON IVY (Rhus radicans) 
Sauk: leaves first i | | | | | | | | | | | 

fall color:...|_..-- sae Res Ske eee Ea 9/12 9/7 9/17 9/5 9/20 9/12 
311 OAKS (Quercus) Sauk and Dane. Ripe acorns first fall. 
wee | cna | 9/20 | ot | 9/1 | Dts | si | ee | eae | 9/10 | 9/15 | 9/17 | 9/13 

White Oakes cue naleuce 9/8 ee Be ata ae es a en ee 9/10 (9/9) 
312 WHITE THROATED SPARROW (Zonotrichia albicollis) First migrants arrive. 
Daner seco ae ed aa ea ras Sele Oi | 10/8 || 0 /a6 | e/a. So ostrese| 19/0) reese toe foys © [9/90 

313 WHITE PINE (Pinus Strobus) Old needles die and fall. 
tear yee eames eee (ere pm nc ir |e >, ubtee ay oa eOChe ets | meaner ot ae Rae ae neRE I eT Reap maa 
Ag aves | Sek | ee | iets | it | spit | 10/11) | 10/3 | 10/3 | 9/20 | 9/25 | 9/21 

314 _ RED PINE (Pinus resinosa) Old needles die and fall. 

Le i cad as Di Aen ge ane ae ere | Salk) Sasecier aes le tee ae a ale a5 Sais AQ/At) A ga 9/25 9/20 9/25 (9/23)
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Species, Station, te 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

315 SLATS-COLIRED JUNCO (Junco hyemalis hyemalis) First atrival in fall. 
Danes ee eens 0/08 |e gaa A |e li 0/25 | 9/22 S| 10/2 3], toe elo woe ai/8 le |e o/s 
316 RUFFED GROUSE (Bonasa wmbellus) 
Sauk: first fall | | | | | | | | | | | | 

drumming...]__.... wae tee ie oe aon oe ee 9/27 9/20 9/30 (9/25) 
317_RINGNECKED PHEASANT (Phasianus torquatus) First fall cackling and crowing. 

Sauk: crow... =| Bane | Waa | ee | ates | ae | 9/14 | 10/9 | more | 9/27 | 10/17 | 9/28 | 9/31 
Githlet ides lee ne 9/10 eas ae 9/19 9/t ce 9/7 Batty 9/3 9/8 9/8 

318 JACK PINE (Pinus Banksiana) Old needles turn yellow and fall, 
eee ee ee 0 een eae ee ee eee eye 
319 MUSKRAT (Ondatra zibethica zibsthica) First house-building. 

‘Sauk tule nee eatin i od ies [tes es [peel lemon |e eee [iecies) | t0sons [Pekar S[e roar wil ios oneyae Oa 

320 CANADA GOOSE (Branta canadensis canadensis) First migrants arrive. : 
eee a ae | sit | ae | Los | 10/14 | 10/21 | 10/11 | 9/26 | 10/16 | 10/14 | 10/5 | 10/11 

Dade! oye cctnser ce 10/5 10/12 ies 10/23 9/17 | 10/24 oH Sats 9/28 9/20 | 10/3 10/5 
321_WAHOO (Bronymus atropurpurea) Fruits open. 
SAUL Ses | aie rn | ee pet | ell 10 eae One| 10) Soom dO/I7) 10/10" “ 40/i8%. |, d07i0! s /10/18 
322 AMERICAN ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK (Buteo lagopus s. johannis) Arrives. s 
Sauk and Dane:......[.... | 1/1 | .... | 10/27 _| 1040 | 10/27 | 10/18 | 10/25 | 9/9 | 11/4 | 10/14 | 10/16 
323 FIRST KILLING FROST—Record by U. S. Weather Bureau. 

| 10/4 | 10/23 | 10/13 | u/7 | 10/14 | u/il | 10/28 | 9/25 | 10/17 | 10/15 | 9/29 | 10/17 
Badkt Jee-cree cece 0/39 10/1 10/8 10/25 | 10/14 10/15 9/29 9/25 | 10/17 | 10/11 9/29 10/7 
324 NORTHERN VIRGINIA DEER (Odocoileus virginianus borealis) Bucks first rub horns. 
Suki ter nou [ee ol eee eee is Uo | 0T7ins Ula T1/t eel Ve ce |e We hcl CAO faa |e O/Biay ELIA [OUAT 

The variability in these dates arises from the fact that there are two periods for rubbing: in September, to clean the velvet, and in November, at the begin- 
ning of the rut. 

325 FALL CANKERWORM (Anis opertyz poinetaria) Ascends trees. 

Peel aie owelewst| sander acd -sale Pane ae | snot Sink tiet. seal: eeee zk fea! ae ie cee oy Le 11/10 11/25 | 11/10-t | (10/26) 
326 WOODCOCK (Philohela minor) Last seen. ‘ 

Sauk:.... ee Nes | eer | 11/10 | 11/7 | 10/28 | 1/3 | 10/26 | 10/31 | 1/7 | 1/5 | u/s | 1/3 
Dane:.....-+..+----| 10/81 1/12 ih uji4 | 1/7 u/13 oe ght a ne) nee u/9 
327 LAKE WINGRA AT MADISON. 
Rreouee Overs ac [eae se Maceo eae | weaned Olen eos oA | gene all Silo caer locdaya? al imlL/ad, Lolisdlyaa 

(Average date 1887-1895 was November 26. See Wing, p. 156.) 

328 LAKE MENDOTA AT MADISON. Record by U. S. Weather Bureau. 
Freezes over:........|_ 1/2 | 12/98 | 12/7 | 12/28 | 1/2 | 12/14 | 12/4 | 1/3 | 19/16 | 12/18 | 12/19 | 12/22 

(Average date 1853-1940 was December 20. See Wing, p. 155.) 

STanparps AND TERMS, NOMENCLATURE means the dates between which a perianth was found. 

Averages based on less than four years are given When only an initial date is available, the term 
in parentheses. Such averages are regarded as sub- “first bloom” is used. 

standard, and are computed only to place the item A plus sign after a blooming date means that a 

in the chronological sequence. Incomplete dates, few straggling blooms were observed beyond the 
such as “by 3/1” are not used in computing averages. closing date. Blooms on plants which have been 

Many dates for the Dane station are based on daily mowed over, or in which bloom has been otherwise 
observations; few on less than tri-weekly observa- artificially deferred or renewed, are excluded. Thus 
tions. Most dates for the Sauk station are based weeds in stubble are artificially deferred by shading, 
on weekly visits. ; é while those in lawns or mowed roadsides are arti- 

Dates for events occurring between field trips are ficially renewed by mowing. Valid phenology in such 
often interpolated by estimation, but only for such eases must be taken from fencerows which have been 

events ‘as present evidence for eeu Wee EOn neither shaded nor mowed. The equivalent of mow- 
able date. The nature of such evidence is diseussed  . 5 

i : . ing occurs when insects sever the stems of wild 
later. Dates for bird arrivals, or for other animal fs 5 
behaviors, were never interpolated because they lettuce (Latuca canadensis ) and Canada tick clover 

” 9 : 2: present no such evidence, [279], or when deer deeapitate Veronicastrum [236]. 

Blooming dates of plants are given in two ways. All these resprout, and the sprouts bear delayed 
For plants without a perianth, the term “in pollen’ blooms beyond the normal termination dates. 

is used, and means the dates between which pollen “Leafing” means the span of time from the burst- 
was found. In other plants, the term “in bloom” ing of the first leaf-buds to the completion of the
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earliest leaves. Additional leaves of course continue it alike. Thus the first cricket frog [25] is much 

to form as long as new growth continues. more likely to be noticed than the first leopard frog 

The budding period is given only in a few plants [20] because the latter is silent on first emergence. 

which exhibit extraordinarily long budding periods, Two observers could hardly avoid identical dates for 

or in which the period varied greatly from year to cricket frog if they worked the same region, but 

year. they might well differ on the leopard frog. 
“Ripe” means that a fruit has colored, become In some items sharpness is a matter of adequate 

edible, started to fall, or given other evidence of definition. Thus in breakage of ice in lakes [14, 22, 

maturity. Fruiting phenology is shown under the 27] several days may separate the first break from. 

item for bloom, except when the two are separated the final dissolution, but when breakage is defined 

by many months (as in acorns and nuts). as “when one can row a boat across” the item be- 

In birds, the term “migrants arrive’ means that comes sharp. 

some individuals commonly winter here, but the Fortunately the bloom of most flowers is sharp, 

arrival date refers to individuals which seemed to be but in those grasses which do not extrude their pollen 
migrants. In species which do not winter, the term it is more difficult to detect first bloom. 

“arrives” is used without further specification. Ripeness in fruits is sharp only when it coincides 

The nomenclature of the following reference works with falling, as in silver maple [26]. A wild grape 

is followed, except for some recent revisions: is “ripe” on September 1 for jelly, but on October 

; jae Seige 1 for wine. 
se a Hasschu a ISpmn a Hie et Some items are inherently difficult to define sharp- 

Plants beyond June: Deam’s ‘‘Flora of Indiana’’ ly. Thus in house-building by muskrats [319], 
(1940). 3 variability in seeing or interpreting the evidence may 

Birds: Peterson’s ‘‘Field Guide to the Birds’? (1934). exceed the year-to-year variability of the event. 

This guide follows the American Ornithologists Union This item is also beclouded by the fact that house- 

Cheek-list. building dates differ by marshes, and this raises the 
_Mamunals: ans ‘‘The Mammals of Eastern question: how many marshes are represented in the 

Wniten Gtabes/ (1025) ' record? It is feared that the record embodies little 
Amphibians: Wright’s ‘‘Handbook of Frogs and 4 3 zs 

Toads’? (1933). year-to-year consistency in this respect. 

An occasional item is so sharp that it would be 

Herbarium specimens of most plants of debatable possible to record it to the nearest hour. Thus on 

identity have been filed either in the herbarium of August 18, 1946, Leopold found a single head of 
Sara E. Jones, Bellaire, Ohio, or in the herbarium Indian grass [301] which had extruded a single 
of A. Carl Leopold, 2222 Van Hise Avenue, Madi- stamen from its terminal flower. This was at 6:00 
son. A few residual items of debatable identity are A.M. An hour later he happened to pass the same 
asterisked in Tables 1 to 12. head and found it had extruded dozens of stamens. 

Acknowledgments are gratefully made to Pro- couMONNESS 
fessors Norman C. Fassett, John T. Curtis, and H. The ch i i } 
C. Greene for checking many plant identifications, to Sens of detecting the first occurrence of oP 

Professor Kenneth J. Arnold for supervising the Srey en neon of detecting ap irouele s ee 
computation of standard deviations, and to James of veo Ae obyionsly greater ina common species 

Zimmerman, now phenologist for the Arboretum, for cL ea eran 
many kinds of help both in field and office. VISIBILITY OR AUDIBILITY 

Serection or Irems This specification is related to sharpness but is 

Most of these records were collected as an incident 20t identical with it. It often attaches to the ob- 
to other field work. Experience has developed cer-  S¢TVeTs rather than to the plant or animal. Thus 
tain eriteria for the selection of items which are ‘the nesting of horned owl is invisible to the unskilled 

“good” under these conditions. To illustrate these Observer, but is easily detected if one is working 
criteria, Tables 1 to 12 are drawn upon for examples, 1 an owl territory, and looks for the ears and tail 
giving each its serial number. (Serial numbers of the incubating owl silhouetted above a nest. In- 

appear in brackets, bibliographic references in cubation and first egg coincide in this species. 
parentheses.) ‘ Likewise, the arrival of woodeock [18] is apt to be 

eee invisible to the observer without a bird-dog, and 

oe 3 inaudible to the observer who is indoors during the 
A “good” item should not be too laborious. Thus “song” period at dawn and dusk. 

horned owl nesting [2] and cardinal song [3] were The first call of the ericket frog [25] is an ex- 

detectable without labor, but during the same season ample of perfect audibility, but low visibility. 
it would have required tapping of trees to detect SA cae eof fect visibility is th eo £ 
oho first ascent ot sap. n perurae of per eet visi ity 1s t e ascent 0. 

the spring cankerworm [21], but the visibility de- 
SHARPNESS pends on ringing an infested tree with tanglefoot. 

A good item should be sharp, in the sense that When an event is difficult to see, cannot be heard, 
two observers looking for it will recognize and date leaves no mark, and pertains to an uncommon
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species, it becomes highly probable that the first as is usual on first arrvial. Later Leopold found a 

occurrence is regularly missed. The record of emer- nest which hatched on April 14. Allowing 20 days 
gence of Franklin ground squirrel [91] may be for incubation and four for laying, the first egg 

late for this reason. must have been deposited March 21. A blizzard on 

SEC Uari tn March 10-13 crowds the Mareh 16 arrival from the 
‘ i other direction; hence its substantial accuracy is 

Some otherwise good items do not recur yearly, eeantesy 

and to this extent are poor. Thus horned owls did 
not nest in the Prairie du Sac observation area dur- DISTANT FACTORS 
ing four of the ten years covered. (See note after Arrivals of migrant birds are likely to reflect dis- 

item 2.) Some orchids fail to bloom in some years. tant as well as local weather. On the other hand, 

Fruits often fail to set by reason of frost, disease, the behaviors of resident birds (such as song), and 

or insect attack. Cankerworms by defoliating bass- all developmental phenomena in plants, are inher- 
woods [233] prevented all blooming and fruiting at ently local. The break-up of ice in lakes is probably 
the Sauk station in 1944 and 1945. Most of the the best example of the cumulative effect of purely 
flowers of the bush clover [299] in 1946 were blighted local factors. Other things being equal, locally-de- 
by some unknown cause at the Sauk station, and in termined events are preferable as phenology items. 
parts of Dane County. ABNORMAL ITEMS 

Tn some items the question of yearly recurrence is In addition to the foregoing positive characters to 
confused and unanswerable at present. For ex-  ). . : 3 : 

‘ Z z 3 5 e sought in phenology items, there are negative 
ample: do skunks [1] in this region hibernate with c , 

. : ‘ eae cautions to be observed in the acceptance of obser- 
sufficient regularity to give validity to a series of fue 

emergence dates, such as those presented in Item 1? Bloomin dandelonm [53] fens occurs ino Macch 
Albert Gastrow, who recorded the dates, is sure that $ : 

i when the particular plant stands above a buried 
they represent the emergence of the bulk of the 7 f ers 

iS : : ei A steam pipe, or hugs the south wall of a building. 
skunk population on south slopes in his locality. : si ‘ ‘ 

rae Such abnormal bloom is an interesting oddity, but 
Dens on north slopes emerge later. Individual 

a , e poor phenology. 
skunks emerge sporadically during winter thaws, but Th s , 

: é e development of plants on recently flooded 
never in such numbers as to becloud the main re- ques 

3 ‘i areas is likely to be abnormal. 
corded date. It seems likely, from the literature, The bl € stubbl is ssceed +] mid 

that these sporadic emergences are males, whereas : fee SS @ (hea es eae a 2 
the recorded dates include both sexes. ae yt ane eof the Bre. roa A ae 

Tt seems possible that age, stored fat, and kind of g a 8 cub 0. b y ao a deer, have already been 
winter dens (rock caves or burrows) may affect mentioned as: ‘pie! Mamie ‘ 
hibernation phenology. The dens on Gastrow’s area Some abnormalities are too rare to be important 
are mostly caves in rock ledges. as phenology, but they are of interest as physiology. 

Puceoon [154] normally ceases blooming about July 

CONTINUITY _. 1. In 1946 it ceased on July 6 at the Sauk station. 
Once an event occurs, it is a great advantage if it But on August 5 a one-year-old seedling in a nurs- 

is continuous or recurs daily. All blooms have this ery bed bore two flowers, and on September 10 
advantage of continuity. On the other hand most another bore one flower. No other seedling in the 
animal behaviors (such as birdsong or the emergence. row showed any sign of blooming. The plants were 
of hibernators) are liable to be interrupted by bad only half the height of mature plants, and had only 
weather, especially in early spring, or to oceur only single stems. The writers have never before seen 
at limited hours. blooms on immature plants. 

io. ee of es ae ere is, in PopuLations vs. INDIVIDUALS 0 a eae ‘ ; wetrearing: : 
Heese ee ee ae in ae baa ree At least two variables, over and above weather, 

EVIDENCE OF NEWNESS affect the phenology of plants: (1) the site variable, 

The song of a bird carries no evidence of whether that is, differences in loeal environment, and (2) the 

it has been going on for a day or a week, but a genetical variable, that is, differences in response to 

freshly opened flower among numerous unopened the same environment due to different genetical con- 

buds tells its own story. A sidewalk littered with — stitutions in the individuals involved. A clear men- 

fragments of squirrel-opened acorns [288], some tal image of these two variables is essential to in- 
fresh, others oxidized, tells its own story if the same _ telligent recording. 

sidewalk was clean a week ago. A developmental record for any given species, to 

Dates of events beginning between field trips can- be valid through a term of years, should either (a) 

not be interpolated without evidence of newness. embrace the entire gamut of site and of genetical 

In an occasional instance, evidence of newness constitution, or (b) it should be limited to certain 
develops after the event, and one can check back individuals which have been selected in advance, and 

on the date. Thus woodeock were first recorded at in which site and genetics remain constant. Alter- 

the Sauk station on March 16, 1946. This was nine nation or mixture of the (a) and (b) types is fatal. 
days ahead of average, and the birds were silent, Most of the plant items embrace a wide range of
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site and genetical constitution at the two stations. The sum of all disparities is 101 days for 39 pairs, 

Unless marked (b), the record for any given item an average of 2.6 days each. 

may be assumed to approach the (a) category. That These disparities represent the error of observa- 
is to say, items not specifically designated as (b) are tion plus any actual differences that may exist be- 
supposed to span the nce ais oo bees tween the two localities. There is no available means 
on the earliest site to the latest bloom on the latest fo, segregating these two components. 
site. This implies, of course, that the observer ex- i 

amines an equal variety of sites for each date for INTENSITY OF OBSERVATION 
each year. Needless to say this ideal was not always Asma Hare 

ri i iall, r common : ; . 
aes ue bait osnally as) ecPenialiva on? # The writers have become convinced that most ani- 

The ahoite Hetweene type (aye and typec (bins mal behaviors in late winter are first exhibited by a 
es few precocious individuals, and become general in usually dictated by commonness. In some of the 5 t 

eee ws i s the population by slow degrees. In 1946 some special species, the population was too small for a record pecueAd Weds kent dg teacetha OME ened 
of the (a) category. Thus. there is only one lilae ee ol a iy PS ie Pore any, ae 
bush [113] at the Sauk station. In such instances feguese EE CUED 0 PLOW Paty ceric sschapled us Fi . ;_ to record not only the first occurrence of a behavior, the record is marked (b) and an appropriate speci- : : 

FA 2B Fe ae but its gradual development. The following covers fication, such as “one bush” or “one clump” is added. - P 
: - fo, the combined observations of a dozen men. afield By and large, the (a) type is possible only for daily on the University C doa eharak 

common species, while rare or locally uncommon spe- yee niversity Vampus and Arboretum. 
cies automatically assume the (b) type. The prac- Becdins 
tical point is to reach a decision, and stick to it, [tem Species Earliest Dates General 
in species of intermediate abundance. 8 Cardinal song............Jan. 5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 30 Feb. 17 

In aquatic and bog plants, whole ponds or bogs 4 Pheasant crowing.....Jan. 10, 18, 30, Feb. 25 March 1 
sometimes display uniform earliness or lateness de- 5 Marshhawk arrives....Feb. 16 Feb. 24 

pending on the presence or absence of springs. For 8 — Chipmunk emerges....Feb. 8, 10, 18, Mar. 7, 8 March 14 
example: 23° Brown bat flying......Feb. 9 March 13 

with springs without 89  Ruffed grouse drumsFeb. 9 March 16 
Skunk ¢abbage [28]-.........--. 3/20/45 about 4 /10 /45 x Garter snake out......Jan. 25, Web. 17 Early March 
Marsh marigold [71]............ about 4/10 /46 4/15 /46 é 

: ‘ : The early dates for Items 3, 4, and 8 are believed 
For this reason a single specified pond or Doe to represent a slowly developing frequency; those 

(phenology of the (b) type) is preferable for adnate for 5, 23, and 39 are believed to represent isolated 
ies. A single water (Lake Chapman) was used for early occurrences. In either ease, a lesser intensity 
our Sauk records. of observation would have yielded later “first dates,” 

Sources or Error the degree of lateness and the selection of items 

The foregoing discussion describes certain particu- alga: ee chance. he ; ; i 
lar sources of error. There remain two more general It is believed that this intensity-error in animal 

questions : events diminishes rapidly as the season advances, 

(1) How much difference will occur as between and that it is neyer large in plant items, except in 
two observers, looking for the same list of items in a few species to be diseussed later. An intensity- 

the same area, through the same years? error also probably exists in autumn animal items 
(2) How much difference arises from differing in- such as 316, 317, 319, 322, 324, and 326. 

tensity of observation? : Bia megranon 

ul ee eae CESRn ens Even if an event develops nearly simultaneously in 

During parts of 1937, 1938, 1941, and 1942 Irven population, the chance of detecting its earliest oc- 
0. Buss recorded phenology at Faville Grove, Jetfer- currence depends on the number of observers afield. 

son County, 20 miles east of Madison. This as ie To explore the magnitude of this factor, the bird 
the eastern end of the area defined as eligible for ayrival dates of one observer are compared with 
the Dane station. These records were not seen until those of 10 observers at the Dane Station. 

he returned from military service in 1945. Upon com- = meal, AMS = 
Or eee: @chis record With ous (20 pire Ba dates For 16 years beginning in 1913, A. W. Schorger 

ae fi t es ae eee ea tate ae recorded the arrivals later published, as averages, in 

ee eight ete ate sae Of pea ncn of his “Birds of Dane County” (1929, 1931). He used 
dates, six are for birds, atten toiie mammal, and 32 only his out observations, and his skill as an orni- 

for plants. The disparities classify as follows: thologist is nationally known. He was able to make 
Heiden ioe re uate eee few field trips during week days. His dates repre- ntical Ww: aes ‘ i : 
a3 dg difference ............. 12 pairs B1 percent sent the best possible single-handed avocational effort. 

Be dave alfesonte ae eel ne feces Schorger’s dates will now be compared with those 
Pe ne ee ces ee ag gathered during the past deeade by the writers and 

39 pairs 100 percent their collaborators:
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OSS genetical, rather than environmental, variations for 
Average Average Trt the following reasons: 

Item Species 1 Man 10Men | Barlier by: (1) In annuals like the ragweeds, extra early 
Speellseyencr ds aon ane ae aes plants have never been found twice in the same 

Teves) © Blue bied).....00.s000.] ©) B/Lt 3/9 2 place. 
10...) Redwings.;.0....:+-0.) | 8/11 2/28 12 (2) In white snakeroot, at both stations, the very 
oe Case spots seeeeeees Bey Bai 4 earliest blooms for three years have oceurred at two 

Lee Oe SDRITON 2 eases 3 ; : articular spots, both on a north slope and shaded. 
= S| ese ree Le hs ied ee a The two sites would seem to be od rather than 

6 March birds, average. . . 7) warm, 

49... Upland plover.........] 4/18 a0 2 (3) In chicory, at the Dane station, the earliest 
A we Peat pasos ie he ' bloom for the last three years has occurred at a 
8, +. |... Ameriean bitera: |). .2| sna 4/13 3 particular spot on a north slope which seems cooler 
77....| House wren.....-......] 4/30 4/22 8 than the usual “curbstone” habitat of this species. 

eee eee (4) In willows and sumac earliness and lateness 

eh (Leet eR eller 5/l iF seem to show a clonal distribution. At the junction 
87....| Crested flyeatcher......] 5/7 5/3 4 of two clones one can see wide disparity in earliness 
95....| Baltimore oriole........] 5/5 5/3 2 on identical sites. 
96.....]  Warb‘ing vireo.........] 5/7 5/6 2 
Wa. Rose breasted grosbeak . 5/7 5/6 1 TOWN VS. COUNTRY ERROR 

a x ee a a dee i It was suspected that in spring plant development 
ia Pewee nae 4/14 6 in urban habitats is commonly earlier than in rural 
115....| Indigo bunting........ 5/11 5/10 1 ones. To test this belief, Donald R. Thompson kept 
111....] Scarlet tanager.........] 5/9 5/9 0 records on 15 plants common to Madison and the 

ree cones an ue i University Arboretum, spanning the period Mareh 
cleo tatey hinds wvarnge (5) to May, 1946. He found that 13 of the 15 species 

23 Birds, March to May. .. 5.6days were earlier in Madison: 
Stas See ee ae Soe Days Earlier in Town 

DO fOEbeaca peas siieccgs es. 2)iL, dl) OOP 4 condo days 

Not all of the 15 observers covered all groups of aieeny plants..................-2, 2, 2, 2-1, 6 days 

birds, but it would be fair to assume that our dates METAS OF ee escent aearecr = ese AYE 

are the earliest obtainable by 10 observers cover- Thompson’s data are certainly not conclusive, but 
ing all groups, and less confined to week-ends than they are consistent through March and April, the 
were Schorger’s. The span of years reported in the first instances of earlier rural bloom appearing in 
present study is shorter, but both spans seem to be May. 

long enough to avoid distortion by exceptionally early Until 1944 no conscious effort was made to avoid 
or late seasons. The five day difference is believed recording a plant in town one year, and in the coun- 

to represent the greater intensity of the ten-man try the next year. The bulk of our plant records 

effort. are therefore subject to this error. It cannot, how- 
Pianta ever, affect items of the (b) category (fixed stations), 

In flowering spurge [196] the first blooms are Hs a affect Eusie orn only in the oon: 

borne singly, and are so inconspicuous, as compared ea pra ie an mae plants, “It 18 mosh Likely 
with the later massed corymbs, that one must learn to affect wild flowers in gardens and trees on lawns 

to look for them. During the process of learning, Oreos 5 : 

they are likely to be overlooked. The result is that ‘ SEM ON EE CORDS 
in a series of annual records, the early years are Phenological errors can be greatly reduced by a 
likely to show dates which are later than they form of record which automatically reminds the ob- 
should be. server, while in the field (not afterward), what cur- 

There are some plants in which the very earliest neay Homeare uixely to) serminate, “and swhat mee 

blooms are perfeetly visible, but they occur on so pee are eel, po developseon eho ae me setae 
few individuals that they are likely to be overlooked. tip: W ithout such Bn aU vOuLAG reminder, the 
This group inelides hedge bindweed [205], chicory observer is less likely to detect the earliest oceur- 
[218], bull thistle [282], white snakeroot [293], renee of new items, and termination dates are likely 

greater ragweed [295], lesser ragweed [298], Liatris wo) he oe enuinely- o ge cmannraee 
spheroidea [300], and Canada goldenrod. These _ cs ae ee oe ae 1 oo a the 
species are put in the variable category because the e ‘i Aes a een ae eek eete usnally jonuder 
records definitely sustain it. In addition, it is the peers ae euaeee 
impression that all asters, oaks, hickories, poplars, GENERAL DISCUSSION OF ERRORS 

and willows likewise display wide variability, includ-, The following net conclusions can be drawn from 

ing a small proportion of especially early individuals. the foregoing discussions of errors and of the pecu- 
The very early individuals probably represent  liarities of phenological data:
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(1) Any given aggregation of data is subject to species which are omitted from Tables 1 to 12 be- 

numerous possible errors, only part of which can be cause the record is too short. 

identified. The point of each arrow is the beginning date, and 

(2) The more species, the more years, the more the length of the arrow is the duration of the event. 
stations, and the more observers behind any given By projecting a vertical line through any given 

deduction, the greater the chance that errors will date, the reader can tell at a glance what species 
compensate. are likely to be in bloom (or in fruit) on that date. 

(une, the Coats here treated, the degree of It is perhaps of interest to note that all four 
error declines progressively. : groups of flowers deseribe, in their succession of 

(4) Phenology of the (b) type (fixed stations) a row points,” a reversed “S” curve. The groups 

avoids some errors. t A ee differ only in the degree of curvature, and the dates 
(5) Caution is necessary in attaching significance of jnflexion. Woods flowers inflect in May, prairie 

to differences of small magnitude. and sand plants and weeds in June (with some minor 
PLANT GROUPS undulations) and marsh plants in July. The shape 

of these curves is of course affected somewhat by the 
Those who work with soil, crops, wild plants, wild local assortment of sites and species, and by the 

animals, or landscapes sometimes wish to know what degree to which all are covered. 
plants may be expected to be in bloom, or in fruit, . 

at a given time. For their convenience such data Woops Frowers 

have been segregated in diagrammatic form, in Figure 1 assembles some of the wild flowers charac- 

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. These assemblies present teristic of oak-hickory, climax hardwood, and oak- 

an average of the two stations, and ignore devia- jack pine woodlands at their point of confluence in 
tions due to early or late years. They include some _ this region. 

April May June July dugust Sentenber October 
1 & 10 15 202530 5 10 15 2025304 8 /419 24293 8 13 1623282 7 1217 2227 1 6 I 162126 | 6 MIE 2 26:31 

Bepatical (Bevatica americana) 

Datchmpn's Breeches (Dicqntra Cuculleria) 

Bloodfoot (Sanguinaria canadensis) 

Toothwort (Dentaria ladintata) 

rly Meadow Rue (Tyalictrum dioicum) 

food Anemone (Anemane quinquefolia var.interion) WooD FLOWERS 

Bellwort (Uvulariq grandiflora) LEGEND 
Dogtooth Violet (Erythronium albiduks) < In bloom 

Arebis (Arabis Jrummondi) ---—---- Straggling bloom 

Mhite Trilliun (Trillium grendiflorum) 

Nodding Trillium (Tri111um Gleasoni) 
Wake Robin (Trillium recurvatum) 

Jacob's Ladder (Polemonium rentans) 
Blue Phlox |(Phlox divaricata)| 

Jack-in-tha-Pulpit (Arisaema |triphyllum) 

False Soldmn's Seal (Smilacina stellata) 
Wild Geranium (Geranium maculatum) 
Waterldaf (Hydrophyllum vireiniamum) 

Yelldw Lady's Slipper (Cypripedium parviflorum var. pubescend) 
ayapple (Fodophyllum peltatum) i 

let Cicely (Osmorhilza Claytoni) | 
Cryptoteenta (Cryptotaenia canadengis) | 

False Spikenard (Smilacina racemoga) 

Cenada Mayflor fe (Matanthemm caxadense) 

Black Snakeroot (Sanicula marilandica) 
Solomon's Seal (Polygonatum bi floram) 

~~ Anecpne (Anemone virginiana) 
jean (Geum canadende) 

Enchanter's Nightshade (Ciregea 14tifolia) 
. Tick Clover (esmodium acuminatus) | 

Topseed (Phiyma Leptostachya) 

Jewelweed |(Impatiens pallida] _ 
[Cardinal Flower (Idbelia Cardinalis) 

o patorium rugosum)| 

poems 
Fic. 1. Average Blooming Periods of 34 Woods Flowers.
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April May Jone July dugust September October 
15 10 15 2025 30 5 10 15 2025 304 9 14:19 2429 3 8 13 16 23.262 7 12:17 2271 6 16 2126 1 6 N16 2 26:31 

Pasque Floyer (Anemone pateng var. Wolfgangianal 

Draba {Drabe reptans) 
Afabie (Arabis lyratp) | 

Bird-foot Violet] (Viola pedata var} Lineariloba) 
Hoary Puccoon (Lithospermum canescens] 

Geum (Geum trifflorum) 

Mood Sorrel (Oxalis violacta) 
Toedflak (Linaria canadensis) 

Shootipg Star (Dodecatheon Meadia) 

Pink Phlox (Phlox pilosa var, folgida) 

Blue| Lupine (Iupims perennis) 

Arenbria (Arenaria stricta) 

Puccoon (Lithospermm angustifolium) 
Puccoon (Lithospermum carolinense) 

Bavtisia (Baptis{a leucophsea) | 

Spiderwort (Tredescantia reflexa) 

Penstemon (Penstemon gracilis) 

Frostweed (Heljanthemm canadense: 

Krigia (Krigia|biflora) 

Anemone (Jinemgne cylindrica) 
Seneca Snaketoot (Polygala Senega) 

Fotentilla (Potentilla areuta) 

Baptisia (Bgptisia leucantha) 

Scribner's Fanic (Panicum Scritinerianum) 

Flowering Spurge (Euphorbia |corollata, 

Ground CHerry (Physalie virginiana) 
Lobelfa (Lobelia spicata) 

June Grass (Koelerta cridtata) 
Polygala (Polygala polygama) 
Ascl¢pias (Asclepias amplexicanlie) 

Penstemon (Penstemon Digitalis) 

Pirsh Plantain (Plantiaco Purshii) 

Goat's Rue (Tephrodia virginiana var. |holosericea) 

Iysimachia (Iysimachia lanceolata) 

New Jersey Tea (Ceanothus americams 

Coreopsis (Coreoyisis palmata) 
Horsemint (Monarda punctata var. |villicaulis) 
Lead Plant (Amorpha canescens) x 

Prairie White Fringe Orchid (Hgbenaria leucophaea) 

White Prairie Clover (Petalostemm candidum) 

Coneflower| (Ratibida pinnata) 

Prairie Tock (Silphium tere¥inthinaceum) 

Horsetail Milkweed (Asclepfas verticillata) 

Purple Prairie Clover (Petalostemm yurpureym) 

Silvhihm (Silphium integi{folium) 

PRAIRIE & SAND PLANTS Compaosplant _ (Stighida 1ectntatun) 
Canada| Tick Clover (Deemddium canadense) 

ae Rattlepnake Master (Eryndium yuccaefolium) 
Wier = oe ch Liatrie (atria ryjenostachya) 

eeraqgilag Binorn Purple Cone Flower (3rquneria purpurea) 
Hamer 

Bluestem (Andropogdn furcatus) 
Side-oate Gram (Bouteloua carti pendula) 

Bush Clover |(Lespedeza capitata) 
Iiatris (Lilatris sphaeroides! 
Prairie 5 jerderass (Andropogon scoparius) 

Wormmood (Artemisia caudata) 
Indian Grass (Sorghastrum mitans) 

Prairie Goldenrod (Solidago rigida) 

Fic. 2. Average Blooming Periods of 59 Prairie Plants and Sand Plants.
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A conspicuous character of this group is the early 255, 259, 282, 289, 298, 307], and are preferable 
bloom and short duration of bloom in the first 21 to the erosion which would be augmented by their 
species. Their average duration is 21 days. These absence. Winter animals are largely dependent on 

species bloom before the leafing of trees is com- weed seeds. 
plete, and thus contrive to receive at least partial The exotic perennials which comprise the bulk of 
sunlight, even when occupying sites shaded by over- the weed list have certain phenological characters in 

head trees, and often by a shrubby understory as common. First, their period of bloom is long. The 

well. That this short early bloom is actually an average duration, exclusive of straggling, is 45 days. 

evolutionary adaptation for seizing sunlight is sus- By reason of straggling, the termination of bloom 

tained in some species by the fact that the leaves often lacks sharpness. Second, they commonly re- 

turn yellow and die as soon as fruiting is completed. sprout and rebloom after mowing, and also after 

For example, the leaves of Dutchman’s breeches and interruption of bloom by drouths. Examples: [53, 
dogtooth violet are yellow by the end of May and 182, 255]. Some display straggling blooms even 

dead by mid-June. This early death occurs even in when not interrupted by mowing or drouths. Many 

transplanted individuals with plenty of light and straggle until frozen. Examples: [177, 218, 255]. 

moisture. ‘The yellowing foliage of these two species Elseame WEeoe 
is the earliest “fall color” of the year. 5 : 

There is a discrepancy between the development 
Prairie AND Sand Pants of pollen in the two ragweeds at the Dane station, 

The average blooming dates of 59 forbs and grasses and the detection of aerial pollen by the Allergy 

are assembled in Figure 2. Of the 14 flowers which Laboratory of the Wisconsin General Hospital. In 
bloom before June 1, nine are confined to hot dry two of the last three years the hospital has detected 

sands and gravels. On such sites, in very drouthy pollen in the air before any phenologist could detect 
springs, snow water is the only moisture likely to general bloom in the field. 
be available. Pasque [44] and Draba [51] are ex- There is also a discrepancy between first general 
amples of sand plants which can bloom on snow bloom in ragweed, and first pollen in a few preco- 

water. cious plants. In two of the last three years one or 

In some early sand flowers, the blooming period more precocious individual plants have been found, 
is short regardless of the weather; thus Draba did not _ by accident, far ahead of the general population: 
span more than two weeks in any year. Other early Haak mein, Gare ies 

species are opportunist; thus Arabis lyrata [74] — ponon Plants Population Laboratory 
bloomed from April 11 to June 6 and straggled to 1944.00.00... x 7/30 7/28 

August 12 during the cool spring of 1945, whereas 1945-..........--.7/13, 8/1 (both lesser) 8/7 g/l 
in normal years it ceases to bloom in May. Renee? reper e ge (BTeHIen) Caregen WA ae erage Gifference.. cee LB MAYS ...cece-B days 

Some prairie grasses and forbs start the season’s 
growth very late. Could this be an evolutionary de- The question is: does the earliest pollen detected 

vice for avoiding damage from spring fires? For by the Allergy Laboratory originate in other regions, 
example, bluestem [290] grows no visible leaves or does it originate in these precocious local plants? 

until late May, whereas most other perennial grasses The present data yield no elue. 
become green in April. Butterfly weed [241] does The precocious plants are very scarce, and are 
not sprout until June 1, whereas the other milk- doubtless genetical aberrations. Three years’ search 

weeds sprout a month earlier. has yielded only the three plants. 
The prairie group is peculiar in its interspersion The average Dane County dates (August 5 for 

of long and short blooming plants. Its long collee- lesser and August 8 for greater ragweed) are later 
tive span, together with the tendency of prairie than the August 2 average for both species in this 

grasses to color in fall, gives it great value in wild region given by Wodehouse in “Hayfever Plants” 
landscaping. Every month from April to October (1945). 

offers something to see on a prairie. Naren Puan 

‘WEEDS The average blooming dates of 28 marsh plants 
The average blooming dates of 46 common weeds are presented in Figure 4. This group consists, in 

are presented in Figure 3. As has often been large part, of conspicuous abundant perennials with 

pointed out, there is no objective definition of the long blooming periods (average duration 38 days). 

term “weed,” and none is claimed for Figure 3, ex- As in the prairie group, the collective span of bloom 

cept that it includes plants which somebody, for some includes the entire growing’ season. 

reason, dislikes. The group might well be larger: As already pointed out, the date of first bloom 

thus Asiatie honeysuckle [123] is probably a greater in early marsh species is strongly affected by the 
threat to the native flora in this region than presence or absence of springs. 

any weed in Figure 3, barring quack grass [197]. Some marsh plants have highly speeifie animai 

Of the 46 species, not more than half a dozen are relationships. Robert A. MeCabe (unpublished) has 

dangerous in the sense of usurping land that has not found that the alder flyeateher in the University 
been abused. Most Wisconsin weeds are objection- Arboretum uses the dry stalks of Angelica [160] 

ably abundant mainly in overgrazed pastures [239, as a territorial perch, and the shredded bark of the
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April May June July August Septenber October 
1 5 10 15 202530 5 10 6 2025304 9 4 1924293 8 13 1623202 7 12:17 2327") 6 I 16 21 26 | 6 It 16 21 263) 

ae i Small flowered Croyfoot (Ramunculus qbortivus) 
(Capsella Bursa-Pastoris) 

Minter Cress (Barbarea vulgaris, 
Sheep Sorrel (Rumex Acetdsella) 

Rough Bedstraw (Galium|Aparine) 

Goat's Beard (Tragopogon pratensis) 
Yarrow (achilles Millefolium) us 73 |S 5 oO bo 

Wild Parsnip (Pastinaca sativa) | : 

Z Evening Iychnis (Lychnis alba! peli as Gute tes ae aces. 
Yellow Sweet fires (iitions of 4oinalis) 
Ox-eye Daisy (Chrysanthemm leuceapthemum var, pinnatifidum) 

a Daisy Fleabare (Erigeron rsmosus) Rei eA Beer tog. 
W114 Carrdt (Daucus Carota) | pies 
Waite Swe Aine 
Field Birdwood (Convolvalus rvensis) , 

Hodge Bintwoed (Convolvalus| sepium) | 
Quack Grass (Agropyron reppns) ee 
Heal Gs 

Watdr Hemlock (Ctouta mhoulata) — 
wade Thistle (Cirstub arvense) 

Se eer nl 
og oe a 
[ st Jonn's Wort (Hyp ricum perforatwua} 5 

| Black Bindwoed (Pohygomza Convolvulud) 
clepias yrisca) 

Great Mullein (Vprbascum Thapsus) | __-_ > 

Bouncing Bet (Baponaria officinalis) 

Back tastaral Crassicn ater) | 
Evening Primpose (Oenothera pyqnocarpa)__ 

Catnip (Wepefa Catarta) == |] 
: Hoary Vervain (Verbena stricta) > i 

Common Plantain (Plantago Rugeliii) | 
Horse Net$le (Solamm carolinense) 

Lamb's Quarters (Chenopodium album) 

WEEDS Sow Thisfie (Soncmas arvendis) 
LEGEND Stinging|Nettie (Urtica procera) ____ 
eee Wood Ne. le Unrortes mins) 

--------Straggling bloom Bij Mutable: (Oirsive vulgare) 
Canada Fleahane (Erigeron canadensis) 

dock (Arctium mms) ig 
Great Ragweed [Ambrosia trifida 

esser Ragwoai (Ambrosia artenisiifolia) 

: Bur-Marigold (Bidend cernua) 

Fig. 3. Average Blooming Periods of 46 Weeds. 

swamp milkweed [244] as his principal nesting built. Such plant-animal dependencies, partial or 

material. The milkweed becomes “shreddable” only complete, are doubtless the rule rather than the ex- 
after spring sun and’ wind have loosened the dead ception, but few have been explored by research. 
bark, hence the relationship is conditioned by 2 
phenology. McCabe suspects that the flycatcher’s Witp Frurrs 

food supply, during the critical weeks of the nest- A chronology of 27 wild fruits, arranged in order 

ing season, hinges on the insects attracted by con- of first ripening, is presented in Figure 5. The 

current marsh blooms, and that shade for nestlings blooming periods are also given. Species without 
is tied in with the leafing phenology of the elder known food value, such as wahoo [203], are omitted. 

and red dogwood bushes in which most nests are Falling periods are indicated by dashed bars; inde-
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April May June July august September October 
1 5 1015 202530 5 /0 /5 20 25304 9 /4 19 24 29 3 8 13 18 23282 7 12/7 2227 1 6 I 16 21 26 / 6 II 16 2) 26 3! 

Skunk Cabbaze (S{mplocarms foetidup) 
“_Matsh Marigold (Calthp palustris) 

Early Saxifrage (Saxifragh pennsylvanica) 
Goldpn Alexander (Zizip aurea) 
Goldpn Ragwort (Seneci? aureus) 

Angelica (Angelita atromrmirea) 
Marsh Blue Flag (Iris virginica var. Shrevei) 

Tall Meadow Rue (Thalictrum dasycarpum) 

Geum (Geuh strictum) 
Showy fady's Slipper (Cypripedium reginae) 

Blue Vervain (Verbena hastata) 
Winged Loosestrife |(Iythrum alata) 

4a quadriflorum) 
Swamp Milkweed |(Asclepias incarnata) 

Mountain Mint) (Pycnanthemm virginiamum) 

Jowelweed (Tupations viflora) | 
Turk's Cap Bae re) 

Joe Pyp Weed (Fupatorium| maculatum) 

Borbact (Bupatoriun pirfoliatua) __ 2 
Swemp Thistle (Cirsi¥m mticum) x 

MARSH PLANTS ee 
LEGEND Dear 

EA [ronweed (Vernonia fasciculata) 

=-—-=- srraggling bloom Monkey Flowef (Mimmlus ringens 
Turtlehead (¢helone glabra var, linifolia) 

Gerardia (Gerardia pauperculla) 
Iobelia (Lobelia siphilitica) 

Bottle Gentian (Gentiana Andrewsii) 

[Seieere| 
Fig. 4. Average Blooming Periods of 28 Marsh Plants. 

terminate fallings after November 1 by plus signs, The maximum variety of ripe wild fruits is avail- 

or by adding terminal dates of falling. able about September 1. 

These 27 fruits differ greatly in their ripening Table 5 may be useful for planning a sequence 

phenology, and in the degree to which they are con- of fruits for wildlife, or for determining the best 

sumed by animals. date for gathering wild fruits for eating or preserv- 

Thus among mast fruits, all oaks fall as soon as ing. The table is deficient in the phenology of edible 
they are ripe; walnuts adhere to the tree until frost; mushrooms, for which no records were kept. 
hazelnuts do not fall, but are gradually removed by ANALYSES 

mice and chipmunks. Burr oak acorns in the city a pale 
of Madison are in most years completely consumed In the pages which follow, six sample analyses are 

by squirrels [see Item 288] a month before ripening; $!ven of the data in Tables 1 to 12. The paED Oe 
to get the date of natural fall one must search fence- 18 exploratory; to show that analysis is possible, 

row oaks in rural areas where squirrel pressure is and if sound may shed light on a wide variety of 
less intense, questions. The number of questions is probably 

Juneberries at the Sauk station are completely limited mainly by techniques. The writers have 
consumed by orioles as soon as they turn red, and no illusion that their techniques EE the best. 
before they are ripe. Hence it is impossible there Most analyses depend on comparisons with aver- 

to record the duration of ripe berries on the tree. ®8° ee OF OTM, It a of the utmost impor- 

Grey dogwood berries are consumed or knocked off tance to realize that the biota eee conforms to 
bucabine ilare October: averages. The only physical meaning of an aver- 

On the other hand, the proportion of the black- See nes ae the ees ine it should equalize. 

berry, dewberry and elderberry crop consumed by Se naan el in the frequency and 
see : a oe . amplitude of the deviations. 

animals seems very small in this region. 

Of the fruits which adhere to the tree after Novem- Year to Year Varrapiurry or Sprcres 
ber 1, some fall or are consumed gradually (grape, As a means of visualizing the year-to-year devia- 

nannyberry) while others may be ignored until tion of plant and animal species from their own 

spring, and are then obliterated in two or three averages, the longest series of dates from Tables 

days by cedar waxwings (mountain ash). 1 to 12 are presented graphically in Figures 6 and
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April May June daly August September October 

1 & 1015 2025305 /0 15 2025304 9 4 19 24 293 8 13 18 23282 7 12:17 2227) 6 I 16261 6 I 16 2) 26:3 

Asparagus spronts (Asparagus of! ficinalis) 

decececeeececeeqeeeeens g@ild Stramberry (Fragaria virginiana) 

tpeeeeeee Junedy (Amelanchier chnadensis) 

yas berry (Morus alba) 
Bathe R eats | EAR Red Ozier Dogwood (Cornus stolonifera) ee ag aay 

eee a ah 
Gur erent Red Raspberry (Phbus idaeus var. strigosus) 
= Black Raspberry] (Rubus occidentalis) 

eo ene Dewberry (Rubus flagel.laris) 
sgos| eae Blackberry (Rubus| allegheniensis) 

eae Wild Cherry (Prums serotina) 
aes < Bart_Oalg (Querens macrocarpa) 

eeaesatiees Mountaip Ash (Sorbus decora) fo3/t 

sec Sou eee Elderbe} (Sambucus canasensis) 

aes Grey Dogwood (Corms racemosa) 

een Ghokechprry (Prams virgiptana) 
eas Wild Crab (Malus compnarie) _ 

epee 114 Plum (Prugus pmericana) 

Lee Ole ete Wild Grape (Vitile vulpina) ___ |, 

Pa. Bittersweet (Gelastrus scandens) |, 
Bboy Shagbark Hickory (Carya ovata) 

feces aThite Oak (Guepcus alba) 
Nannyberry |(Viburnum Lentago) eels Olle 

FRUITS Red Oak (Qhercus borealis vat. a So iy 
ees LEGEND Hazel (Corylus amerfeamus 

a ke gece —— Ripe Hiapk Oak (Suereie a) 
be aes Loving: Black Nelnut 

sraneeeene BlOOMIAY Gogiens nigrds 

Fig. 5. Average Blooming Dates and Periods of Ripeness in 27 Wild Fruits. 

7, in groups by months. Points above the baseline A progressive decline in variability is clear in 

represent lateness (plus deviation); points below the animals from February up to the end of bird migra- 

baseline represent earliness (minus deviation). tion in May, after which there are no data. Plants 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that decline during April and May, but there is no large 
there is a seasonal decline in deviation, the early — difference between months after May. 
spring ¢urves being more “turbulent” than later The lumped data for both plants and animals show 

ones. At any given season, some species seem more ® progressive decline from February to May, fol- 
“turbulent” than others. lowed by a relatively stable period. The net con- 

: i 1 7 i sive e 
In order to arrive at some measure of turbulence, hee Be ek by ead gee _ 

“estimated standard deviations” were computed for en ee oe Tak OP SABIE i ei DMS 
* ere . : V S. . 

each of the species. The deviation, in days, is en- Seu oe epee oe 

tered under each species name (for instance in LENGTH-OF-DAYLIGHT SPECIES 

skunk, s = 17.0 days). The formulae used to com- A few birds in Figure 6 and a few forbs in Figure 
pute one station, two stations, or averages of several 7 are conspicuous for close adherence to their own 
species will be supplied on request. averages. Their deviations compare as follows with 

Rea Mere ONS the average of other species during the month in 

a F which each occurs: 
To test the existence of a seasonal trend in the ee 

variability of items, the deviations of all the ani- Destation of 

mals and plants shown in Figures 6 and 7 are aver- Item Species Month Deviation others in 

aged by months as follows: same month 

49 Upland plover..................April 3.2days 9.1 days 
28 Animals 20 Plants Both 95 Baltimore oriole..............May 3.6 8.4 

February-March..........10.3 days x 10.3 days 96  Warbling vireo.................May 8.8 8.4 
‘April ean aise a ss. 8:0 9.5 days 9.2 99  Rose-breasted grosbeak.....May 3.1 8.4 
A gy ee eee ao 188) 6.3 6.7 103 Northern yellowthroat......May 3.8 8.4 
Jane. eee es 7.0 7.0 114. Indigo bunting.................May 4.4 3.4 
Tuly-AUgUst..ccccesee mene X 6.7 6.7 SS a 
ask ft imma ee LZ Sea Ie ee eee 6 birds above, April and May............... 8.7 days 
April-August............... 8.6 days 7.4 days 8.1 days 13 other birds, April and May...-.--.,- 8.7 days
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eausate Average ANIMALS LEGEND: o——o Sauk 
Days early o----0 Dane 

35 36 37 36 39 40 41 42 43 44-45 (35 36 37 36 39 40 41 42 43 4445 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 4445 (35 36 37 38 99 40 4) 4243 4445 os ee ed a 
FEBRUARY ~ MARCH 
i if 1 Skunk 5 Marshhawk 7 Bluebird 3 & Chipmunk 20 
io Nf She 4210.7 a 4a=73 4°78 9 re 

10 yh ? / i 10 

z { re “/ \ Pe } r\,, i Aly 
5 1} He } Bea fo NS qos 
0 Neal | oe Cone 5 tun Gel. a: 5 
zo Say i y 20 

\f 
20:10. Redwing & /6. Canada Goose 18. Woodcock x 19 Fox Sparrow 20 
15> 4=9.7 KR 4°10.6 4=9.6 R 4a=5.9 1s 
10 me Ay A \ A ‘ R 10 

7 een Py, \ Na enn eNai gs pe Na, oe 
7 . 228 7 % Zi} 0 

5 \ / ao oF \J ‘ el sod. Bt: 
10 ‘ NS x 7) 

15 ‘ i \ 6 
/ 20! ¥ 20 

APRIL ce 
20 g 29.Spermophile 36. Field Sparrow 49. Upland Plover 50. Cormorant 20 

6 hy atl.4 4=7.3 42=3.2 R 4710.0 16 

10| 1 INS 10 
rae / / fae f 5 é 1 ms % % A / 3, py i i Ye 4 

5 ¥ & / \ Na 40 eg = i 7 eal 5 
10 i Md ! vi 10 
5 } os 8 6 
20) é 20 

20, 55. Towhee 64 Brown Thrasher, 68 Americ B sittern 2 77. House Wren 20 
fe 4=9.0 499.4 411.6 in i 425.8 15 

Ot gR A @ i Q 10 
sti \ pene pawn i GOR a\. le Noe eS to 

vs is \ Sin \ \ Ya oe yer ee A] v ye ; 
6 ° 1 a 5 

2d \ I ‘ 20 
at} 

MAY 8 

207 86.Kingbird 87 Crested Flycatcher 95. Baltimore Oriole 96. Warbling Vireo 20 
» 2 4-70 4=8.0 4736 2=3.8 6 
10 ; ofp R 2 10 
é eee, ee pe oe 
§ of ig Nose \ / j % _ 2 

\ \ 10 (0 

ws a ¥ in 

20! 20 

207 99. Rose Breasted 103. Northern 106. Wood Thrush 112. Whip poor will’ 20 

5 Grosbeak Yellowthroat an 9.0 x aath2 15 
10 4=31 4=3.8 a 10 

5 Py, 2. é ‘y A Poh - x A A ‘px Fare 
o e aa je hq) 0 ae 7 ery ee eee 

10 oy \ ee 
5 8 s i 6 

20 vp t20 

20; 1/5. Indigo Bunting M1. Scarlet Tanager 122. Catbird 124. Nighthawk 8 Bs 
1s 4=44 4769 4=6.6 4=79 6 
0 i ay. P do 
e / g 5 ao) : Si ae = A % Me EL ho AL 2 
5 Syd Nay } 5 

10 & vf / 0 
Le ¥ IS 

2 ae fae Se SSS perro sreninveriiar enue) va ee ea tee 
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 434445 35 36 37 38 39 40 4/ 4243 4445 35 36 37 38.39 404 42434445 e 35 36 37 38 39 4041 42 4344.45 

Fic. 6. Deviations from Average Dates in the Emergence or Arrival of 28 Animals, 1935-1945,
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Daysiats, Average PLANTS LEGEND: +o——o Sauk 
Days early o---0 Dane 

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 4445 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 4445 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 4445 37 38 39 40 41 4243 44 45 3ST 38 39 40 41 42 43 4445 ee at ae eee ee Lap 8 0 ee 
APRIL 

20726. Silver Maple 40.Alder 48. Hepatica 6/ Bloodroot 71. Marsh Marigold 420 
Is 410.3 R 49.4 g 41,2 R 4-89 4:73 15 

1 R oh Ay 8 No ok Q ry Q A 10 
ah GN prete | ae NS HET Nok Ra ues |" 
on a 3 7 3 See is Sete VA giamd 40} 2 
shia \/ eh \ NN “J NT 1 4e 
‘0 ¥ \ Ne al\ \ se \ {0 
ea 8 6 \ . 1 
20 ii 2 20 

MAY F 
207 82. Birdfoot Violet 129. Columbine 136. Toadflax 137 Shooting Star /46.Sheep Sorrel 420 
5 475 4:62 496.7 4-6.) A045 15 
40 5 10 

S a Ng x a2 p&O% p ee 
° cA bo ° a e 47} 0 
e 2 Ye \/ 7? 5 
10 10 

6 = 15 
20 20 

JUNE 
207 155. Wild Rose 159. Spiderwort 166. Anemone 168, White Clover 213, Black Eyed Susan 420 
15 429.3 4:6.7 4=72 452.4 227.4 ie 
10 ; 10 
stg ‘ % 6 % 4, Z 2 y yoga Neo 382 ° e i D 2 Spo Ae 

10 10 

6 a 
20 20 

JULY-AUGUST 
207 241. ButterflyWeed 276. Liatris 277. Early Goldenrod  298.LesserRagweed 308 ClosedGentian °° 
ei 46.3 425.5 4-3.6 4:9.8 4-43 ue 
10 ? 10 
5 a 5 

2 %s = 7 a v \ 7 lea Y, 4 40 
5 ‘ VP wo 5 
10 10 

6 5 
20 120 
(eee ee ees Reh Aa ere tena ey ee es eee ee hos 
(37 38 39 40 41 42 4344 45 (37 38 39 40 41 42.43 44 46 $7 38 39 40 41 42 43 4445 37 3€ 39 40 41 42 43.4445 37 5839404) 42.42.6645 

Fic. 7. Deviations from Average Date of First Bloom in 20 Plants, 1937-1945. 

Tt is clear that in these six birds the deviation  of-daylight, as distinguished from other factors of 

from their own average arrival date is less than current weather, is by now a familiar concept. The 
half that characterizing other birds arriving during phenology of these four forbs suggests that day- 

the same month. length is a heavier component in their timing mecha- 
Deviations in four non-turbulent forbs are com- nism than in that of other contemporary plants. 

pared with other plants blooming during the same The six birds present a somewhat more puzzling 
month as follows: ease, for all of them winter in the tropics, where 

A oarage differences in day-length are much reduced. The 
(Sept. 1)  Deviationof plover, of course, winters beyond the tropies, where 

Item Species Month Deviation ours a the seasons are reversed. One ean only conclude 
same mon z ‘ 

que |. (aneeg/ sorrel oe 4.5 days 6.6 days either that very small changes in day-length suffice to 
168 White clover..........May 2.4 7.6 move them, or that there is some seasonal rhythm 
277 Early goldenrod....June 3.6 5.9 controlled by some other force. 

entian.......July 4.3 x 4 _ ieee. 
oe Chel eine hd S Of the 19 birds and 15 plants appearing in Figures 

4 forbs above, May-August............. 3.8 days 6 and 7, white clover deviates least (2.4 days), and is 

11 other plants, May to August —--c-nuo- 7.8 days also probably one of our most reliable records. Its 

In these four forbs the deviation from their own Wide distribution and abundance makes for accuracy 

average blooming date is a little over half of that ™ detecting first bloom, and when bloom starts in 
prevailing in other plants during the same month. a single plant, the whole population soon follows. 

That some plants are governed primarily by length- It seems clear to us that, given enough data, both
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plants and birds could be graded for year-to-year baseline. An event earlier than average is plotted 

variability, and that such a gradation might throw below (minus deviation); an event later than aver- 

light on the biological distribution of physiological age is plotted above (plus deviation). Symbols 

timing mechanisms. differentiate animals from plants, and also the two 

Tue CHaracrer or Seasons stations, eo 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 shows that In a : graphs e deviations are ee ioe 
certain years were prevailingly early, or late, during each five-day period, for plants and animals sepa- 
certain months. Thus most birds and plants were rately. These average curves appear against ie 
early in 1938 up to May. Again in 1940 birds were stippled background of current, temperatures, like- 

late through April, and plants through June. This *® expressed as the net deviation from average 

whole question will now be discussed in detail. during each five-day. period. In these temperature 
Each event has a normal or average date, from graphs, minus deviations (in degrees Fahrenheit) are s a 5 : 

which it deviates from year to year according to the ee hence they ere plotted above the pieelme to 

earliness or lateness of the season. This being true, correspond with lateness in phenology. Thus if the 
the character of a season can be expressed by a mean temperature for five days deviated from normal 

ae A tie ee = oe =60m= 190 — 5e 3 jo 4 
succession of deviations in its events through its by sa a =o oi and = the period 
component months. In Figures 8 and 9 the character 'S Pl ted as ds lating —28 +5 = 23 degree-days 

‘of two seasons, 1944 and 1945, is thus expressed. above the baseline. : ee : 
Each has two graphs, A and B, in each of which Curves of cumulative temperature deviation, in 

the horizontal baseline represents average or normal — terms of degree-days, were tried as an addition to the 
date. B graphs, but they did not seem to explain anything, gray y P. : 

In the A graphs the actual dates of about 280 and hence are omitted. Cumulative curves are not 

events are plotted as deviations above or below the dismissed as of no value, but it is believed that 

ah Feb. March April : May June July Aug. Sepr oe 
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Fig. 8. (A) Deviations from Average Date in 280 Plant and Animal Events in 1944. (B) Average Devia- 
tion of Animals (solid line) and Plants (dashed line) in Relation to Temperature (Stippled).
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Fig. 9. (A) Deviations from Average Date in 280 Plant and Animal Events in 1945. (B) Average Devia- 
tion of Animals (solid line) and Plants (dashed line) in Relation to Temperature (Stippled). 

accumulations must relate to some threshold temper- then have meanings opposite to their meaning in 
ature. Zero Fahrenheit is a meaningless threshold, spring. It should be noted that each item is plotted 

especially for plants. perpendicular to its average date. 
Precipitation curves are omitted from Figures 8 and When the weather changes (stippled area crosses 

9 beeause both years were normal except for a wet the baseline) the response to the change is subject 

June in 1944 ( + 2.62”), and a dry July in 1945 to a lag, and the extent of the lag is the horizontal 

(—1.74”), and a dry October in both years (—2.19", distance from the weather crossing to the plant or 
—2.04"). The net deviation for the year was +0.13” animal crossing. 
in 1944 and —3.52” in 1945. Of the two seasons here presented, 1944 ap- 

The term “phenograph” is suggested as a short proached normaley in both weather and phenology, 

name for such seasonal summaries as are presented while 1945 was abnormal in both. 

in Figures 8 and 9. PHENOGRAPH FOR 1945 
INTERPRETATION OF PHENOGRAPHS After a normal winter, 1945 opened with an ex- 

Several precautions were observed in preparing traordinarily warm March and early April. During 

Figures 8 and 9. Items with averages based on less the period March 1 to April 13, all but four days 
than four years are omitted. Sauk animals are were warmer than normal. Temperature deviations 

omitted because of the possibility, already diseussed, ran as high as 28 degrees on single days, and for 

of late dates. five-day periods as high as 125 degree-days. 

Autumn items representing the onset of winter On April 14 the weather turned from warm to 

are omitted, because the terms “early” and “late” cold. It remained abnormally cold through the
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remainder of April and May, June, and July. Dur- behavior of particular species during the warm and 

ing this 77 day period, all but 17 days were colder cold periods will now he .considered. 

than normal. Normal temperatures did not reappear Table 13 presents the items normally oceurring 

until August and September. There was no drouth during the warm period March 5 to April 13. These 

to mask the effect of abnormal temperatures. are classified by groups in a time sequence. It is 

In short, 1945 was a “self-recording experiment” apparent that the warm period produced the great- 
in which more than 50 animals and 100 plants at est earliness in forbs and woody plants, the least in 

two stations registered their responses to a mid- birds and mammals, with lakes pen intermediate 
April shift from warm to cold. Average dates for position. It is of some physiological interest that 
other years provide the “control.” subterranean mammals like moles and spermophiles 

Dating the cearty ene etyeae nell ernieratory should have been early at all. The number of mam- 
a . # o Vv i ii rever. 5) sive, 

birds arrived earlier and earlier until the weather ie: eae eee ae oN sere ld 

changed, at which time most birds were appearing aye moat ats Se ee fine 

5 to 15 days ahead of schedule. The onset of cold pena gue ie PO ege lie Ce aut 
brought a rather prompt change to lateness; there of ac) pares the pum Den \O seme vemaly ion lait 

were no early bird arrivals after May 1. The many eee a peer the javernee neo - 

species due during the first ten days of May were aye earlyo7 jlpterelis spparcniathay earliness) in 
ail frome Ou tolls dats late a birds and mammals ceased in mid-May, a month 

ae a el = after the onset of cold weather, but that it persisted 
: a bia ean wieal oer a in some forbs into July. Woody plants, on the other 
ates e mid-April shift in temperature, plants hand, lost their momentum by the end of May. The 
a a more ek ee ce iieg a impact of cold was very unequal as among species, 
Hi ee a a & ae ee ; e onset of cole. as evidenced by the simultaneous existence of early 
eet ae a Bees a Wie ee ae Dee especially in forbs during late May, 

; une and July. 
curve for plants erosses the baseline 29 days later Tt should he realized that some of the forbs per- 

Fe Rie sip pee ae for ee ae ae be sisting in earliness long after the onset of cold were 

developmental mechanism in plants set in motion  s¢j] wnderground when the cold hit. Thus white 
by the early warm spell gathered a momentum which — ¢yjJlium [104] bloomed May 1 and April te at ae 
oe itself in early bloom through a month of two stations, six and 20 days early. Tt did not 

ates cag ee ek i ss emerge from underground at the Sauk station until 
So far 1945 phenology has been discussed in terms April 14, a day after the cold began. In short. 

of plants as a whole and animals as a whole. The momentum-earliness was in the root. ‘ 

TABLE 13. The Warm Period, March 5-April 13, 1945. 

Mammals Lakes and 
Normal Date Birds Amphibians Forbs Woody Plants Rivers 

March 5-15 | Bluebird.....— 6 | Woodchuck...— 1 eon ae sor ee ae oa eee Oa 
Meadowlark. .— 1 
Robin........— 2 
Killdeer......—15 

March 16-25 Gmcke: vases ae Chipmunk: Be ao ee ee aceon Rover 06 
Vests Ua ai Mole? inci) ns Lake Wi eet) 

Woodeock....— 4 | Leopard frog..— 3 pene 
‘ Fox sparrow. .— 6 

Cowbird......— 3 

Oey ee ae ue ee ae oe sate Silver maple: fi ere tendo 212 

eet ricket frog ..— Sona 
Kingfisher....— 8 | Spermophile..— 8 
Sapsucker....— 4 
Hermit thrush—15 
Purple martin. — 2 

April 6-13 Towhee,.....—13 Pasque..—18,—12 | Pussy willow. ay Uae ae ceeae oat 
Cormorant. ..— 2 Hazel.......—15 

Alder.......—16 
Nepales ace Le 
Forsythia....—17 
Cottonwood .—22 
Elm...—19,—19 

Average  aeereten Oars acres 
earliness: — 6 days — 6 days —15 days —14 days — 9 days
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TABLE 14, The Cold Period, April 14-July 27, 1945. hibernating, are subsisting on last year’s solar energy, 
a es stored’ wither «as livine, prey, bodyfat, seeds: and 

nee eos ane Won fruits, or bark and buds. Winter phenology reflects 
; |_| |S soonly the rate and manner in which these stored ma- 

eed Early | Late | Barly | Late | Early | Late | Early | Late terials are drawn upon. As already pointed out, the 
Tener lena sl ee Freee tins winter items show extreme deviation in date. This 
April 21 -30.....| 5(12) | 120) 1011) |......| 96) |......| 48) |...... May be due not only to fluctuating weather, but also 
May 1-10...../1(5) |.8() | ...../1(6) |12C6)]......]1106)|........ to lack of simultaneous development among  indi- 
May 11-20.....)......] 8(10) |......]....../12(11) | 2@)] 4@7) | 14) viduals of a species, and this in turn perhaps reflects 
May Bet crane baa ap oe) 1(6) a inequalities of storage or of access to stored foods. 
fone 15-90...) LIL) faa] 9] oq | OF the four hard winters of the decade, 1935-36, 
July 1-14.....)......f......f0.....,......] 3) | 2508) | 24) | 3@) 1939-40, 1942-43, and 1944-45, only the first shows 
Faly 15-27... ..fossss-Joseess/oss+..] 1(8) | 8(2) | 1306) |.......] 26) consistent lateness in Items 1 to 4. This was also 
(= ia.) So haa aa aa. tlevlardest ofthe four-for- wintering animals (Hr 

rington, 1945). 
PHENOGRAPH For 1944 Winter snow cover may greatly advance the spring 

In 1944, temperatures displayed a succession of development of plants which winter as “rosettes,” 
short, mild deviations from normal, much less sus- or which otherwise retain green leaves. Thus in 1945, 
tained and less radical than in 1945. March and after nearly continuous snow cover, chickweed 
April were somewhat cold, May and June somewhat bloomed on March 20, whereas uncovered chickweed, 
warm, the shift from cold to warm oceurring on being frozen, usually shows no bloom until May. 
May 12. However, neither of these major periods Late spring frosts may either destroy the bloom 
was intense enough, or free enough from temporary of. plants, injure the buds so that no bloom develops, 
reversals, to allow one to feel sure just which change or injure the plant so that bloom is deferred. Thus 
in temperature produced any given deviation in all oak catkins on flat lands were killed by the frost 
phenology. of April 27-28, 1946. 

In this climate, these short mild frequent devia- The same frost injured lilae buds at the Sauk 
tions in weather define normality. station so that further development ceased, and the 

In 1945 Mareh birds changed quickly from lateness yds eventually died. An erroneous observation of 
to earliness in response to warmth; in 1944 they “pot yet in bloom” might be made on such inhibited 
changed quickly in the opposite direction. buds. i 

Tn mid-April both animals and plants returned The same frost injured a lupine plant at the Sauk 
very briefly to near-normal dates, for reasons not station. While other lupines bloomed normally from 
clearly vistble in the temperature graph. It is possi- May 5 to June 23, this plant was yellow, under- 
ble that birds were responding to the brief warm sized, and barren. On July 19, a week after unin- 
spell in early April, and plants to the preceding jured lupines had shed their last seeds, the injured 
one in late March, which also opened the lakes. plant burst into vigorous bloom. Had it not been 

Early May birds were back to normal before the nder special observation, a completely abnormal 
weather turned warm; the antecedent cold was evi- blooming date might have been recorded as normal 
dently too mild to retard them. phenology. ¥ 

The emerging mammals in 1944 show the same Suine frost injuries to trees are “stratified.” Thus 

responses) Soren weather as in 1945 (Table 13), in 1945 and 1946 frosts killed the lower blooms and 
hut only three species are of record: leaves of some black and white oaks, leaving the tops 

Deviation S-day temverature of the same trees undamaged and able to bear mast. 
deviation 5 Ge a Woodshuck-s-22 ose = Solan ts 4.500, In years of late spring frosts it is only the intra- 

Chipmunk... ceeeseeeeee 13 days +300F, specific variability of blooming dates in oaks which 
Spermophile....... -..--.--.-..--..-.. 10 days +10°R, saves any mast at all. This variability in oaks must 

The clearest fact in the March-May segment of have been of great importance to the passenger 
1944 B is the lag of plants behind animals after the Pigeon, which depended on mast of the previous 
shift to warm weather on May 12. The plant eurve Year for food during nesting. 
erosses the baseline on June 1, 15 days later than DroutH, TEMPERATURE, AND FLoop Errects 
the animal curve, and 19 days later than the general Once in a while a phenological record is accom- 
change to warm weather. z panied by weather changes which seem to isolate 

The plant record for 1944 was analyzed by species, some factor in plant or animal development. When 
as in Table 13, for behavior following the general this happens there is a chance to deduce the response 
change to warm weather on May. 12. The analysis of @ whole community to its weather environment. 
discloses less decisive responses, and no point of The most important opportunity which arose dur- 
interest not already discussed, hence it is omitted. ing this study has already been described in the dis- 

Cotp, Frost, anv SNow Errects cussion of phenographs. Some additional “natural 
Tt is well known, but perhaps not often enough experiments” on plants will now be considered 

emphasized, that winter animals, whether active or _ briefly. Laboratory experiments on single species
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under controlled conditions cover the same ground, average deviation was 1.2 days early. This diversity 

but much more accurately. The only claim for these among species again suggests a lag effect from a 

cases is that whole plant communities cannot be very warm May and June, the species having lost 

manipulated under laboratory conditions. their momentum-earliness at different rates, as they 

All deductions from “natural experiments” are did in 1945. ; 

beset with the difficulty of distinguishing immediate In short, five July drouths show no aberrations 

responses from lag effects. The weather often does in date of first bloom which are not more plausibly 

not permit the identification of lag effects. ascribed to antecedent temperatures. 

DROUTH AND FIRST BLOOM DROUTH AND LENGTH OF BLOOM 

The most intense drouth of the decade extended While no effect of drouth on date of first bloom 

from April 10 to August 10, 1936. Our dates for can be demonstrated, it is possible that drouth might 

this year are too meagre to yield any measurement affect duration of bloom. The best comparison is 
of how this drouth affected phenology. July 1945, which was cool and wet, with July 1946, 

Four milder drouths covered the month of July Which was normal in temperature but very dry 
in 1937, 1939, 1940, and 1941. The date of first (—2.65 ins.). Of 19 July forbs terminating before 
bloom in 20 forbs and grasses during these four the drouth was broken on September 5, 14 termi- 

Julys shows no conclusive retardation or acceleration nated earlier and five later than ‘in the cool wet 
except in 1941, when July blooms were early. This 1945. The average deviation was seven days shorter 
was probably momentum-earliness from a warm bloom in 1946. Since the average temperature in 
April, May, and June in 1941. 1946 was normal, it seems likely that the prepon- 

July, 1946, while outside the period covered by derance of shortened bloom was due to drouth. The 

this report, ‘aNers "a chance to check on the conclu-  ‘liversity among species is worthy of note. No marsh 

sion that drouth as such does not change the date *Pecles were used. 
of current first bloom. The weather was very dry TEMPERATURE AND LENGTH OF BLOOM 

toa ins.) but the temperature was normal The hot wet June of 1944 is now compared for 
(+0.8 F.). At the Sauk station (used because its duration of bloom with the cool somewhat dry June 
sandy soils ought to exaggerate drouth effects), 32. of 1945. Both stations are used. The comparison 
forbs starting bloom during July were half early is so striking that the detail for one group of eight 

and half late as compared to their own averages. The woods forbs is given as follows: 

1944 1945 Difference 
June temperature, 

departure from mean... +-240F, —4,60F, 78. colder, 1945 
Precipitation, 3.1 ins. dryer, 1945 

departure from mean.........-....-0..-.+-- +2.62 ins —0.49 ins, 
78 Small-flowered crowfo0t............0......18 days 62 days 

104 White triflium....... cesses eeeeeeeesen 16, 18 36, 42 
118 Jack in the pulpit... 11 20 
TOR Watenlent) cl... calico cal 27 35 
4207 Columbine) cic o umalaaeo 41,44 
185 Wild geranium. .2 sees. 25 30, 46 
139 Tall yellow ladyslipper..........-.------.--.15 10 
149 Golden ragwort........-ceccccceceeseeeeeen 5, 20 17, 41 
Average. tacoma apne ie D-NY 35 days 84 percent longer, 1945 

Eight prairie forbs, analyzed in the same manner, FLOOD EFFECTS 

bloomed an average of 27 days in 1944 and 43 days On June 3, 1943, the Wisconsin River at the Sauk 
in 1945, again 60 percent longer during the cooler station overflowed the sandy old fields which are the 

June. habitat of Penstemon gracilis [162]. This species 

Ten woody plants bloomed an average of 14 days had developed flower buds by May 31, and the buds 

in 1944 and 24 days in 1945, again 71 percent longer were about to open when flooded. The flowers were 

during the cooler June. all killed, though the plants survived and bloomed 

In short, the cool June of 1945 prolonged the dura- normally in 1944, 
tion of bloom 60 to 84 percent in three groups aggre- Floods may have opposite effects on the bloom 

gating 26 species. This prolongation is so pro- of different species growing at slightly different 

nounced as to leave little room for doubt. Despite levels. Thus ragweed [298] on the sandbsrs of the 

abundant moisture, blooming periods were short dur- Wisconsin River may not bloom at all in dev years 

ing the hot June of 1944, but long during the cool unless sub-irrigated by a rise of the river in mid- 

June of 1945. It appears that heat was the prime summer, whereas the same rise of water may flood 
cause of short duration in June, 1944. and destroy such flowers as Mimulus ringens and
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Bidens [307] which have sprung up on the receding event was recorded at both stations during the same 

shoreline of the same sandbar. year are included. There are 241 such pairs from. 

The two preceding paragraphs deal with the de- April to June, inclusive, and 96 in July and August, 

struction of blooms by floods. An even more common a total of 337. Because Hopkins specifies “spring 

case is the distortion of blooming phenology in an- and early summer” it seems advisable to segregate 

nuals germinating on a receding shoreline. Poly- the midsummer data. All items lacking sharpness, 

gonum and Bidens often show a zonal phenology on such as budding, ripening of fruit, and harvesting 

such sites, the earliest plants occurring on the higher of crops are excluded. What remains is entirely 

levels, with cumulative distortion progressing toward dates of first bloom. 

the lower levels. All phenology from such sites is - 
anrepresentative. SAUK VS. DANE STATIONS 

Table 15 presents a summary of the eligible data 

ComParIsON BETWEEN STATIONS by months. For the period April to June, the Dane 

The dates of developmental phenomena are in- station averages 3.3 days earlier than the Sauk sta- 

fluenced by latitude, longitude, and altitude. The tion, and each of the component months shows a two 

; direction and magnitude of these factors is expressed, or three day difference. In July, however, the differ- 

in mass data, by Hopkins’ (1918) law, which asserts ence is four days, and in August (on meagre data) 

that: “Other conditions being equal, the variation seven days. 
in the time of oceurrence of a given periodical event 

in life activity in temperate North America is at — apre 15. Difference in 337 Pairs of Dates of First 
the general average rate of four days to each degree Bloom, Sauk and Dane Stations, 1935-45. 

of latitude, five desrees| ot congitude, and, 400° Lee 

altitude, later northward, eastward, and upward in | Dane Earlier in | Sauk Earlier in Total oe 

the spring and early summer.” Moet Ol epee ses ee a ee are 

Tables 1 to 12 offer a suitable variety of events for Pairs ia Pairs 7 Pairs i Dene 
a mass comparison with Hopkins’ Law, but the dis- Ae san ale tee eatea lg ake | Se ae 

tance between the two stations is too small to be May.......|. si 519 19 153 100 366 3.6 

advantageous for this purpose. Nevertheless, as  June.......) 70 | 442 25 142 95 | 300 | 3.2 

Hopkins ‘pointe out, his formula, may be used fob) = | ao. ein lela liane lee 
only to predict the average difference between locali- Apaleisne gas ee ait aa ae | OSES Oe. 

ties, but to evaluate the intensity of the local factors July........| 66 434 15 68 8i 366 4.5 

which cause local deviations from the law. From this. Avgust...... 14 | 117 1 4 15 30 | 7.5 
viewpoint a comparison of our two stations is worth ieacagene (car is 90 a areal ase oe 

making. 

ELIGIBLE DATES 

All of the animal data are excluded, because of Hopkins’ Law 

the difficulty, already explained, of interpolating ani- The observed three-day difference for the April- 
mal dates between weekly visits to the Sauk station. June period is now to be compared with the expec- 

All pairs of plant dates in which a given plant — tation-difference under Hopkins’ Law. 

Latitude: Sauk Station 43° 36’ North 

Dane Station 43° 5’ North 
Difference BIO 160) = 0.529 x4 days = is wate sc victic Osis nal jociewicese vse so-00 Gaye later 

Longitude: Sauk Station 89° 40’ West at Sauk 

Dane Station 89° 25’ West 4 é 

Difference 157 60! = 0.259 x — days =. sya. sicececcsabavaas | sesweeawev'ess 0.00 08 ¥S CRPHEr 

5 at Sauk 

INE Berens eae tree eee errr eects lade wrecntae a nics el zoe sehale eid are dials oUsle cites ge alosla ele s}0 eia(s eis aie ome le GOO UNO Meer: 

at Sauk 

Altitude: Dane (Lake Mendota) 849 feet above sea level 

Sauk (Wis. R. at Dells) 815 feet above sea level 

Difference 34 feet + 400 feet = .085 x 4 days = 0.34 days 
earlier at 

Sank 

INGE expectation: ©. -2.00..0 cosy cree tan. suse otros Ome ie se cis vene oe dewinsy svar ss opel ee anya ltCe 

at Sauk
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The Sauk station, in short, averages about three through the spring and early summer. On the other 

days later than Dane according to our observed hand the writers have often received the impression 

blooming dates, whereas Hopkins’ Law would lead that the warm sands at Sauk, on certain sites and in 

one to expect only about a day and a half. This certain early-spring sand species, distorted the Sauk 
distortion of Hopkins’ Law either reflects some record in the direction of earliness. These contra- 
undetected error, or it measures the net strength of dictory distortions probably exist, but their “va- 

unknown loeal factors which tend to make the Dane © lences” vary in such complex patterns that the mind 

station earlier or the Sauk station later than their cannot follow them. 
geographic positions alone would indicate. : There is danger of over-simplifying one’s mental 

Since both stations lie on the common frontier of picture of a phenological formula like Hopkins’ Law. 
three biotic provinces, local factors might well be Table 15 shows that the Sauk station was by no 
more influential than within the interior of any one means always late; it was early in 70 cases (pairs 

province. 3 i : of dates) and late in 267. Moreover a single species 

Of the various possible errors, the one most likely often showed alternation between the two stations 
to affect Table 15 would be the “Town vs. Country” in successive years. All this again indicates that 
error, for there is no urban area at Sauk. How- phenology reflects the interplay of many variable 
ever, the urban error is believed to be inoperative factors, rather than the continuous domination of any 
by June, whereas the earliness of the Dane station single factor. 

persists beyond June. Also the earliness of the Dane £ 
station is least in April (2.6 days). It should be Comparison or 1880’s anv 1940's 

greatest in April if distorted by this error. It Three published phenology records were found 

seems unlikely, therefore, that this particular error for localities in or near the stations covered in this 
accounts for the difference between stations. study. These will now be compared with our records. 

Hopkins seems to have derived his formula from HENRY’S PHENOLOGY, 1881-1885 
a few plants and insects in many loealities. We i = 

derive our yalues from many plants in two loeali- This record ws started by Dean W. H. Henry 
ties. Our data seem to indieate that species respond (1881) of the Wiseonsin College of Agriculture, and 
differently to the combination of local weather and Was carried through under his supervision by a sue- 
astronomie constants like length of day. Tf this is cession of his graduate students (Trelease, 1884 & 

true, one might expect some non-conformity with 1885). i 
Hopkins’ Law. In Table 16, 18 items common to Dean Henry’s 

In the ease of the Sauk station, the tendeney to- Tvecord are compared with those for the Dane sta- 

ward late spring frosts, working in combination with tion. It should be noted that his record ends with 
the prolongation or momentum effects demonstrated May, but that the items are well spread in time, and 
in this paper, might well have the effect of distort- are carried through the four-year period with con- 
ing Sauk phenology in the direction of lateness siderable persistence. 

TABLE 16. Phenology for Madison (Dane Station) 1880’s vs, 1940’s. Data for 1881 from Henry (1881), 
for 1883-1885 from Trelease (1884, 1885). 

Aver. | Deviations Average 
3 Species Item |Recent 1881- ;—-——|___|__—__|—___| Lateness 

No. | Aver. | 1881 | 1883 | 1884 | 1885 | 1885 | 1881 | 1883 | 1884 | 1€85 | 1881-85 

Marcu , sf 
Silver ma plesspolens, davies. LO [OPO liar eed AP Le les Baclinee ceil Getrag este [Faced [iescecots hae 

Aprin 
Lake Mendota, open...........| 27 | 4/1 | 5/1 4/13 | 4/15 | 4/20 | 4/20 | +20 | +12 | +14 | +19 +19: 
Hagel pollens tceioe ssc. vote |e BO AL 2® tisncwin | aoe ey le 4/2o ee /e0) | oe | os | FAD | hel +18 

e@ American elm, pollen..........| 46 | 4/9 ote PAPAS) eee peor A/ 20 Wee BA, a SE eo 
Aspen: pollengecc- ah ccexsseca|i- 2h val ese 4/20) ese ll coe eA e Bee PLO) lee alae = Rin 
Cottonwood, pollen............] 45 | 4/13 | .... | 4/19 | 4/28 | 5/3: | 4/27] .... | + 6] +15 | +20 +14 
Box elder, pollen..............] 47 | 4/14] .... | 4/17 | 4/28 | 5/10 | 4/28 | .... | + 3] +14] +26 +14 
eae seas DON 4/205 5/18 of IO) |e ene tweens OPAL dds] FELIS | cee. foes +12 

Tay 
Black oaks pollenys.5 5. foci | OS OL O) Wins cate D/O! «eee. | v5 s..| icy te A SEONG ee In toae = yah 
Nilad; bloom. c.g0os0.5cs%s.044|) Loi opee iro) 20) \Warebe| ets |. em D/22) | Vol 08 to oe. +19 
White oak, pollen.............] 88 |(5/5) | 5/18?) 5/23] ... 5/21 | 5/21 | +18 |(+18)) .... |(+16)| (+16) 
Sugar maple, pollen............} 97 | 5/5 ehlee ll he ee WNOF REE B/19 (5/18) | Gir Ie ue [LRP +13 

Chokecherry, bloom...........| 100 | 5/8 aa 5/16 | 5/20 | 5/27 | 6/21 | .... | +8] +12) +19 +13 
American elm, fruit........... 46 | 5/12 (Sauk)} .... | 5/26] 6/3 | 5/80] .... | .... | +14] +22 +18 
Asiatic honeysuckle, bloom.....| 123 | 5/13 | .... | 6/1 Creates |ei ees a|ereenn || Gameeriec LOM ere. nih cts oes 
Silver maples trurb sus deter ele Osa (OO) meee eM oe eee O/ Slo ace [ete sor oe ee [oats HCA OD ee ac 
Black raspberry, bloom........] 1&0 |(5/23)| 5/27 [ 6/13 | .... | .... | 6/4 |(+ 4)|(4+21)] .... | .... | (412) 
Black locust, bloom......,.....| 175 |-5/29 | 5/27 | 6/15. | .... | .... | 6/6 re) PS | eae Mine dae + 8 
SRM OT AM EUUOTLGsGyVCS09 = 1S 0 | a a eS 

AIOSVAs tc need Sewn Feaeke!| nae | ce alana Meer a meal ee eT ols Ray eke oteke) +15
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Of the 37 deviations from the average dates shown east of Dane, but on Lake Michigan, and hence not 

in Table 16, only one (black locust, 1881) bears a properly comparable). These stations recorded 26 

minus sign. That is to say, the early 1880’s were items common to our record, but few of these cover 

uniformly later in their spring phenology than the more than a single year, 1851. These 26 items have 
1940’s, and the magnitude of the deviation is pre- been analyzed by the same method used in Table 

vailingly large, averaging over two weeks (see 16. The analysis shows no large or consistent differ- 

bottom line of table). ence between 1851 and the recent average. The data 

Such a uniform deviation raises the question: was do not seem worth including in this paper, especially 

the weather also uniformly cold? The deviation from since there is no assurrance that the recorders were 

monthly mean temperature, according to the U. S. equally competent or adhered to any uniform stand- 

Weather Bureau were: ard. 

Mean of SUMMARY 
107 years 1881 1883 1884 1885 

qebiante oe ee enone ipon! A decade of dates of 328 seasonal events at two 
stations, 33 miles apart, were analyzed and compared 

March........31°F, —20F, —40F, —40F, — 60F. with’ prior records: 

ee een es ta eee eee Spring events during the decade 1935-1945 were 
May........... 57°F. Se RS rp eon een oe el two weeks earlier than the same events at the same 

In short, only two months out of the 16 were eo Ae . : : 
above normal in temperature; all the rest were cold, The northern station is three days later in Spring: 
and some very cold. There were two warm months, than the sue one, which is twice the expectation 

May 1881 and April 1883. The former shows the under Hopkins’ Law. The difference between the 

only minus sign in Table 16; black locust was two two stations is least in early spring and greatest in 

days early. April 1883 was only one degree above midsummer. : 
normal. Its phenology was uniformly late, no doubt The year-to-year variability of events, as compared 
due to the “momentum” of the preceding March cold. With their own averages, tends to be greatest in early 

The warm May of the cold spring of 1881 was spring, and decreases progressively through May. 

especially noted by Dean Henry, who says: “The Some plants show little variability in date of first 

large masses of snow . . . neutralized the rays of the bloom; they seem to be governed more by length of 

sun and long delayed the coming of spring, but daylight than by current weather. White clover, the 

when vegetation once started into life, it was with least variable plant, has a standard deviation of 2.4 

that celerity which is so characteristic of alpine and days, which is only a third of that prevailing in other 
polar regions.” plants during the same month. 

The coldness and lateness which prevailed during Some birds show little variability in arrival date, 

the early 1880’s raises the question: was this period despite the fact that they winter in or beyond the 

the low phase in a climatic cycle? The best answer tropics where changes in length of day are much 

is found in Wing’s (1943) graph of the opening and less pronounced. The least variable birds were rose- 

closing dates for Lake Mendota. During the entire breasted grosbeak (3.1 days) and upland plover 

period 1879-1886 Mendota opened late and closed (3.2 days), both only a third of the deviation pre- 

early. During the decade 1935-1945 Mendota opened  vailing in other contemporary migrants. 

early in nine out of 11, and closed late in ten out Bird migration responds to changes in tempera- 

of 11 years. It is clear that Dean Henry’s record tyre much more quickly than the bloom of plants. 
coincides with a cold period, and that in this paper Tn 1945 the momentum of an early warm period per- 

with a warm period. sisted in plants through two months of subsequent 
Whether these fluctuations are segments of a re- ¢old. This momentum caused early bloom in white 

eurring eyele is another question which only time  trillium despite the fact that it was still underground 

can answer. during the warm period. 

HOUGH’s PHENOLOGY, 1851-1859 Duration of bloom in a cool dry June, as com- 

During this deeade, the volunteer weather observers Paved with a hot wet June, was protracted 60 to 
of the Smithsonian Institution were asked, by eir- 54 percent in various groups of plants. 
cular letter, to record a standardized phenology on Dates of first bloom in five dry Julys did not 
229 items covering “the date of putting forth and differ from average except in two years, which were 
fall of leaves, blossoming, ripening of fruit, [and] early, probably by reason of antecedent heat. In 
times of appearance and disappearance of animals.” one very dry July, drouth seemed to shorten dura- 

The data were compiled by Franklin B. Hough and tion of bloom. 

published in 1864. Phenological records are subject to many errors, 
Of some 300 stations at which observations were but these do not affect all species or seasons alike. 

recorded, three lie within or near the areas covered A comparison of two independent phenologists show 

in this study. These were Madison (Dane station), a third of 39 pairs of dates identical, a third up to 
Baraboo (Sauk station), and Milwaukee (50 miles two days apart, and a third up to 11 days apart.
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INTRODUCTION 

Each winter since 1930 the gamebirds and predators on a 

seven square mile area in Westpoint Township, Columbia Coun- 

ty near Prairie du Sac have been censused. The results of these 

censuses will be summarized in a forthcoming paper by Erring- 

ton. In order to fill the gaps in our knowledge concerning the 

populations of animals not heretofore censused, the writer, dur- 

ing the years 1941 and 1942, made censuses of mice and shrews, 

cottontail rabbits, fox and gray squirrels, winter birds, and 

nesting songbirds. This paper summarizes the data obtained on 

populations of mice, shrews, and cottontail rabbits. It also in- 

cludes notes on four little-known Wisconsin mammals: pygmy 

short-tailed shrew (Cryptotis parva parva), least weasel (Mus- 

tella rixosa allegheniensis), harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys 

megalotis pectoralis), and the pine mouse (Pitymys pinetorum 

scalopsoides) . 

Fifteen quadrats in 12 cover types were censused between 

September 21 and October 29, 1941: Grain stubble (two fields) ; 

Alfalfa (two fields) ; Bluegrass—sweet clover two fields) ; Carex 

stricta bog; Smartweed—foxtail; Short-grass prairie relic; 

Sandy field (primarily panic grass) ; Juniper bluff; Red oak and 

red cedar pasture; Whitebirch—prickly ash; Red and white oak 
woodlot (severely grazed) ; Red and white oak woodlot (moder- 

ately grazed). 

MATERIALS AND METHOD 

Quadrats employing snap traps have been used by a number 

of authors (Bole 1939, Townsend 1935, Williams 1936). Live 

trapping and banding have been used with notable success by 

* Now Assistant Game Technician, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois, 
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Burt (1940) and Blair (1940 a, b, c) while censuses by means 
of nest boxes have yielded much information not obtainable by 

either of the other two methods (Nicholson 1941). 

Because of the large number of cover types that had to be 

sampled in a brief period, it was decided that quadrat trapping 
with snap traps would be most suitable. That snap traps when 

properly employed can obtain adequate estimates of small mam- 

mal populations has been shown by Goodnight and Koestner 

(1942), who made a field comparison between live traps and 

snap traps, and found that the two techniques were of about 

equal value. They found that snap traps gave the approximate 
total population in three days, while live traps took two or three 
days longer. 

Previous investigators (see Burt 1940, 86-39) have estimated 

small mammal populations on the basis of the catches they ob- 

tained from quadrats only a fraction of the size of the home 

range of any one individual. 

In this work, unless otherwise specified, quadrats 300 feet 

square containing 121 traps spaced ten yards apart were used. 

Each quadrat was trapped for four nights. This is a modifica- 

tion of the method used by Burt (op. cit. 12-14). He found that 

quadrats from two to five acres, containing live traps similarly 

spaced, usually caught most of the shrews and mice in four suc- 
cessive nights of trapping. 

Before cool weather set in, crickets proved to be very 

troublesome in eating the bait, which consisted at first of a mix- 

ture of rolled oats and peanut butter. By experimentation it was 

found that a moist crumbly mixture of millet, rolled oats, and 
peanut butter was better because the millet withstood the depre- 

dations of the crickets, and thus remained available to the mice. 

Regardless of the size of quadrat used, small mammals whose 
home ranges border the quadrat area are likely to be taken 
(Dice 1941). Some adjustment must be made for catches of 

these bordering individuals when calculating density. The au- 
thor believes the most equitable method of determining the cov- 
erage of snap trap quadrats is that suggested by Dice (1938) ; 

that is, to consider the area censused to be the area of the quad- 
rat itself, plus an additional distance beyond its periphery equal 

to the radius of the home range of the species in question. In
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this paper each quadrat is assumed to have drawn upon peri- 

pheral zones as follows: 

Blarina brevicauda 75 ft. (after Burt) 
Reithrodontomys megalotis 50 ft. (arbitrary) 

Peromyscus maniculatus 75 ft. (after Blair 1940a) 

Peromyscus leucopus 50 ft. (after Burt) 

Microtus pennsylvanicus 60 ft. (after Blair 1940c) 

Microtus ochrogaster 60 ft. (arbitrary) 

Pitymys pinetorum 60 ft. (after Burt) 

Mus musculus 75 ft. (arbitrary) 

These censuses are first discussed quadrat by quadrat. A 

later discussion deduces habitat preferences for each species. 

Additional notes on individual species are included in the latter 

section. 

A few quadrats were inhabited by both species of Peromy- 

scus. Because these mice are difficult to separate before adult- 

hood, the identifications are doubtful for a few of the immatures 

taken. 

Calculations of the number of mice per acre usually produced 
decimal figures. When these involved only a fraction of a mouse 
per acre, they can not be rounded off without distorting the 
species ratio. Hence, all densities have been left in decimals, but 

it should be understood that this does not imply accuracy to one 

decimal. 

STATUS OF THE RODENT CYCLE IN 1941 

Mice were generally abundant in all habitats censused in the 

fall of 1941. During the fall of 1942, according to a farmer on 

the Prairie du Sac area, mice were far more numerous in his 

fields than during the previous year. Field experience by the 

author and other Wisconsin workers leaves little doubt that the 
small rodent population “crashed” some time between late in 

the winter of 1942-43 and early spring. Repeated trapping dur- 
ing that spring and summer in hayfields, bluegrass areas, sand 
prairies, and waste places yielded but a few specimens. However, 

Peromyscus leucopus was found in fair numbers in a wooded 
ravine in the Baraboo hills. This leads the author to suspect that 

this species may not be cyclic, or if it is cyclic, that its numbers 
do not fluctuate as violently as field-inhabiting species.
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COVER TYPES AND POPULATIONS 

Grain Stubble 

Two grain stubble-fields were censused. The catch taken 

from the two fields reflected the character and density of the 
cover ; Field I having sparse stubble and a poor growth of weeds, 

had a population of only 1.7 mice per acre, while Field II, having 

a fertile black soil which supported a dense growth of weeds, 
yielded 5.2 mice per acre. Table I suggests that as grain stubble- 

fields became increasingly weedy, there is a corresponding in- 

crease in the rodent population, particularly of the genus, Micro- 

tus. Thus besides reducing crop yields through competition, 

weeds may also be the indirect cause of crop losses because of 
the high rodent populations they seem to encourage. 

‘Taste I. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and compo- 
sition of population of two grain stubble-fields, September 21-28, 1941. 

No. Calculated Composition by 
mammals density per cent of 

Species caught per acre _ Population _ 

Field Field Field Field Field Field 
I I I I I I 

Reithrodontomys 2 2 05 05 30 10 
megalotis 

Peromyscus 2 7 0.4 15 j| 2 29 
maniculatus 

Microtus 1 6 i! 02 15 13 29 
ochrogaster 

Mus musculus 3 8 0.6 17 34 32 

Total 8 23 17 5.2 100 100 

Bluegrass—Sweet Clover 

The quadrat used in Field I was 300 feet square, while Field 

II with an area of 4.25 acres was trapped in its entirety. Since 

the latter field was bordered by woods on three and one-half 
sides, it was possible to trap it to exhaustion before an influx 

of mice through the one opening to an adjoining field could seri- 

ously affect the catch. During the four census nights, eighty 
mice were caught and in the following three nights only an addi- 

tional fifteen mice were secured. However, to make the census 

figures for all cover types comparable, the population figures
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given in Table II are based on the standard four-night trapping 

period. 

There was a greater proportion of bluegrass and a more 

luxurious growth of weeds in Field II, thus accounting for the 

proportionately greater catch of field voles, Microtus ochrogas- 

ter, which reach their highest populations in dense cover. A cor- 

respondingly lower population of prairie deer mice (Peromyscus 

maniculatus) also reflects this cover difference, as they are 

known to prefer habitats having a more open ground surface. 

Woodland deer mice are computed as a part of the total field 

inhabiting population, since it was evident that portions of the 

fields bordering the woods were important parts of their home 

ranges. 

Taste II. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and com- 
position of population of two fields of bluegrass and sweet clover, 

Oct. 2-11, 1941. 

a No. Calculated Composition by i 
mammals density per cent of 

Species caught per acre population 

Field Field Field Field Field Field 
I ig I I I 0 

Blarina 3 5 10 11 12 6 
brevicauda 

Reithrodontomys 1 4 0.3 0.9 4 5 
megalotis 

Peromyscus 7 7 2.3 16 2 9 
maniculatus 

Peromyscus 5 4 ales 0.9 21 5 
leucopus 

Microtus 6 60 2.0 14.1 24 15 
ochrogaster 

edie recibir Ne Nea RAS 
Total 25 80 8.3 18.6 100 100 

Alfalfa 

Field I was censused with a quadrat 300 by 300 feet and Field 

II with a quadrat 300 by 240 feet. The census figures for these 
two fields in Table III suggest that an average alfalfa field sup- 

ported seven to eight mice per acre in the fall of 1941. Again it 

is evident from a comparison of the rodent populations for Fields 

I and II (Table III) that a field supporting a fairly high Micro- 

tus population is generally inhabited by a correspondingly lower 
prairie deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi) population.
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Taste UI. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and com- 
position of population of two alfalfa fields, September 23—Oct. 5, 1941. 

No. Calculated Composition by 
mammals density per cent of 

Species caught per acre population 

Field Field. Field Field Field Field 
I 0 I I 1 0 

Reithrodontomys 4 5 12 17 7 23 
megalotis 

Peromyscus 6 4 18 11 25 15 
maniculatus 

Microtus 2 8 0.6 2.5 8 34 
ochrogaster 

Microtus 2 0.6 9 
pennsylvanicus 

Mus musculus 12 5 3.6 14 50 19 

Total 24 24 12 73 100 100 

Carex stricta Bog 

The total small mammal population of this bog (Table IV) 

compares very closely with that obtained for alfalfa fields. Its 
population was characterized by relatively low populations of 

non-microtine species and the presence of a shrew, which species, 

like voles, were found to be most abundant in dense cover. 

The entire bog of 1.5 acres was trapped. 

Taste IV. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and 
composition of population of a Carex stricta bog, October 16-19, 1941. 

Calculated Composition 
Species No. mammals density by per cent 

caught per acre of population 

Blarina brevicauda 1 0.6 8 
Reithrodontomys megalotis 1 0.6 8 
Peromyscus maniculatus 3 2.0 28 
Microtus ochrogaster 3 2.0 28 
Microtus pennsylvanicus 3 2.0 28 

Total AY 12 100 

Smartweed—Fozxtail 

This habitat occupied a small basin at the foot of a steep dry 

hill (populations on this hill are discussed under Prairie Relic) 

and was censused in its entirety as it had an area of only 2.1 

acres. Due to the fact that this site was inadequately tiled,
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drainage from the surrounding fields often made it too wet to 
cultivate in the spring. The central portion had been ploughed 
the previous spring, but had to be abandoned, and a dense 
growth of yellow foxtail and ragweed marked this sector at the 

time of the census. Beggar’s tick (Bidens) and smartweed 

(Polygonum) were the most abundant plants. Newly planted 

timothy, a mature stand of alfalfa, and a cornfield adjoined three 

sides of the basin while on the fourth side northeast it merged 

with the Carex stricta bog previously discussed. 

During the census period, October 16-19, the nearby corn- 

field was cut and shocked, which may have increased the catch. 

The catch of house mice was so spectacular (see Table V) that 
I believe it to be unlikely that this disturbance affected the 
results to any great degree. 

House mice were so abundant in this 2.1 acre plot it seemed 
improbable that four nights of trapping could have completely 
exhausted the resident population. To test this possibility a fifth 

night of trapping was carried out and eleven more house mice, 

three voles, two prairie deer mice, and a harvest mouse were 

caught. 

The top-heavy population of house mice in this habitat is a 

striking illustration of how “animal weeds” may overrun the 

land side by side with plant weeds. Undoubtedly the magnet 
which attracted the high rodent population was the abundant 

food supply, the ground being thickly strewn with seeds of fox- 

tail grass, ragweed, and smartweed. In contrast to this situa- 

tion was the “hostility” of the relatively undisturbed adjoining 

Carex stricta bog. In spite of the extreme density of house mice 

on this quadrat none were taken in the central portion of the 

bog (Table IV). 

Taste V. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and 
composition of population of a smartweed—foxtail habitat, 

October 16-19, 1941. 

Calculated Composition 
Species No, mammals density by per cent 

caught per acre of population 

Reithrodontomys megalotis a 2.4 Bos 
Peromyscus maniculatus 12 5.7 12 
Microtus ochrogaster 4 19 4 
Microtus pennsylvanicus 1 47 9 
Mus musculus 73 34.0 70 

Total 95 48.7 100
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Short-grass Prairie Relic 

Many areas like this one are found in southwestern Wiscon- 

sin on steep westerly-facing hillsides. The five domiant plants 
composing this relic were: Andropogon scoparius Sporobolus 

heterolepis, Aristida basiramea, Amorpha canescens, and Aster 
sericeus. Because of the topography, it was necessary to lay 

out the traps in the form of a triangle that spread down fan- 

wise from the peak of the hill. Consequently there was a rela- 

tively large amount of edge across which mice from the different 

surrounding cover types might have drifted. For this reason the 
census figures in Table VI are not strictly comparable with those 

given for the other types. The area covered by the traps was 0.8 

acre but the actual coverage was assumed to be one acre. 

As might be expected the prairie deer mouse (Peromyscus 

maniculatus) was the dominant species in this relic. The wood- 

land deer mice (Peromyscus leucopus) were taken from amongst 

a thicket of wild grape and bittersweet on an outcropping of 

limestone in the center of the census area. The genus Microtus 

was conspicuously absent, possibly because the cover was neither 

dense nor succulent enough for their requirements. The great 

bulk of this large catch of deer mice were immatures and young 

adults. 

In spite of my limited data, I believe the original prairie was 

capable of supporting a fairly high small rodent population. This 

belief is supported by the findings of Smith (1940) working in 

Oklahoma. He says that: “Although somewhat less food is avail- 
able in climax prairie, excellent cover is present and a large 

population of rodents is found.” 

Taste VI. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and 
composition of population of a short-grass prairie relic, 

October 17-20, 1941. 

Calculated Composition 
Species No. mammals density by per cent 

caught per acre of population 

Reithrodontomys megalotis 1 noun, 2 
Peromyscus maniculatus 24 24.0 56 
Peromyscus leucopus 13 13.0 30 
‘Mus musculus 5 5.0 12 

Total 43 43.0 100
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Sandy Field 

Continuous farming of an inadequate topsoil had reduced 

this field to shifting sands. It is now slowly returning to a modi- 
fied prairie. At the time of the census, scattered clumps of panic 

grass (Panicum Scribnerianum) were the dominant cover. 

Prairie lespedeza (Lespedeza capitata), a species of puccoon 

(Lithospermum croceum), and spiderwort (Tradescantia re- 
flexa) also occurred. The field is planted to pines, but only ten 

per cent of the quadrat supported trees over three years of age. 

The eight- to ten-year-old trees have not yet modified the sur- 
rounding ground cover. 

Though cover was at a minimum, prairie deer mice proved 

to be surprisingly abundant (Table VII). 

Taste VII. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and 
composition of population of a sandy field, October 7-10, 1941. 

Species No. mammals density by per cent 
caught per acre of population 

Reithrodontomys megalotis - 03 8 
Peromyscus maniculatus 8 2.3 62 
Mus musculus 4 aa 30 

Total 13 37 100 

Juniper Bluff 

Depressed juniper (Juniperus communis depressa), ar- 

ranged in a somewhat checker-board fashion, together with 

prairie relics form one of the unique plant associations on the 

Prairie du Sac area. This type is found on the extremely dry 
and westerly-facing slopes overlooking the Wisconsin River. 

Though cattle-grazing had caused the invasion of such weeds as 

evening primrose, mullen, and hoary vervain, a number of prai- 
rie species still flourished. Among the latter were: little blue- 

stem grass (Andropogon scoparius), St. John’s wort (Hyperni- 

cum), prairie bluebell (Campanula), and lead plant (Amorpha 
canescens). This habitat was the only one censused in which 
both species of Peromyscus were distributed rather evenly 

throughout the quadrat (Table VIII). The author has not en- 

countered a reference in the literature to any other habitat free- 
ly populated by both species of deer mice.
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The census plot was only 240 by 240 feet due to the configura- 
tion of the available area. 

Taste VIII. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and 
composition of population on a juniper bluff, October 15-18, 1941. 

Calculated Composition 
Species No. mammals density by per cent 

caught per acre of population 

Reithrodontomys megalotis 2 0.7 6 
Peromyscus maniculatus 14 4.0 31 
Peromyscus leucopus 20 eed 58 
Mus musculus 2 0.7 5 

Total 38 13.1 100 

Red Cedar—Red Oak Pasture 

This woodlot was composed of an open stand of red cedar and 

red oak occurring in about equal numbers, with a few scattered 

depressed junipers. The ground cover was sparse, made up 

chiefly of an intermixture of bluegrass, a panic grass and an 
occasional clump of little bluestem grass. A few small scattered 

patches of prickly ash and black raspberry were all that re- 

mained of the shrubs. Among other herbs and weeds present 

were wild bergamot, prairie clover (Petalostemum), prairie 
lespedeza, St. John’s wort, hoary vervain and mullen. 

The drastic effect of long continued grazing of woodlots on 

small mammal populations is evident in Table IX below. The 

only apparent reason for the woodmouse population holding up 

was the excellent places of retreat afforded by the litter of 

needles under the cedars and amongst the depressed junipers. 

Taste IX. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and 
composition of population of red cedar—red oak pasture, 

October 2-5, 1941. 

Calculated Composition. 
Species No. mammals density by per cent of 

caught per acre population 

Peromyscus leucopus 1 3.4 92 ‘ 
Mus musculus sk 03 8 

Total " 12 3.7 100
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White Birch-Prickly Ash 

White birch and prickly ash were the two chief woody species 

growing on a north-facing slope that was censused in late Oc- 

tober. At one time an even-aged stand of red oak timber had 

occupied the site, but had been cut over some years previous to 

the time of the census. After the cutting occurred the slope had 

evidently been pastured by cattle. Under their selective brows- 

ing these two species, unpalatable to cattle, gradually assumed 

dominance. 

Since the leaves of neither the birch or ash tend to build up 
a heavy layer of leaf mold, this cover type offered little attrac- 

tion to small mammals. Thus the small mammal population of 

this woodland was unusually low (Table X). The three shrews 

were taken near old rotten stumps of oak trees. 

Table X. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and 
composition of population of a white birch—prickly ash woodlot, 

October 24-27, 1941. 

Calculated Composition 
Species No. mammals density by per cent 

caught per acre of population 

Biarina brevicauda 3 0.8 a1; 
Peromyscus leucopus 5 18 69 

Total 8 2.6 100 

Red and White Oak Woodlot 
(severely grazed) 

The low mammal density found in this woodlot (Table XI) 

indicates that constant grazing by cattle may be disastrous to 

small mammal populations. Cattle had eradicated almost every 
shrub in this woods and the resultant packing of the topsoil had 

probably excluded the locally rare pine mouse (Pitymys pinetor- 

wm). Even the woodland deer mouse population was markedly 

low. Fox squirrels still remained abundant in this woods, and 

probably benefitted by the lack of cover.
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Taste XI. Number of mammals caught,. calculated density per acre, and 
composition of population of a red and white oak woodlot 

(severely grazed), Oct. 24-27, 1941. 

Calculated Composition 
Species No, mammals density by per cent 

caught per acre of population 

Blarina brevicauda 1 2 Tie 
Glaucomys volans AL Se ale 
Peromyscus leucopus 18 5.3 6 

Total 20 55 100 

Red and White Oak Woodlot 

(moderately grazed) 

This woodlot differed from the one discussed above mainly 

as to the degree of grazing to which it had been subjected. 

Prickly ash and a species of Rubus were the only remaining 
shrubs of any abundance. A thick layer of leaf mold was be- 

lieved to explain the survival of pine mice in this woodlot, since 
this species in Wisconsin has been recorded only from woods in 

which litter remained. The woodland deer mouse population 

(Table XII) was similar in density to that which Burt found in 

an oak-hickory woodlot (11 per acre in November) in Michigan. 

Flying squirrel populations are not calculated on an acreage 

basis, as little is known of their mobility, but the presence of a 
greater number of den trees is thought to account for their 

greater abundance in this woods. 

HABITAT PREFERENCES 

Pygmy Short-tailed Shrew—Cryptotis parva parva (Say) 

The author is aware of only one previously published record 

reporting this species from Wisconsin. This record consists of 

the remains of an individual found in an owl pellet collected at 

Prairie du Sac. (Errington, Hamerstrom, and Hamerstrom, 

1940). Intensive fieldwork may reveal that it is more widely 
distributed and common in Wisconsin than the lack of records 
would indicate. 

The single specimen in the author’s collection was found dead 

on the Sauk Prairie on December 15, 1942, by Albert Gastrow of 
Prairie du Sac. It had been killed by a red fox, as the trail sign 

clearly indicated, and then had been tossed aside. The finding of
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this specimen on prairie is in agreement with its preference for 

dry habitats. 

Taste XII. Number of mammals caught, calculated density per acre, and 
composition of population of a red and white oak woodlot 

(moderately grazed), Oct. 25-28, 1941. 

Calculated Composition 
Species No. mammals density by per cent 

caught per acre of population 

Blraina brevicauda 2 0.4 4 
*Glaucomys volans 2 
Peromyscus leucopus 30 8.8 89 
Pitymys pinetorum Z 05 5 
Mus musculus 1 0.2 in 

Total 37 9.9 100 

*A third flying squirrel was caught on the fifth night. 

Short-tailed Shrew—Blarina brevicauda brevicauda (Say) 

; Short-tailed shrews on the Prairie du Sac area are apparent- 

ly chiefly limited in their distribution to areas of bluegrass and 
woodlands having numerous fallen logs and a thick layer of leaf 

mold (Table XIII). In these situations they inhabit the run- 

ways made by themselves and by the resident mouse population, 

and in all likelihood are dependent on them for protection, as 

well as for insect food or an occasional mouse. Hence, shrew 

populations are probably relatively secure from horned owl pre- 
dation. (“Represented in 2.7% of the total pellets and 
stomachs [examined]”—Errington, Hamerstrom, and Hamer- 

strom, 1940). Predation likely occurs when they make short 

excursions away from these sheltered trails. 

Tastx XIII. Populations and relative abundance of short-tailed shrews in 
five cover ‘types, October 2-28, 1941. 

Ee Composition 
Calculated density by per cent of 

Cover Type per acre population 

Field I Field II Field I Field 1 

Bluegrass-Sweet Clover 10 1 12 6 
Carex stricta 0.6 8 
White Birch-Prickly Ash 0.8 31 
Severely grazed woods 0.2 4 
Moderately grazed woods 0.4 4
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Least Weasel—Mustela rixosa allegheniensis (Rhoads) 

Records of the least weasel in southern Wisconsin are too 

few to enable one to deduce the pattern of its distribution in this 
portion of the State. Swenk (1926), in the most recent review 
of the species, lists the following Wisconsin records: Pierce Co., 
Prescot 1; Racine Co., Burlington 1; Sauk Co., Sumpter town- 
ship, 2; Merrimac 1. After his paper was published, remains of 

another specimen was reported in an owl pellet from Stoughton, 

Dane Co., by Errington, Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom (1940). 
Phillip Wright of the University of Wisconsin is known to have 

secured two in the University Arboretum. During the winter of 

1943-44 a third specimen was taken in the arboretum by Robert 

A. McCabe, biologist in charge. I am indebted to him for fur- 
nishing his data on this specimen. 

The data on five more least weasels recently taken in Sauk 
Co. are given in Table XIV. These specimens were obtained 

from farmers by Mr. Ed Ochsner of Prairie du Sac, and at least 

four of the five were killed by the farmers when removing corn 

shocks from the fields. 

Taste XIV. Data on six additional least weasels taken in Wisconsin. 

iGalleclor ages | inna aaah he he nie oa. Hind 
Number Locality Date Sex Weight Length Tail Foot 

638 Eastern (About. 
Sauk Co. Mar. 20 °43 g 60 gms 198 34 2A 

652 Eastern About 
Sauk Co. Apr. 3 743 g 45* gms 182 29 22 

686 Eastern INov. 10-14 ’43 ¢ 193 26 23 
Sauk Co. 
Honey Creek 

651 Eastern About 
Sauk Co. IMar, 25 743 g 48.3 gms 184 27 22 

653 Eastern About 
Sauk Co. ‘Apr. 3 ’43 g 36* gms 165 23 195 

1 Dane Co. ‘Apr. 9, 43 g 23 2 
University 
Arboretum 

* These weights are low as the specimens were eviscerated when received.
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Descriptions of the pelage of these six specimens are given 

below: 

Individual 
(Collector’s 
Number) 

638 Entirely white except for brown hairs on the distal half of tail. 
652 Entire back and sides brown; ventral portion of the body white, the 

white extending slightly higher on the head and neck region and 
present on the dorsol side of the toes of the fore legs. 

686 Pelage entirely white including the tip of the tail. 
651 Pelage midway between the white of winter and the brown of sum- 

mer. The brown limited to the dorsal % of the body and extending 
down the dorsal sides of the fore and hind legs and tail. A white 
patch above the nose and extending around the eyes as a circumor- 
bital ring; a larger white patch in front of each ear. Ears brown, 
slightly tipped with white. Sides of neck white and numerous white 
hairs intermixed with the brown of the back where it joins the white 
sides. 

653 Similar to No. 652. 
1 Similar to No. 652. 

Harvest Mouse—Reithrodontomys megalotis pectoralis* Hanson 

A local reconnaissance was made on the Sauk prairie, in addi- 
tion to the censuses in Columbia County, to gather further in- 

formation regarding the habitat preferences of the harvest 

mouse. One of the cover types trapped in Sauk County was a 
tall stand of ragweed in a sandy fallow field. On entering this 
field two harvest mice were observed running about. One of 

these mice was captured by hand, while subsequent trapping 
yielded an additional three. As no other species of mice were 

caught in that field, it would appear that the harvest mice like a 

partial over-head canopy and a relatively herb-free, hard-packed 

ground surface that permits freedom of movement. Their ap- 

parent preference for the cultivated counterpart of this eco- 

logical niche, alfalfa fields, is evident from Table XV. They were 

also more abundant in this habitat relative to the total popula- 

tion than in any of the other cover types. 

This mouse is fairly common about Prairie du Sac. Hence, 

it is surprising that specimens had not been reported from Wis- 

consin prior to 1941. Errington (1932) and Errington, Hamer- 

strom, and Hamerstrom (1940) did not report it in owl pellets 

collected from the Prairie du Sac region. This species was, how- 

ever, frequently recorded in owl] pellets that they studied from 

*A paper by the author relating to the discovery of this species in Wisconsin and its dis- 
tribution and taxonomy has been published by the Chicago Museum of Natural History. See 

Literature Cited.
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Des Moines and Ames, Iowa—localities that lie well within the 
previously known range of the harvest mouse. 

The author examined roughly 100 owl pellets collected on 
April 1, 1942, from a Scotch pine plantation on the Sauk prairie, 
Sauk County, in which five long-eared owls had wintered. In 
these pellets were found skulls of 77 Microtus, 25 Peromyscus, 
and 17 Reithrodontomys, thus indicating that the harvest mouse 
was freely taken by long-eared owls. 

Taste XV. Population and relative abundance of harvest mice in eight 
cover types, September 21-October 20, 1941. 

ie APR Composition 
Calculated density by per cent of 

Cover Type per acre population 

Field I Field I FieldI Field 

Stubble 0.5 05 30 10 
Alfalfa 12 447 17 23 
Bluegrass-Sweet Clover 0.3 0.9 4 5 
Foxtail-Smartweed 24 5 
Carex stricta bog 0.6 8 
Sandy field 03 8 
Prairie relic 10 2 
Juniper bluff 0.7 6 

Prairie Deer Mouse—Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 
(Hoy and Kennicott) 

The prairie deer mouse was probably the most abundant 

native mouse on the Prairie du Sac area in the fall of 1941. Like 
the harvest mouse, this species seemed to prefer situations where 
the immediate ground cover varied from light to moderate den- 

sities. This is shown by the fact that they attained a fairly high 
density in a sandy field having as its chief cover scattered plants 
of panic grass. Other species of mice seem to be unable to popu- 

late, at least in any densities, such xeric and exposed habitats. 
As pointed out by Johnson (1926), the prairie deer mouse has 
probably increased in abundance and extended its range as a 
result of cultivating the land; and investigations will probably 

show that prairie deer mice are confined to early stages of the 
prairie succession on uncultivated lands. The distribution of 

this species on the Prairie du Sac area supports these conten- 
tions (See Table XVI).
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Taste XVI. Population and relative abundance of prairie deer mice in 
eight cover types, September 21—October 20, 1941. 

5 ait Composition em 
Calculated density by per cent of 

Cover Type per acre population 

Field I Field I Field I Field II 

Stubble 0.4 15 23 29 
Alfalfa 18 ad 25 is 
Bluegrass—Sweet Clover 2.3 16 27 9 
Foxtail—Smartweed 5.7 12 
Carex stricta bog 2.0 28 
Sandy field 2.3 62 
Prairie relic 24.0 56 
Juniper bluff 4.0 31 

Woodland Deer Mouse—Peromyscus leucopus 

noveboracensis Fischer 

Woodland deer mice were trapped in every census area that 

supported a few trees or shrubs. One female had made her nest 

for five new-born young in a paper wasp nest hanging in a clump 
of hazel-bush. At least a portion of the habitat in cover of a 
woody nature seemed requisite to satisfy some demand in this 

mouse. 
A female, which had her young in a nest of corn silk inside 

of a corn-shock, was the only individual encountered a consider- 

able distance from timber or brush. Johnson (op. cit.) also re- 

ports capturing a wood mouse in a cornfield a quarter of a mile 

from the nearest woodland. However, some individuals which 

have home ranges along the borders of woods range out into 

Taste XVII. Population and relative abundance of the woodland deer 
mouse in seven cover types, October 2-28, 1941. 

Composition 
Calculated density by per cent of 

Cover Type per acre population 

Field I Field I Field I Field 1 

Bluegrass—Sweet Clover AT, 0.9 21 5 
Short grass prairie relic 13.0 30 
Juniper bluff 70 58 
Red-oak—Red_ cedar pasture 3.4 92 
White birch—Prickly ash 18 69 
Red and White Oak Woodlot 53 96 

(Severely grazed) 
Red and White Oak Woodlot 8.8 89 

(Moderately grazed)
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adjoining fields (Blair). While trapping the bluegrass-sweet 
clover fields a number of wood mice were taken (Table XVII), 

but these were generally caught in traps less than 35-40 feet 
from the forest edge. 

Field Vole—Microtus ochrogaster Wagner 

The northern and western limits of the range of this species 

in the midwest is still in need of careful exploration. Field in- 
vestigations by the author in central and western Wisconsin and 
in southeastern Minnesota have suggested the possibility that 

the range of Microtus ochrogaster is coincident with that of the 

harvest mouse, Reithrodontomys megalotis pectoralis, in this 

region. 

It was observed that Microtus ochrogaster was the common 

vole at the localities where harvest mice occurred, while locali- 

ties that did not yield harvest mice also failed to yield M. ochro- 
gaster; replacing this vole in the same ecological niche was the 

meadow vole, Microtus pennsylvanicus. 

Microtus ochrogaster may be the most abundant vole over 
the uplands and sand prairies of the driftless region. It proved 

to be the only vole common to the upland fields in Westpoint 

Township, Columbia County, and on the Sauk prairie, Sauk 

County, both on the eastern border of the driftless area. In 

western Clark County, Schmidt (1931) found Microtus ochro- 

gaster only on sandy plains and slopes of sandstone mounds 
where there was no heavy covering of grass; Microtus pennsyl- 

vanicus was taken in hayfields, pastures, and other well-watered 

habitats. 
Records of the field vole from western Wisconsin are limited, 

but they indicate that this species occurs there freely. Allen 
(1936) mentions obtaining specimens of the field vole in Vernon 

County. In the fall of 1942 the writer trapped a number of these 
voles, as well as three harvest mice, from an upland alfalfa field 

east of La Crosse in La Crosse County during one night of trap- 
ping. 

According to Thwaites (unpublished map 1944) the western 

limits of the driftless area are now recognized as extending not 

beyond the tops of the Mississippi River bluffs on the Minnesota 
side. Since data available suggests that the harvest mouse, R. m. 

pectoralis, is found only in or on the periphery of the driftless
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region (Hanson 1944), it was of especial interest to find a grain 

stubble-field in a valley near Hokah, Houston County, Minne- 
sota, which was inhabited by both species of voles as well as 
harvest mice. Allen (1936) also reports finding both species of 
Microtus in a similar valley near Caledonia, Houston County. 
However, at three localities a few miles west of Hokah and well 

beyond the edge of the driftless area, the writer was unable to 

trap either the harvest mouse or the field vole. At these locali- 

ties (two near Spring Grove, Minnesota, and one 14 miles south- 
west of Preston, Minnesota) Microtus pennsylvanicus and Per- 
omyscus maniculatus were the only species of mice obtained. 

The field vole and harvest mouse are apparently absent from 
northeast Iowa (Allamakee and Winnesheik Counties) where 

Microtus pennsylvanicus is abundant as Dr. Sherman Hoslett 
of Luther College, Decorah, Iowa, was unable to secure an 

example of this species during an intensive five-year study of 

the mammals of these two counties. Thus, judging from the evi- 

dence available, it seems that the ecological or geological factors 

determining the distribution of the harvest mouse in the south- 

east Minnesota-northeast Iowa region may also be operative in 

the case of Microtus ochrogaster. 

Cory (1912) notes that prairie voles are commonly found in 
clover and alfalfa fields, a preference the Prairie du Sac census 

supports. Stubble-fields become increasingly inhabitable to this 

species as quackgrass and other weeds gain a foothold, but maxi- 

mum densities are attained in bluegrass areas (Table XVIII). 

Taste XVIII. Population and relative abundance of the field vole in five cover 
types, September 21-October 19, 1941. 

Composition 
Calculated density by per cent of 

Cover Type per acre population 

Field I Field Field I Field 

Grain stubble 0.2 15 13 29 
Bluegrass—Sweet clover 2.0 141 24 vy 

Alfalfa 0.6 2.5 8 34 
Carex stricta bog 2.0 0.0 28 0 

Smartweed—Foxtail 19 0.0 4 0 

Meadow vole—Microtus pennsylvanicus pennsylvanicus (Ord) 

The only habitat to yield more than two stray meadow voles 
was a Carex stricta bog. Several other specimens were obtained
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from a another bog a few miles east of the Prairie du Sac area. 

Since this species was found commonly only in Carex stricta, it 

seems possible that it could become locally extinct through drain- 

ing and the gradual drying up of these bogs. 

Taste XIX. Population and relative abundance of the meadow vole in 
three cover types, October 2-19, 1941. 

Composition ore 
Cover Type Calculated density by per cent of 

per acre population 

Alfalfa 0.6 a 
Carex stricta bog 2.0 28 
Smartweed—Foxtail 47 9 

Pine Mouse—Pitymys pinetorum scalopsoides 

(Audubon & Bachman) 

Pine mice collected in northern Clark County, Wisconsin, by 

Franklin Schmidt were recently recognized as a new subspecies 

by Hartley H. T. Jackson (1941). Since the two individuals col- 

lected by the author are not in a pelage comparable with the 

type series from Clark County, the Columbia County specimens 
are assumed to belong to the race scalopsoides. Additional speci- 

mens of pine mice have been taken in western Dane County 
(Blue Mounds) by Phillip Wright (University of Wisconsin col- 

lections). Excepting mention of a specimen from Lynxville, 

Crawford County, (Jackson op. cit.) no other published records 

are available to reveal the distribution of this species elsewhere 

in the state. 

The habitat requirements of the pine mouse in Wisconsin are 

apparently very specific as all records of this species to date are 

from oak forests having a heavy carpet of litter and leaf mold. 

Elsewhere in its range, according to Hamilton (1938), it has 
been found in such diverse situations as sphagnum bogs and 
rocky hills about caves. Hamilton (op. cit.) quotes Poole as 

having found pine mice in Pennsylvania on an area having “light 

sandy alluvial soils supporting scattered trees and shrubs.” 

One of the two specimens taken on the Prairie du Sac area 

was trapped above ground at the base of an oak tree, while the 

other was caught in a trap set in an opened runway in the leaf 

mold.
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‘Taste XX. Population and relative abundance of the pine mouse in a red 
and white oak woodlot, October 25-28, 1941 

Composition 
Cover Type Calculated density by per cent of 

per acre population 

Red and White Oak Woodlot 0.5 5 
(moderately grazed) 

House Mouse—Mus musculus musculus Linnaeus 

House mice attained their greatest densities in cultivated 
fields where they often were the most abundant species. When 

their numbers about farm buildings were taken into considera- 
tion, there can be little doubt that they were the most numerous 
mammal on the Prairie du Sac area. Because of their general 

abundance in fields far from any farm buildings, it is difficult 
to understand their comparative absence in owl pellets. One 

reason may be that owl pellet studies usually represent the late 
winter and early spring months, a period when house mice par- 

ticularly seek buildings for refuge; another may be that the first 
spell of severe cold weather greatly reduces the field inhabiting 

populations. 

The high density of this species found in the prairie relic was 

probably due to an influx of individuals from the nearby area of 
smartweed and foxtail which had an extremely high house 

mouse population (Table XXI). However, it should be noted 
that they were relatively uncommon in this undisturbed area. 

Taste XXI. Population and relative abundance of the house mouse in nine 
cover types, September 21-October 20, 1941. 

i ee Composition 7 
Calculated density by per cent of 

Cover Type per acre population 

Field I Field II Field I Field IL 

Grain stubble 0.6 Le 34 32 
Alfalfa 3.6 14 50 19 
Bluegrass—Sweet Clover 10 12 
Smartweed—Foxtail 34.0 70 
Sandy field 11 30 
Short grass prairie relic 5.0 12 
Juniper bluff 0.7 a3 
Red Oak—Red Cedar pasture 0.3 8.0 
Red and White Oak woodlot 0.2 2.0 

(moderately grazed) tuner ates Suieel
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Cottontail—Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsi (Allen) 

Method and Materials—The method used to census cotton- 

tail rabbits was first employed by Durward Allen (1938-1939) 

in Michigan. It consists of trapping and banding the largest 
number of rabbits possible and securing a shot sample of the 

population on the census area. From the ratio of banded to 
unbanded rabbits in the sample to the total number banded, the 

actual population is determined. This technique has been used 
by Lincoln as an adjunct to estimating continental waterfowl 

populations. 
Forty “Pennsylvania type” box traps, as described by Ger- 

stell (1937), were used for the census. All rabbits caught were 

banded with ear tags which proved to be very satisfactory. Car- 
rots were found to be the best bait as they did not spoil quickly 

in mild weather and were not as attractive to mice as ear or 

shell corn. 

Census Area.—The census area consisted of approximately 

65 acres of woods and brushy cover on the south slopes of Black- 

hawk ridge, and an area of second growth timber and brush- 

lands adjoining its western base. The observed tendency of win- 

tering cottontails in southern Wisconsin to avoid cold windy 

slopes made it unnecessary to extend the trap lines on to the 

north slopes of the ridge. This latter area was not considered 

a part of the winter range when computing the population. A 
brief description of the cover types on the census plot and their 

acreages are summarized below: 

Cover Types Acreage 

Ungrazed woods with an abundant understory of shrubs 14 

Grazed woods containing scattered thickets of prickly ash, 
blackberry and red cedar 2 

Second-growth oak woods with a poor understory of shrubs 13 

Heavy bluegrass, with scattered shrubs, young oaks and 
stump sprouts (5 small areas) 16 

Short grass prairie relic 15 

Total 65.5 

Trapping Operations.—Due to the diversity of the cover 

types, weather conditions, and the irregular distribution of the 
rabbit populations in the various coverts, trap movement pro- 

ceeded in no orderly fashion; instead, the traps were shifted 

from place to place whenever their efficiency in catching un-
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banded rabbits suffered a marked drop. In addition to these 

variables in the procedure, one sector of the census area was 

trapped continuously during most of the census period. The 
number of traps used varied, and their efficiency was never 

100% as mice sometimes ate the bait or sprung the traps. A 

summary of the trapping operations is given in the table below: 

Trapping Periods Traps in Use Trap nights 

Nov. 23-Dec. 7 30 420 
Dec. 7-Dec. 22 38 532 

Jan. 9-Jan, 13 13 52 
Jan. 13-Feb. 13 37 (av.) 1148 

Total 2100 

A total of 71 rabbits were caught and of these four died in 
the traps. The number of repeats was small because of the fre- 
quency of trap movement. Of the 22 rabbits that repeated, a few 
were caught as many as three times, making the total number of 

repeats twenty-nine. 

Sampling.—Shooting was believed to be the most efficient 
means by which an adequate sample of the rabbit population 
could be secured in the shortest period of time, thereby reducing 

any error resulting from movements of rabbits into or out of the 

census area during the sampling period. It was also thought that 
shooting would obtain a more representative sample than live 

trapping which might be more apt to take an undue number of 

rabbits having the trap habit. The latter point, however, still 

requires further testing. Other sources of error that are present 

in this technique of censusing have already been discussed by 

Allen (op. cit.) and Dice (1941). 

During the first shoot on February 14, a crew of eight se- 

cured only three rabbits. The sampling was continued until 
March 22, but it was with the greatest difficulty that a sample of 

twenty-one was secured. 

Populations.—Twelve of the twenty-one rabbits shot carried 

bands. As the total number of rabbits banded was known (71, 
minus three that died in traps), the solution of a simple ratio 

gave the approximate total population on the census area. 

(71—4) 12 
eee EY ea 12% —— 1407 pd comms Ld Lyf 

x 21
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In the course of the fieldwork, remains or indications of old 
kills of 11 rabbits were found. This number added to the 117 

implies a peak fall population of at least 128 rabbits on the 65 

acres of brushlands and woods, or a density of 2 rabbits per 

acre. However, the average density for the entire winter would 

be somewhat less. 
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4o4 University Farm Place 
August 26, 1glie 

Dr, A. W. Schorger 
1015 Hast Washington Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

Professor von Grueningen, formerly of our German Department, 
tells me of an early Sauk City newspaper, "Der Pioneer am 
Wisconsin", edited by Kuntz. He has the impression that it 
might contain articles on wildlife, and did not know 
whether the Historical Libeary has a set. If not, he 
believes a set is in the hands of the "Satk County Society" 
in Milwaukee, 

Ho doubt you already know of this publication, but I am 
dropping you this note to make sure. 

I find a memo, I fear an old one, to get for you the following 
publication: “Original and present breeding ranges of certain 
game birds in the United States", by Robert 6. McClanahan. 
I am sending to the Fish and Wildlife Service and asking that 
you be supplied with a copy. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



‘ . . April 4, 1937 

f Notes on Baraboo Range . 

Leach Creek Marsh. Drained by Binder Bros. between 1916 and 1923. No great 

decrease in tamarack area remembered by local ‘din. "The Popples" started from 

a fire occurring in about 1923, Tach popple thicket examined is in the form 

of a narrow strip paralleling a ditch, and represents, no doubt, an extra dry 

zone in which an extra deep peat burn took place, This is confirmed by the 

_ fact that the spoil bank opposite such thickets is in each case entirely 

consumed, 

Much of the area is in nettles, especially on the east end. Carex (Ripgut) 

seems to follow directly after nettles. Phragmites is confined to the lightly 

burned spots near the north tamaracks. Bog birch is nearly run out by fire. 

Much of the north side is grassy and ready to come back to pussy willow if given 

a short respite from fire. 

No hay is cut. The frequent spring fires are said to be set for the purpose 

of gathering duck eggs. Ducks nest along the old natural channel of leach Creek. 

Howard Potter is considering canary grass strips for firebreaks. 

Warden Adamski and local farmers agree on about 22 deer and 200 prairie 

chickens as representing the winter population in 1936-37. Pheasants are 

increasing. 

A local trapper (Schultz) reports rats, mink, and coon, but no otter. 

Baraboo Deer Herd History. AK. Bassett of Ski-High Orchard says deer were 

abundant just previous to 1900, An open season was allowed which progressively 

shortened as deer decreased and hunting increased (30, 20, 10, and 5 days). 

By 1902 the deer were virtually wiped out. They built up again during the war, 

and about 1919 reached a peak estimated as 10 times the present population, 

They remained fairly abundant until 1927, but have since been decreasing rapidly, 

due presumably to poaching,



; -2> 

Bassett says they de-bud his ene trees and trample his alfalfa while 

the ground is soft. 

Howard Potter has used electric fence to protect apple trees, but Bassett 

doubts the effectiveness of this device. ‘The state might reduce the killing 

around orchards by providing electric fences, ; 

Deer Wintering Grounds, Sauk Co., 1936-37 (Walter Hillmer and Adamski). , 

(For locations see Sauk Co. map, field book.) 

Leach Creek 22 deer 

Dell Creek 10 

Pine Hollow O (but might winter there if fed) 

Honey Creek below dam & 

Merrimac Marsh ? 

; Below Delton? ? 

; Lone Rock Marsh ? 

Below Tom Barrows ? 

The Caledonia Marsh (Columbia) held 30, and the Mazomanie bottoms a 

considerable number, 

There is something lacking in the above inventory, since there are doubtless 

several hundred deer in the county. ' 

Quail, All observers agree on a steady decrease of quail through 1935, 1936, 

1937, even on fed ground. 

Aldo Leopold 

File: P. C. Investigation 
Deer Study 

Sark C047 
Copies to: Starker 

Roy Case 

H. Potter



Notes on Barabgo Range ‘ 

P. S. 8=7-37: Herbert Stoddard says that during his field work 

in 1905-6-7 deer were very scarce in the region of Baxter's Hollow. 

They were more numerous by 1910, when he left the region to work 

for the Milwaukee Public Museun. 

AL. 

,



Game Breeder & Sportsman Sauk County 
January, 1937, p. 17 
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\ Baraboo Deer Herd 

From newspaper information collected by Ives (WPA) 

December 10, 1874 
(Wisconsin State News) ' 

(Sauk County) 

---Deer are more numerous in the vicinity of Baraboo than they 
have been at anytime during the last fifteen or twenty years. 

There is a great excitement in sporting circles in consequence.



Jr WISCONSIN J, Sun 
CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT at 
STATE CAPITOL, MADISON 2, WIS. Release 

Immediately 

MADISON, WIS. (SPECIAL) --- A wrinkled November 20, 1880 

copy of the London Graphic recently given the Wisconsin State 

Conservation Department supplies evidence that even at that early 

date Wisconsin's Devil's Lake had great appeal to lovers of fishing, 

wild life, and the unique in natural scenic beauty. 

The correspondent for the English publication describes 

the Devil's Lake fishing potentialities of the day as follows: 

"Some noble specimens of that 'game' fish, the pickerel, are 

' ; caught in this lake. Trolling is the favourite method adopted. 

The fisherman is rowed swiftly across the smooth or slightly 

ruffled surface of the lake, waiting for that savage pull at the 

'spoon! which, in the case of a twenty-eight pound fish, almost 

jerks him out of the boat. Then follows a most exciting period, 

during which the hooked monster rushes madly to and fro, until at 

length by skillful management he is brought along side in so gentle 

and subdued a condition that his docile deportment even elicits ; 

ploy." 

While investigating the interesting geological history of 

Devil's Lake, which today makes it a Mecca for geologists and 

summer vacationists alike, the British author was treated to 

another wild life drama. 

He writes that a "noble buck” ventured down to a landing 

aA near his hotel. However, the deer was frightened by a crowd of 

\ people and initiated an escape effort by swimming out in the lake. 

From Arthur Towell, Inc, 119 Monona Ave. Madison 3, Wisconsin



Bee 

Several local sportsmen pursued the animal in a rowboat and took 

the deer into custody with a lasso. 

Despite the inroads of civilization, this past fall, while 

the deer were neither plentiful nor bold enough to be amphibiously 

‘ lassoed, ardents of the bow and arrow still bagged species of the 

"noble buck" in the same Devil's Lake area which enraptured the 

British journalist 85 years agoe



u Sauk Co. 

Cole, Harry E. A Standard History of Sauk County, Wisconsin. 
Chicago, 1918. :



Wis. Conservation Bulletin Sauk Co. 
June, 1938 

See Ait 

o DISTRIBUTION OF WISCONSIN DEER 

/ (Taken from an article by H. H. T. Jackson, at present of the Biologi- 
eal Survey, on the “Distribution of Certain Wisconsin Mammals’ pub- 

| lished in the Bulletin of the Wisconsin Natural History Society, Vol. 8, 
No. 2, 1910.) 

In many sections of the northern part of the state deer seem to be 

\ increasing in numbers. This is a direct result of deforestation. As 

the coniferous forests are cut away the “slashings” begin to support 

a dense second growth of deciduous trees such as birch, poplar, maple, 

ete., and in many places forage plants grow luxuriantly; thus food 

and protective covering are both increased. Deer were reported as 

becoming more numerous in parts of all the northern tier of counties. 

Deer have become quite abundant in the hilly regions of Sauk 
county, so much so that during the early autumn of 1909 farmers 

frequently complained about the damage they did to growing crops. 

On Sept. 19, 1909, I saw a doe on the bluffs a mile west of Devil’s 

lake; tracks of others were discernable also. 

Note: Since 1910, when this report was written, deer have con- 

tinued to increase in Wisconsin, not only because of the cutting of 

the timber, which played an important part, but also because of the 

protection of does. What seemed to Mr. Jackson to be damage to 

crops in Sauk county at this early date was undoubtedly a small mat- 

ter when compared to the damage done by herds of deer in that 

county, and in the counties farther north, at the present day. It is 

of interest to note that this increase of deer was not observed by 
Mr. Jackson in 1908, for in that year he wrote in this same bulletin 

(Vol. 6, Nos. 1-2): “Deer are generally diminishing in numbers 

wherever they are found.” At that time he said that protection from 

wolves and law-breakers was needed, “for venison is the chief food 

of wolves during the winter months, and in the northern third of the 

state it is the principal meat of a large number of the rural popula- 

tion during the summer months. With proper protection from these 

two evils, there is no reason why deer should not naturally increase.” 

This was written 30 years ago when conservation wardens were a 
curiosity in the northern hinterlands. We see here a story of how 

additional protection and better food and cover increased the Wis- 

consin deer herds to their abundance of the present time.



October 7, 1929 

Dr. Alexander Wetmore 
U. & National Museun 
Wash ington, Dd. c. : 

Dear Dr. Wetmore. 

I am mach indebted to you for the pains you have 
taken in answering my inquiry. I particularly value the evidence 
you preseat 2s to the absence of any ruffed grouse cycle in Sauk 
County between 1896 and 1904. I had already concluded, howiver, 
that these cycles are mach diminished in their severity in the 
southern extremity of the bird's range, and I have several local 
ities where at least one cycle was “skipped,” that is, one low 
point continued low throughout a whole period until the next low 
point. 

1 am very anxious for you to see a chart showing data 
on the cyclic behavior of ali the grouse family in Wisconsin. This 
will vé included in my Wisconsin report and [ am putting down your 
name on the list to receive a copy of this report for reading. 
Lleter on @ report on the north central states is to be published, 

i I would like very much to call on you during my next 
visit to Washington, since your early familiarity with Wisconsin 
will enable you to shed light on many things that are perplexing j 
me, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Change, Game Survey.



SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 

UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM eZ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. / 0 Us 
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October 35, 1929, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Cherge, Game Survey, 

421 Chenistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It is true that I was born in North Freedom, Wisconsin 

and that I made my early studies in birds in that region. I left there, 
however, before I learned the value of definite written records regarding 
certain things so that I em not in a position to give you definite in- 

formation in response to your questions. The best I may do is as 

follows: 

(1) Ruffed grouse were common on the wooded hills about North 

Freedom until I left there in the fall of 1904. I had 
regular places in which I found the birds and spent con- 
siderable time in watching them, only occasionally doing 

any shooting. The bird was not much sought by hunters 
at that time since there were few sufficiently expert to 
kill the birds on the wing. Those that I shot were taken 
more from a certain boyish pride in being able to hit 

them, than for any other reason. I had a small dog that 

traveled the woods with me, and that was quite adept in 
treeing grouse, but I do not now recall having shot one 

under those conditions. As I said at the beginning of 
this paragraph there were certain spots where I found 
families of these birds each year, So far as my observa- 
tions went there was no cycle of abundance and scarcity 
in this species. My observations extended from 1896 when 
I was ten years old to 1904, During this period the birds 
remained without apparent fluctuation in mumber, 

(2) There was one winter when we had heavy snowswith a thaw in 
February or March, ani a succeeding sudden freeze that 

covered the country everywhere with a crust of ice when the 
majority of the quail were killed. This came somewhere 

between 1896 and 1900, I believe in the winter 1897-1898. 
I have no means at present for fixing the actual date, but 

should I come across anything at any time in my notes relating 
to it I shall try to remember to let you know. Following this



freeze quail were very scarce for two years or so 

end then gradually increaseg, I kmew of several 
coveys in our general region. 

(3) I can tell you nothing about sharptailed grouse in 
Sauk County except that it is my indistinct re- 
membrance that there was a mounted bird of this 
species in the collection in the High School at 
Baraboo, Wisconsin. The collection in question 
consisted of mounted birds prepared by Ochsner of 
Prairie Du Chien. His birds were taken locally in 
the drainage of the Wisconsin River. The collection 
in question when I knew it was in the Public Library 
in Baraboo where I prepared labels for it; later on 
it was moved to the High School. I did not see it 

in its secmd location. There were "prairie chicken" 
in the open country several miles east of Baraboo. I 
went there once to search for them but was not success- 
ful in finding them and so do not know the species, 

(4) I regret that I can tell you nothing about wild turkeys in 

Sauk County since I do not recall having heard them 
mentioned. I might suggest that you write to Mr. Bernie 
Sullivan, North Freedom, Wis., R,F.D. one of my boyhood 

friends whose father, uncles and cousins were great hunters, 
Possibly he can give you some information. 

Sincerely yours, boner 

Assistant Secretary. 

ip



421 Chemistry Building 

September 2h, 1929 

Dr. Alexander Wetmore 

U. & Biological Survey 
Washington, D. ¢, 

Dear Dr. Wetmore; 

; I learned only recently that you had spent your boyhood 
at North Freedom in Sauk County. I am now engaged in a game ~ 
survey of Wisconsin and would appreciate very much receiving yee 
any offhand recollections you may have in connection with the fol+ ‘ 
lowing questions: 

, 1, In your residence in Sauk County can you remember 
anything resembling a cycle in ruffed grouse? If so, 
can you fix the date of any year or years of abundance 
or scarcity? 

2. Do you remember the dates of any severe winter killings 
of quail (that is, winters in which a majority of the 
quail populetionswas killed off)? al 

3. Did you ever hear of sharptail grouse occurring in f 
Sauk County? ; 

4, Would any old timers ever mention any wild turkeys : 
occurring in Sauk County? at 

T do not mean to put you to a lot of trouble in answering 

these questions. If you will just send me what arises in your | 
mind offhand I will be very much obliged, 1 ; 

Youre sincerely, s ‘ 

; ADO WOPOLD, A Me 
In Charge, Game Survey, \ \ 

ae foe Ne 
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yee Radisson, Wisconsin co 
February 17, 1947 

Mr, W, EL, Seott 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Seott: 

esate Sore Saks aekend bos ane  titw re boy aris 8 8 reco or years earlier 
but I beliewel§@ ts m good taing oven nav. ’ | 

I could have had some “en records of scarce animals in | 
the past forty years since | lived here, but also never put i 
down any dates at the time when I saw these animals, Tf | 
remember of seeing — tracks seversl times in several 
different winters, ao, I know of one lynx ony four or 
five years past being trapped about four miles 3 of Radisson. or 
i saw monse tracks, a cow and calf, in winter of about 1915 
three miles east of Radisson, and t also caught a civit skunk 
many years ago. I know of one opossum ae killed up here 
ten or twelve years ago. I also saw 3 5 : eranes 3 or 4 
yeare age, the first of these I have seen in Visconsin, When 

was a young boy in Illinois 1 used -te see them in ce 
flocks on wheat and corn fields and at water holes on 

open prairie, I can stall hear Whe _poauiiar oqdasics they make 
@ in flight. Very few people ¢: to shoot them, 

Ve are having a nice winter up here. feo nice for good 
: wolf and fox trapping. Heve not had over 8 inches of snow 

which 1s not mone. and 1t was wet snow and froze a crust so 
fox and wolf could get around very nicely,. Yolf are scarce 
but we have still a few too many fox for our rabbits and 
ruffed Pe and sharptaile but all these have increased last 
year, @lse a good increase in weasel, All these have been 
very few past several years, This winter there is a bag erop 

: of all kinds of wood mice, “he last fall early mink 
muskrat season has just about exterminated them especially the 
mink, I Wave seen only one mink track all winter, : 

When you get up thie way come and see ua, Best regards, 

{s) George Ruegger 

copied 
3° 
Sel4ed?
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: duly 19, 1943 

: Ernest Swift tells me that two cast horns of elk were found by Pete Larson 

of Hayward between 1902 and 1904 imbedded in soil under Mosquito Brook, 

four miles northeast of Hayward, Wisconsin. They were found Saving some 

kind of excavation work. i 

ne (Aldo Leopold)



ig Oct. 1, 1942 
; excerpt from the Flambeau--A Dissertation on Wild Rivers : Rp 

ea 
; | 

em ou wf 

ee : 

Flambeau wildlife is of a character to please both tyro and expert. 

We saw 52 deer in the river during a day and a half afloat. The strong 

deer-line on all white cedars, and the heavy nipping of striped maple, ae 

dogwood, and pine seedlings suggests that there are too many deer for their 

own good, and that an increase in the remnant of wolves would be salutary ; 

to all concerned. Many mergansers and some blackducks and woodducks hatch 

along the river. There are still ospreys and bald eagles. The most southerly 

Wisconsin outpost of ravens is found here. Aspen is scarce, hence beavers are 

scarce, but mskrats thrive on the river's abundant mussels, and minks 

thrive on the mskrats. 

The Fhambeau's real thrill for the more experienced wildlifer is the re 
roof ft 

possible existence of a remnant of martens in one of the blocks of uncut vets 
usp } 

timber. The last known marten skin came out of the Flambeau in 1900, | ge) 

and the species has been considered exterminated, not only from this region, 

: tut from the state. In 1940, however, a deer franter whe is also a taxi- 

dermist and naturalist reports seeing a live marten, and a reliable local : 

ie \ “f 

« SE tracks in the same locality during the same winter. He also 
sen tracks in another Gocatity? six years ago. If nartiens still live on 

the Flambeau, the creation of a wild area with large blocks of uncut timber 

fis justified on these grounds alone; the recreational ana ‘forestry values l 

\ 

may be regarded as "velvet". N 

ane 

: < Soph dan? | KS 
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SAWYER COUNTY (Folder) 

Swift, Ernest. 1940. a ’ \ 

Biography of a self-made naturalist; introducing } 
George Ruegger. Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, : 

Vol. V., No. 12, Decembér, 1940. pp. 3-22.
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LAKE SURVEY DaTA OF SaWYER COUNTY, WISCONSIN Q 

5 ; _ Division of Land Economic Inventory, State of Wisconsin : 
Gh Se BRANT we Raters 4 : «John -§. Bordner, Direct or ; n 

we e ee) : William W. Morris, Forester eee 
ee ; John H.. Steenis,; in charge of field party ve 

Ted ; ( ; Lewis Posekany, Parasitologist . ; ‘ ‘ 
Bee Marjorie en ie 4 ‘ " ye Se : Rose Lawent. . {NeYeA. Asvistcnts 

Corroborators*- i+ eer oe : ; d 
Otis Bersing ond Sid Gordon, in charge of Lake and Strocm Inmrovement 6 a 

U.S. Forest Service ~- Lake and Stream Survoy & 
Biology Division, ‘State Department of Conservation SP pF) 
Wisconsin Geological and Naturel History Survey Spee — 
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"1, cBIBCT CF FISH SImma TurommgeT SO Te Be, 

The object of fish strcem improvenent is toguide, develop and maintain the conditions 
most favcreble to growth and renraduction of fish lite, Many streams in the National e 
Forests on thich general eonditious ‘are favorable are supporting far less fish life than 
mignt reasonably ba. expected. This may.be Cue.tg a deficiency of one cr more of the iy 

elerents essential to fish fe} Whereas the remeining elements may be capable of sup- f 

porting a far greater fish porlation. & careful study of the conditions along the stream, 
having in wind the el around requiremeats-of the particular specie of fish, will usunlly “  - 
indicats the lines along which development shoei be made, ee Pa 

Tie forees of nature, if skillfully directed, _may=b3 pade!to’ work far more -efficiently/ | 

and produza rere beneficial results thon if left to their own devicas.” Nov inftequéntly 1 : >: 

is found. that as man has.‘staxv'e4 developuent of a watershed for agricaltural or indmatrial 
usesy through ignorance or indizference he has brought about changes clog the etrema .. - 
which have destrcyed most of nature's balanced development aad‘ greatlyreduced the capacity ; 

. of the stream foe sustaining fishJife. Restoration te thess origina} conditivns is usally ..° 
impracticebie, but by Sid iiful use of cams, deflectors or othér artificial devites, changed ~ 

‘ ‘ conditions ef flow may be mado td restore the Dalence of prodietivity.to t's stroam. It : s 
a ay will also ciiéu be possible to-isprove on the natural conditions. of a water course although 

Ni they ay never have been subject to man's destructive usese ee, : j : - 

fe x a % = : : ee ies os ' 
.. Be REQUISISES OF & GOOD PROUT STARAM tec ce = 

: fee Pare yater Pua mnt ae * eee ree 
: . de Favorstle range of water temperature : “, as NGere é 18 
: Gq Breviliug areas ge ae = ‘ a 

/ de - Adoqiate shelter i - ie 4 ios 
ee ®,: Atvnient food ‘supply rae He : os a : 
> f- /Protcetion- pa LON OM a 

deny ua ae  Se,.. Absence of competitive life : 4. no a - j 

The ideni condition will be thet which gives proper balancé’ of thesé. factors to develop 4 
(1... a.stream inte.e self-sustaining biological unit, under whichconditions a stréam will pro~ 

we) a.) 2 ,, @uce the moxisuc fich.crop possible. If the fish production: is ‘still inddequate to meet — ae 
the rishius dausidy additional fish mast be supplied by stocking or else additional pro- 
tecticn trrouzh a shorter fishing seascn will be required." * 

*PIST AUT AAM IUPEOVETT BaNTicOK, UeS, Dept. of Agriculture Forest Service, 1936



: a _. The Lakes and Drainage of Sawyer County . ae : i 

The recreational use of Sawyer County land centers around the county's lakes andstreams, fa _ 
total area of Sawyer county lakes is approximately 61,500 acres. This does not incluie a@l small 

# ponds, b¥t practically'all water areas: of 20 acres: or more. The total mileage of ‘shoreline for : 
. the lakes is approximately 535. This includes: the shorelines of: the flowages in several rivers. 

Since. these lakes and the rivers which drain them détérmine the value of the land adjacent. for re. . 
creational purposes, it is hoped that this detailed information will help materially in improving _ 
the fish-carrying. capacity of many lakes by serving as a guide in planting the right species of .. : 

....fish; building fish spawmers, brush refuges, etc., and also as a guide om the sélection of wild © ~~ 
life refuges, particitlarly for ducks and other waterfowl. © 90p 2 eo pe 

= Sawyer county has four primary ‘river sustems. Of these, the Chippewa, and Flambem receive the 
major portion of the drainage of the county, white the Nomekagon and Totogatic receive less, The 
Red Cedar River also-has its sourée in Sawyer county. The four main rivers wth their primary 
tributaries have a ‘combined length of 615 miles. Many of the secondary streams have as their 
source the numerous lakes of the county. Others are fed by the large springs andare some of the 
best trout waters: of=the state. s F 

3 -. Sawyer county.has numerous lakes covering an ared of approximately61,500 acres. Since lakes b- 
‘that ere connected by a river system are of a similar nature, only a representative iewhave 

3 been studied. Others of a similar nature have similar whters and adaptabion. f 
~~ Takes of Sawyer County owe their origin to glacial activity, which completely altered the old 

topography and drainsge. The new topography contains many depressed areas that are partially 
drained-or not drained at all. These constitute the swamps and Takes of Sawyer county, - - 

In recent time the very extensive area off the storage drainagé in the Clippew River has © 
_ further-enlarged thé.water area of the county by thousands of-acres, Where. there were once pos~ 
_sibly a dozen small lakes the flowage.now extends beyond thei shorelines t6°édver approximately 

~° 15,000 acress This-vast expanse-of water, tiough seasonally ‘fluctuating in volwe, has Very loo 
large Sreas of depth adequate for fish life. Debris.snd vegetation give harbor and protection ton.’ 
minnows and tiinor life even in the shallow w:.ter. The vacat onist knows Sawyer county lakes 

: largely. by regions,.The primary regions are the Connor Lake in thé southeastérn part of the 
: county; the Court Oreilles in the central part; the Spider, Teal, Lost Lake and: ghat Lakes in 

the. northern; and.the Lake Chetac region in the southwestern part of the county. There aré abut 
1 260 lakes and pomds in Sawyer countye Of this nuaher. a detailed and coordinated.inventory far. 

the more inportant lakes followse = pot ee : : 
Under land cover. surrounding lakes the inventofty:uses three general classif ieations of sae 

forest cover, vize, brush, young forest(saplings), and forest (timber over 12 inches in diae~ ~~ 

meter). The type prevailing is also given, vize, pine, sprucco, swamp, har dvood, etce
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Name of Lake White Birch {Windfall . jfeern. . . Ry [chetac -.. |@onnors —«| Pickerel es i 

Lave in section 70 20 28 19 in 77 N 28-22 ape 

Binge Roce Se ees: ethan ca 7 cee hae OP SEO OO 128 ant 5B ae Caves ; ; 

Trocing-potat : (Sxeland.: ~:|®xeland. “J Bxeland °-- .. \Bdgewater ‘on»...} Phillips Phillips * 

ene post office © - | |4 miles 2miles+--.:|6.5 miles: - [laze itis 14 [20 miles 20 ailes 

ecoscitinity [Goce Jesed", 1. [Good __farteliegt”~ | Bietient _[sreoizent 
Area iutacres. = 2 (LGPs (= 92 (96 = here pares: ee fpalign cave oe NOG. sees AaB 

pins Megha eRe he tag a ena tia 
Game fish in Sunfish L. k, Bass-.,.|Eutihegad, | Pic. éral ‘7 TY. Bs Pike ‘/V. B. Fike 
lake now.;:. .. 5.4 (Perch...) |Gzappies. |. |Perdh: We By Pie” | “rglellunge |. Ae Bass 

OS ypadheads i *"|Perei.? ".. | Brook trout jE. "a, ‘Base? “| Lek, Bass jS+ hie Bass 
Ie Resa ee ents bud: Te ‘(spPingfed) "|S, i, Bass: **" 3" "57k. Bass: juts Rollunge 

DOSS CT YR, SON Os eee ata Dae rs av ides OReppiess or") ya Blaee Ly 2 |BOGe, Bass ah eee epee Ol os Se porte a eel apei aie se eneck Bass.) pe iiond iy 

Fish suitable. -¢2 2} Beans esl Elan wBasdes bal. tc. {We Be<Pike , ,,..,| We. B. Fike Weds Pike 
for panting 1) ees i [singin ‘ oe UL Pike “| kuskel lunge | [suskellunge 

: ites Boal se Cocigsiee hice nico awe tongs 2 bee. Bese /Plugel iis ’ 

Me DUET AS gee Ges Man meena er lo, Canyon She eRRe Tee yc |S. a. Fass’ |Rock Bass : ee ag oa ge eae bce ee 3 i: 2 : ie iBluegill:" | Blwe#il1 : 

Lake has outlet.;:-.-Joutlet . =. .|Eandloczed.. Joutlet: |... Joutlet. “.*.° [outlet .  joutiet 
OP ia LEndloe hed elit a OS ars hy eR eed te eee ey it es ks Ge dab rl gums Ff s 

Meter 56. Cn Brown .-- °F ,{@lear* Brom: .;.---; |Green. ... ra Clear : - 'Clear 3 
i wo tactps: o fwedium oa-: -|Very:soft .-|Mediug hard..|Hard.-. . , +] wedium hard juedium hard 

\ aquatic vegetation + {Fairly Scarce ©... faAbund: nt  « |AbUndant’.. ~ “|. abundant. Abundent 

| ae ea: jAbundant ~~ eae ‘fand'Varied->* jand- Varied. | and/Varied [and Varied 

| “Tend cowr ‘foun... (Cleared. Youre. ivome@.«”~«fYoune = iYoune 5 
surrounding lake: .|herdwood- =. flend.- |. herdwood . heréwood | ; hardwood. {hardwood 

: ks .|forest rorclee ay forest . forest: |, Aforest. ... |forest~. ; 

Svimming beaches °°‘: ‘one ~~ fwone: | None: -° “ . iBxcellent : Excellent: !Fair . 

Tourist accommodation|Very:.:- °-: 1Good .) 32+ .)@bod::-~! ..2 (xtellent...,-.. | Excellent Good 

Pe WOES 
ee eee rrr et ets = 7 PASC A. aOR Seiko ees Pirie Seay es os
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, Swamp --—s«*{Sissabagana |Eittle .. {summit ~~ ~~] Rvergreen:-.luason \Pelican a eae 
: : “. |Sissabagata | Stee ee oe | Es Sen 

152, 11 Re Gifs 85 [Ts ees AGee. a ee iy SO RO ed erect er ae 
‘ 72 Ee ee ee : F al re er : Seen 

- Fifield ..| Stone Lake .. |Edgewater eS Edgewater _ | Fifield ; {Fifield - |Fifield 

15 miles ~ +5 miles: .°; [3 mikes... |2 miles... "| 13 miles ~~: |13 ailes- ~°-{13-ailes: - ware 

Pekre rr} COGd i (Goad S| Galati ie 2 | Meteabn: Bair oct) eT RAde pe. ten. 
286 goes 830 ee 300 fare ae clas = ae 157 ae 1180 nell hit Jobe. Gg 

Hig Si obese SO a ern ee 
fF; |b. M. Bass. |Z. “Ke Bass "DSM. Bass.°* |-We-Bs Pike |W. Be Pike... Le M...Bass.. 2... 

imesvtwssss weet |S Me Bass | |S. Me Bess... jBluegill “= | L. x. Bass, |L. u. Basé «4! 78 070% my 
it. "| WisSel linge’ |Miiskellunge:|P erch -~ | -}-Mussellungé juusiellunge |. . Preis 

wen8 .€ 42) | Crappies .< |Bock Bass .. : See ee ee Peg wre + PE) ek 

: oerscjepo: (|Bluegili.< jBlpesili< .. | 7.7. 2 | Perch | Poren: 22: eo LAG 

- °*) |e Me Bass* |b. M. Base”: [L. M. Base. | W. Be Pike; [W, Bq Pike, |L. i. Bass 
‘ meen Stine | Gen Me BASS. |. |SeMe Bass | |: Muskellunge |Muskellunge {Buklheads 

eee Wuskellungé, |Muskellunge: ee a, nB |@eOONESE 7 0) Sant st ee 
ae Sc | Grapptes: 1 |Rock:Basa:: 3 ivinie | Pergbs, ar |Bercoe. > Rec ee 

ee : ae.) Bluegill -(:. |Blusgttkos Pe eee Eee ay : 

Oatlet-y > neavily.--/ [teacloswdloutloi |. [Water pass’ [Water mss | Landlocked 
a eee auiemle [aaa sseck,  [Landlpokeds: |Landleekedy | #q.¢, oo) ne 

outlet [SR eases PECs Ree | et a ree : 

Clear 0/2 Green... i=" ‘| Cleai oo: a ° poteur pon] Ohear: «erie roel OD-BG Rear eeecrio of CAL GAR oc , 
wedium hard | Medium... | Soft _ jVery soft | jmedium "*. jiediua*""-. | Very soft: ..~. 

os Abundant * | abundant. [Fairly abund-|abundant [abundant | abundant ~ [Scarce “== ~ - 
and-varied.| and varied jent and var- | | and; varied | and: varied: oor en cues 

ees oni heise ied Sih item bata Maeane ia eri ee 
; Young =". * Young $+. | Young faa || YOUREY caets | Hardwood, ~ |Hardwood * Young 930%) Tees 

hardwood | hardwood.  jhardwood}, {hardwood | Hemlock” 'Weihlock “* | hardwood: <* ¢ 
Swamp... | Pine | Pine: sz. + Pine forest. ©) > | forest, forest 

aes j.Go0d Wear” [Good hon Fair pes (Poor. ay air ee Good and Fair. 

Pairs 44 | excellent: |Good ic) |Relr aea9. :| Poor. © “| Boor’ — 0" -"*} None” re 
earnest ian telesales haapdapeaiangeionpeninatnnanesadeninget ets _ - - . - — - ee ae oo ee a ees 

y |



Shier Cue Se aN lee Pane < ; : Cae 2 : ‘ 
ie a ee Ne i ee i ee ne We ate 

N ame of lake - ‘|[Barber ~ JIsland.... . {Blueberry Chief. +‘ |a-she-gan Tit: tle eee . 
ee essed Boss std ee we” Court: oreiiles. : 

Take in section *“-'l2,-3y 10. cle, 849 Part of ee Ne eater Old ua” SNe 
te aoe oie ec ot, +, (Chippewa: EL ees tees Sea eae Ri ee ’ 

Bestia aan Ne é flowege .- _ eres ner oe EOE 

Trading point  ..|Winter ©: [Draper -.: |Coudercy “*” [couceray: ~ jCouderay -. - -|§tond. Lake: . 
and post office 5 miles =. | [5 wiles»: |9 miles. |10-miles”'° (4 giles =: TT mites 

Accessibility [Good Good 
Area in acres "2 [a5 oc 0p -[P30 2 es 22. Motel flow: © TF. ees BQ teenie 

ee ge Re ae Fe Seine zai. 2. jage.15308 _- oe woof se aes cna 

Mexiiin depth.infpies. 4. BS ep ee ee. Dept eke: MO: a 4k) 135 
: oe A < C55 : * 3 we PeegE Be lacequate es hibetees nat cons 

Game fish in W. B. Pile. |b. Mo Boss | |b. w. Bass © [all- game-<<7° (EY Me-Base::; |W. B. Fike 
lake “tiow ~~ WMusiellunge ..{Mustellungo.. Ws Be Pike [fish conmon. [Blucgill:;:: |L. M. Bass 

Bl te ae Penh ~-. Isunfish . 2 Bluegill, +, ito Chippewa’ Perch=~-~--~: -)Muskellung...... A 

ewroes'<. 1§S°M, Bass .:. (Roc Bass Perch River. ° “2: (Crappies' -* |Bluegill } 
2351092! \perele Hives tt Sit aan dae ex oe CSU Come een Seu es eBeSS 

Fish suitable W. E. Piko |Nus’ol}uige |S. vs Bass |W. Bs Fixe: [Le A. Boss >: |. EB. Pike 
for: planting... jMasiellunge jSunfish Bluegill kuskellunge: Bluegill |. |Rock Bass 

tS ison: (Beg IL...) (Rock Bass. -;  oprc qerappiese---- | —~ cieries. pplueeiid | a 

wiiwiasd: [We Be Pike . ee IL. i. Bass cibreosa t |auszellunge, 

Lake has outlet _ |Outlet Outlot ter pass Drainage ' flandlécked' , |Drainage 
or is landloe%ed - Sie G hae fine <1) a) ene Oca. Meru AtOCCOR Lee a lh ss 

Water is~ so (Green... .|Clear 9") feloars Cs": fkedium fore) Ploar ae.» {leer an 
eee Nedism-hard. |xedinm hard fedium 0} Tory soft------|.edium hard... 

Aquatic vegetation |aAbundant’>*. labuadent-:° [Scarce | dabandent. Scarce > —s apundant’ = + 
ea and varied jana vuried | ire mot varied + jand Varied” *5 

Land cover... Cleared land |Young“ = Popple “lYoung - =” [ Hardwood: |Hardwood 
surrounding las lounge 2 jhardwood was Boragtens ¢” hardwood: | Pine... 2 3)| forest ce : 5 

PESO ce hardwood ont he OMGRG ate PA of A eee Ss iq: | forests... } Bes 

Swiaming. beaches: Good 2": [Good = ood [ood | Patr ~----4Bxcollont. 
Tourist accommodation Good © ood Bood Od = Si Rade 4 1Good. ck.
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: | Hie evils oourt Greilies mam [folly [sand [tittle Send = 
Ade set. 126 -.VAYgo extends | 26,27 eee? Loe TS BO 119-20 icin oae= 

ance ; _ jinto other ~ : eal : 
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Abundant Abundant —_.._|Scarce Fairly ab-. .|Abundant Abundant Searce.) oi is 
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ee reas : Poel =A ei ones tee el ea ee ; 

Se ee ne 224.23. She ee : ae vo.’ tovushtps: g 
Trading point ~ “1 Stone Laxe--|Teretta «.. |Lorétta .s.:/Winter” "| Hayward-~- [Hayward - 

accessibility”. [Broellent[cocd [oad Bxeelient™“[axcet tent -Jaxeel lent 

fee: ope snes) ci joie nat (geen pe OQ UMD. LS ape nc fee 
Geme fish in’ ” "Tie -Mé Bass: fWeeBe Pike |B. be Bass...-jAll native . |T. Ms Bass "> |Ee Mv Bass 
lake now °°“: > {Maskellunge’|Le:MziBass | Musellunge.,. gamefish ~~ )Rock Bass |S. “iy Bass ; 

2am “* |Bluégill + ..4Muskellunge {|Crappies seed yt ga Sunfish ““*“ivuskéllunge 
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Lake improvement work on the following lakes in Sawyer County is reported a 

4 aes ' by State and Federal lake Improvement Agencies. - g F i : ‘eben oc 
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{ IMPORTANCE OF PLANT LIFE TO LAKES 

The plant. life in lakes is a fundamental factor to consider in relation to the recreational ad- ? 
vantages and in the study of correct habitats for gameand fish. Aquatic plant life is essential : 

for fish food, and shelter, Fish, 1iké men; do not:thrive in tlose areas not: satisfactory for their r 
development. : sere ; : : x 

Reforestation in lake regions should therefore be encouraged. A forest makes a lake region 
attractive for game, and lessens the evaporation of: water that. supplies lakes, This is particularly 
true in sandy regions. Trees on:lake shores shade the water, and shade means cooler water and 

better fishing conditions. Forest cover arowd lakes is beneficial in that it protects the water 
surface from the wind, and equatic plant life thrives better where the water is calm. ‘ The wator 
level of lakes of a river system remains more constant.if the water-shed of the stream and lake re~ 

gion is covered by trees because a forest cover serves as a regulator of stream flow. A ‘constant . 

water level is especially essential for wild rice.~- -.. a a 
"The life of the water is intimatély related and bound together so that it is quite likely that 

any agency that tends to influence any: group would. sooner or later upset the balance of the whole 
community of animals." The aqtiatic plants, both minute and large, serve as food and shelter for 
the lowest forms of animal lifej-each advance in the stale of life constitutes asfgod for higher dimes. - a ee ne mee ye _ ‘ 

Aquatic-animal-life.may be classifiet as: being: herbivorous. and carnivorous. Ssitice herbivorous : 
animals, such us insect forms ‘aiid mollusks, “serve as-f00d:for such carnivorous .onimals.as game fish, t 
they have been called flesh producers. “Mollusks ‘or shellfish, particulcrly,the small ‘types; such 
as small clams and smails, are asiong the most essential. fish foods. : oe de is 

Plant life is not only Basically important as food, but also as shelter for fish.. It. serves 
as shade and as a means ‘of hiding from ‘eneuiés., “Plant life-also affects the conditions of. lake 
water since the photosynthetic process of green plants. results in the utilization of carbon di- 
oxide and the liberation of oxygen which is:essential for aquatic animal lifes 9 9°  ..* 

Other forms of animal life that are closely associated with Sawyer County lakes are beaver, 
muskrat, and duck, Thesé animals utilize plants for food and shelter. | pa 

The attractiveness of lakes for local and aigratory ducks is dependent-on two factors, 
shelter and food. -Lakes with wocded shorelines, marshy regions, and abundant upright emersed 
aquatic plants, furnish excellent cover for ducks. Many shore line and aquatic plants are duck i 
foods, of which wild rice is the most important,. Others are: Wild celery, Wapato (Indian: , 
Potato), Muskgrass, Porid weeds, Smart weeds, Some of the sedges, Duck weeds, Bulrushes, Coon~ ; 
tail, and Bur-reed, ee as ‘ : 
‘The abundance and variety of plant life can be correlated with the hardness and softness of 

water. The factors that alter biological benditens. 10 bebweare dependent on those conditions 

associated with the carbonate contents of water. 
In very soft water lakes the lack of minerals in the water may be so complete that the 

water is similar to distilled water. In such lales the aquatic vezetation.is..scarce... =
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1532 University Avenue 
Jamary 29, 1936 

Mr. Warren B. Leavitt 
2531 Kemper Lane 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Leavitt: 

i Mr. Rowlands has referred to me your inquiry of 
Jamary 19 concerning your 40 acres in Sawyer County. 

The small size of the area would preclude any kind 
of game development of any consequence other than a straight 
geme farm, that is, birds in confinement. 

Whether a game farm could be made comercially 
successful is a matter of opinion. Most professional game 
farmers consider Wisconsin as over-produced at the present 
time. 

The proposed waterfowl refuge might be feasible, 
but it might not combine very well with the hunting resort 
which you also mention. 

When I am on field work next summer, I would be glad 
to look over your property if my work takes me into that 
vicinity. In case you are not there, I will consult County 
Agent Quick, who I understand is looking over the agricul tural 
possibilities, ' 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
_ Professor of Game Management 

vh 

Copy to Mr. Rowlands
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Jans 2hs 1936, : 

Mr. V. 4H, Quick, 
County Agr'l Agent, 
Hayward, Wisconsin. 

Dear Victor: 

I em enclosing copy of a letter which I heve just 
received from Mr, W, B, Leavitt of Cincinnati, Ohio, 
Mr. Leavitt previously wrote to Dean Christensen and 
myself relative to the utilization of his property 
in the town of Meedowbrook, 

I am wondering if, later on, when the snow is 
gone and we cen again cee the land, you might look 
over this property in a preliminary wey. The i 
question of raising semi~domesticated poultry such 
ap turkeys, pheasants, grouse, and quail is one 
that I am asking Prof, Aldo Leopold, Game Manager j 
of the University, to answer directly, I suggest, 
therefore, that you confine your answer to the 
desirebility of this land end this lake for a ‘ 
location of « hunting resort, Obviously, the land 
and water in the surrounding country will influence 
your enswer somewhat. ‘ 

T am sending a copy of this letter and also 
Mr, Leavitt's letter to Mr, Leopold, 

Yours very truly, 

W. A. ROWLANDS, 
Asst. State Leader 

County Agents 

WARS GW : 
Enc. 

€.C. Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
2 New Soils Bldg.
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elt, 2531 Kemper Lane 
et Cincinnati, Ohio 

January 19, 1936 

Mr. W, A. Rowlands 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
Madison, Wisconsin ‘ 

Dear Mr. Rowlands: 

Belatedly I am answering your note of October 9, 1935. I had 
written previously to Dean C.L, Christensen with reference to 
suitable utilisation of our land located in Sawyer County, © 
Wisconsin; asking also what soil and geological conditions 

might be found thereon, 

In response you requested the legal description of the property 
so that Mr, Victor Quick, County Agent at Hayward, might examine 
the property, This description is as follows: : 

County of Sawyer 
Town of Meadowbrook 
Township North 37 
Range West 6 
Section 29 
Lot 2 (approxinetely( 40 eres) 

It is my hope to utilize such land in as nearly its present wild 
state as possible, developing it by fur-farming, reising of such 
wild or semi-domesticated poultry as turkeys, pheasants, grouse, 
quail, The lake, which it abuts, I would like to utilize as a part 
of the migratory water~fowl refuge system, Fishing and hunting in 
that region of the state are such that I believe it would be worth 

developing as a hunting resort during the open seasons, 

Would you have Mir, Quick look the land over at his convenience 
and give his candid opinion as to its value for such purposes; 
investigating, slso, the possibilities of a safe and adequate 
water supply? i 

Thanks» 

Yours very truly, 

Warren E, Leavitt (Signed)



3-26-35 

From Ernest Swift: 

Prairie Chicken, Ratio of Prairie Chicken to Sharptail in Sawyer 

County has markedly gone up last two years, ‘Total mumbers, however, 

were somewhat less in 193%--not over 25%, however, No sudden change in 

agricul tural land. 

Geo. Reiger of Radison is good man to consult. 

A.Le 
Copies for Schmidt 

Wing 
Sawyer Co. 
Cyele



LAND ECONOMIC INVENTORY - SAWYER COUNTY, WISCONSIN 

FOREST AND GENERAL COVER MAP -T.37N.R.4.W. 1932. 
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PLANTING RECOMMENDED. 
—LAND COVER— G WILE \ —LAKE MAPPING— 

————— :*t+8 COVER BOUNDARY | C4~GRASS MARSH 7 SHORELINE L. LAKE P. POND 
Al-HARDWOOD C4~-SEDGE MARSH —— ROADS AND IMPROVEMENT S—lnia0G SHORE LINE|BP-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR STRAND 10’ WIDE|B.D. “ © DAM 
__ SOME CONIFERS | D5-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS. $< BANK IO'HIGH | X. BATHING BEACH 
Bi-INFERIOR BI O-OPENLAND (No | =—— IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME] FOREST GROWTH) | === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 
_ WHITE BIRCH C- CLEARED FARM —— = TRAIL ih SCHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS 
CI-NON-COMMERCIAL Ci] CROP LAND moccuPIED HouSE| M CHURCH es “OF STONES 
DI-SCRUB OAK AND |CA FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCCUPIED " Grosr OFFICE B- " "MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS @ SUMMER HOME FILLING STATION | C- * * " CLAY 
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A2-HEMLOCK WITH | SP- STUMP PASTURE |“““TELEPHONE LINE F>POWER LINE i f "GRAVEL 

HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |+++RAILROAD ABANDONED. R.R| @©-CAMP SITE 
B2-WHITE PINE A- IDLE OR ABANDON-| 4 FIRE TOWER @ SAWMILL SA-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES (x- 

C2-RED PINE (NORWAY) ED FARM LAND | i STORE 8 CREAMERY CEPT LAKES ON COUNTY BOUNDARY ) 
D2- JACK PINE ee @ Loccinc came | i CHEESE FACTORY 
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B3-WHITE CEDAR SCATTERED P-PLANKTON LAKE BLOOMING ce RECOM. Be aaRD 
3-TAMARACK _ ISATSUBMERGED ALGAL VEGETATION = = = 
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PLANTING RECOMMENDED 
—LAND COVER — és MILE \ —LAKE MAPPING— 

— es 
sts. COVER BOUNDARY | C4~GRASS MARSH 7 SHORELINE L.LAKE —-P, POND 
Al-HARDWOOD CA~-SEDGE MARSH ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS——\yx.0G SHORE LINE|BP-BEAVER POND 
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BI-INFERIOR BI O-OPENLAND (NO | === IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME] FOREST GROWTH) | ==== UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 
__ WHITE BIRCH CLEARED FARM =| ——— TRAIL ii SCHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS. 
CI-NON-COMMERCIAL Cl CROP LAND MoccUPIED HouSe| MCHURCH e « " OF STONES 
DI-SCRUB OAK AND CA FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCOUPIED "| BPost OFFICE B- " " MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS SUMMER HOME | FILLING STATION | C- " ” "CLAY 
EI-PIN- CHERRY PP~ PERMANENT PASTURE @ NUMBER OF @ tisuMMeR HoTeEL | Y- " " "SAND 
A2-HEMLOCK WwiTH | SP- STUMP PASTURE |“““TELEPHONE LINE [>POWER LINE fo “ "GRAVEL 

HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |++++RAILROAD |ABANDONED. R.R| @-CAMP SITE 
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WISCONSIN DEFE OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS, CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL. AND NAT. HIST SURVEY.
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UPLAND FOREST| [LOWLAND FOREST POPPLE INFERIOR FOREST] | OPEN SWAMP FARM LAND CL SWAMP. CAND’ 
NUMERALS | 2| [ALL NUMERALS 3 ci et COVER O DI DSEl| |ALL NUMERALS 4 c cA pp sp A] [NUMERALS 3 

PLANTING RECOMMENDED 
—LAND COVER-— ° MILE 1 —LAKE MAPPING — 

——— 
s*"44 COVER BOUNDARY | C4-GRASS MARSH > SHORELINE L. LAKE -P. POND 
Al -HARDWOOD C4~-SEDGE MARSH ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS——Lx.a0G SHORE LINE |BP-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITIi | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | ===ms IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR STRAND 10’ WIDEIB.D. "= DAM 

SOME CONIFERS DS5-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS. “B. BANK 10' HIGH X. BATHING BEACH 

Bi-INFERIOR BI O-OPENLAND (No | =——IMPROVED DIRT ROADS He. cLaT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME] FOREST GROWTH) | === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 
__ WHITE. BIRCH C- CLEARED FARM ——— TRAIL ii SCHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS. 
Ci-NON-COMMERCIAL Ci] CROP LAND moccurigp House| CHURCH es * "OF STONES 
DI-SCRUB OAK AND [CA FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCGUPEED " | Post OFFICE B- " " " MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS SUMMER HOME | MFILLING STATION | C- " " "CLAY 
EI-PIN- CHERRY PP- PERMANENT PASTURE] @ NUMBER OF @ SUMMER HOTEL | Y- * * "SAND 
A2-HEMLOCK WITH | SP- STUMP PASTURE |““TELEPHONE LINE POWER LINE = " 4 "GRAVEL 

HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |r1RAILROAD |.ABANDONED. R.R| @-CAMP SITE 
B2-WHITE PINE A- IDLE OR ABANDON-| 4FIRE TOWER @SAWMILL SA-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES (ex- 
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D2- JACK PINE aay Bere @ LOGGING CAMP | i CHEESE FACTORY eatceeideatiren 
A3-BLACK ASH, ELM | DENSITY OF STAND "foreman co << HARDNESS OF WATER 

& MAPLE Geop Mee cone AQUATIC VEGETATION MS-VERY SOFT. M-H=MEDIUM HARD 
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WISCONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS. CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL. AND NAT. HIST SURVEY.
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NUMERALS | 2] [ALL NUMERALS 3 cl ot COVER © DI DSE!| [ALL NUMERALS 4 c cA PP SP A| [NUMERALS 3 44 

PLANTING RECOMMENDED. 
—LAND COVER— si MILE 1 —LAKE MAPPING— 

——— 
vst COVER BOUNDARY | C4-GRASS MARSH > SHORELINE L. LAKE P, POND 
Al -HARDWOOD C4—SEDGE MARSH —— ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS——\m.p0G SHORE LINE |B.P-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR STRAND 10’ WiDE|B.D- "DAM 
__ SOME CONIFERS | DS-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS $x BANK IO'HIGH | X. BATHING BEACH 
Bi-INFERIOR BI O-OPENLAND (No | ———IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME FOREST GROWTH) | === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 

_ WHITE. BIRCH CLEARED FARM = | ——— TRAIL SCHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS 
Ei-NON-COMMERCIAL ci] CROP LAND moccuPieD House| MCHURCH es "OF STONES 
DI-ScRUB OAK AND |CA FARM CROPLAND | QUNOCCUPIED " | SPOsT OFFICE B " " ™ MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS @SUMMER HOME | MILLING STATION | C- * ” "CLAY 
EI-PIN- CHERRY PP- PERMANENT PASTURE &@ NUMBER OF @ summer HoTeL | Y- * " "SAND 
A2-HEMLOCK WitH | SP-STUMP PASTURE |[““TELEPHONE LINE [*=POWER LINE bee io "GRAVEL 

HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |r+++RAILROAD ABANDONED. R.R| ©-CAMP SITE 
B2-WHITE PINE ‘A~ IDLE OR ABANDON-| 4 FIRE TOWER a. SAWMILL SA-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES (EX- 
C2-RED PINE (NORWAY) ED FARM LAND | i STORE i CREAMERY CEPT LAKES ON COUNTY BOUNDARY ) 
D2- JACK PINE af i @ LocciInc Game | ii CHEESE FACTORY 
A3-BLACK ASH, ELM | DENSITY OF STAND Serene). ae HARDNESS OF WATER 

& MAPLE GOOD MEDIUM POOR AQUATIC VEGETATION MeS-VERY SOFT. M.H-MEDIUM HARD 
B3-WHITE CEDAR SCATTERED | P-PLANKTON LAKE BLOOMING fe SOE. NMED. keg. 

3-TAMARACK Lo IS A-SUBMERGED ALGAL VEGETATION = = = 

03-SPRUCE (BLACK) | DIAMETER CLASSES|FP-DUCK WEED AND LIKE PLANTS 
D3-BALSAM o-3: SP- SUBMERGED  PONDWEEDS NAMES OF LAKES AND STREAMS AS AP- 
A4-TAG ALDER, WILLOW | 3-6 |AVE. DIAM. CLASS|EP-ROOTED WATER PLANTS WITH FLOAT | PROVED BY THE SAWYER COUNTY BOARD 

RED DOGWOOD,ETC | 6-i2{ FOR AREA “ING OR EMERSED LEAVES AND STEMS | AND THE STATE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD. 
Ba-caT-TAIL MARSH | ETC) _(ININCHES) EP-SEDGES_AND_REEDS 
WISCONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS. CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL, AND NAT. HIST SURVEY,
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PLANTING RECOMMENDED 

—LAND COVER—— 5 ice i —LAKE MAPPING— 
—————— 

s*'s.s COVER BOUNDARY | C4-GRASS MARSH + SHORELINE L.LAKE — P. POND 
Al -HARDWOOD CA~SEDGE MARSH —— ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS——|px4g0G SHORE LINE |BP-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR STRAND 0’ WIDE|B.D. “DAM 
__ SOME CONIFERS | DS-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS Bs BANK IO'HIGH | X. BATHING BEACH 
Bi-iNFERIOR BI O-OPENLAND (No | == IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH Some] FOREST GROWTH) | === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 
_ WHITE. BIRCH C- CLEARED FARM = | ——— TRAIL th scHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS 

CI-NON-COMMERCIAL Ci] CROPLAND moccurieD House] M CHURCH se * "oF STONES 
DI-ScRUB OAK AND [CA FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCCUPIED * | SPOsT OFFICE a" " ™ MUCK 
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D2- JACK PINE @ Loccinc came | iiCHEESE FACTORY 
A3-BLACK ASH, ELM DENSITY OF STAND ee: ao HARDNESS OF WATER 

& MAPLE GOOD MEDIUM POOR AQUATIG VEGETATION MS-VERY SOFT. M.H=MEDIUM HARD 
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: WISCONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS. CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL. AND NAT. HIST SURVEY.
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PLANTING RECOMMENDED 
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aaa WHITE BIRCH C- CLEARED FARM ——— TRAIL ik SCHOOL. ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS 
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NUMERALS | 2| [ALL NUMERALS 3 cl St COVER © DI DS El] |ALL NUMERALS 4 c CA pp SP A| [ NUMERAL! 44 

PLANTING RECOMMENDED 

—LAND COVER — iS WILE i —LAKE MAPPING— 
——— sts.» COVER BOUNDARY | C4-GRASS MARSH /\> SHORELINE L.LAKE —P. POND 

Al -HARDWOOD C4—SEDGE MARSH ——ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS——lx.a0G SHORE LINE|BP-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR STRAND 10’ WIDE|B.D- “" DAM 

SOME CONIFERS | D5-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS. $s BANK IO'HIGH | X. BATHING BEACH 
Bi-INFERIOR BI ©-OPENLAND (NO | | ——— IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME] FOREST GROWTH) | === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 
__ WHITE BIRCH C- CLEARED FARM =| ——— TRAIL ih SCHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS. 
CI-NON-COMMERCIAL Ci] — CROPLAND MoccuPIED House| Mi CHURCH se "OF STONES 
DI-SCRUB OAK AND CA FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCcUPED » | frost OFFICE B- " " mucK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS [@ SUMMER HOME FILLING STATION | c- * ” "CLAY 
EI-PIN- CHERRY PP- PERMANENT PASTURE &@ NUMBER OF @ t@suMMER HOTEL | Y- " " "SAND 
A2-HEMLOCK WITH | SP-STUMP PASTURE |““TELEPHONE LINE [>=POWER LINE b& " "GRAVEL 

HARDWOODS, CV- URBAN PROPERTY |r++RAILROAD. ABANDONED. R.R| @©-CAMP SITE 
B2-WHITE PINE A-IDLE OR ABANDON-| FIRE TOWER @SAWMILL SA-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES (EX~ 
C2-RED PINE (NoRWAY) ED FARM LAND STORE i CREAMERY CEPT LAKES ON COUNTY BOUNDARY ) 
D2- JACK PINE Ns @ Loccinc camp | i CHEESE FACTORY 
A3-BLACK ASH, ELM | DENSITY OF STAND pc ae ee HARDNESS OF WATER 

& MAPLE GOOD MEDIUM POOR AQUATIC VEGETATION MSeVERY SOFT. MAHEMEDIUM HARD 
B3-WHITE CEDAR SCATTERED P-PLANKTON LAKE BLOOMING “SeSOFT M=ME DIUM. H=HARD 
3-TAMARACK —_— ISA"SUBMERGED ALGAL VEGETATION = = = 
D3-SPRUCE @LACK) | DIAMETER CLASSES |FP-DUCK WEED AND LIKE PLANTS 
D3-BALSAM o-3: ISP- SUBMERGED  PONDWEEDS NAMES OF LAKES AND STREAMS AS AP- 
A4-TAGALDER,WILLOW | 3-6 |AVE. DIAM. CLASS|EP-ROOTED WATER PLANTS WITH FLOAT | PROVED BY THE SAWYER COUNTY BOARD 

RED DOGWOOD,ETC | 6-i2( FOR AREA -ING OR EMERSED LEAVES AND STEMS | AND THE STATE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD. 
B4-CAT-TAIL MARSH | ETC (NINCHES) |EP-SEDGES_AND_REEDS. 
WISGONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS. CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL. AND NAT. HIST SURVEY.
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UPLAND FOREST] [LOWLAND FOREST! POPPLE INFERIOR FOREST] [‘OPEN SWAMP FARM LAND CL SWAMP CAND: 
NUMERALS | 2| [ALL NUMERALS 3 ici cl COVER OD! DS EI] |ALL. NUMERALS 4 c cA pp sp A| [NUMERALS 3 4 

PLANTING RECOMMENDED : 
—LAND COvVER— a WEE i —LAKE MAPPING— 

—_——_—_—— «*"44 COVER BOUNDARY | C4-GRASS MARSH 7 SHORELINE L.LAKE — P. POND 
Al-HARDWOOD C4~seDGE MARSH ——ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS—LxJ aoc SHORE LINE|BP-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR STRAND 10’ WIDE|B.D. “ DAM 
__ SOME CONIFERS | D5-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS. $6 BANK I0'HIGH | X. BATHING BEACH 
Bi-INFERIOR BI O-OPENLAND (No | ———— IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME] FOREST GROWTH) | === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10" HIGH 
__ WHITE BIRCH C- CLEARED FARM) | ——— TRAIL th scHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS 
€I-NON-COMMERCIAL Cll CROP LAND ™occuPIED HOUSE] MCHURCH e * "QF STONES 
DI-SCRUB OAK AND [CR FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCGUPIED " | Hrost oFrice Be" " " MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS @ SUMMER HOME FILLING STATION | c- © ” "Clay 
EI-PIN- CHERRY PP- PERMANENT PASTURE] @ NUMBER OF @ SUMMER HoTEL | Y- # " "SAND 
A2-HEMLOCK WITH | SP- STUMP PASTURE |““TELEPHONE LINE F-=POWER LINE be " “GRAVEL 

HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |++++RAILROAD. |<ABANDONED. R.R| @-CAMP SITE 
B2-WHITE PINE A~IDLE OR ABANDON-| AFIRE TOWER @SAWMILL S5A-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES (EX- 
C2-RED PINE (NORWAY) ED FARM LAND STORE 1 CREAMERY CEPT LAKES ON COUNTY BOUNDARY ) 
D2- JACK PINE Senge one @ LocciNG CAM | iCHEESE FACTORY 
A3-BLACK ASH, ELM | DENSITY OF STAND Pen pees i HARDNESS OF WATER 

AQUATIG VEGETATION 

B3: Ware cecne ee ee aoe P-PLANKTON LAKE BLOOMING oe MHSMEDIUM ae 
C3-TAMARACK == ISATSUBMERGED ALGAL VEGETATION sere PEO: os 
D3-SPRUCE (BLACK) | DIAMETER CLASSES|FP-DUCK WEED AND LIKE PLANTS 
D3- BALSAM 0-3: ISP- SUBMERGED  PONDWEEDS NAMES OF LAKES AND STREAMS AS AP- 
A4-TAGALDER,WILLOW | 3-6 | AVE. DIAM. CLASS|EP-ROOTED WATER PLANTS WITH FLOAT- | PROVED BY THE SAWYER COUNTY BOARD 

RED DOGWOOD,ETC | 6-i2 FOR AREA -ING OR EMERSED LEAVES AND STEMS | AND THE STATE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD. 
B4-CAT-TAIL MARSH | ETC) (IN INCHES) EB-sEDGES_AND REEDS 
WISCONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS. CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL, AND NAT. HIST SURVEY,
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UPLAND FOREST] [LOWLAND FOREST POPPLE INFERIOR FOREST| [ OPEN SWAMP FARM LAND TU SWAMP CAND. 
NUMERALS | 2| [ALL NUMERALS 3 ci SI COVER O DI DSE!| [ALL NUMERALS 4 c CA PPSPA| [NUMERALS 3 41 

PLANTING RECOMMENDED 
—LAND COVER— 5 MICE ; —LAKE MAPPING— 

es +1". COVER BOUNDARY | C4-GRASS MARSH 7 SHORELINE L. LAKE —-P. POND 
Al-HARDWOOD C4~SEDGE MARSH ——ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS—lxpoG SHORE LINE|BP-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR 2 STRAND 10’ WIDE|B.D- " DAM 
__ SOME CONIFERS | DS5-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS. MB BANK IO'HIGH | X. BATHING BEACH 
BI-INFERIOR BI ©-OPENLAND (No | ——— IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME] FOREST GROWTH) | === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 
__ WHITE BIRCH [CLEARED FARM = | ——— TRAIL ir SCHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS 
Ei-NON-COMMERCIAL Ci] CROPLAND moccurieD House} MCHURCH e " "OF STONES 
DI-SCRUB OAK AND CA FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCCUPIED " | Post oFFice B- " "MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS [@ SUMMER HOME FILLING STATION | C- * ” "CLAY 
EI-PIN- CHERRY PP- PERMANENT PASTURE @ NUMBER OF @ | SUMMER HoTEL | Y- * "4 SAND 
A2-HEMLOCK WITH | SP- STUMP PASTURE |““TELEPHONE LINE |==POWER LINE b& "4 GRAVEL 

HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |++sRAILROAD |-ABANDONED. R.R| ©-CAMP SITE 
B2-WHITE PINE A-IDLE OR ABANDON] FIRE TOWER ‘2 SAWMILL SA-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES (EX- 
©2-RED PINE (NORWAY) ED FARM LAND STORE i CREAMERY CEPT LAKES ON COUNTY BOUNDARY ) 
D2 JACK PINE Somat @occinc came | Mi CHEESE FACTORY 
A3-BLACK ASH, ELM | DENSITY OF STAN eae i HARDNESS OF WATER 

& MAPLE GOOD MEDIUM POOR AQUATIC VEGETATION V.S-VERY SOFT. M.H=MEDIUM HARD 
B3-WHITE CEDAR SCATTERED P-PLANKTON LAKE BLOOMING ‘S-SOFT Me-ME DIUM. H-HARD. C3-TAMARACK == ISA-SUBMERGED ALGAL VEGETATION = “ * 
D3-SPRUCE @LACK) | DIAMETER CLASSES|FP-DUCK WEED AND LIKE PLANTS 
D3-BALSAM o-3 SP SUBMERGED — PONDWEEDS NAMES OF LAKES AND STREAMS AS AP- 
A4-TAGALDER, WILLOW | 3-6 | AVE. DIAM. CLASS|EP-ROOTED WATER PLANTS WITH FLOAT | PROVED BY THE SAWYER COUNTY BOARD 

RED DOGWOOD,ETC | Gi2f FOR AREA “ING OR EMERSED LEAVES AND STEMS | AND THE STATE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD. 
B4-CAT-TAIL MARSH | ETC) _(ININCHES) IEB-SEDGES_AND REEDS 
WISCONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS, CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL. AND NAT. HIST SURVEY,
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UPLAND FOREST] [LOWLAND FOREST POPPLE INFERIOR FOREST] [ OPEN SWAMP FARM LAND CL SWAMP CAND 
NUMERALS | 2| [ALLNUMERALS 3 Gi cet COVER O DI DS EI] |ALL NUMERALS 4 c cA pp sp A} [NUMERALS 3 

PLANTING RECOMMENDED. 
— LAND COVER— a Wie i — LAKE MAPPING— 

—————_—— +1" COVER BOUNDARY | C4~GRASS MARSH > SHORELINE L.LAKE ——P, POND 
Al -HARDWOOD C4~ SEDGE MARSH ——ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS—Wax.a0G SHORE LINE |BP-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR STRAND 10’ WIDE|B.D- “ DAM 
__ SOME CONIFERS | D5-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS. $< BANK IO'HIGH | X. BATHING BEACH 
BI-INFERIOR BI O-OPENLAND (No | =—— IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME] FOREST GROWTH) | === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 
— WHITE BIRCH C- CLEARED FARM ——— TRAIL SCHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS 

Ci-NON-COMMERCIAL Ci] — CROPLAND MoccuPIED House| MM CHURCH se « "QF STONES 
DI-SCRUB OAK AND CA FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCCUPIED » | Post OFFice B- 8 " "MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS @ SUMMER HOME FILLING STATION | C- * " " CLAY 
EI-PIN- CHERRY PP - PERMANENT @ NUMBER OF @ summer Hore | Y- " " "SAND 
A2-HEMLOCK WITH | SP- STUMP PASTURE |“““TELEPHONE LINE [==POWER LINE be " ” "GRAVEL 

HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |++++RAILROAD |ABANDONED. R.R| ©-CAMP SITE 
B2-WHITE PINE A~ IDLE OR ABANDON-| & FIRE TOWER 2 SAWMILL S5A-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES (EX~ 
C2-RED PINE (NORWAY) ED FARM LAND | i STORE I CREAMERY CEPT LAKES ON COUNTY BOUNDARY ) 
D2- JACK PINE @ LocciNc camp | iiCHEESE FACTORY 
A3-BLACK ASH, ELM | DENSITY OF STAND Misi vee HARDNESS OF WATER 

EGETATI & MAPLE GOOD MEDIUM POOR AQUATIC VEGETATION MeS-VERY SOFT. M.H=MEDIUM HARD 
B3-WHITE CEDAR SCATTERED | P-PLANKTON LAKE BLOOMING Senre WEED, ae 
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D3-SPRUCE (BLACK) | DIAMETER CLASSES|FP-DUCK WEED AND LIKE PLANTS 
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WISGONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS. CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL. AND NAT. HIST SURVEY,
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UPLAND FOREST] [LOWLAND FOREST POPPLE INFERIOR FOREST] [ OPEN SWAMP FARM LAND CU SWAMP CAND: 
NUMERALS | 2] [ALL NUMERALS 3 ci COVER O DI DSE!| [ALL NUMERALS 4 c CA PP SP A| [NUMERALS 3 

PLANTING RECOMMENDED 
—LAND cOveR— 5 TILE ; —LAKE MAPPING— 

——— st COVER BOUNDARY | C4-GRASS MARSH 7 SHORELINE L. LAKE —-P, POND 
Al -HARDWOOD CA~SEDGE MARSH ——ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS—|anJp0G SHORE LINE|BP-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR STRAND 10’ WiDE|B.D- "DAM 
__ SOME CONIFERS | D5-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS. Bs BANK IO'HIGH | X. BATHING BEACH 
BI-INFERIOR BI O-OPENLAND (NO === IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME] FOREST GROWTH) | === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10' HIGH 
_ WHITE BIRCH CLEARED FARM = | ——— TRAIL i scHOoL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS. 
Ei-NON-COMMERCIAL Cl CROP LAND M occuriED House} MCHURCH e "OF STONES 
DI-SCRUB OAK AND CR FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCcUPIED " | Post OFFICE Bo" " ™ MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS @ SUMMER HOME FILLING STATION | C- * ” "CLAY 
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HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |r RAILROAD |-ABANDONED. R.R| ©-CAMP SITE 
B2-WHITE PINE ‘A~ IDLE OR ABANDON-| 4 FIRE TOWER 2 SAWMILL SA-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES (EX- 
C2-RED PINE (NORWAY) ED FARM LAND | i STORE i CREAMERY CEPT LAKES ON COUNTY BOUNDARY ) 
D2 JACK PINE —___|@ Loccinc came | i CHEESE FACTORY 
A3-BLACK ASH, ELM | DENSITY OF STAND aa =e HARDNESS OF WATER 

& MAPLE GOOD MEpIUM FOOR AQUATIG VEGETATION MS-VERY SOFT. M.H=MEDIUM HARD 
B3-WHITE CEDAR ‘SCATTERED P-PLANKTON LAKE BLOOMING Raber inde onl éliano 
C3-TAMARACK = SA"SUBMERGED ALGAL VEGETATION = “ # 
D3-SPRUCE (@LACK) | DIAMETER CLASSES|FP-OUCK WEED AND LIKE PLANTS 
D3-BALSAM 0-3. SP- SUBMERGED  PONDWEEDS NAMES OF LAKES AND STREAMS AS AP- 
A4-TAGALDER.WILLOW | 3-6 | AVE. DIAM. CLASS|EP-ROOTED WATER PLANTS WITH FLOAT | PROVED BY THE SAWYER COUNTY BOARD 

RED DOGWOOD,ETC | Giz FOR AREA “ING OR EMERSED LEAVES AND STEMS | AND THE STATE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD. 
B4-CAT-TAIL MARSH | ETC! _(ININCHES) EB-SEDGES_AND REEDS 
WISCONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS, CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS, GEOL. AND NAT. HIST SURVEY,
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UPLAND FOREST LOWLAND FOREST POPPLE INFERIOR FOREST| OPEN SWAMP FARM LAND ALL SWAMP LAND 
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PLANTING RECOMMENDED 

—LAND COVER — i MIKE ; —LAKE MAPPING— 
SS 

+*'+.* COVER BOUNDARY C4-GRASS MARSH 7\~ SHORELINE L. LAKE P. POND 

Al -HARDWOOD C4~—SEDGE MARSH ——ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS. aoc SHORE LINE|BP-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | O4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR STRAND I0’ WIDE|B.D-  * DAM 

__ SOME CONIFERS DS-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS. Se BANK IO'HIGH X. BATHING BEACH 

BI-INFERIOR BI O-OPEN LAND (No === IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 

CI-POPPLE WITH SOME, FOREST GROWTH) === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 

sa WHITE BIRCH C- CLEARED FARM ——— TRAIL il SCHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS 

C I-NON-COMMERCIAL Cll CROP LAND @ OCCUPIED HOUSE McHuRcH ae ui OF STONES 

DI- SCRUB OAK AND CA FARM CROPLAND DUNOCGUPIED " . OFFICE e 2 v "MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS @ SUMMER HOME FILLING STATION Cc * . "CLAY 

EI-PIN- CHERRY PP ~ PERMANENT PASTURE & NuMBER ora (SUMMER HOTEL Te e i" "SAND 

A2-HEMLOCK WITH SP- STUMP PASTURE |“““TELEPHONE LINE POWER LINE et * "GRAVEL 

HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |r+++RAILROAD ABANDONED. R.R| @-CAMP SITE 

B2-WHITE PINE A- IDLE OR ABANDON-| 4 FIRE TOWER @SAWMILL SA-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES. (x- 

C2-RED PINE (NORWAY) ED FARM LAND | i STORE @ CREAMERY CEPT LAKES ON COUNTY BOUNDARY ) 
D2- JACK PINE @ LOGGING GAMP M CHEESE FACTORY 

A3-BLACK ASH, ELM | DENSITY OF STAND eee aaC HARDNESS OF WATER 
AQUA’ ATI | 

Za ALES = SOFT (= He 
C3-TAMARACK —, ISATSUBMERGED ALGAL VEGETATION = Be MER NY: BAe 

3-SPRUCE (LACK) | DIAMETER CLASSES|FP-DUCK WEED AND LIKE PLANTS 
D3- BALSAM 0-3 |SP- SUBMERGED PONDWEE DS: NAMES OF LAKES AND STREAMS AS AP- 

A4-TAGALDER, WILLOW | 3-6 |AVE. DIAM. CLASS |EP-ROOTED WATER PLANTS WITH FLOAT | PROVED BY THE SAWYER COUNTY BOARD 

RED DOGWOOD,ETC | 6-12 FOR AREA -ING OR EMERSED LEAVES AND STEMS AND THE STATE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD. 

B4- CAT-TAIL_ MARSH etc (IN INCHES) JEP-sEDGES AND REEDS 

WISGONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS. CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL. AND NAT. HIST SURVEY.
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UPLAND FOREST] [LOWLAND FOREST POPPLE INFERIOR FOREST] | OPEN SWAMP FARM |LAND CL SWAMP CAND: 
NUMERALS | 2] [ALL.NUMERALS 3 Ch 161 COVER O DI DSEI| |ALL NUMERALS 4 c cA pp SP A| [NUMERALS 3 

: PLANTING RECOMMENDED 

—LAND COVER— © MILE 1 —LAKE MAPPING— 
——————s +*t%s* COVER BOUNDARY | C4-GRASS MARSH /> SHORELINE L. LAKE P. POND 

Al-HARDWOOD C4—SEDGE MARSH ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS——\x.Q0G SHORE LINE|B.P-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG | === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR STRAND 10’ WIDE|B.D- " = DAM 

SOME CONIFERS | DS-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS. SBS BANK IO'HIGH | x. BATHING BEACH 
BI-INFERIOR BI O-OPENLAND (NO | =—— IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME] FOREST GROWTH) | ==== UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 
__ WHITE. BIRCH C- CLEARED FARM ——— TRAIL th SCHOOL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS 
€I-NON-COMMERCIAL Ci] CROP LAND MoccuPieD House| Mi CHURCH ee * "OF STONES 
DI-SCRUB OAK AND [CA FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCGUPIED !' | BPOST OFFICE B- “ ™ MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS @ SUMMER HOME FILLING STATION | c- " ” "CLAY 
E1-PIN~- CHERRY PP - PERMANENT PAST! @ NuMBER ora @ suMMER HOTEL ne: ¥ ey "SAND 

A2-HEMLOCK WITH | SP- STUMP PASTURE |“““TELEPHONE LINE POWER LINE a “ "GRAVEL 
HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |++++RAILROAD |ABANDONED. R.R| @-CAMP SITE 

B2-WHITE PINE A- IDLE OR ABANDON-| 4 FIRE TOWER 2 SAWMILL S5A-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES (EX- 
2-RED PINE (NORWAY) ED FARM LAND | i STORE i CREAMERY CEPT LAKES ON COUNTY BOUNDARY ) 
D2- JACK PINE DENSITY OF STAND @ LOGGING CAMP. Wi CHEESE FACTORY 

A3-BLACK ASH, ELM | DENSITY OF STAND HARDNESS OF WATER 
& MAPLE GOOD MEDIUM Foor AQUATIC VEGETATION VS-VERY SOFT. M.H=MEDIUM HARD 

B3-WHITE CEDAR SCATTERED P-PLANKTON LAKE BLOOMING “S-SOFT M=MEDIUM. H-HARD 
C3-TAMARACK _—=— ISA-SUBMERGED ALGAL VEGETATION = = = 
03-SPRUCE (BLACK) | DIAMETER CLASSES/FP-DUCK WEED AND LIKE PLANTS 
D3- BALSAM 0-3. ISP- SUBMERGED  PONDWEEDS NAMES OF LAKES AND STREAMS AS AP- 
A4-TAGALDER,WILLOW | 3-6 | AVE. DIAM. CLASS|EP-ROOTED WATER PLANTS WITH FLOAT | PROVED BY THE SAWYER COUNTY BOARD 

RED DOGWOOD,ETC | 6-I2f FOR AREA ~ING OR EMERSED LEAVES AND STEMS | AND THE STATE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD. 
B4-CAT-TAIL MARSH | ETC (INCHES) EB-sEDGES_AND_ REEDS. 
WISGONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS. CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL. AND NAT. HIST SURVEY.
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NUMERALS | 2| [ALLNUMERALS 3 cle COVER OD! DS EI] |ALL NUMERALS 4 c cA pp sp A] [NUMERAL 4] 

PLANTING RECOMMENDED 
—LAND COVER—— 5 MICE : —LAKE MAPPING— 

—S——— st. COVER BOUNDARY | C4-GRASS MARSH /\> SHORELINE L.LAKE —-P. POND 
Al -HARDWOOD C4~SeEDGE MARSH ROADS AND IMPROVEMENTS—}x. 0G SHORE LINE|BP-BEAVER POND 
BI-HARDWOOD WITH | D4-LEATHERLEAF BOG === IMPROVED GRAVEL, OR 2 STRAND 10’ WIDE|B.D. . DAM 

SOME CONIFERS | DS5-RECENT BURN CRUSHED STONE ROADS. $= BANK IO'HIGH | X. BATHING BEACH 
Bi-iNFERIOR BI O-OPENLAND (No | ——— IMPROVED DIRT ROADS FLAT DUE TO WATER RECESSION 75FT. 
CI-POPPLE WITH SOME] FOREST GROWTH) | === UNIMPROVED DIRT ROADS WIDE BANK 10’ HIGH 
__ WHITE BIRCH C- CLEARED FARM | ——— TRAIL ih scHooL ST-SHOAL BOTTOM WITH DEBRIS 
Ci-NON-COMMERCIAL Ci] — CROPLAND MoccuPIED House] IM CHURCH se * "OF STONES 
DI-SCRUB OAK AND | CA FARM CROPLAND | DUNOCCUPIED " | MPosT OFFICE B- " " ™ MUCK 

SOME RED MAPLE WITH STUMPS @SUMMER HOME | MILLING STATION | c- * . "CLAY 
EI-PIN- CHERRY PP- PERMANENT PASTURE @ NUMBER OF @ GsumMMer HoTeL | Y- © " "SAND 
A2-HEMLOCK WITH | SP- STUMP PASTURE |““TELEPHONE LINE [>=POWER LINE be " "GRAVEL 

HARDWOODS CV- URBAN PROPERTY |1+sRAILROAD ABANDONED. R.R| ©-CAMP SITE 
B2-WHITE PINE A~ IDLE OR ABANDON-| 4 FIRE TOWER @ SAWMILL SA-AREA OF ENTIRE LAKE IN ACRES (ex- 

C2-RED PINE (NORWAY) ED FARM LAND i STORE IB CREAMERY CEPT LAKES ON COUNTY BOUNDARY ) 
D2- JACK PINE @ LoGcING CAMP | i CHEESE FACTORY 
A3-BLACK ASH, ELM | DENSITY OF STAND Rey HARDNESS OF WATER 

VEGETATION & MAPLE GOOD MEDIUM POOR AQUATIG ETATION \MS-VERY SOFT. M.H=MEDIUM HARD B3-WHITE CEDAR SCATTERED | P-PLANKTON LAKE BLOOMING ener EMER. CkBo. 
C3-TAMARACK — ISA"SUBMERGED ALGAL VEGETATION > os = 
3-SPRUCE (@LACK) | DIAMETER CLASSES|FP-DUCK WEED AND LIKE PLANTS 
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RED DOGWOOD,ETC | 6-12 FOR AREA “ING OR EMERSED LEAVES AND STEMS | AND THE STATE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD. 
B4-CAT-TAIL MARSH | ETC _(ININCHES) EB-sEDGES_AND_ REEDS 
WISCONSIN DEPT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS IN COOPERATION WITH THE WIS. CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND THE WIS. GEOL. AND NAT. HIST SURVEY.
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‘oO: Taterestecd citizens and friends of Menominee County 

From Richard Gordon 

Regarding: ‘ays of obtaining teachers, help in starting enterprises, and 
ideas concerning use of resources 

University of Wisconsin Extension Division - Field Services - the people who can provide 
teachers, and innumerable services offered by the University: 

Director - final authority on questions regarding what services may be available, and 
how to obtain them. 

Mr. Robert Dick 
Extension Division #01 
432 North Lake Street 
Madison 5, Wis. 

Director of Informal Instructional Services - expert on means of setting up income- 
making opportunities in the field of recreation and crafts, and familiar with Indian 
problems. 

Mr. Lawrence Suhm 
Extension Division 303, same address 

North Central Area - THIS is the office to write in order to arrange a visit from an 
extension agent to Menominee County, or obtain information on courses, materials, and 
personnel available. 

Mr. H. C. Ahrnsbrak, Director 
Mr. C. E. Miller, Assistant Director 
Marathon County Center 
518 Seventh Avenue South 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
phone: Viking 5-3107 

Arrangements for extension services are made by the Field Services Representative for 
the area, working in person with the interested group. Short-term conferences, regular 
classes, or aids in vocational training may be »sbtained by any interested group, small 
or large, official or unofficial, through the County or independently. Available per- 
sonnel as regular instructors to teach in the county are limited. The budget, however, 
has been increased, and Mr. Suhm feels that your situation warrants whatever aid can 
possibly be arranged. Instructors can be obtained from the staff sf the University or 
any of its extension divisions. 

Green Tree Garden Club ef Milwaukee has set up two scholarships for Menominee people 
who are or might have an interest in becoming involved in educatién or recreation 
work, They would attend a 2=week sessien at the Wisconsin Audubon Camp at Sarona, 
where teachers from varieus lines of natural history cooperate to present an informal, 
integrated view ef natural history - out of doors, Contact: 

Jacque D. Vallier, Scholarship Chairman 
Chairman, Science Dep't. 
Washington High School 
2525 N. Sherman Blvd. 
Milwaukee 10, Wisconsin 

Wisconsin Indian Schelarship Council is a newly erganized group, on whose Board of 
Directors are both Indians and whites, including lawyer William Dyke. A non-profit 
group, it is setting up a fund, to provide scholarship money and interest-free loans 
for young people, to allew them te go t» college, er gain technical or vocational 
training. All Wiscénsin Indians are eligible. 
ALSO, this same group is attempting to set up a buying-and-selling exchange, whereby 
Indian craftsmen and women could sell their created articles directly ts interested 
buyers, with the Council serving as a ge-between. They could perhaps edit a regular 
fact sheet listing people who wish to buy er sell articles, and what they would like.
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The Couneil would help in setting up such an exchange, The advantage would be a DIRECT H 
relationship between the most interested buyers and the Indians themselves, This would 

omit middleawan and advertising costs, allowing both a greater profit to the craftsman, 
and a lower eest te the buyer. Such a set-up, elsewhere, is described in the April 1963 +4 

issue of Readers! Digest magazine. Leading this organization is: § 

Mrs. J. H. Groenier 
7 Robin Circle 

Madison, Wis. 
For a variety of courses and other aids, perhaps not available elsewhere (I'm told, a 
very useful contact): 

Mr. Orvel Olsen, Director 
Vocational and Adult School 
Pi Ow Box 30 
Antigo, Wisconsin 

I'm told that, through the work of a Rural Area Development Committee of Menominee 

County, two small-business classes are already in operation - a splendid start. 

For other contacts, try: 
Mr. C. La Greiber Mr. Kenneth Haubenschild 

State Director Director 

Vocational and Adult Education Vocational and Adult School 

14 N. Carroll Street 200 S. Broadway 
Madison 3, Wis. Green Bay, Wis. 

Mr. Lawrence Hoyt, Director 
Vocational and Adult School 
P. 0. Box 750 
Wausau, Wis. 

A man who has contributed substantially to this list, and who has much knowledge of 

and interest in Menominee County concerns is "Jim Zim" of the Madison Adult School 

systems He is a naturalist, and could offer detailed and dovm-to-earth advice on 

means of setting up a Nature Interpretation Program, or natural history information 

in connection with resorts or camps. 

Drs James H. Zimmerman 
211) Van Hise Avenue 
Madison 5, Wis. 

Possibilities to Investigate 
From Field Service Office in Wausau, or Forest Products Lab 

Short-term conferences bringing a panel of experts in a given field to Menominee 

County for panel discussions or demonstrations, for example: 

Experts on forest. products from the Lab in Madison could present ideas on 

ways to set up enterprises using wood producs. Write: 

US Forest Products Laboratory 
North Walnut Street 
Madison 5, Wis. 

Arts and crafts experts could demonstrate ways for individuals or groups to use 

their talents (along these lines, Menominee people should have many) for en~ 

joyment, or in creating salable products, whether of wood, sevm material, or 

other crafts, ee gs camping furniture, 

Recreational experts could present a seminar on means of earning income (a tre- 

mendous opportunity here) by providing tourist, recreational, sportsmen's, 

and nature interpretation facilities for visitors from the cities to the 

south, A particular opportunity here would be for trained individuals (espe- 

cially high-school or college-age boys), taking advantage of the beautiful, 

varied, and little disturbed forest lands all around them, to offer high
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quality camping and nature guiding and explaining facilities (personal tours, 

etc.), handled so as to be profitable. In this connection, see above — under 

Jim Zimmerman. 
Regular classes in Keshena or Neopit, perhaps in such fields as business management, 

salesmanship, arts, crafts, sewing. 

Correspondence study, in which lessons are done at the student's leisure, mailed to 

the University correspondence school, examined by a professor, and returned with 

his help, advice, and corrections. A wide variety of business, sales, and legal 

courses are available, in addition to those on means of setting up financial enter- 

prises. Privacy of correspondence is assured. Contact: 

Mrs. Mary Hunt, Student Adviser 

Correspondence Study 
University Extension Division 
Madison 6, Wis. 

Places to obtain pertinent literature 
Secretaries of the individual University of Wisconsin departments, as well as the 

Forest Products Lab. 

State Department of Resource Development 

Madison, Wisconsin 
A detailed survey of recreational needs, and lands and facilities potentially avai- 

lable to meet those needs, for all counties, is being made, Various publications 

are now or soon will be available. (You might write Phil Lewis - see below) . 

Mr, Walter Scott 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 

Madison 1, Wis. 

A new publication, very detailed, is available, concerned with the Natural Resources 

within the entire Wolf River Basin, including Menominee County. Also, he is an ex- 

pert on water and watershed problems, and has much literature along these lines, 

Government Printing Office 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Obtainable for 25¢ (since the government has made so much profits exploiting Indian 

lands, it can afford to sell its publications cheap) is a detailed and up to date 

report on ways for families or small groups in farm or forest country to set up 

small businesses or money-making projects to serve recreational needs of visitors. 

Write for "Rural Recreation — A New Family - Farm Business." 

People to contact individually 
Mr. Henry Ahlgren 
Cooperative Extension Service 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison 5, Wis. 
His department can offer advice, aids, and personnel to help with many kinds of 

projects and problems in the agricultural and small business fields. 

Primary channel for cooperative help: 

Mr. William Bemett, County Agricultural Agent 

County Courthouse 
Keshena, Wis. 

A county may, if it wishes, hire a full-time Recreation Agent, to give practical 

assistance, and conduct studies on means of establishing a recreation indus- 

try. The University will pay half his salary, the county the other half, 

An agency has been set up (inquire from Mr. Ahlgren), with a reported $150,000 

budget, to offer various sorts of loans within Wisconsin.
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Mr. Phillip Lewis 
Recreational Planning Consultant 
State Department of Resource Development 

Madison, Wis, 
His job is to provide help in assessing recreational resources, ways to use them, 

and to help local residents set up the means. 

Mr. Jim Schineller 
Chairman, Art Department 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
3202 N. Dovmer sree te 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
An expert on design, crafts, furniture. He is interested in Indian groups, has had 

experience with them, and would be glad to visit the county. 

Mr. Paul J. Olson 
4122 Mineral Point Road 
Madison 5, Wis. 

A school principal, he is a man with vast energies and sympathies. He has a special 

ability to help young people. He could be very helpful in finding means for the 

youth to be of value to themselves and their community, in practical, yet satis- 

fying ways. 

Mr. Eugene Roark 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 

Madison 1, Wis. 

The Conservation Department offers aid to resort and other groups offering facili- 

ties of some sort to the public. They will aid in advertising, or offer advice on 

the best means. 

Professor Bob McCabe 
Wildlife Management Department 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison 5, Wis. 
Perhaps a Youth Conservation Camp could be set up by the state, or by the county 

with state assistance. In these camps, boys work in the woods under trained super- 

vision, and have an opportunity to develop woedcraft and leadership ability. For 

boys of intelligence and interest, summer job opportunities already exist in con- 

nection with the existing state camps. I don't know who runs the program, but in- 

formation could be obtained by writing Prof. McCabe. 

Many city kids would relish the opportunity to live for a while with an Indian family, 

or go to a camp, owned and operated by Indians, in the woods. For information on set- 

ting up a boys! or girls! camp, one could contact the American Camping Association. 

Such projects could be highly profitable, and of real service to those who attended. 

Conservation 
In addition to working with the Conservation Committee already existing in Menominee 

County, one could contact Jim Zimmerman (see above), who is involved in Citizens! 

Natural Resources Association, Sierra Club - Wisconsin Section, and other groups 

concerned with the enjoyment of the outdoors, and the attainment of harmony between 

man and land. 

Mr. Herb Buettner, Sccretary of the Wolf River Conservation Club 

White Lake, Wis. 
This group is concerned with preserving natural shoreline values, the superb trout 

fishing, and canoeing opportunities in the Wolf and its tributaries. At present 

(March 1963), the immediate concern is getting a bill through the Legislature to 

prevent Langlade County from building a dam on the wolf near Pearson,
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Cross Reference. “File 

Sheboygan 6ounty ~~ 

Herman, Elmer Frederick 1941 

A faunal survey of Sheboygan Marsh. A thesis submitted in : ‘ 

partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master : 

of Science, Dept. of Zoology, Kansas State College of Agr. and Q 

Applied Science, 1941. 89 typewritten pages. 

: (Blue-carded in library index to author and Wis. marsh memt.)
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For Reminiscences of Lake Horicon, by Hackmetack, taken from 

Chicago Field, vol. IX, no. 2, 1878, see Wisconsin history folder. 

(11-20-42) 
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sheboygan Waltontans Start Big Project 
ae County will now be BY ARTHUR KADE certain species of game the local 

able to take its place among the chapter availed themselves of the 

several counties of the state which preserve and wild refuge is located services of the National Izaak Wal- 

are establishing forest and wild life immediately south of the Milwaukee ton League conservation director, 

refuges that future generations may Northern Railway tracks and ex. Mr. Seth Gordon. 

enjoy the outdoors for which Wis- tends for a length of about five and Mr. Gordon is now National Con- 

consin is noted. one-half miles along the shore of servation Director of the Izaak Wal- 

Through the efforts of the Sheboy- Lake Michigan. It varies in depth ton League of America and is advis- 

gan Chapter of the Izaak Walton from one-half to three-fourths of a ing the Walton Chapters in, the 

League and the property holders in mile and is comprised of 2,214 acres. many different states on their con- 

the Black River district, this won- Black River runs through it parallel servation problems and in refores- 

drously beautiful area is now set with the shore of Lake Michigan, tation, wild life refuges and admin- 

aside as a forest preserve and wild including the mouth of the river istration. 

life refuge. This is in accordance while Fish Creek and other tribu- On August 7th, Mr. Seth Gordon 

with the plans of the Wisconsin Di- tary streams are also flowing in the made a personal survey of the entire 

vision Waltonians to establish at refuge. refuge together with Jerry Donahue, 

least one refuge in each county in The mouth of the river has several Walter J. Kohler, August Lutze, 

Wisconsin. swampy areas while farther up Arthur Kade, William Hein, Floyd 

The territory south of Black River along the river are swamps and Garner and other members of the 

is especially noted for its pine for- marshes which provide excellent Sheboygan and Kohler Walton chap- 

ests which are the most beautiful resting places for migratory wild ters. 

and the largest stand of pine along water-fowl. There are also in the The result of Mr. Gordon’s survey 

the west shore of Lake Michigan. northern section several fields and are especially encouraging and his 

Fortunately very little of this pine meadows with occasional covers for recommendations will form the basis 

has been logged off, therefore this birds in the farm fence corners. on which the Walton League will 

area is especially suited as a forest South of the mouth of Black River stock the refuge with wild life. 

preserve and wild life refuge. is a forest area containing mostly Now that this tract is officially 

Some years ago a part of this area pine with some hardwood. In this declared a Wild Life Refuge no one 

was purchased and established as a forest are most of the cottages of will be permitted to hunt or trap at 

preserve by a group of men known summer residents. Many of these any time of the year within the 

as the Forest Preserve Association. land owners are reforesting with refuge. This area shall remain a rest- 

This tract held by the association young pine their cut-over tracts. ing place in which all wild game 

was purchased from them over a South of this lies the Forest Pre- shall find shelter from the hunter 

year ago by Walter J. Kohler, who serve Association tract now owned during the open season. It will af- 

later on realized its possibilities to by Mr. Kohler and presented to Wis- ford an excellent feeding ground for 

also establish it as a wild life refuge consin as a forest and wild life all wild life and will provide cover 

as well as a forest preserve. Mr. refuge. and breeding places for resident as 

Kohler’s action was commended Immediately south of this is the well as migratory water-fowl and 

by the Wisconsin Division Walton famous sand dunes area in which are game birds and game animal life. 

League convention a year ago and found many relics of the past when Plans are now under way by the 

was the inspiration to the Sheboy- this territory was inhabited by the Sheboygan Walton Chapter to 

gan Waltonians to extend the area. Pottawatamie Indians. The arrow finance the stocking and administra- 

Much of the territory is held by heads and implements which have — tion of the refuge. 

farmers, most of whom live in that been found there are evidence of the A conservation warden for the 

vicinity, while some is held by people game both large and small which refuge will be employed whose du- 

living in other states, while the once abounded there. ties shall consist of patroling the 
northern area is held by people most South of the sand dunes which are entire refuge at all times with au- 

of whom have summer cottages or located at the end of the road ex- thority to arrest all poachers and 

residences among the pines. tending south from Twelfth street law violators. He will also with as- 

Acting upon Mr. Kohler’s inspira- from Sheboygan is located another sistance provide fire trails and 

tion and the plans of the Walton wonderful tract of forest which con- means of protecting the forests in 

League to establish wild life refuges, tains some hardwood, also many the event of fire and will patrol the 

the Sheboygan Waltonians set about large pines and cedars. forest during the fire hazard seasons. 

securing official action in February, A year ago Mr. Kohler employed He will assist in the stocking of 

1928. In accordance with the provi- a forester who has cut fire trails game birds and animals and_ will 

sions of the laws pertaining to the through his tract as a means of for- especially devote attention to vermin 

establishment of wild life refuges, est fire protection. His forester also control. 

the owners of the lands were ap- planted several thousand young pine The warden will be vested with 

proached and the required signa- trees which are already showing a authority to shoot and trap vermin 

tures obtained. The applications sturdy growth. at all times of the year and will also 

were then acted upon by the Wis- After the area was established as provide food for the birds during the 

consin Conservation Commission and a Wild Life Refuge the Sheboygan heavy sleet and snow storms. 

on July 28, 1928, the tract was offi- Waltonians were confronted with The Ike Waltons are already se- 

cially declared a Forest Preserve the problem of stocking this area with curing both eggs and young birds of 

and Wild Life Refuge. ~ game birds and animals. To ascer- the ring neck pheasants with which 

Sheboygan County’s first forest tain the suitability of the refuge to (Continued on page 20) 
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The Gas Tax In Wi. 
a coming of President Coolidge BY A. E. SMITH expenditures on our main roads to 

to Wisconsin has put everybody be used for surfacing the town roads. 

on tip toe. The news that the Presi- and journey to California or Wash- The whole state is now in a recep- 

dent had selected Wisconsin for his ington without once leaving a paved tive mood for more and better high- 

vacation came without any warning, road? ways. Consequently, any progressive 

and we are still rubbing our eyes af- Faint rumblings heard in the re- road _ legislation proposed by the 

ter the first jolt of the happy an- cent session of congress indicate that legislature and the highway commis- 

nouncement, and wondering what it transcontinental travel may come to sion will not fail for lack of state 
will do to Wisconsin. pass, not today, perhaps, but within, wide support. Scanning road build- 

The gasoline tax will tell the story say a decade. ing activities and progress in the 

at the end of this summer’s tourist The Holaday bill, introduced by state during the last ten years, it is 

season. It is conservative to estimate the Illinois representative, which apparent that the road building 

that tourist traffie will increase called for a three billion dollar progress of the future must greatly 

three to four hundred per cent. It is United States bond issue, went surpass that of the past. The ques- 

a glorious opportunity for Wiscon- through the mazes of the house ways tion is, when do we start? 

sin to let the world know that we and means committee. This bill, 

are really the greatest recreational which may be termed both visionary Re OS 

state in the country. and practical, called for a compre- 

How splendid it would be if we hensive system of hard-surfaced SHEBOYGAN WALTONIANS 

could have right now the splendid roads to be built and maintained by (Continued from page 18) 

paved roads which we hope for with- the United States, so that to quote | seer ‘ 

in the next seven or eight years! But the author’s summary, “highway ite refuge will be stocked at once. 

we shall have to receive this abnor- comforts may be enjoyed right now, Parts of phe remmee cate especially 

mal increase in summer visitors while we live.” suited to the ring neck pheasant, 

without adequate road preparation “Tg there a need for transcontinen- Which is one of the most beautiful 

for their reception. Will the gran- tal roadways” is a query that can of the gallinaceous birds. It is a bird 

deur of our scenery, the smell of the be answered only in the affirmative. which can endure very severe 

pine, and the lure of the fishing off- Many take it for granted that the weather, Providing, it has dense cover 

set what is lacking in good roads? automobile and the bus are desirable og et find) grain and other feed 

Thus far Wisconsin people have only for short journeys. Still, it must ning Ute wien months, and it will 

not fully realized this wonderful as- be admitted that with the increase propagate rapidly and soon spread 

set which we possess in our scenery, in good roads there is a growing ten- over the entire countryside for many 

our lakes and streams, our entire dency for the automobile to extend its miles, f 

wonderful out-of-doors. They will radius. For instance, a bus company outa small parts of the refuge a 

know more about it by fall. Leaving maintaining transcontinental sched- suited to the dee se partridge 

long stretches of mud in our road ules has issued the statement that pao the heb white quail, but tae 

system is not furnishing economical the average mileage per passenger ill not be developed as yet. Very 

transportation for our citizens nor out of San Francisco in 1927 was little of the refuge would be suited 
will it attract the motorist to Wis- 1,711 miles. to wild turkey; however, the Walton- 

consin. Good roads will do it! And Wisconsin farmers have increased 1208 ane wy a few if some A-1 wild 

good roads have come to mean paved _ their marketing radius in many birds on MS ak eet ot ae s 

main roads—roads that connect up cases from ten to fifteen miles. It may be possi on the future 

various parts of the state without an  Week-end pleasure seekers may now to Bees few nowie peed 

interruption of pre-historic trails. scurry 100 to 300 miles away from deer to add to ne mamety of che wild 

The total value of farm products home into most parts of our state, life, but this will not be done in the 

in Wisconsin is estimated at $800, except in rainy weather and in the HETERO TES. future. 3 ‘ 

000,000, Last year the tourists from winter and spring. The vacationist pa years SO come the peta will 

outside of Wisconsin brought ap- with two or three weeks at his dis- PEOVae) et beauty, Spot along ile 

proximately $125,000,000 into Wis- posal may wander from 2,000 to eg: eee covered val 

consin. That figure can be tripled 6,000 miles around Wisconsin and pe neo ES a bounteous 

and quadrupled in a few years, if adjacent states in his car and not be sUDDIy of valli ie oH! w hich pheboy: 

we will build roads that will attract late for work. The population of this gan County will be justly proud. 

the tourist. We must be far-sighted country is growing. If the automo-  _ & 

enough to realize that everybody is bile manufacturers attain their goal (ge ree 

helped by the tourist business— of one automobile for every third ele 5 

farmer, merchant, banker, resort person, where will these cars travel? \ ce a a 

men, and real estate men. When the In the face of all this, it is appar- Beek. fe a ai 

tourist income begins to rival pres- ent that Wisconsin must build roads Ce fgg des 

ent income from farm products, we more rapidly, particularly if the peo- he Woe ye of ie , ES 

will come to a real appreciation of ple of today wish the comforts ob- Lame A / , 5 ae ee Ps oi 

what it means to Wisconsin. But we tainable by a state-wide system of |, se Se NS i] ye = 

must be able to anticipate it and pro- paved roads. If each farm is to have a ee 

vide the means of easy transporta- a surfaced all-weather road to rad ee. aeeseonet 

tion, or we won’t get it. market, our main roads must be | Lea F oe ey, 

When will it be possible for the rapidly and adequately paved. This = ——— 

Maine motorist to jump into his car will release the large maintenance Miller’s Terrace Resort, Lake Tomahawk 
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Waters of Trempealeau Marsh Held not Navigable.--The Wisconsin Supreme Court in a 
recent decision has ended a two-year controversy between sportsmen of western Wisconsin 

and the fur—farm corporation owning the Trempealeau marsh. This area is in the Mississippi 

Bottows and is subject to acquisition for the Upper Mississippi Refuge. In 1929 the fur- 

« farm cempany inclosed the area and warned the public against trespassing. Hunters who had 

frequented these marshes for the past 50 years contested the action, and, on the day the 

hunting season opened, invaded the area in a body. The company then applied to the local 

court for a permanent injunction restraining the hunters from trespassing on this property 

or on any of its waters. This was refused on the ground that the waters.are navigable and 

therefore under a long line of Wisconsin decisions open to public use for hunting and fish- 

ing. The case was appealed by the fur~farm company. In reversing the decision of the lower 

court, the Supreme Court of Wisconsin held that the only question for decision was whether 

these waters were public navigable waters and that this question had been determined in 

1911, when in the matter of the organization of the Trempealeau County: Drainage District 

the lower court had been sustained in its finding that these waters were in fact non—navi- 

gable. Another action, instituted by the same group of sportsmen, but brought by the attorney 

wise a Sapp orr= . 
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GAME SURVEY 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

421 Chemistry Building 

September 24, 1929 

Mr. Omar Emmel 
Blair 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Emmel: 

May I ask you one more question about the white rabbits 

which you said were abundant in the vicinity of Blair about 1876? 
I would appreciate it if you would jot down the answers beneath ; 
the questions. 

1. Were these rabbits white all the year or in winter 
only? a : : 

wie Yi ltr iif of wetbe re 

err ata Has quer Kat abaut~/8 76 = hay cone rot oad hh 

: ‘ So WN on 
2. Did they have black tips to their ears or not? uve awd 

Po ae 5 oe i 

The reason I ask these questions is that somebody has : 

brought up the point that they may have been jackrabbits instead 

of snowshoes. | gs 
| 

An addressed envelope for your use is inclosed. } 

s Incidentally, I have learned that the Izaak Walton League 
convention will be held in Eau Claire in October, but the date has 

not been finally set. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, | ‘ 

Clay Lopes 
ALDO LEOPOLD, 

| In Charge, Game Survey.



GAME SURVEY 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

421 Chemistry Building 

September 24, 1929 : 

Mr. George Weisenberger 
Arcadia 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Weisenberger: 

A question has come up concerning the identification 

of the rabbits which you told me are located 2 miles east of 
Arcadia near a cemetery. Would you be so kind as to jot down 

the answers to the following questions,..f'r9m which I can make 

the identification: - Rap stl 

1. Are these rabbits white in winter only, or all the 
year? 

2. Do they have black tips on their ears or not? 

If you will jot down your observations and return this 
letter in the inclosed addressed envelope, I will be much obliged, 

Sincerely yours, 

AlpoO ISOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



Prairie Chicken folder 
Cycle folder 
Trempealeau Co. 

June 17, 1936: Ray Steele says in winter of 1935-36 there were no ghickens 
in the Trempealemu area, He did see one sharptail, 

Also few chickens in Goose Island, LaCrosse Co., last winter. Much fewer 
than preceding years. 

: The gharptail was not positively identified. It was just above Trempealem 
Mt, sitting in cottonwood, 

y ° Ade



Canada Goose folder 
Trempealesm Co. .-—~ 

June 17, 1936: Ray Steele saw & Canada geese decoy to pinioned birds on 
Trempealean Refuge on June 7, 1936, latest record for wild geese on Upper 
Mississippi Refuge. 

Flock also seen flying near Whitman dam at Cochran-~-probably same birds. 

Awl.



Vernon County 
CROSS REFERENCE 

Evans, Mrs. E. O.--HISTORY OF COON VALLEY. 7 page printed leaflet. 

Filed in Wisconsin History Folder



Please return to Robert A. McCabe, 424 Univ. Farm Pl., Madison 6, Wis. i 
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 

INTRA-OFFICE 
MEMORANDUM 

Date. May 6, 1946 

To: Commissioner Aldo Leopold 

From: De W. Waggoner ; 

Sub ject : Gray Squirrel Food Habits. 

Herewith you will find my repott on the grey squirrels 
doing damage to the maple trees in western Vilas County. 

: I am requesting Mr Staber Reese to take some pictures 
of this destruction ond will forward some to you as soon es his 

’ work is complete. 

Never having worked on removal of squirrels or rabbits 
I will most certainly need advice and will sppreciate your bringing 
-any information you have with you next week. 

; fly. a. 
D. We Waaeduer 

cc/H. M. Hosford . 

* ££
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THE GRAY SQUIRREL IN WESTERN VILAS COUNTY oe : 

The months of January, February and March of 1946 will be remembered ~~ 7 r 9 

by property owners and foresters as the start of a change in the food selectbon , 

of the gray squirrel. The red and hard maple areas have been attacked by the 

grays in a manner that would ordinarily suggest the presence of many porcupine. 

Some of the smaller maples have been stripped from base to top while the larger 

trees have the bark pealed from the upper branches only. It appears that the 

living, growing tissue between the sap~wood and the bark, called the cambium 

layer, is the prefered food and of course its removal is fatal to any tree. : 

The probability of a continuance of this food selection is not known 

and as the history of grays in western Vilas County is a relatively short one : 

any prediction would be unfounded, The first gray squirrels were noted by Pat fe 

Wilsie, a supervisor at the White Sand CCC Samp in 1934 at a point between White 

Sand Lake and Lost Canoe Lake in the Town of Boulder Junction. In May of that 

same year Pat Wilsie and Earl Wallace, nurseryman at Trout Lake applied to the 

Game Division of the Conservation Department and wese shipped twenty four from 

the southern part of Wisconsin. Three pair were released at each of the following 

places: the west side of Lake Laura in the Town of Plum Lake, pevueen White Sand 

| Lake and Lost Canoe Lake, the east side of White Birch Lake and the east shore 

of Trout Lake all in the Town of Boulder Junction. The following two years, 1935 

and 1936, the Star Lake - Sayner Conservation Club applied for and recieved five 

shippments of twenty four squirrels each end made releases in approximatly the 

- game areas as the first plantings. 

Walter Froelich of Sayner was one active in the distribution and has 

noted the steady increase in population and spread to new areas. Some have been 

found as far north as High Lake and as far west as Manitowish. It might be worth 

: mentioning here that the lacal residents were very interested in the progress 

the grays were making and in 1942 when an arrest was made for a deer hunter 

killing a gray squirrel the violation was considered of a serious nature.



Laurence Ellerman, a guide living on Ballard Lake was the first to 

report that the gray squirrels were eating maple wood in a hardwood ridge at 

his home. This report was given little if any credence as it was felt the por=- 

cupine was the offender. Then the maples on the point at Trovt Lake were being 

destroyed so a search for the culprit porcupine began. None could be foundnor 

any tracks but day by day more trees were being damaged. It was only then def 

inatly established that the gray squirrel included maple wood in his diet. 

The cause of this strange new food source for the gray squirrel is not ; 

known. The fall acorn crop was normal but the competition from the deer might 

have been to much for the squirrels. Some feel the deer feeding program might ‘ 

be an influencing factor because much ear corn was fed during the winter of 

1945 and little or none this winter, also the presence of this large amount of 

corn might tend to produce an unusual increase in population. 

Whatever the cause might be Mr Gray Squirrel could well be sealing his 

fate because of his red and hard maple menu,



April 23, 1946 

My. Wilidem Waggoner 
trout Lake 
VWiseonsin 

Dear Bills 

Don Kalverson haa been telling mo about the baricing of maples 
end the recent deoieion that thie 4a the work of gray equirrele. 

Hie asked me about traps. We take squirrels successfully on the 
Arboretum by the ordinary "Pennsylvania" live traps used for rabbits. 
This trap has also beon used by the Department and I can send you s 
design or even a sample trap if you need it, 

It seems to me, however, sinte the object in this case ia to kil) 
the squirrels that you would got more of them by using ordinary 
mskrat traps, — ohly that there is someone on hand to 
Wadd the sqckwrale ap they axe foment. I would seb these traps 
at the base of a tree immediately below an ear of corn nailed te 
at ogg Iu wrestling with the ear of com the squirrel would get 

This asgumes that aquirrele in Vilas County know what corn is. 
If they do not, you might have to badt them for a few days until 
they find out. 

eS See Ge Sk, tesne putes were Dae teanininn 
sonebody Camp. would appreciate your help in gett 
together a reliable record of this transplantation: whe brought 
the squirrels inj how many; when wore they released and are they 
sure that they were absent before thie release and present ever 
since. ee hea te tne shams Wess Lines 3 wouks Milne 

very moh to have in ay and I would also suggest that you 
write the thing up as an article for the Conservation Bulletin, 
preferably with pictures. Tf I can help you in an advisory aapacity 
please call on me. : 

With personal regnris, yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

@ Halverson



Ge Vibes Os 

42h University Farm Place 
October 11, 1942 

Mr. H. S, Tuttle 
Vilas County Highway Department 
Hagle River, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Tuttle: 

I read the conservation code with interest and can find 
no flaw in it except item two b. I kmow of no prospective 
foreign species which holds out any prospect of succeeding : 
in your county, and in my opinion it is unsound policy to 
continue to make importations of this kind. I may, of 
course, be wrong, but I think this particular paragraph 
would divert attention from the real issue, namely, taking 
care of what we have already. 

The native grouse are, as you say, subject to the cycle, 
but I am afraid this is a fact which we will have to 
accept and make the best of. 

The other items are all sound, and I think your friend 
Drager did an extraordinarily good job. 

I am afraid I have no immediate prospect of getting to 
your county. 4 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Wildlife Management 

< C ‘ D f. . 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE EAGLE RIVER ROTARY CLUB ON CONSERVATION 

The Rotary Club of the City of Eagle River, Vilas County, Wis- 
consin, is interested in Rotary objectives, one of which is commu- 
nity service, and as such, the Rotary Club is interested in the de- 
velopment and improvement of the local community. 

CONSERVATION is a by-word which is discussed frequently among 
the citizens of the community and it is only by true conservation 
that a community, such as ours, can survive. 

It is only fitting that the Rotary Club adopt certain object- 
ives which they deem their goal. With this in mind, the Rotary 
Club of the City of Eagle River, Vilas County, Wisconsin, adopt 
the following plan and program on CONSERVATION for the city of 
Eagle River and the surrounding community:- 

ONE: DEVELOPMENT AND L:AINTINANCE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES 

(a) By seeing that the proner fire prevention progran, 
such as has been adopted in the past years, is con- 
tinued. 

(b) Approval and existence of a park system in Vilas 
County on which a small beginning has been made 
but the surface only scratched, and where an ideal 
playground can be developed for the entire commu- 
nity by a farsighted system of parks, playgrounds 
and public recreational centers. 

(c) Reforestation. Vilas County is a cutover area where 
the virgin timber has been removed between the past 
ten and fifty years. Our virgin stand of pines is 
gone, but with adequate fire vrotection in the last 
ten years, a new growth of pines and other conifers, 
together with leaf trees, has been made. 

Certain individuals and commercial interests have 
been cutting our second growth of timber before it is 
matured. Excessive taxes have been levied upon timber 
in its growing state, forcing the cutting of such tim- 
ber before it reaches its maturity. 

A plan should be adopted, to hold down the valua- 
tion of timber lands so the owner will preserve them 
and not be compelled to cut such timber because of 
the burden of growing taxes, to induce the planting 
of burned-over areas and barren lands and to encourage 
private owners to reforest lands useful for no other 
purpose. 

(a4) Assist and promote in developing scenic highways by 
providing roadside stands, parks, and scenic drives, 
with emphasis of the program on public agencies and 

individuals to plant treeless areas on roadsides.



(e) To induce owners to maintain present timber stands, 

rather than selling or cutting the timber for com- 

mercial purposes. 

T/O:; CONSERVE WILD LIFE 

(a) It is conceded, from all practical standpoints, that 
game is a crop, and that all surplus of such game 

crop should be taken by proper legal seasons, taking 

care, however, that sufficient stock is maintained to 
supply our flocks and herds. 

(b) Induce the introduction of new species of game birds, 
where practical, to provide sport for the many hunters 
as our present stock of game birds is only of a fluc- 
tuating variety, diseases continually creating an up- 

ward and downward cycle. 

(c) To promote a scientific study of our present deer sea- 

son, and the consequences which might be expected from 
the present policy - the policy of annually killing the 
mature male deer - which, unquestionably, deteriorates 
our deer herds. 

Good animal husbandry demands that a mature male 
animal be retained to head the herd. Our present deer 
policy does not follow such animal practice, but rather, 
induces and encourages the killing of mature males, 
leaving the immature males to head our deer herds. 

This practice needs scientific study to determine 

whether or not our deer herds are deteriorating, weak- 
ening, and, perhaps, developing into a mongrel species 
of deer. 

THREE: BETTER FISH 

(a) A scientific study should be made of our lakes and 
streams to determine the food contents and the suit-— 
ability of various waters for the various species of 

fish. 
The past practice of planting various species of 

fish in waters, the suitability of which has not been 
determined, has deteriorated our fishing grounds, 
rather than improved them. 

Certain waters are adaptable only to certain spe- 
cies of fish. Certain waters, also, have only certain 
types of food which will grow only certain species of 
fish. Scientific study only, will reveal what waters 
are adapted for certain species of fish and only when : 
such scientific data is obtained, should fish be planted 
which are adampnted to those waters.



(bo) A scientific study of our present fishing program 
should be made. The conservation department of the 
State of Wisconsin, has planted hundreds of millions 
of fry of different species of fish in various waters 
in the state. 

The mere planting of millions upon millions of fry 
does not necessarily mean that we will have better 
fishing. Only a scientific study to determine what 
percentage of this fry planted will cCevelop into ma— 
ture fish can determine whether or not we are getting 
adequate results from our present planting program. 

FOUR: ADVERTISING 

It is only fitting that communities, such as ours, 
which is primarily dependent upon recreation, and the 
moneys which flow therefrom, must have interest in ad- 
vertising and promoting our recreational advantages and 
natural resources. ‘ith this thought in mind, the Rotary 
should be interested in the following:- 

(a) The establishment and maintenance of a museum in which 
can be displayed historic pictures of the area, relics 
of the bygone Indian days, together with relics and pic- 
tures depicting the early settlement of this community 
down to the present, together with all recreational dis- 
plays which would have a great value toward selling 
vacationers on the community. 

(bo) The establishment and maintenance of a zoo which would 
have, primarily, all native animals and birds from this 
vicinity. Such a zoo could be established and maintained 
in cooperation with the Conservation Department, provid- 
ing the facilities for such a zoo are financed locally. 

(¢) In the past, the principal advertising of Vilas County 
has been the fishing advantages to be found here, 

It is common knowledge that only a pértion of our 
vacationists are interested in fishing. lost of them 
are primarily interested in the coolness, healthful- 
ness, &nd the beauty of the North. More publicity 
should be given to the beauty, the health-giving cli- 
mate of our area, and providing opportunities for 
pleasure-seekers and health-seekers to enjoy our beauty. 

(d) lake our lakes accessible to the people by providing 
picnic spots, camping grounds, bathing beaches and 
landing places, together with opening of roads to such 
places and accessible portages to lakes inaccessible 
by other means.



WALWORTH COUNTY a 

Brown, Harvey (1857?) 1943 

Mr. Brown's Wisconsin. Wis. Cons. Bull., 
vol. VIII, no. 5, May 1943, pp. 17-20.
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mens to the department pathologist. The field work will be supple- 
mented with investigative work at the game farm, using various 

species of animals. It is only through scientific research that we will 

be able to answer questions such as the one above. 

ae LAST RECORDS OF DEER IN WALWORTH COUNTY ~ 

of (Taken from an article by the late N. Hollister, recently of the Biologi- Se 
cal Survey, published previously in the Bulletin of the Wisconsin Natural 
History Society, Vol. 6, Nos. 3-4, in 1910.) 

Authentic accounts of any of the larger mammals in central or 

southern Wisconsin are of great value and must be collected soon if 

they are to be preserved with accuracy as to dates and circumstances. 

Many species are already gone from the entire state and of some of 
these there is not a local specimen in existence nor a specific record 

in literature. Even in the extreme northern counties conspicuous 

species are now rapidly disappearing and each record of the occur- 

rence or capture is worthy of note. 

Wild deer were exterminated in southeastern Wisconsin nearly 60 
years ago. During various visits at home in the past few years I 

have been collecting from some of the old residents data relating to 

their occurrence in the vicinity of Delavan, Walworth county, and be- 

lieve that the information thus gathered will prove of interest. 

Deer were formerly abundant in Walworth county and in the early 

forties plenty still remained. The late Silas Bowker of Delavan told 

me of often seeing numbers of them between Delavan lake and Geneva 

lake, which locality he claimed was the best deer country in Wal- 

worth county. Others tell of many in the northwestern part of the 

county, and it seems probable that though deer were generally dis- 

tributed throughout the county, the vicinities of Delavan lake and 

Richmond were their favorite resorts. I. P. Larnard, of Delavan, 

tells me that Wm. Hollister, deceased, saw about 50 in one herd on 

the edge of the Big Marsh, between Delavan and Whitewater, in 1842. 

After this date the deer rapidly decreased. In 1846, Mr. Larnard 

shot one from a bunch of five or six in what is now Isham’s grove, 

on the outskirts of Delavan. After killing this one he rapidly loaded 

his rifle and snapped three caps in an endeavor to shoot a fine buck 

which came out and stood in plain sight during the whole perform- 

ance but trotted off, to his great disgust, before he could find a cap 

which would explode. This, Mr. Larnard believes, was the last deer 

killed in the vicinity of Delavan, though a few were seen from time 

to time during the next few years. Mr. Larnard was a keen sports- 

man in those days and probably kept better account of such matters 

in that region than any man now living. 

In 1849 or 1850, my father, K. N. Hollister, and his brother, U. S. 
Hollister, saw three deer in the Big Woods, five miles west of Delavan, 

and a year or two later saw two more crossing Rock prairie and tak- 

ing to the woods near the same place. A. B. Hore, of Delavan, last 

saw deer at Lake Nine, Richmond, as nearly as he can figure, in 1852;



eat ee 

and Jas. H. Camp, also of Delavan, says that two deer were seen in 

the park at Elkhorn one morning in 1852 by a Mr. Bradley, who was 
then postmaster at that place and is still living. The park was much 

larger then and, of course, in a wilder state. 

From all accounts, then, 1846 may be taken as the date for the last 

deer killed and 1852 for the last deer seen in the vicinity of Delavan. 

EpiTor’s Note: As suggested by Mr. Hollister in this article, we 

would appreciate information of any authentic records of deer, elk, 

beaver, otter, wild cat, lynx, timber wolf or wild turkey found in 

southern Wisconsin. Definite records will help piece together the 

story of these animals in Wisconsin, so send any record to the Editor, 

Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Madison. 

GROUSE FATALITIES 

Conservation Warden Arthur Baie, Marinette, forwarded two car- 
casses of dead grouse to Dr. T. T. Chaddock at the laboratory of the 

conservation department’s experimental game and fur farm, Poy- 

nette, and Dr. Chaddock made the following report as to the condition 

of the birds: 

One, a male, had small injuries on breast, neck and legs; breastbone 
entirely broken from keelbone on both sides. Crop contents 40 per- 

cent acorns and 60 percent tips of branches and buds. Gizzard con- 

tents 30 percent acorns, 20 percent unidentified seeds, 20 percent rose- 

bush seeds, 30 percent green tips. Many small nematodes present in 

the pectoral muscles of the breast and the muscle was very soft and 

mushlike. Sarcosporidia were also present in the muscles. 

The second bird, a male, had a badly bruised head, sarcosporidia 

present in breast muscles; hemorrhages in pectoral muscle of breast. 

Muscle of breast badly degenerated. Crop contents 80 percent acorns, 

10 percent water cress and 10 percent rose seeds. Gizzard contents, 

80 percent acorns and 20 percent water cress. Roundworm ova pres- 

ent in feces. 

“T am convinced that these birds could never have been able to fly as 

I was able to count as many as 12 to 15 sareosporidia cysts present 

per square inch in the muscles of the breast,” Dr. Chaddock says. 

W. F. Grimmer, superintendent of game management, says: “Mr. 

Baie reports that no additional dead birds have been found. Appar- 
ently this condition is localized.” 

Kewaunee—The Enterprise editor says it’s a good thing that he 

sometimes does not mention names. Last winter he described how 

comfortably a chap fished from an automobile and now he finds the 
practice is illegal.
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WILDLIFE IMPROVEMENT ON THE O'BRYAN FARM 

L. L. O'Bryan, Owner 

Loeated in 

Section 6, Town of East Troy, T. 4 N., R. 18 East 
Walworth County eo 

and 

Section 32, 35, Town of Mukwonago, T. 5 N., R. 18 Kast 
Waukeeha County, Wisconsin 

Investigation made October 26-27, 1936 
By Clyde B. Terrell, Junior Aquatic Biologict 

Vision, Yieconsin Conservation Department 
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BUSH ARY 

fhe Goneervation Department, 1 believe, should be 
intereated im showing the owner of thie farm how to improve it 
for wildlife, because it 1s an unusually good place for such 
a demonstration, ee to ite great veriety of 011 and water 
types, ané the many different kinds of wildlife which are now 
found there end to whieh it is adapted. 

Some work with waterfowl foode was done by » former owner 
on thie farm, under the writer's direction eighteen years ago. 
Wild Piece beds and other growth from this _plenting te stii1 in 
evidence, illuetrating the long time benefite to be had from 
uch improvements. The rere wood duck, most beautiful of 211 
Americen ducks, neste on the property. Om the day thie investi- 

pon gy waa made there were about one hundred wild, migratory 
8 on the emall leke at Mr. O'Rryan's home, trenty-five 

of which were wood ducks ghemneted br the protection and food 
they find there. 

‘ 
For Yeterfowl end Yater 

1. Anchor « raft 36 feet or more from shore as a resting 
aite for waterfowl, where they will find oi protection from 
predatory animele that have been killing the ducks, 

2. Place one or two paire of Canade geene and a few mallards 
on Woods Leake te decoy pacetng flocks, providing no hunting is 
Gone. (It ie illegel to use live decoys in hunting.) 

3. Plsee corn end other grein for feeding waterfowl under 
one foot of water to avoid attrecting rate. fo prevent less of 
grain in mud it wey be placed on sheet metal. 

4. PFPlent waterfowl food in ge ané fell in accordance 
with plans herewith. ‘eter cress, muskgrass, end ago pond 
plant may be transplanted from one part of property to enother. 
Other planting materiale may be purchased. 

6. Encourage more wood ducks te nest on the property y 
progorsing hollow trees and ereeting 15 to 20 wood duck nesting 

x@e in auiteble locations. 

6. Plent wild grapee, buckwheat, corn, wild millet, and 
encourage growth of emartweed for waterfowl feod and cover, near 
water. These are aleo valuable for uplend birds.



For Upland Wildlife and the Upland 

1. Maintain winter feeding stetions and food heppere for 
Hungerian Pre eer ee bobwhite quail and pheasants, ix 
recommended locations shown on map. 

2. aintein bird feeding patches, sown with favorite 
vildlife foods, including « wajori ty of items that furnish food 
in winter and which improve the eoil. Froposed locations for 
seven such bird gardens shown on map. Planting and management 
Gireetions given. rf 

3. Plant trees, shrubs, and vines that provide food, 
escape and nesting cover, and otherwise attract birds. RKecoumended 
list of varieties given and locations oe ahown on map. 
Included are those that eee food et seasons, including 
winter. Many of these bird-attracting trees end shrube have 
bright flowers or fruits and are aevettractive as any ornamental 
plenting that ean be made. 

4. Keep cattle away from feeding patehes and stations.



WILDLIFE IMPROVEMENT OW THE O'BRYAN PARM 

The Conservation Department has been interested in maine ; 
the owner of this farm develop its wildlife resources because it 
is a good peace to demonstrate whet can be done with wildlife on 
southern Wiseonein ferma, The conservation department will have 
the opportunity and benefit of observing the resulte of work with 
waterfowl and other wildlife earried on in cooperation with ur. 
O'Bryen. There is fortunately a wide variety of wildlife adapted 
to southern Wisconsin conditions found on the O'Dryan farm, in- 
eluding wild olan of ro es eae me apes eras quail, 
inamaolan paperless on pheasants; 2 of song of prey; 
muskrats, rabbits, squirrels, foxes, ete. 

There are many syece of water and lend suitable for verious 
kinds of wildlife. ere are covinge and streams, lake and marsh, 
brueh end woodland, grass, weeds and vine-covered fence rows, 
tamearack swamp and hey fielde, peevers end grain fields, gravelly 
= a moraine hille and potholes, gravel, peat, sand, snd loam 
soils, 

AIR FOR "HUNG," GUAIL, WATERFOWL! 
GOUD FOR PHEASANTS - SquTRREL! 

é; Ag a refuge, we would rete this place fair for waterfowl, 
Hungarian partridgee and quail, and good for pheasants and squirrels. 
it should be remembered that even places which do not offer the moat 
perfect sites for wildlife, heave, through the efforts of the owners, 
been made inte some of the wost famous places of their kind, end 
even the best locations are often ineffective unless the owner takes 
an interest and maintains food, cover, and protection for his wild 
friendea. One of the most outstanding weterfowl refuges is that 
operated by Jeck Miner of Kingeville, Ontario, who annually attracts 
many thousands of Gueke, geese, and swan to two small ponds resul t- 
ing from the shoeing out of eley used for making bricks. In such 
—”* where conditions are net inducive to the growth of natural 
‘ood, the numbers of birds attracted and held depend largely upon 

the amount of grain which is provided for them, 

Other birds end animals seen or reported on the property besides 
the ducks include ring-nect pheasants, Hungarian partridges (« covey 
of 16 "Kune" wes reported and aleo a covey of 14 on the eee 
farm), blue herons, grebes, bitternsa, loons, mallards, many species 
of song birds, grey and fox squirrels, rabbits muskrete, mink, 
Paccoons, opossume, skunke, wood ducka, red and grey foxes.



Wildlife Improvement on the O'Bryan Farm 2 

bees tion ent -Astory The L. L. O'Bryan farm coneiets of a 
little more acrés lying between county trunk NN and county 
trunk J, about five miles southwest of Mukwonago, Wisconsin. At 
one time the property was owned by Frenk P, Blair of the Black 
Diamond cosl mines, who spent a congidereble amount of money on the 
place for building up the cr supply. The writer had some plantings 
of wild duek food made on @ property for Mr. Blair 18 yeare ago. 
Much of the growth is still evident. ‘The plantings mede at that time 
consisted of Redhead Graes ire tenage ten richerdsonii), Sego Pond 
Plant (Potamogeton pectinatus), Wild Celery (Vallisneria), Duck 
Potato (sagtsaamee latifolia), snd Wild Rice (Zizenia). At that 
time the Gient Wild Rice producing the extra large grain was not on 
the market, ao the wild rice is of the type producing the smeller 
grain. There is a nice stend of wild rice on the property elong the 
Mukwonago river near its junction with Mill creek. 

Mr, Bleir died about a dozen years ago, since which time not 
much was done to improve or keep up the property until Mr. L. L. 
O'Bryan secured it, about e year ago. The present owner tekes a 
very active interest in building up the at of wildlife, which 
I feel ie a factor which hes much to do with the success of in- 
creasing game and wildlife on any property. 

Deseription 

oe gep trek pep of ibe fer is kettle moraine country 
with grave gs and kettle holes, wooded mostly with oak and 
hickory with a few scattering red cedars, There are some cultivated 
lands, hay lands and pesture interspersed in the woods. 

Eee and Water. Surrounding this centrel area are ex- 
tensive lowlends, swamps, marshes, and hay lends. A lobe of lowland 
extends from the north into the central gravel hills with Woods lake 
at its southermost tip, 

The property is nearly surrounded with water ways which 
run through the mareh and lowlands. Along the north boundary within 
the property flows the Mukwonago river, a navigeble stream averaging 
about thirty feet in width. Running through the west part of the 
property is Mill ereek, the outlet of Mill lake, a navigeble stream 
twenty to thirty feet wide and one to four feet deep. 

eee. containing about 25 acres and having a depth 
of some 35 feet, lies in approximately the center of the property. 
ur. O'Bryan's summer home is located on the south side of this lake.



WAldlife Improvement on the O'fryan Farm a 

Thies is herd water, pH 5.2. apie, one to tro feet 
wide rune northeasterly from Yooda lake % Mukwonago river. 
It flows intermittently. 

ee from southwest to northeast 
through the « art of the area. The east pert of the farm 
oe Tue. St Ch itn ae 
enough water to make it rather attractive to waterfowl. 

fcteaidy, cold sortng-brogk that would support « few 

tareneh, Uae agai bo fe ironage pakege Havens Wear’ te sum wete a wer. re is ‘ater 
Grean ye oe nasturtiuea-aquetioum) in thia brook that is good 
for man's table, ae well as for duck ané trout food production. 

SBESPERSRSS GE SREGPTRAEE 27 SoU Seagate sor farm land iv sme ete of woods, swamp and sersh. 

Vegetation - Gene snG Fish Food end Cover, ete. 

One feature which makes the property attractive to game 

siahoptty SS Gitebrenttpecten'se aang, toe agar s¢" anton erent specier o * ° 
furnish an important source of food for ducks, isc, 
equirrela, ete, There are also other nut~, fruit-, and berry- 
bearing trees, shrubs, and vines on the poses whieh are of 
value for bird food, {noluding herelnut, wild cherry, wild plus, 
wilé rose, wilé grapes, sumec, red sedar, prostrate juniper, 
hickory, ete. 

po SE2EL (the outlet of Hil] Leke), and “ukwonege 
river contain the following aquatio planta: 

+ ewald Rice oe yes aquaticon) eiiiadals 
Pondiwe: otamogeton peetinatue 

Soler Weed (Slodea canadenaie) 
ome ~ (Carex) 
* vase (Chara gp.) 
*Yater Milfoil (iyBiopnytiun ap.) | 
-Bladderwort (Utricularia sp.) 

*@Bulrush (Scirpue ap.) 
“Greater Duckweed (ptroaeta) : 
*Water Gmartweed (Polygonum asphibium) 
*Ploating Fondweed (rotesogeton natens) 

* Of value &£e waterfowl food 
- So value for waterfowl 
é@ Emergent aquatic, others submerged



Wildlife Improvement on the O'Sryan Parm 4 

In the mareh along the Mill ereek and Mukwonago river 
is x seattered brugshy growth of alder, willow, red do a, ete., 
which mske good bird cover, Wood ducks are reported [ heave 
reared their young in just such 4» thicket nesr the Junction of 
M411 oreek and the Mukwonego river during the past s¢sson. 

A very interesting surprise was the finding of aporoxi- 
mately one hundred wild ducks on the twenty-five acre Yoods lake 
in the central part of the property - ninety-five were sotuslly 
gounted, Of these there were approximately twenty-five wood éducke, 
the moat beautiful of all American ducks, some ar, widgeons, 
anc » few mallarde, pintaile, and « solitery bluebill. These birds 
are attracted to this lake aanere by the protection end food which 
they find there. Wo hunting is allowed on the property, About a 
half bushel of corn per day wee being used to feed these birds. 
Cwing to the leke being very deep with only » narrow margin of 
shallow water along the shore whieh will produes food, the poses 
of waterfowl in the leke depends chiefly upon the artificial feeding 
of grain. However, the woodducks make use of the acorns from the 
many Oak treee growing sround the lake. Many of the orks are so 
close to the lake thet the acorns fell slong the shore or directly 
into the water. We also noticed thet the ducks were using the red 
berries of the false bittersweet (Solanum éulecemara)as we hed 
observed in other places. There are many spatterdoek or yellow 
pond Lilies growing around the edge of the lake. The duekes 
operant had to. all of the seede of theese. Limited anounts 
of wild millet (%ehinochloa), eticktighte (Bidens), and sago poné- 
weed a pectinetuas were aleo observed in or around the 
edge of the leke. 

Eaterfowl-Peeding, Decoys and Protection 

Ten mallard ducke were wing-clipped and placed on Wood 
lake in 1936 to attract their wild relatives. Unfortunstely, 
practically all of thease heave falled prey to eS a The day 
thie investigation was made four of these mallarde were found 
dead, one partly eaten, and one badly bitten about the head and 
neck but still alive, fhe caretaker saw a grey animal — 
than a eat leave the duck pen, and he came down and found the dead 
birds. <A grey fox wee suepected, Such game enemies are always
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attrected where game is abundant. 

i believe that « fart or float pieced thirty or arty 
feet or more out in the @ for ska and other aquatic birde 
to roost on would be useful in forestalling similar disasters. 
Place some grass and brush on the reft, securely fastened, to 
give it 2 natural appearance. anchor the raft to the bostom 
with « long chein or wire cable. Tight o11 barrels are a 
te give buoyancy to such a raft. Wash or burn out the ofl 
before using then, 

aie A al on # os a" 
‘ anady Os ra) A fneexs seen pae 

flocks at « considerable distance, 

UO oe oe would sugres rectly in ow water 
_ Ot over « foot deep to keep rate and other rodents from getting 

the food intended for the birde. 

Haterfowl-food Planting 

On aceount of the quick érop-off around the edge of foods 
lake, there 1s not sn opportunity for « greet desl sore water- 
fowl food pestis: Because of the a number of wild ducks 

pramey | to thie lake, the varieties of plante grown for food 
should be varieties which produce » rapid end vigorous growth, 
There are two plants which would f111 the bill - muskeraes and 
bushy pondweed. Five to ten bushels of each could be used in 
the shallow areas i shore of the lake, The pest places 
for beds of submerged k food plents are found adjecent to the 
ewampy areas on the lake and near the outlet 4iteh. 

The trout brook whieh rises from e large spring in the 
east central part of the property contains considerable emounte 
of water oregs which le attractive to waterfowl, muskrat: and 
even upland birds, especially during the winter time when it 1s 
about the only green plant they ean get. Water oress grows So 
all winter in aprings which remain open. It is a testy addition 
to one's table for a galed or eernish; I am told it makes a 
delicious -— when prepared somewhat like eream of ——— 
soup. We would guages’ that some of the water cress plants 
be taken up at m thie brook and treneplanteéd in other 
eprings slong M411 creek end Sukwonego river wherever they stay 
open ell winter. 

in Hill creek, the Mukwonago river, and at Yoods iske, for
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Se pemene sf Seerennten Se cuaely of “egnenens Sent I 
recommend the addition o waterfowl food plante ae shown on 
the following table; 

(See page 7)
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When to Pleat 

an TE es i, “Sas gate month; { Muke'g@ Pond in Amount Gost at 

PEE i eh ee... 1 Greek River Sec. 35. Brook Headed _ Sursery 
Plents Growing Above Water: 

ky 5, 9, 10 *Glant Wild Rice Seed Sm lw. 3t 8 § bu. 5 bu. Pell $60.00 
11 (Sisania Aquatica) aoring $75.00 

kh, 5, 6 Lence Leaf Arrowhead 
(Sagittaria rigids) — 200 «4300 200 100 800 14.40 

hi, 5, & 7 Vapate tubers or plants 
(Sagitteria latifolia) 500 «= 00 1000 200 2200 30.80 

5, 6 Pickerel Plant 
(Ponteteria Cordata) 200 «(100 200 100 600 66.00 

hy 5, 6 Broad~Pruited Ber feed — 
(Spergenius euryeorpus) 3909 «-§05—s«é00 150 2060 a 60.00 

4, 5 Button Bush 2! ~ 3* 
(Cepithelentiue cecidentalis) bie} 20 6 5 5 10% 60.00 

ALL yeor 4 Water Cress Collect on 
(Sisyabriun nesturtiun aquaticum) + 500 864+ 500 1000 rout Brook 

Submerged Plonts 
** $15.00 

8, 9, 10, 11 **ituskgrass (Chara)¢ 5 mw or collect in mill ertk 

9, 10 **Qushy Pond Plant (Wales flexilis) 
Plents with ripe seed 3m. lt. 2h. § da, 63 ba. 39.00 

4, 5, 6,7 Wild Gelery buds 
(Vallieneria spiralis) 500 500 500 100 1600 22.40 

hh, 5, 6 Sago Pond Plant tubers ¢ 
(Potamogeton peetinatas) 500 10.50 or 

eollect in will creek 

* Plant either spring or fell 
** Plent in fell 

# Gen colieet on property 
items not marved should be planted in spring 

+ At springs epen in sinter 

(See table on following page for estimated cost of all items thet cen be plented in epring ead in fell)
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AQUASIC PLAMSINGS RRGOMSRNOATLONS - continued 

Setimated Coat 

Te sine Mice fe plaated in fall instead of in apring, detects —_— 
Spring Plantings (oultting «ild rie) % 264.10 

if sago pond plonltubers are collected for transplanting om property, deduct - - 10,50 

$ 253.66 

Hetimated Cost 

fetal eetimated cont of ell itens thet can be planted in Fal) $124.00 waxinum 
if Wild Riee is planted in spring, deduét - 7.02.89 

Vali Plantings (omitting wild rice) $ 94.00 

if qusk grave ie collected on eresk on property, deduct an 98 

$ 39.00 

Total Spring and Yall Plenting - $392.60 to $393.10 

| cay aabevtahe evtheeted, Soil planting eaves 
Sb ns Sefer in wre Bi ew
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Encouraging Wood Duck Nesting 

Ordinarily, I do not encourage the improvement of nesting 
sites for wood ducks as chances are ory rather remote 
that there will be wod ducke in the vicinity to use them, 
fhe fact that this if ideal wood duck habitat end there are 
wood ducks nesting in the vicinity now makes thie place an 
exception. tore wood ducks may be encouraged te nest on the 
rere by preserving hollow trees in which they nest, and 
putting up » eufficient number of wood duck oo boxes 

in wooded ereas along the streams or lake, These nesting 
boxes may be made from hollew Loge. slebe or nail kegs. Ineide 
dimensions should be about a¢ follows: 

Floor of cavity - 10 x 16 inches 
Depth of cavity ~ 10 te 15 inches 
Entrance ~ & inches above floor 
Diameter of entrance . 6 inches 

Unlese slabe or weathered woot are used, the boxes should 
be stained » dark shade of gray, green or brown to give a 
natural cerns Neil kegs or hollow logs eee approximately 
the above dimensions, with a board back ané front with a six- 
inch entrance hole a be used. Nail kegs with a part of one 
end removed will suffice, A board or slab platform may be 
fastened to the front of the keg and en upright back boerd should 
be bolted or seourely nailed to the back for nailing the nesting 
box to a tree, enag or post. If possible, such eae boxes should 
he put up before ive leaves. Place them trom 4 to 20 feet above 
the ground or water. Posts, oe, Sane so placeé that they are 
surrounéed by water are especially deeirable. ‘They should be 
firmly anchored, to prevent their falling over. 

We feel thet a winter feeding program is very important 
in maintaining peasonetes quail, and ene pertridgee on a 
pleece of thie kind. I showed the caretaker on the O'Bryan farm 
some of the more desirable epots for making winter feeding 
stations and how to meke them. We also sent him special inetruc- 
tion sheets and photographs illustrating howto make winter 
ere shelters and self-feeding hoppers, Winter feeding 

bulletins ané plans sre being sent with this report. Winter 
feeding «hoppers should be put under e shelter to keep them from 
being covered with snow, and filled with eorn, wheat or other 
grains such a Found in sorateh feeds. Cornehocks, with 
Gorn on them and ee of some of the grains from the feeding 
patches may be used to thateh the shelters, thus effording both 
cover end food ,
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in — the feeding shelter, it ia quite important 
to leave openings where the birds may ecoot out the back door 
when some game enemy jumps in the front door, it ie important 
that these feeding stations be placed near good cover, One 
very desirable logation was found under a —— apruce tree 
near the benke of Mill creek, There ia a spring around the 
roots of the spruce which might be opened up so as to provide 
the birde with « drink, os well es food and shelter. 

Bird Feeding Patehes and Soi) Improvement 

in the interlude between the Blair and O'Bryan ownerships, 
this lend beceme womewhat run down. Mr. O'Bryan is now planting 
clover and other legume crops intended to build up the soil in 
the fields, 

in thie connection I would suggest that soy beans, « 
pheasant foodsedepted to so11 improvement, might be se 
thinly and early enough so thet plenty of the besns will mature 
for pheseants. The Yanchueten and Sarly Tisconsin Bleck varieties 
of soy beans are two of the best kinds for thie vininity end pur- 
pore, Sweet clover 1s » soil improving legume that will grow 
on ag Bape ao4l, It is only slightly used by upland birds as 
food, but makes excellent winter cover. Cover is not so much 
needed here on account of the fine arese of brush and mersh 
lend aveilable for this purpose, Alfalfe end aleike clover are 
lend improving crops that are often used by oe and pheasants 
as forage unde. Puckwheat mekee good food for upland birde 
anéd when planted neer water will be sued by waterfowl. Buckwheat 
however, 1g « so11 depleting erop and prebably had best be plented 
in rotetion with soy beane or clover. Tartery buckwheat ie the 
best @ the buckwheats for bird food, poor land and winter food 
but the aL omrenen? buckwheat is good. Tartary buckwneat 
stends up well in winter, 

A nice bird feeding pateh of about two acres of various 
millete end serghume wee planted in 1936 near Mill ereek in the 
aouthwestern part of the property. I feel thet more such food 
patehes could be planted to adwentage for the benefit of upland 
birds. Plant Tartary buckwheat, eweet corn, soy beens, sunflowers 
and other foode listed later in thie report for bird food patches. 
The sunflower seed may be readily planted with an ordinary corn 
planter. It was found thet it ould not be drilled slong with 
the millet and sorghume planted here in 1936. 

While sunflowers ere ueed by upland game birdée and by waterfowl
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they are intended prineipally for song birds. ong birds 
ape es Tonk af auatiawste that waty wavaily eat vp all the 
seeds before snow flies and they do not ordinarily ar 
mueh winter food for pheasants, quail or “Huns. * Same 
is true of thet heavy-bearing millet known as Prego. 

(See next page for table of suggested plantings)
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UGCESTED FOOD PATCH PLANTING: 
OR WILDLIFE AND SOIL IMPROVENEN' 

ON O' BRYAN PARN, MUKWONAGO, WIE 

Food Patch Number eee 
(Bee & Plenting Table Atteched) 4a Cost 

Approximate Acreage: ¢ 2 3 3 3/4 + 3 

- Seeds: 

Alsike Clover 3#¢ ~ - - - 7# 10 $3.50 

Sweet Clover 
Yellow or White - + ee - St Co - 15 2.75 

"Alfalfa - ~ - - - bf 5 2.90 

*Hairy Vetch - - - log = ~ - 10 85 

Spring Vetch - - 2 - - - - 2 40 

Menchu Soy Beans - BOF 304 SOF SOF - OF 130 4.98 

Barly Wie. Black 
Soy Beans - - sof BOF - - 10F 60 3.00 

Wis. #25 Yellow 
Dent Corn ~ - - Te = - - 7 80 

Early Golden Bantam 
Sweet Corn - - - - - - loF¢ 10 2.00 

Wheatland Milo Maize - ~ - - 8 - - 5 60 

Mammoth Sunflower - ~ - ae - - ae 6 1.00 

Wild Millet Sf - ~ - = ~ lof 15 1.87 

Proso Millet ~ - - - - - 84 5 . 50 

Japanese Buckwheat ~ ~ 60 - - - - 50 1.60 

Tartery Buckwheat - 60F - - - 1sf + 65 5,00 

Dwarf Manchurian Hemp 2f - - -~ - - e# 4 3,00 

Dwarf Eesex Rape - ~ - - - - 5# 5 -60 

“Winter Rye ~ - - af - - - Me a 

Total About $36.00 
* Fall Plant 

** Fell or Sprite Planting 
Remeining Items for Spring Planting
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See table of information herewith regarding eulture of 
these crops. of them are good hay and forage crops and larger 
areae of the popular fields may be oes with them for farm 
use or for sale if desired. As will be noted from the map here- 
with included, the ope | patohes are Gietributed in such a 
way as to make good distribution of the food and cover for wild- 
life, and to draw the birds toward the eenter of the property. 
There are geverel soil types in the various bird food patches, 
es have attempted to select crops adapted to each kind of 

fertilizers 

Your county agricultural agent cen assist in getting 
additional information end making tests for Seeking the — 
of fertilisers to use. &. J. Grawl, professor of soile, - 
versity of Wisconsin, made the following suggestions when I 
deseribed the conditions on thie property to him: 

The upland soil is poeney See in at ssea, The Lowland 
peat soils adjacent to the marshes by probably ara nitrogen 
anG low in potash and phosphorus. 14 up the = soils 
in nitrogen content by the use of sweet clover falfa, and 
soy beane which teke nitrogen from the air. Plow under green 
manure to add humus or orgenic matter. Graul suggests ferti- 
lizers heving the following formulas: 

Fertiliser 
Lba. per 

For: Acre 
Upland Gravel 

Glovers end Alfalfa 9 20 lo 160 
Millets and non-legumes 9 12 12 180 

7. and other fertile ( 06 14 14 100-150 
soil crops { e 12 12 100-150 

wae (near marsh) 
rn and fertile {ze hills 90-125 

e011 crops 0 9 27 (Prilled 155
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Hanagement of Food Patches 

He. 1, Food Patch (About + sere) 
This is lew peat land ay south of the junction of M111 

Greek and Mukwonago river. t is in sod with a sweet clover 
field ——— en the south, On aecount of the low land 
alsike clover, wild millet and dwarf Manchurian hemp have been 
selected because they need end will stand considersble moisture. 
Clover to be drilled or broadcast i in rows and a little 
broadcast for experiment ei though we believe placing in rows 
end cultivating twice will be much better. If water ie high 
at ring, plow in fell ané plant following spring. Part 

of 6 Tana might be plowed deeply and disked and harrowed 
and left without are. This procedure would probably reeult 
in a erop of smartweed (Polygonum penneylvanicum) taee possession, 
Gmartweed is a good food for ducks, pheasants, and quail, 

No. 11. Pood Pateh (About 2 ecres) 

Half of this old field 1 n the woods to be plowed, harro wed 
and planted to Manchu eoy beans and half to Tartary buckwheat. 
Buckwheat to be broadeast, then harrowed lightly to cover; soy 
beans in rows Eeee eo two cultivations. fhe second year 
and possibly the ra year, a volunteer crop of Tertary buck- 
wheat should be obtained without further seeding, oe ‘ee 
harrowing the heen in the spring. This variety of bud at 
has @ hard shell and will lie overwinter without tagger hs 
only needs a little working of the eoil to start it. r 
buckwheat has stopped reseeding by this procedure, tertary bueck- 
wheat may be sown on the ground coon nae ne, Oey anaes and soy 
beans put on the 014 buckwheat ground to adé nitrogen to the soil. 

No. iii - Food Fateh (About 2 acres) 

Thie ie a proposed triangular tract between two fielde of 
eultiveted lend north of Yoods lake, which woulé form an important 
connecting link of travel for upland birde between the northeast 
and central marsh area. Sweet clover should be planted for cover 
gloge to the fenee and Japanese buckwheat and Manchu soy beans 
adjacent for food, 

Mo. IV. Food Peteh (About 3 sores) 

This patch wae planted in 1936 with millet, sorghum md 
other seeds for bird food and cover. We snd that part of 
this plot be planted in 1937 with corn, sunflower, and soybeans 
either in separste rowe or in mixture in the row. In the fall
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some of thie planting might be cut and shocked and some left 

re: Part of the field might be left unplanted in spring 
oF Siaphy BewEGnes $9 O02 WARS & Sates one nigbs ges fren The oo 

seattered from last year's growth, In early fall the land where 
the corn and other food har been cut and shocked, and some of the 
land that hes been left fallow, unless there is 2 good food crop 
on it, should be es and planted with a mixture of winter rye 
and hairy vetoh which will make good spring greens and a food and 

cover crop in 1938. ‘There ie good cover adjacent and the main 
objective should be to produce good and abundant food. 

No. ¥.__Yood Patoh (About 3/4 sere) 
Thie ic « small corner of a hay field on the weet side of Woods 

Lake. Sweet clover is to be plented and left near the fence, a strip 
of theatland Mile plented next te thie for both food and cever. The 
soy beens should be planted outeide of thie. Ae an experiment one 

wight plant soy beans in wixture in the same rows ne the Milo or 
two or three rows of soy beans ineide a patch ef Nilo. 

This ie a narrow strip along the northeast side of Woods lake. 

The objectives are to build up the soil, prevent erosion = growing 

some guiteble crop, and to provide bird food. I suggest planting the 

svect clover md alfalfa on the lower part of the slope for cover, 

food and erosion control, and buckwheat for food, on the upper part. 

Harrow the buckwheat field ¢he second spring to encourage ite 

reseeding. 

This field liew between Yoods lake and the farmhouse, Wile 

Millet, which likes low land, should be broadeast and harrowed in 

after the lend is harrowed or plowed ae mny be neoessery to make a 

good seed bed. The same procedure should be followed for Prose 

Millet on the higher land. The Golden Rantas sweet corn, sunflower 

and soy beans should be planted in rove and given two or nore 

cultivations. 1% is my thought that enough sweetoorn should be 
planted for both the table if desired, mi for the by tet the sare that 

get too ripe being left on the standing corn. The wart vesex nape 

ie to be brondenct and harrowed te cover ae one would turnips. 

hemp likes low ground. cage ae oy et stand quite a lot of 

moisture and aleo grow well on uplend = land. The corn and 

sunflowers are for the better drained land. Any land here that is 

deeply plowed end narrowed would ey produce some smartweed on 

the lower land af ragweed on the higher and. Poth are useful as 

wild bird food.
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In fields of corn, millets, buckwheat, sunflower, milo, rye, ete. 
it will frequently be desirable to cut md shock alternate patches 
of the crop, Leaving some stand for cover. Open the shocks in winter 
when food is searece and needed for wildlife. The shocks may also be 
used for feeding and thatehing winter feeding stations. 

In making any plantings of trees and shrubs, we feel that one 
should give special consideration to the planting of euch kinds ae 
furnish nuts, fruite or berries for wildlife, especially during the 
winter wonths. Among these are the following: j 

Trees ROT © GCFOWS Ane : Ah ohh 4 RG ih aie o 

[nformation, Et Material Plant 
To Use and t Bum 
Estimated indicates mo. 
cost rhus:  5=Ma: 

*e American Low and moist land. Rich soil. 30 Trees 4,5 
Mountain Ash Large trees often balled. 6'~8' $75.00 
(Sorbus Orenge Red fruits used by song 
americana) birds. 

s Japanese Any upland thet will grow 30 Trees 4,5 
at Flowering Grab apples. Some olay desirable. 4'~5' $37.50 ' 

(Malus Handsome pink blossoms. Fruits 
florivunda) cling a11 winter; used wy 

pheasante and quail. Protect 
from winter damage by rabbite. 

‘qa «~Russian Any soil — wet, even poor 150 Trecea 4,6 
Mulberry sand or gravel. Weed by quail 130 ~ 2'-3! 
(Morus alba and song birds. Gene Stratton $13.00 
tatarica) Porter's favorite. Summer food 20 - 6'-8' 

attracts birds away from $10.00 
cultivated fruite. 

Shrubs 

* Staghorn and Any soil except wet. Winter 200 Shrubs 4,5 
Pe caerias Oamne, feet fe¥ Giadl tnd beng winds. 16d ~ 109-06 r 

(Rhus peers) Protect bark of young growth $12.00 
and glabra. from rabbite. 50 - 4'-6! 

a $15.00 

“ape



Wildlife Improvement on the O'fryan Farm i¥ 

Fragrant eed by nearly oli songbirds. 100 Shrubs te 
" Elderberry ry sok ox lowland. Pall BO - Btwq? 

(Sanbueus' food. Berries uced for pice $28.00 
ganadensie) and wine. Protects tane 80 = Qtwet 

fraite from birde. $16.00 

‘eq Redberried Weland. Fairly fertile #oii. 100 Shrubs 4 
tlder Brilliant Ghine red berries At-3" $45.00 
(Sambucus in June-July. Good song bird 
pubens ) feod. 

Japanese tat wet soil. Yoed for 200 Shrubs 6 
"3 ee wu fzeellent bird cover 100 ~ B1~a)) * 

Serber and ey sites, wed berries $30.00 
thunberg’) lasting all winter geod 100 - 19%=18" 

pheasant food, Thin species te $15.00 
not = host for ruste. 

Geral Berry Any upland soil not wet. 4% Shrube & 
3 serene ete; Hzoellent £03 eroe ion se. = ~ eer” * 

pos wa as it reote from drooping ¥ >» ie 
"T Bxeellent cover for upland $18.00 

birds and rabbite, Magenta red 
berries lasting through rinter 
used by pheasants. 

*pae Heade® Rose amd or Lowland #oi1 400 @hrube 8 
(Rese blianda) ieee oehs Amandant — deep 100 — 21-3" * 

ya flewere in June, attrao~ $28.00 
ive red bark amd fruite in $00 = L's 

winter. Good cover and food $28.00 
foxy phensunts, quail and rabbite. 

“e i ney soot ee Attracts 200 @arube 4 
a pate » Orioles, and many song 3'~3' $80.00 

birds. Being summer food they 
protest tow: fruits. Attrace- 
tive or in Way. 
Fruit edibie. 

Vinee 

*pq Falee Lowland, gvemp or margh not WO seedlings 4,5,6 
eo Bitterevert fieoded in ommer. Red $50.00 

{(2olamum nerries favorite pheasant 
éuloomara) food. Heed by Devgerian ns 

High font’ cokes



Wildlife Improvement on the O'Bryan Farm 18 

*pq Beta Wild Grape Fairly fertile soll not 300 Vines 4,5 
ee (Vitis sp.) very wet or very dry. $40.00 

Exeellent cover and nesting 
sites for all birds, 

‘ gebbite, ete. Fall and 
winter food for Hungarian 
partridge, pheaeant, quail, 
rabbite and song birds. 
High food value. 

po Virginia Any fairly fertile s011 net 300 Vines or 4,5 

eo Creeper very wet or very dry. Rooted Quttings 
anesientte Brilliant fall coloring. $50.00 
guinquefolia) Pruite ripe in fall, used 

by pheasante, quail, and 
hi dooa eover for 

wildlife. 

Eetimated Total -- 3410 Trees, Shrubs, and Vines $618.50 

Key --“Furnish winter food. Others are for sumer and fall food. 
p - pheasant food, q - Quail food oS oe ee food, 
@ + good bird cover. They are ali attractive for ornamental ur¢. 

Rabbits and squirrels may be kept from barking shrubbery or 
treee and damaging other prepers?s in their seareh for food, by waking 

brush pilee and scattering clover, alfalfa and a little cob corn on 

F them. Providing a more attractive supply of food gets to the root 

of the evil. Inetructions are sent herewith for making*#ulfurised 
linseed of1 which is sprayed or painted on trees or shrubs to prevent 

rabbits oF moe fron gnaring the bark. The new bark on sumace and 

flowering crabs is the chief bark among above plants that would be 
eaten by rabbits. 

Phe above tress, shrubs or vines should not be planted where 

there ig sod or heavy growth of other vegetation. A good = la to 

plow and harrow a strip ae for agrioultural soeret then plant and 

cultivate for one or two seasons. Another ef & to clear @ space 

of sed about 3 feet square on which to make plantings and hoe around 

to keep down ee a a A third method is te plow « furrow 

in which plantings are 2, Y% ie important to keep trees, shrubs 

& 

4a. | * Recent trials show Livingston's Rabbit Repellent to be much more 
“| effective. Obtaineble from James Livingston, ¢/o Holton & Hynkle 
z Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Station F. ” did 

G
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and vines free from competition with other plants until Soy Serene 
established, Thie is not so important in the case of aquatic plante 
and falee bittersweet, but even here we should avoid planting in a 
thick mat of other vegetation. 

of ended ate Peake sit tnetet ec men 

Por Aquatie plantings 78% of cost of planting materials 

For Trees, Shrubs and Vines 75% of cost of planting materiale 

For planting ae seede for 06 te gee dom 
game food @ per acre uding 

labor, horse or tractor 
power, and equipment 
charge. 

(209 to 400%) 

* Variation largely dependent on labor cost, whether ground hae to 
be plowed or only disked and harrowed, and type of soil. 

eB 
4-137
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; Walworth County 

A November 5, 193% 

‘ Memo for Wings 

Dr, 3. B, Frost, Williams Bay, has the following migration 

records, which you might wish to use for analysis from the cycle 

standpoint: 

Hanover, New Hampshire, 1882-1898 
: Williams Bay, Wiseonsin, 18699-1933. : 

Dy, Frost was formerly director of the Yerkes Observatory 

at Williams Bay and now resides near there, ‘ é 

: : AL,



° 
Dr. Frost Writes of Average Dates 

° ° 
of Arrival of Birds Common Around 

° ° ° 
Geneva Lake, This Immediate Clime 
(Reprinted from the Lake Geneva News Tribune of March 30, 1933) 

The following average dates of ar-|¥ebruary and may nest here in the 
rival of the common migratory birds spring. Excluded _also are certain 
have been compiled from my notes <ov- | species whose habits are not fixed. 
ering the years 1901-1930, and the|Such an one is the Red-headed Wood- 
place of observation has been on or pecker which sometimes spends the 
near the ground of the Yerkes Ob-|entire winter with us even in a cold 
servatory at Williams Bay, Wis. If|year, and again may not arrive 
a special search had been made at until April and May after a mild win- 
favored or Sa gery ie tex. Ane ee eo pores 
dates would doubtless have been fre-|spends much of the winter with us 
quently recorded. |stthougn it breeds here late in the 

The first column of the table gives |" The a. a 
the average date of arrival based up-| The years in which the birds ar- 

yon records from ten to twenty-five | rived especially early were 1915 and 
years. ‘he third column gives the} 1921, and those ui which they came 
earliest date and the fourth column|late were 1912 and 1923. 
the latest date of arrive This | The date given‘for ‘the ice refers io 
differs el sry ne ¥ ee west end of the lake where the 
in 1924 because it includes the addi-| water is deep. The item regarding the 
tional years to 1930. [Frogs refers to the date on which they 
a seh as - pote sitet heard. 7; " i 

‘ickadee. uthatch, lowny ani | ild geese normally arrive from 
Hairy Woodveckers, Bluejay and Car- | the north between October 10 and 15 
dinal are of course not included. The and a flock usually spends the winter 
list also omits the winter visitants here. Of the thousands which rest on 
such as the Junco and the Tree Spar- | the lake in April, the last have gen- 
row who come from the north; also | erally left us by May 10. 
‘the Waxwings and the Horned Lark | Edwin B. Frost 
which are usually here in January and , Williams Bay, Wis., Mar. 1933. 

Ay. date Name Earliest date Latest date 
March 5 Kildeer Feb. 20 March 18 
March 6 Robin Feb. 14 March 22 
March 8 Bluebird Feb. 18 March 28 
March 14 Red-winged Blackbird Feb. 21 March 31 
March 17 Song Sparrow Feb. 22 April 4 
March 17 Meadowlark March 11 pe 2 
March 25 Phoebe March 6 pri 
March 28 Flicker March 19 April 8 
March 29 Field Sparrow March 20 April 9 
March 29 Cowbird March 18 April 10 
March 80 Fox Sparrow March 21 April 15 
April 4 Kingfisher March 23 April 6 

April 8 Chewink March 20 April 24 

April 11 Mourning Dove March 20 May 3 
April 18 Martin April 5 May 4 
April 20. White-throated Sparrow, April 6 May 2 
April 24. Brown Thrasher April 6 May 2 
April 29 Whip-poor-will April 17 May 16 

May 1 Barn Swallow April 22 May 12 

May 1 House Wren | April 80 May 7 
May 3 Chimney Swift April 25 May 11 

May 4 Baltimore Oriole April 28 May 12 

May 5 Song Thrush April at May 14 
May 5 Yellow Warbler April 29 May 11 
May 6 Oven-bird April 25 he i 
May 6 Catbird May 2 ay 
May 6 Bobolink April 30 May 17 

May 7 Rose-breasted Grosbeak May 1 May 12 

May 8 Kingbird May 2 May 15 

May 10 Scarlet Tanager May 2 May 21 

May 11 Great-crested Flycatcher May 3 May 23 

May 12 Chebec : May 3 May 20 
May 12 =Yellow-throated Vireo May 8 May 22 
May 14 Indigo-bird May 4 May 21 
May 15 Hummingbird May 3 May 22 

May 15 Wood Pewee May 9 May 24 

OTHER ITEMS— 
© April 3 Frogs heard March ly April 14 

March 27 Lake free of ize Feb. 18 April 20 

e



5 hg 17, 1943 
Quail folder 
Washburn County —— 

W. J. P,. Aberg tells me that quail were abundant around Shell Lake and 

in all other cultivated parts of Washburn County from 1901 to 1904, inc. 

He can remember that there were a few quail before 1901, and that 

settlers said that they had “come in with farming" in the 1880's, : 

He was not in the region after 1904, hence does not know their status. 

Aldo Leopold



WASHBURNE COUNTY (folder) 

Bailey, Robert A. 1946 

; Reading rabbit population cycles from 
pines. Wis. Cons. Bull., XI:7:14-17. 
(July 1946) 

clipp. snowshoe hare box
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Mellen Conservationist 
Wants to See Some Deer 

_ To The Telegram: 
I think the conservation depart~ 

ment should wake up and begin to 
feed and protect our deer. The 
last few years we never see them 
anymore along the road. I wish 
everyone would do their best-to dis- 
courage an open season on deer; 
‘especially for those that travel’ up 
‘here from the southern part of the 
state every year and ruthlessly xi 
everything they see. The trouble 
is that our law-makers in Madison) 
don’t know or realize the set-up; 
all they do is sit there and take in 

‘the money .on the licenses and 
think it is a good thing. 

If we had a closed season for a 
few years, we may see a few deer 
around again. Wisconsin is way 
behind Michigan. We just return- 
ed from a tour through the up- 
per peninsula of Michigan and 
around. the state of Wisconsin a bit 
and I noticed especially the dif- 
ference of forests. 

In the state of Michigan one is 
prohibited from cutting close to 
the road. where there is travel. As 
‘a result, a driver may enjoy the 
natural fresh growth of trees along 
the side of the highway. But in 
Wisconsin a tourist sees slashing, 
ragged cuttings, mere stumps all 
|along the way. The only place 
‘where an animal or tree is really 
protected is a state park, but they 
are few and far between. Let’s take 
some pride in Wisconsin. 

CONSERVATIONIST, 
ke Mellen, Wis.



crease, and we can always have 
the hunting season. 
Clamp down tightly on “snare- 

setters,” and illegal ‘hunters, or 
black market selling. There are 
many families now who actually | 
need the meat. I think when a 
game warden finds such cases he 
should not arrest them. He can 
judge pretty well who the ones are 
that need the meat for food, and 
those who are making a game of it, 

K Cay L i If we do not feed eee Mest 
i i over leer now, it won’t be long fore 
ing Pd nina e . they will starve out in burned- 

las Deer Feed Solution) out, prowsed-out, and illegally- 
To The Telegram: hunted out areas. “Feed our deer 

I read an article in The Tele-|#%4 they will ae WEST. 
gram concerning the problem of “Kin aa my 
feeding deer! I am an animal lover, , ie tn Minn. 
and think our wild life should be pas ave 
taken care of. My suggestion may s 
not seem appropriate, but it could 
work out. Select a plot of land, 
not suitable for farming. This] 
could be by the county, state, or 
federal government. 

Here several men could be hired 
to live, and put out the feed for 
deer in, the winter. In summer, 
shrubs or crops could be planted 
for the next winter’s browsing, In | 
this way the deer would have a ref-|/ 
uge and feed. The shrubs or crops 
planted would spread to large ar-| 
eas, giving more feeding material 
each year. Our deer would | y



Sarona Hunter Advocates 
Reforestation Project 

To The Telegram: 
Well, I have finally digested Carl 

L. Johnson’s article advocating 

greater effort to provide feed for 
deer in winter pecause they have 
eaten up all their normal rations, 
and how you can’t find any cedar 
or hemlock. Further we must find 
some way to provide the deer with 
salt. I imagine the rabbits would 
make better growth, if they also got 
salt, and porcupines need salt with 
their diet of pine bark. I covered a 
considerable part of the town of 
Birchwood, T38, 10 W, in January, 
and I found that the white pine 
saplings along the road were not 
browsed by deer, but as one got 
away from the highways, the deer 
signs increased, and the white pine 
decreased, in fact after going in a 
mile from the highway the white 
pines consisted of just the stem, 
without branches. They didn’t grow 
that way, they had been pruned 
by deer. 

But perhaps I am wrong about. 
needing reforestation. Maybe what 
we need is more deer, and everyone! 

working to provide feed for them. 

Now take those pines along the 
highways that the deer haven’t ruin- 
ed, the ones you see as you drive 
along in your car. Something must 
be done to keep the road hunters 
and shiners from driving the deer 
back away from the road. The deer 
need those trees for food. I think it 
would be just ducky if those deer 
could be furnished with smoked 
glasses, then the shiners couldn’t 
operate. And it hardly seems enough 

to give just salt to the deer. Why 
not get some. Moorman’s minerals 

for docile deer, for don’t you know, 
old chap, those deer may be suffer- 
ing from cobalt deficiency, instead 
of Smith and Wesson’s poisoning? 

For who wants reforestation, with a 
ae SSS SS 

Jot of pine, hemlock and cedar clut- 
tering up the hills? Why, it would 
get so there wouldn’t be any place 
to set up billboards. What we want 
is the wide open spaces, with bar- 
en hills and lots of deer, deer with 
moked glasses. 

ROBERT A. BAILEY, 
Sarona, Wis.



Sarona Hunter Asks Open 
Deer Season; Easier Laws 

To The Telegram: 

Words have a varied meaning to 
different people. For example, de- 
mocracy appears to mean one thing 
here and something else in Russia. 
That could be difficulty in trans- 
lation and attitudes, and that word 
“liberal” as applied in the United 
States politics, just try and define 
it. Senator Byrd tried when he 
said that apparently a- liberal was! 
‘one that was liberal with some- 
one elses money, Whereupon he 
was tarred with the word reaction- 
ary. — * 

In: this state we have the word 
“conservation” and “conservation- 
ist.” It is only too evident that 
those two words do not mean the 
same thing to all people, Conser- 
vation in this Uiaie “ig concemed 
with game manag it, forest 
‘management, fishead waters man- 
agement, with the~advancement of 
outdoor recreational facilities, and 
finally with the integration of these 
activities so that\ they give the 
greatest returns tothe people of the 
state. It follows that a “conser- 
vationist” is one who ‘practices con- 
servation. 

The recent article,by the Mellen 
“conservationist” might amore prop- 

erly have been si *Sentimen- 

talist,” or “Aethetician.” For he 
is more concerne: th the ap- 
pearances than the usefulness of 
‘our forest lands,““Like a)farmer I 
knew who only painted his barn on 
the sides toward the , Just put- 
ting up a good fro’ Conservation 

isn’t just what you sée“along the 

road. It is what is Nappening, one, 
two, three miles f the* highway. 
I can show you sectibn after sec- 
tion in which the white pine seed- 
lings are being destroyed by deer. 
And you, you conservationist, ask 

for a closed season. 
Those deer concentrations are 

practically inaccessible. Few hunt- 
(ee have the ambition and _ the 
\stamina to walk four miles through 
heavy snow to a hunting stand. 

If they get a deer there is the 
slightest problem of dragging it, 

say four miles. Also the problem 

of what to do if-lost, for fear of 
getting lost is what keeps many 
hunters glued to the road. 

The word fire lane used for for- 
est roads in Wisconsin is another 
unfortunate choice of words. For 
it implies a definite restriction in 
the purpose and use of these roads. 

While they can be used for the con- 

servation department activities, and 
through the right of domain by 
loggers, the easement permit the 

owners of the lands traversed by 

the fire lanes to exclude hunters, 
even though hunting would be 
agreeable to the conservation de- 
partment. These fire lanes should 
be made passable and open to the 
public at the discretion of the de- 
partment. They should serve log- 
gers, fire fighters, forest planters 

and supervisors and hunters alike. 

We shouldn’t be so selfish about 
those hunters coming up from the 
southern part of the state, for their 
licenses help support our game and 
their taxes help support our forest 
protection system. And we _ like 
them for their southern hospitality 
and their southern comfort. | 

ROBERT A. BAILEY, 
Sarona, Wis.



ySlaughter in many areas, and like- 
wise proved to be an unfortunate 

}}/ mistake, since it depleted the herd 
in a shameful manner in many 

,jareas. The idea that over-brows- 
‘Jing exists should be canvassed in 

a more scientific manner than it 
3\has been heretofore. A trips by a 
‘:|so-called body of experts, covering| / 
Sla restricted, and limited area to 
*|gather data is insufficient research 
*‘}in so vital a problem. 
‘| The men who should bear the 
Uyesponsibility for gathering and re- 
-|porting information concerning the 
7|status of deer throughout the year| 
-|to the conservation commission 
;|Should be the wardens and forest 
-|rangers. These men have the 
: training, experience, and stamina 
‘\for work of this nature. It would 
-|}seem reasonable to expect these 
‘jmen to cover the entire area under 
their supervision and protection, 
and not permit a single square mile 
of forest to be over-looked. Only 
in this way would it be possible to 
gain an unbiased investigation con- 
cerning the feeding conditions of 

{the deer herd during the winter 
months. The investigations that 
have been made in the past appear 
very largely to have made made 

*|in those areas accessible to auto- 
mobiles. But in winters such as 
we experience in northern Wiscon- 
sin one needs to strap on a pair 
of snowshoes and mush into the 
hinterland, undoubtedly some war- 
dens do this, but it is largely a hit, 
and miss undertaking. 

In the limited areas traversed by 
the writer, it appeared that the 
deer were beginning to feel the 
Jack of food. But it would not be 
correct to state that this is due to 
over-browsing, but rather, that it 

is e beeblens of ee over of | 
ie browse. Hence, it becomes a 2) 

enn problem of distributing fodder that ee Se ee eee eae ee 
A oe . |deer will eat. Could not-such pre- cane enueh sought ky deer ince 

Mellen Sportsman Seeks __ pu Sh mesns be; taken ae ter) are concerned, we need to ad-| 
Better Deer Feeding Fan|> poet Sets im? Why would it) nit that in the deer areas, the|: ter Deer Feeding not be practical to haul fodder into|fi 31 crop is now growing. One|, 

To The Telegram: the areas early in the fall? At is unable to locate young sprouts, |’ 

The winter of 1945-46 is proving/Such time a rough protection could|;.cause these have been eaten by]: 
to. be a praticularly severe sea-|be made for the hay, cribs could) i.¢ Geer, ‘There is no trace of very 
son, The heavy fall of snow of|be constructed at this time suffici- young cedar or hemlock trees 
November ushered in a problem of|ently\high to avoid being covered| 1 oreyer deer roam. ‘Trees of 
scarcity of feed for deer that has| With snow, then as winter sets in|/t,ec¢ species that do exist are the 
grown more acute with each suc-|With the deep snow causing feed| oder trees and of these the foliage 
ceeding. snowfall. The depth of the|Scarcity, wardens or assistants/1.< been eaten to a height now be- 
snow at present is testing the stay-|could fill the crib. It appears that yond the reach of deer. It is 

ing abilities of the deer in a dras-|this means might be practical con-/Goubtsul if in the deer area an- 
¢ manner. We have heard much|servation. It requires but casual) other crop of hemlock or cedar will 

in recent years about overbrows-|Observation at the present time in| ove, crow. It would be useless to 
ing in deer areas. With this prin-jthe areas contiguous to Mellen tol attempt to restore this crop by re- 
cipal in mind, the Conservation|note that the only available browse planting because the deer would| 
department, two years ago opened|is that from the tips of hasel brush ‘consume the young trees. i 
the season for a kill on bucks, does pad eet ene ae sepple. ao Tac view. of the abovel statement! 
and fawns. This proved to be a'birch. Much oj Ukewise sportsmen need to become conscl- 

————_$_ “ ous of pronounced, and practical 

S 3 meas! Telative to winter feed- 
f pabteer. primarily because ) 

e fact that the deep snow covered 
much normal supply of feed. In- 
terest in this problem cannot be 

| [left to a commission alone seated 
at Madison. The commission musi 

‘|\/be provided with first hand infor. 
mation from those who actually 

I\cover the woods. At present deel 
are doing a tremendous amount of 
walking in search of food, but such 
as is available has limited nourish- |. 
ing qualities. The majority of deer} 

ters go into the=hunting. areas 
only at the time of the open season. 
They need to become alert to the 
deer problem throughout the win: 
ter months, That is a challenge t 
\the sportsmen of northern Wiscon- 
sin, + ~ 

I There is yet another consider- 
_J{ation which many may view with 
-]|suspicion and doubt. It has been 
|jstated on various occasions that 
-}jdeer do not take readily to the hay. 
_}jor feed put. out for them. A sug- 
/[jgestion made to the writer might 

warrant experimentation. The sug- 
‘T/gestion relates to mixing plenty oi! 

[|salt with the-hay. It is claimed 
‘fithat by so doing the hay becomes 

more palatable and causes the deer) 
to consume the fodder more read- 
ily. Is it not possible that in pro- 
viding more salt for deer that the 
quality of the meat might be im- 

' Ilproved? Farmers place salt in 
pastures for livestock and likewise 

| [|provide salt for the stock during 
| [|the winter months. We know that 
| |jdear crave salt and will travel 

great distances to obtain it: Cer- 
tainly if it improves the physical 
well being of farm animals, it 

'- [should likewise improve the physi-' 
| |jcal.status of deer, if salt were kept! 
» |jin the deer areas throughout the 

year. It will be argued that by so 
- ||doing salt licks will be created and 
| [|thus expose deer to slaughter by 

ruthless hunters during the closed 
| |]/season. This does not appear to; 

be a sound argument. The protec- 
tion of game has increased tre- 
mendously with in the past decade. 

_]| Furthermore, one does not need to 
attend a salt lick to shoot deer in 
the closed season. There is a much 
easier way. Deer may easily be 
taken along the roadside from au- 
tomobiles, thus enabling the poten- 
tial violator to obtain deer with 
less physical exertion, than would 
be necessary to go into the woods 

“ |ito a salt lick where his hazards 
would increase. Nevertheless, not 
withstanding the argument against, 
salt licks, it seems reasonable to’ 
assume that since the physical well 
being of animals demands that 
they ‘obtain salt, it should be made 
available to the deer herd by man 
in sufficient amounts throughout 
the year. 

CARL L, JOHNSON, 
Mellen, Wis.
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An Ecological History 

of 

Waukesha County, Wisconsin. 

~ (1834 - 1940)



(1) 

Waukesha County, situated in the southeastern corner of 

Wisconsin, and occupying an area of 576 square miles, is a 

region of unique ecological interest through the varied wild- 

life pictures it can present. The diversified landscape here 

contains kettle moraine, large cat-tail swemps and extensive 

grass marshes, over fifty lakes, with many small creeks, end 

several larger waterways, all providing opportunity for the 

study of a multitude of life. Numerous hardwood stands and a 

; considerable amount of tamarack also contribute to a varied 

fauna. The fertile valley of the Fox River attracts many 

wigrent birds, spring and fall, which flit through the woods 

and along the shore lines, adding new value to an elready 

intriguing countryside. 

The development of agriculture and industry has of course 

greatly altered the county landscape, and in an attempt to 

trace a correlative change in animal life this paper is written. 

The purpose then is to show the progressive changes in plant 

and animal life in this area in response to the steady impact 

of civilization. This in chronological order; & description of 

the county at ptesent will be found at the close of the paper. 

The material collected is mainly from the literature in 

the bibliography and from personal observation in the county 

over a period of five years. Natural history information of 

scientific value on the county is irksomely scarce; Bordner(3), 

and Cahn (3), contributing the bulk.



(3) 

Early Wisconsin scientists give little information on 

the Waukesha region, but some of their general observations 

are of aid. Non=-scientific books, such as local histories 

were referred to; where utilized thay have been subjected to 

@ careful determination of their accuracy. 

The truest pictures which can be shown are those of the 

county at the time of séttlement, and in the present. The 

condition at any definite period can be fairly well deduced 

from the ecript. 

* * * 

. The hardwood belt which extended down the Wisconsin shore 

of Lake Michigan reached out to cover the northern and eastern 

peripheries of Waukesha County. The west and south central 

was wooded with one. contéining also marsh areas, and a consid= 

erable amount of prairie (See Figs. 1 & 3). Something of more 

iocal land type can be gleened from indian names given to 

county places; Menomonee means "wild rice," Pewaukee may mean 

"swampy," although other transalators name it "Snail Lake." 

Nagawicka means "sendy," and Chenequa, "pine." The Potawatomi 

viliage where Waukesha now stands was named Tcheegascoutek, 

"purnt or fire land." This is possibly in reference to annual 

prairie fires there.. A small fur trading post, kept by a 

1 Waukesha County Centennial, p.é@
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French Canadian named Vieau, existed et the indien village.® 

Haight,(18), gives the following description: 

Except on the margin of the Piehtaka (Fox) 
river in the southern one-half of the present 
county, and of the Menomonee in the north-eastern 
part, the undulating lands were shaded with 
noble oaks ... In the immediate vicinity of 
the Fox there was more variety in the silva, 
the sugar maple predominating; white beeches 
Were more noticeable near the Menomonee. Swampy 
localities in the uplands were covered with 
tamaracks, and occasional extensive marshes on 
the Fox and Bark rivers were entirely destitute 
of trees ...(p.23) 

The animal cowmunity of the county at this time cannot 

be given; only an approximation can be mede. Indian names 

may @lso be &@ clue to some of the species. Thus we have 

Mukwanago - "place of the bears" (but see page), Ashippun 

- "raccoon," Muskego - "sunfish," and Nehmahbin - "shiner," 

or "sucker." 3 

From Schorger's work,(25), it appears that the buffalo 

once inhabited about the western one-half of the county, 

coinciding fairly well with the most extensive prairies. He 

deduces that it persisted in neighboring Jefferson County 

until 1800. The settlement there was one year later than at 

Prairieville, so Waukesha County may have had buffalo till 

about. the same period. The following list of animals form 

erly resident in the county, but gone by the time of its 

settlement, is based on the work of Cory (7). 

8 Whitbeck, R.H., sek & Econ. Development of S.E. Wis. 
3 Waukesha County Centennial, p.
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Beaver -- "the last beaver killed, in the southern 
part of Wisconsin, was in 1619, on Sugar 
Creek, Walworth County..." 
Haight (18) writes: " ... the beaver and 
other animals whose fur was valuable had 
already been exterminated by the tréppers 
--.before the colonization ..." 

Elk -- according to Cory's map was formerly in 
Waukesha County. 

Cougar -- Cory's map includes the county in the 
former range of thie spegies, but the 
lack of rocky terrain may have excluded 
it. 

Fisher -- Cory indicates that it may have persisted 
in the county to the latter part of the 
18th. century. 

: Black Bear -- Gone from the area by the time Cory's 
book was published. It is not mention- 
ed in any histories, but probably was 
@ former resident. 

ee *
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This was still Michigan territory when Morris D. Cutler, 

pioneer settler of the county, came in 1834. Stopping at one 

of the picturesque "cak-openings", he built his cabin at the 

site of what was to become Préirieville, and later Waukesha. 

This place is now preserved as a library park. 

The settlement was astonishingly rapid. The thriving port 

of Milwaukee provided an excelient market for agricultural 

products, and with land selling at $1.85 per acre, a steady 

stream of settlers poured into the region. 

Most of those who followed Cutler stayed in the woods. 

They located near the edge, and they immediately becan plow- 

. ding the prairies, harvesting the marsh hay, and clearing the 

land. First trees to fall were mainly tamarack end poplar, 1 ods 

which were widely used in the buiiding of homes. The records 

regerding animal life are still inadequate; deer were numerous, 

end many fur bearing animals made trapping profitable. Prairie 

chicken and quail abounded, as doubtless did most forms of 

game.° 

The next settlement was 18 miles south of Prairieville 

(Waukesha). Pioneers came there in 1836, calling it Eagle, 

because of a bald eagle nest which was nearby .& A saw mill was 

already in operation at Prairieville, two more were buiit 

there in '38, and another was at Muskego.” The first Oconomowoc 

4 Schafef, Joseph, A History of Agriculture in Wisconsin 
5 Haight, Theron W, Memoirs of Waukesha County 
6 Unsubstentiated 
7 Whitbeck
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claim was made in 1837, and by 1840 people were well scatt - 

ered over the area, although most of it was still a wilder- 

ness. 

Oconomowoc then had extensive stands of tamerack, A 

hunting party to Pewaukee Lake in '37 reported, "Deer, Praire 

Hen, Pheasant (Sharp-tail?), Hawks and Woodpeckers." 

Welsh settled among the hardwoods of the kettle moraines 

in Delafield and Genessee townships. Among the wildlife noted 

there was - wild turkey, prairie chicken, pertridge (ruffed 

grouse?), aad passenger pigeons by the million." Deer were 

common. Fur was represented by the otter, the fox, beaver,? 

Wildeat, wolf, lynx, raccoon, skunk, mink, and lesser species. 

(Wilides), (17). . 

A Norwecian settlement was founded at Big Muskego Lake 

in 1840. This was a favorite hunting place, rich in game. 

Extensive wild rice growths must have attracted many ducks. 

Fishing was also good, but the main yield was in small pan 

fish. 

The northern and eastern parts of what now comprises the 

county were untouched. It remained for Rev. Gustav Unonius to 

open this area.t° He located on the eastern shore of Pine Lake 

in 1841. An educeted and scientifically minded man, his notes 

give a detailed description of the area, and his memoirs 

8 Haight . 
9 Doubtful, see page 4 
10 Forsbeck, Filip A., New Upsels, Fizet Svedieh Settierent 

n Wisconsin.
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provide the richest source for material on the wildlife of 

that date. As to the silva he writes: 

To the north stretched a deep and unknown 
forest where only the Indians were known 
to roam and knew the way. 

...to the east and south was a cleared open 
meadow with the old oaks scattered here and 
there, and this so-called "oak-opening" end- 

: ed at the south in a tamarack swemp bordering 
on Lake Nagawicka. 

It was called Pine Lake, in the Indian lang- ‘ 
uage Chenequa, for the reason that the pine, oe ae 
which as a rule does not grow in this part of A 
Wisconsin, was found there in company with the 
red cedar in one or two places on the shore. 

He further relates that when they arrived they found an 

encampment of Winnebagoes who were quite hostile. Potawatomi 

were more friendly, and hunted deer with: the white men. 

In 1848 Unonius penned this note on the passenger pig- 

eon: 

-..wagon loads of them have been carried 
away, and there has been for example, a 
herd of swine driven 100 miles to feed on 
thousands of these birds, killed during the 
night...Equally abundant was the supply of 
fish in the lake, and numerous flocks of 
ducks landed here on the migretion from the 
south. Only a few, however nested here. 

He mentions the bald eagle as a nesting species, and 

describes a narrow escape from & rettlesnake while gathering 

marsh hay. The morthern part of the county, especially that 

section now called Merton, remained relatively unsettled.tl 

11 Idem.
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The county had an ornithologist at this time in the 

person of Benjamin Goss. Unfortunately any county records 

he may have kept have since been lost. 

Here, while the county was still being settled, must be 

recorded the passing of two of the bigger game species. No 

definite date for Waukesla County can be given, but Hoy, (18), 

wrote: 

The last wild turkeys (Meleagris Gallapavo), 
in the eastern part of the state, was in the 
fall of 1846, at which time a few were dis- 
coverea@ near Racine. 

Hollister (14) gives the same date for the extinction of 

deer in Walworth County, recording only a single specimen seen 

in later years. For lack of a local record, this date is used 

to approximate the disappearence of deer in Waukesha County. 

The large size of these two species, and their food value, 

doubtless played an important part in their early extinction. 

None of the references mention cattle prior to 1846. In 

the early development of the county they were allowed to roam 

i at will; omly the crops were fenced. The effect on the land 

Was probably negligible then; the cattle probably grazed wider 

areas than they would if enclosed, but the emount of grazing 

done on any one area would be less severe. But at approximately 

this time sheep were introduced, they soon becoming the lead- 

ing farm animal.
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The first railroad in Wisconsin reached Waukesha from 

Milwaukee in 151.2% thie stimulated farming, and in 1853 the 

first county fair was held, indicating the rapid "improvement" 

of the land, and the subsequent "taming of the wilderness." 

By 1860 wool was one of the main resources, in 1864 the wool 

erop of Waukesha County exceed 300,000 pounds; and it is 

conceivable that prairies were already fading beneath the 

grezing.15 Almost as much land was enclosed in farms then as 

now,24 Hoy, (17), writing in regard to south-eastern Wiscon- 

sin, says that the sharp-teiled grouse was formerly quite 

common near Racine, but now was seldom met with. He describes — 

the prairie chicken as "greatly abundant." The lack of refer- 

ence to sharp-tailed grouse in most of the works seems to 

indicate that it was not tolerent to agriculture, and quickly 

-sank to a& low level. Yet during this time the county probably 

realized its most abundant fauna. Agriculture was varying the 

environment, but had not as yet advanced to the "clean farm- 

ing" stege. Rail fences were in common use, and the splendid 

cover provided along these is known to have abounded in small 

game. 

The county had 35,000 acres planted to wheat the same 

_yearid and @ prophetic note in the Waukesha Plaindealer, (31), 

marks the appearence of the chinch bug. Newspaper reading shows 

that dairying was as yet unimportant, but was underway on a 

123 Whitbeck 
13 The Waukesha Freeman 

6 14 attheck- 
15 The Wisconsin Blue Book, 19389
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small scale. And advertisements indicate that lumbering mills 

were going full blast in 1863. Travel moved over plank roads, 

eut from the oak forests. The most important of these connected 

Milwaukee, Waukesha, Pewaukee, Oconomowoc, and Watertown, (Now 

highway 15).26 

But the extent of the forests which remained can be told 

by the trouble caused by the larger predators. 

«e. Wolves, wild cats and lynxes were trouble- 
some to the farmers into the late sixties. The 
wolves were in 1860 so troublesome in the town 
of Summit that a bounty of $100 was offered for 
every wolf killed there. Bounties were also 
offered for the killing of foxes. (Haight). 

There is @ strong possibility that these "wolves" were 

coyogves, as Summit township was nearly all prairie, and lay 

close to the more extensive prairie lands in the westward 

counties. 

The state government had already felt it necessary to 

regulate hunting. Woodcock shooting was restricted to from 

August to November, snipe, grouse(?), and chicken could be 

hunted from September through November, and partridge(?), 

ruffed groudge, and quail during October and November.1? 

Fishing in Pewaukee Lake had been restricted to December 1 

to March 15, The Waukesha Freeman, Mar. 31, 1863, printed 

16 Whitbeck 
17 The Waukesha Freeman
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this article: 

Fish In Pewaukee Lake: Mr. J. Labar informs 
us that he has purchased 12,500 pounds of 

: fish which was caught in Pewaukee Lake between 
the 10th of December last and the 15th of 
March inst...The fish were mostly pickerel and 
bass and found a ready market in Milwaukee. 
Last year some 3,000 pounds were taken from the 

; same lake. 

No further mention of commercial fishing was found. 

In the same year the paper reports the killing of a 

Massuager rattlesnake - "first of the species which has been 

seen here for the past eight or ten years." This, with Unon- 

ius's earlier record (page 9), establishes the rattler as a 

former resident of the county. 

Chinch bugs had become a serious menace, as is attested 

by this excerpt: 

Aug.8: The Chinch Bugs:- These terrible 
pests are dying off very rapidly. Our 
farmers assure us they can be literally 
scooped up by the handful, and that large 
portions of them are dead or dying. 

In 1866, Kumlein and Hollister (81) received a report 

of egrets breeding "near Waukesha." The obvious increase of 

this bird, coupled with their recent breeding in Minnesota, 

(Dr. Roberts in Bird Lore; Oct. 1940), gives hope that the 

future may find them again nesting in Wissonsin. Waukesha 

County has suitable areas for rookeries, and its numerous 

waterways. would make splendid hunting ground for’ them.18 

(18 Spring Lake, Waukesha township, supports a large rookery 
of great blue herons, as recently did the tamaracks of 
the Mukwanago Marsh.
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Another article of interest, printed in the Waukesha 

Plaindealer, April 1867; 

Lisbon. Cap. W.W. Caswell killed a lynx 
after his geese...It was of the female 
persuasion and had the appearance of suck- 
ling and of course its mate and young 
are left in that neighborhood. 

The same files show that another one had been killed the 

same year at Waukesha, and a third was shot in '68 at Mukwan- 

ago. 

Potato bugs were another pest of the era; irate farmers 

wrote scathing poetry in the Plaindealer about them. These 

quotations then are of double interest;29 

Aug. 37: We learn that physicians have pro- 
nounced prairie chickens poison, on account 3 

of their having eaten so many potato bugs. 
All those that have been examined have been 
found with their crops full of these bugs. 

Sep. 3: From all we can learn we are satisfied 
that the chances for prairié chicken this season 
are 'played out.' The probabilities are that 

: the spring was so backward, cold and wet, that 
in the first place the usual number did not 
hatch out, and in the second place the cold 

: weather and rain killed most of those that did 
hatch. Consequently the few so-called chickens 
that our sportsmen find are simply old hens. 

From the numerous references it is obvious that the 

prairie chicken was the favorite game bird. Extensive hunting 

certainly caused a decrease in their numbers, and the encroach- 

ment of the plow on thier native prairies must have more and 

more localized them . However, they seem to have persisted in 

19 The Waukesha Plaindealer, '68
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comparative abundance until about 1900 - 1905, 

Notes on fishing are scarce, but frequent editorial 

comment on laws and restrictions indicate the need for conser- 

vation of a rapidly diminishing supply. Fishermen in 1869 

petitioned for a more liberal season on Pewaukee Lake, which 

was restricted to from December 1 to April 15.80 

Restocking soon began. Hoy (15) gives the following 

figures for fish (salmon trout) planted in Waukesha lakes 

prior to 1878; 

Oconomowoc Lake --- 100,000 
Pine Lake --= 40,000 

Pewaukee Lake === 100,000 
North Lake --- 40,000 

Nagawicka Lake --- 40,000 
Okanche nn wane wer see 

An attempt to trace an intangible, the interest of the 

people in the outdoors and wildlife, was unsuccessful. The 

Freeman editor commented briefly on the lack of forests and 

the need for replanting, but no organized work is apparent. 

Ornithology had come into the county by 1870 when an Oconomowoc 

student established the first record of the locally uncommon 

Gamble's Sparrow,@1 News from the town of Vernon reported an 

albino robin. Occasional notes like these may be evidence of 

@ growing aesthetic interest in nature. 

Judging from the newspaper articles, 1869 - '74 approximately 

80 The Weukesha Freeman 
81 Jones, S. Paul, Field List for Waukesha County, Wis.
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was the period of transition from sheep herding to dairying. 

Wool was still a main produce, but dairying was becoming much 

more widespread. At this time is found the first mention of 

floods which possibly denote increasing soil deterioration. 

(Cutting and over-grazing? ) 

In general history this is the mest interesting era of 

Waukesha County. The exploitation of its mineral springs, 

making it world famous, was started. But this was not found 

to be of any ecological sicnificance. 

County hunters in 1871 had the passenger pigeon as their 

target when the birds swept south from their huge central Wis- 

: consin nesting .°? Decrease in game in 1872 resulted in a closed 

season (state) on prairie chicken and partridge. Two years 

later the Waukesha Freeman presented an amusing sidelight on 

. the story, blaming the excessive illegal shooting of prairie 

chickens on the Sunday "blue laws" then in effect. All taverns 

were closed, and the "young bucks"-had to seek théir excitement 

: elsewhere. 

Of much more biological importance is the following note: 

(Freeman) Feb. 7, 1878 - Waukesha has some 
new comers they being none others than a 
bevy of English Sparrows, which may be seen 
nearly every morning in front of Mr. Grove's 
store. They are said to be the first that 
have appeared here. 

88 Schorger, A.W., The Great Wisconsin Passenger Bizeon 

Resting of icfi.
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In 1879 the U.S. Fish Commission brought the carp to 

Wisconsin.?> Waukesha County waters doubtless suffered. 

Wheat production all over the state dropped rapidly 

under chinch bug infestation, and by 1880 was no longer a 

staple crop. Up to this time the county had been one of the 

leading wheat areas. 1880 also marks the height of the sheep 

era in Waukesha County. (Whitbeck). 

It is hard to trace the progressive stages in population. 

of the various species. Hoy's work (16) in Racine at this time 

may be an index: 

The Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus) was 
abundant, but now is scarce within twenty 
miles of Racine... 

The Sharptailed Grouse (Pediocetes phasianellus) 
’ was not rare once. In September 1848, I shot 

an entire covey of eighteen...For thirty years 
none have been seen. 

| A single note on Vieau's (see page 3) trapping records 

for 1880 throws light on the position of the fur-bearing 

animals.° In one month he collected 12 otter, 50 mink, and 

' over 300 muskrat. (For comparison, in 1937-'38, 382 trappers 

caught 6,106 muskrats, no otters, and 384 mink). 

Hallock (13) gives information on the wildlife of Ocono- 

mowoc in 1883: 

-..an "Angler's Paradise." Within a radius of 
eight miles there are no less than thirty lakes, 

83 Leopold, Aldo, et al, The University & Wis. Wildlife 
84 Reference lost. A search for the complete records of 

Vieau was unsuccessful. :
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«seteeming with black bass, Oswego or green 
bass, northern pickerel, and the smaller fry 

: of rock bass, silver bass, yellow perch, cisco, 
- etc. In the vicinity the sportsman will find 

woodeock, pinnated, ruffed and sharptailed 
grouse, Wild geese, brant, ducks, plover and 
snipe. 

: The southern corner of the county was drastically affected 

; by "development" in 1890. The drainage project at Big Muskego 

Lake was started at this time and completed the following year. 

Figure 3 shows how much of 

MUSKEGO Muskego township the lake 

originally covered. Apparently 

FY 2 the project was a failure, the 

Ley Ww present body of water is now ; 
i 

= —— Vv 

Pi = as surrounded by a cat-tail marsh 

ORIGINAL Ku which extends to the original 
Sone a yw 

» Me shore line; no farm land was 
oe, 

Rees gained by the draining. In the 

j : northern part of the county, the 
FIG. 3 

Plat book (9) for 1891 shows that drainage had also taken place 

at Lake Keesus in Merton township, and North Lake in Lisbon 

township. To the southwest the change was different as cranberry 

growers dammed the Scuppernong for their marshes, spoiling much 

of the prairie there.(9) 

Lack of reference material necessitates a jump to Cahn's 

work (3) in 1913. He confined himself mostly to the northern
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lake region of the county, but the information he gives is 

of definite interest, and is easier to compare with present 

conditions than that of earlier writers. Cahn lists 194 species 

of birds for the county. This may have been incomplete; the 

list now stands at 252. Approximately 200 of these accur with 

regularity and most of them can be classified as "common." 

(Jones) (7). 

Other notes of Cahn give hint of hitherto unsuspected 

changes. In writing of the great blue heron he says:"...a 

single pair attempted to nest east of Oconomowoc in 1909,., 

the only recent attempt at breeding within the county."(See 

footnote on page 13). 

He gives neither ruffed grouse, woodecock, not prairie 

chicken status as breeders. On woodcock he writes: 

«+ epractically exterminated in this region 
«Once an abundent game bird but now really 
rare. The hunters of the county tell marvel- 
ous tales of the abundance of the woodcock 
in former years, and admit that it has been : 
reduced in numbers perhaps more than any other 
game bird. 

On quail: 
& rather uncommon resident... undoubtedly on 
the increase. 

Ruffed grouse:"Practically exterminated from most of the county 

eee," and regarding prairie chickens, "practically gone." 85 

26 Gross,(11), in 1939 estimated prairie chicken population of 
Waukesha County at 50. The steady decline of the prairie 
chicken was apparently started by excessive hunting; when 
agriculture became more intensive, prairies became fewer, 
and the birds became more localized. Perkins (page 35) may 
be relating the factor which will cause their eventual 
disappearance in the county.
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Mr. I.J. Perkins of the Milwaukee Public Museum collected 

a sharp-tailed grouse in Waukesha County in approximately 1914. 

This is the last substantiated county record. 

And as old species left, new have entered the county .26 

The pheasant planting of Mr. Pabst, started in 1910, has 

provided the county's most important game. The first open 

season on this species was 1931, Western meadowlarks were not 

recorded before 1924, Since then they have become increasingly 

common.(S.Paul Jones). Starlinge came first in 1926, are now 

abundant.8? The opossum, which had shrunk south to Illinois, has 

re-entered and become especially noticeable in the last 5 or 

6 years. The cardinal too has moved in and now seems well est- 

ablished. In 1931 the eastward spread of the jadkrabbit brought 

- still another addition to the county fauna, when it was observed 

on the Mtikwanago Marsh by Dr, Curtis. It has not however become 

established to any extent. 

The corn borerventered in 1938, possibly to parallel the 

history of the chinch bug. 

The brewer's blackbird was first observed May 28, 1933 by 

S. Paul Jones of Waukesha. It nested the same month on the 

unbroken "savannah" or wet prairie at Saylesville, in Waukesha 

township. 

86 Beaver have been re-introduced, but the date and exact 
location have not been learned. 

87 Jones, S.Paul, Starling Nesting In Wisconsin
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Conservation activity now centers about the Waukesha 

County Conservation Association. It's game farm was estab- 

lished in 1938, and that year they released over 3,000 

pheasants. They also released 40 chukar partridges near 

Summit, and 40 more in the same place in '39. Survivors 

over the winter of '38 are reported to have bre@ there. In 

attempting to replenish the sickly waters of the county, the 

association built a trout rearing pond near Sussex. Most of 

the streams have long ago lost the ability to carry trout, but 

4,000 were planted in December of '38. If successful, they 

will be a definite embellishment of the local fauna 2? 

ee * 

The most important trends(or at least the most obvious), 

have already been discussed. Recent years have brought the 

introduction of alfalfa and the growth of dairying to its 

present leading position. The golden acreage of wheat (see 

page 11) has shrunk to about 2000, tame hay and corn replacing 

it.22 te highly publicized grasshopper irruption of '36 may 

be a sign of some disruption of the wildlife balance as a 

result of the radical modification of the countryside. 

For newer developments, information was sought in the 

88 Figures by courtesy of Mr. Tom H. Bloom, secretary of the 
Waukesha County Conservation Association. 

89 Bordner, John S., and Economic Inventory of Wisconsin,
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trapping records of the State Conservation Department .°° They 

are for the most part uninterpretive, and show no definite: 

. trends. But for the mink and raccoon they show recent increase: 

the catch of mink from 1927 to 1936 averaged 33 animals per 

year, from '37 to '40 it averaged 589 per year. Coon averaged 

9 per year from from 1987 to 1936; 92 per year from '37 - '40, 

The latter part seems surprising in view of the heavy cutting 

of woods in the county. Muskrats are the most heavily trapped. 

From 1937 to 1936,,.an average of 789 pelts per year was taken. 

The catch rose to an extreme high of 19,585 in '36 -$37, but 

fell to 6,106 in '37 - '38, There was no season in '38-'39, 

The figures on hunting begs in the county (1937 - '38) 

give an idea of the comparative abundance of various species:°+ 

Cottontail Rabbit - - - 56,405 
Gray Squirrel - - = 17,319 
Fox Squirrel - - - 138,803 

Pheasant -- = 138,486 
European Partridge -- =< 7,123 

Raccoon -- = 3857 
Gray Fox --- 120 

Skunk - - = 113 
Red Fox --- 19 

This is the first year a county breakdown has been made. If 

continued it will be a valuable index to game population. 

Waukesha County, compared with neighboring regions, seems 

fairly well stocked. it exceeds ‘Walworth County in the kill. of 

all species listed above, and Washington in all except skunk and 

30 From 1927 to 1938 (100% estimates) 
$1 Scott, W.E., et al, 1938 —- '39 Game Census & other 

Statiatioal aata, =~=—~*~CS~S~—
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red fox. Racine exceeds it in pheasant kills;Dodge county 

hunters killed twice as many pheasants, and also more skunk 

and red fox. Waukesha is the best county for european part- 

ridge of those in which it is hunted. (Based on thos report).(26) 

Included is a list of dates important in the ecological 

development of the county, and & graphic portrayal of wilid- 

life changes. 

* * *
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. 

1671 Fur traders 

1834 Cutler 

1836 Prairieville flourishing 

1837 1st. Oconomowoc claim 

1839 Land sold $1.25 per acre 

1840 Settlement at Big Muskego Lake 

1841 Unonius's settlement at Pine Lake; pines 
mostly logged by this time. 

1842 Still old prairie fires at Pine Lake 

Passenger pigeon flight 

lst. County Fair 

Benjamin F. Goss (pioneer ornithologist) 

1843 Merton still wilderness 

Eagle nest at Pine Leke 

1844 Last Wisconsin carolina paroquet shot at Waukesha 

1860 Development of sheep raising 

End of extensive agricultural spread 

1861 Bounty on wolves 

1864 ° Dairying started 

Hardwoods commercially. logged 

Chinch bug reported in June 

1866 Closed season on prairie chicken 

Fishing restricted et Pewaukee Leake (Dec. 1 - Mar. 15)
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1867 Lynx still breeder in county 

1868. Approximate peak of wheat growing : 

: Waukesha springs commercialized 

1871 lst record of gamble's sparrow 

1878 English sparrow entered county 

1879 Carp introduced (state) 

1880 Chinch bug eliminated wheat 

Height of sheep raising, followed by quick decline 

1890 First drainage? 

1910 Pabst planted pheasants and european partridges 
in county; continued until 1937 

1914 Last sharptailed grouse 

: 1915 | Alfalfe?(Possibly a little earlier) 

1931 First open season on pheasant and european pertridge 

1926 Starling entered county 

1931 Jackrabbit recorded at Mukwanago 

1932 Corn borer entered county 

1937? Drainage of Dousmen Marsh started ; 

1938 County game farm established
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The "Double S" Region. 

Chapman's mep,(5), designates the area on which Prairie- 

ville was built as prairie, but gives no information as to 

the surrounding region; ie., whether or not it was wooded. It 

appears that the villase wes built at the region where the 

heavily wooded areas thinned out to the oak and prairie of 

the central and south part of the county. The history books 

nay that Cutler settled in an oak-opening.The location is now 

& library park and has several megnificent white and bur oaks. 

But probably only the southern section of the city is built 

on old prairie, because in the near vicinity are huge elm, 

maple, and other upland trees that must date from before 

*< settlement. 

Seneca, in the southern part of the city there are 

numerous oaks, mostly white, with also bur, red, and black. 

And the former existence of & prairie is quite apparent where 

the Fox River leaves the city and flows south through a broad 

valley. 4 consideration of this region may illustrate in part 

some of the forces changing the land of the county, and their 

resultant effects. This can be best shown with the aid of the 

accompanying sketch maps. 

The name "Double S" comes from the former course of the 

river and is still in general use today. The exact extent of 

the wooded land in 1834 was not positively determined; the
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shaded stand is hypothetical. This area is now covered by 

lerge factory buildings. A well defined wooded area is all 

about it, and the assumption is that it extended down to the 

river. The stand to the east of the river is now mixed with 

elm and maple, some of which may date back before settlement. 

The southern stend, labelled “oak-opening," is a small group 

of bur oaks, very branchy, and younger than the bigger woods. 

In 1858, construction of e railroad to Madison wes start- 

ed (see page 11), and in making the read bed, the engineers 

changed the course of the river, as shown in Map II. The old 

river bed became a small pond, and @ cat-tail marsh conforming 

with the former bend of the river was formed. The water hegre is 

about 4 feet deep, but in the new bed the river runs very 

a flashily, seldom over a foot in depth. This resulted in a small 

emount of erosion a short distance lower. Tater another change 

was made in the river bed, apparently in connection with sew- : 

&ge disposal work. 

While evidence is inc@nclusive as to whether or not this 

was the prairie edge, it is obvious that both prairie and 

forest was present. The presence of water and the extent of 

the wooded lands indicates a probable rich faune. Deer, coyote, 

otter, bear, turkey, quail, and prairie chicken; any or all 

may have been there.
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x Now much of the wooded land is gone, the remainder is 

heavily grazed. The prairie has disappeared under grazing 

and plowing; the river runs as e flashy, polluted, and un- 

healthy stream. Game and fur is scan, with a few pheasants 

and european partridges; occasionally 4 covey of quail, 

rabbits and muskrats. The area however is of definitenorni- 

thological interest. The river valley guides many migrants, 

which can be seen moving over the wide lowland. Mud flats 

attract various shorebirds. Casual observation has resulted 

in a list of about 125 species for the region, with an approx- 

imation of 86 species as nesters. 

The formation of the marsh of course added & whole new 

2 faunal group to the original population. But there is no 

cover for the larger species, and while the total types of 

animals present may be as large as the original, they are all 

of lesser species. Once again the too common picture of wild- 

life deterioration before human invasion is shown. 

* ek *
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* * * 

The chronological order of this paper has the advantage ; 

that is shows successive development and progressive change; 

it has the disadvantage that any long discussiob breaks the 

continuity of the history. Hence this ad@ition, to serve as 

an interpretation; whicheiftneophytic) at least is based on 

& careful consideration of the data. 

This was a typical story of settlement. Waukesha County 

suffered no more than other areas, and of course much of the 

change was necessary for profitable occupation of the land. 

But the change in animel life has been profound. Those species 

z less hardy, or less tolerant to human interference, we have 

lost or are losing. The deer and the turkey have gone, the 

prairie chicken is apparently going, and ruffed grouse exist 

only as isolated remnants if at all. 

Summarization of the changes through the years can be done 

only incompletely. Many plants end animals, and factors affecting 

them are not even mentioned. Nevertheless the transformation 

is obvious. From a land of wilderness, filled with game of 

various forms, the county has developed steadily into an exten- 

. sively settled and cultivated area, with approximately 90% of 

the land enclosed in farms, and 74% of that land "improved." ? 

wee 38 Bordner, (2) :
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Speaking from e conservation stendpoint,"improved" usually 

means tampered with to the detriment of the natural flora 

and fauna. crazing and plowing have decimated county prairies, 

logging has greatly diminishedtthewwodds, and dredging, drain- 

ing, pollution and general abuse have changedvthe nature and 

life of the waters. : 

; Consider the county today; Bordner,(2), ghves the follow- 

ing statistics: 61.6% of the land is cleared crop lend, marsh- 

land forms 12.4 %, woodland 12.5 % (oak-hickory 7.5, mixed 

hardwood 2.4,swamp hardwood & tamarack 2.6). The great majority 

of the woodlots are grazed. Recent cut stumpland in 1936 was 

3,398 acres, representing 6.8% of the total wooded area, 

Apparently as incidental to his survey, Bordner records 

i prairie chicken in Summit township, 1 in Pewaukee township, 

end 5 in Menomonee. In connection with the same species, Mr. 

I.J. Perkins, of the Milwaukee Public Museum, writes me: (with 

reference to Summit township) "...there is a flock of from 50 

to 75 chickens that frequent my farm now. The winter of 1936- 

: '37 I fed a flock that varied from 75 to 185 birds. Since then 

@ drainage project has flourished in that locality and spoiled 

@ large portion of the Dousmen Marsh as far as wildlife is 

concerned." ; : 

Perkins's remarks are an excellent demonstration of why 

an ecological study of an are&é can never be completed. There
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are still changes going on in Waukesha County which will 

continue to affect and elter its wildlife. If lines are 

extended up from the years 1880 and 1900 in the graph on 

page 24, this period of twenty years will be seen to include 

the histories of approximately half the species at the time 

when those species underwent & change in status. The preced 

ing years show less change, allowing the interpretation that 

it took &pproximately that long for land changes to radically 

affect the fauna. 

Suppose the same graph were continued to 1970, and the 

two decades between 1950 and '7C were charted. The fauna is 

certainly not stable now (page 20), and as new factors work, 

or old ones continue, would it be too much of an assumption 

to sey that similar "decades of change" would be found? At 

any rate the wildlife will be differentiy represented, and 

unless the trend should change, probably by an ever more 

simple community of lesser species. : 

* * * j
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es A Beaver Dam Built in 1934 

History given by John J. Johnson as follows:- 

In about 1930 ir. Eierman bought’a tract of land along the west 

‘ shore of Lower Nagiwicka lake about one mile north of the vil- 

lage of Delafield, Wisconsin. Had it surveyed and platted in- 
tending to sell lots to city people for summer cottages. These 

lots did not sell.owing to there was a marsh ten to twenty rods 
wide between the lake and main land so he decided to dredge a 
lagoon along the shore of the main land the whole length of his 
tract and cut a channel from the lagoon to the lake so they could 

get to the lake with boats. 

Suddenly in 1934 a small band of beavers began building a dam 

across this lagoon;wher
e 

they came from no one seetidto know. 

They seemed to cut popglar trees only which were plentiful in 
spots. They cut short logs sometimes rolling or dragine them 

a number of rods to get to the lagoon then floating them to 
their dam. When a tree was cut not a twig was left, always 

taken away. 

They had been there about three years when Mr. Eierman complained 

to the game warden that the beavers were distroying the shade 

trees in front of lots and would spoil the sale of the lots. The 

game warden trapped several of them and the rest left as myster- 

iously as they came. Seemed strange they came so near cottages 

not but a short distance from their dam¢. Lately 1 heard they 
had returned again but do not know for certain. 

John J. Johnson 

March 50, 19389 

Nashotah, Wisconsin.
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1532 University Avene 
March 3, 1938 

Wr. Howard F. Young ' 
603 West Avenue 
Waukesha, Wiseonsin 

Dear Mr. Young: 

My records on ruffed grouse in Waukesha County are as follows: 

6 Four were seen between Pine Lake and Chenequa Lake by Mr. Mueller, 
1936. 

One was seen in Summit Township just northeast of the junction 
of Highway 2% end Highway 16 in 1934. ‘This eae ebout three miles east of 
Golden Lake. I have no note on who gave me this record, but I think it 
was Mueller. 

Four were soon just south of the railroed between High 67 and 
Highway C in Ottawa Township just north of Hunter's leke in 1935. I think 
this was also from ifueller. 

Three were seen by John 7. Bmlen, Jr., one of my students, just 
west of the Waukesha County line in Jefferson County, in Sullivan Township, 
approximately Section 13. These, however, seen to have disappeared in 1935 
and we suspected at the time it was due to the shooting preserve established 
on this area. 

I give you this information with the request that (1) it be not 
published, (2) its circulation be limited to the members of your club or 
other conservationists. I also give it with the suggestion that your club 
could perform a valuable public service by trying to interest the landowners 
to act as custodians of these remnants and if possible to reserve ungrazed 
woodlots for their use. 

I would of course be interested in whatever you learn about 
their 193¢ status. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

y \ ;
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1532 University Avenue 
: February 2, 1938 

Prof. V. P. Batha 
Department of Physics 
Carroll College 

; Waukesha, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Batha: 

There are at least several hundred titles on the cycle 
of the ruffed grouse. ‘Some of the titles most pertinent to 
Wisconsin are listed in the attached mimeograph. I can take you 

as mach farther into additional titles as you want to go. 

One needed piece of research on the grouse cycle would 
fit admirably in Waukesha County. 

The fluctuation of populations within the main forest 
range is pretty well known, but no one has ever found out whether 
the isolated remants, such as those occurring in Waukesha, show a 
similar fluctuation. Wing thinks they show a five-year instead of 
a 10-year period, but his proof is inadequate. 

You doubtless know where the Waukesha remnants are. If 
not, I can tell you. I would most urgently recommend that your 
club collect all the histery that you can as to past fluctuations 
in these remnants and undertake a yearly census for the future. 

; Yours sincerely, 

enel Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management —
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Carrot CoLLece 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS January 50, 1958. 
Vv. P. BATHA 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Doctor: 

The Waukesha Bird Club is doing a little study of the 
geme bird cycle, that is the periodic scargécity of the Canada huffed 
Grouse, for example. I am wondering if any such study has been made , 
and if there is any information on the subject available. 

Anu information you can give me will be greatly appreciated. 

Very trul, yours, VA 

Vv. P. Batha



Sandhill Crane 
; Waukesha Co. <— 

I. J. Perkins of the Milwaukee Public Museum heard migrating 

sandhill cranes on a marsh near Golden Lake in March, 1935. 

g



To produce 10 upland To produce 1. buck : 

birds per hunterSper per 3 hunters 
cyear per year 

i : # 
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Memo_on Muskego Take (Waukcesha Co,): awl 

The following information was obtained from Rudolph Holt, of Tess Corners, 

The first charter to use the waters of Muskego Lake was granted to one 
Reynolds in 180, ‘The lake was first partially drained in 1890-91. This 

: first drainage is supposed to have lowered the water 2', but actually - 
lowered it about wet/2. 

In about 1902 a stock compang entitled "The State Land Improving Company" 
petitioned for a permit to dry up the lake for farms. ‘Their petition was 
contested by local people, ‘The company was sustained in the local court 
but reversed by the Supreme Court. Hence the lake contimued in the status 
of 1891. 

Eight years ago the state repaired the outlet dam and it is claimed 
the lake is now at the 1991 level as far as the dam is concerned, ‘This dam 
had been built earlier at the expense of a local group, 

Previous to drainage Muskego Lake is said to have been filled with 
rice and also had two celery beds, It was a heavy canvasback lake, It was . 
occasionally visited by prairie chickens, two having been seen there last 
fall. 

I ; Hungarians first arrived about 192)! and pheasants at about the same 
time, 

At the present level the fish freeze out periodically during cold ; 
winters, the last killing having been in 1928. 

Mr. Holtz estimates 10,000 mmskrats were taken out of the lake this 

winter, At the present water level rats are very desirable in keeping down 
the over-luxuriance of vegetation. ; 

Mr. Holtz estimates there were 00 duck hunters on the lake on opening 
day. 

An attempt to restore the old level would, in Mr. Holtz’ opinion, be 
opposed by about 1/4 of the shore owners. Hence the situation is similar 
to that at Horicon, where an artificial level has been legalized and cannot 
now be changed without unanimous consent of the land owners, 

This does not pretend to be a thorough size-up of the situation, but 
is filed for what the information may be worth. A good correspondent 

" concerning Muskego Lake conditions is S, J. Salentine, Route 1, Muskego, Wis, 

: AL.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold \ 
425 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin, \ 

Dear Mr. Leopold: \ 

Please excuse delay in answering your letter of 
August 3, 1929, : 7 

} 
Regarding the Ringnecked Pheasants, I will say j | 

ae} that their appearance on our farm, which is located 
4 in the southwest corner of the town of Summit was 
ant noted about @even years ago. 

\ The Hungarian partridge were noted a year.or two 
previous to the Pheasants, | 

iw « | 
4 I will be glad to cooperate with you in any measure 

possible in this work, ‘ 

SA 
I. Jd. Perkins A ES 

IJP:VS Taxidermy Department ay ; \/ 

b - : 

a 
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LARGE ANTMALS + TRG OF THAIN DIGRAPPHARANCE 

Pitty yeara ago, the territory now included in the state.of Wisconsin, was 

nearly in a state of natare, ali the large wild animals were then abundant. 

Now all bas changed. The ax anf plow, gum ani dog, railway and telegraph, have 

motemorphosed the face of nature, Most of the lange quadrapeds have either. 

been externinated, or have hid themselves away in the wilderness, In a short 

time all of these will have dieaypeared fron the atate. The date and order in 

which animals become extinet within the boundaries of the state is a subject of 

great interest, ‘there was a time when the antelope, the woodland caribou, the 

buffalo and the wild turkey were abundant, but are now no longer to be fount. 
‘the Antelope, Antilocarms Americana, now confined to the western plaina, 

aid, two hundred years sgo, inhabit Wisconsin as far east as Michigan, In 

Oetober, 1679, Father Hennepin, with laSalie ani party, in four canoes, coasted | 

slong the western shore of Lake Michigan, In Hennepin's narrative, he sayst 

"The oldest of them (the Indians) came to us the next morning with their calumet 

of peace, and brought some wild goats." this was somewhere north of Milwaukee, 

"Being in sore distress, we saw upon the coast a great mimy ravens and eagles 

(turkey vultures) from whence we conjectured there was some prey, and having 

lended upon that place, we foul above the half of a fat wild goat, which the : 

wolves had strangled. ‘this provision was very acceptable to us, and the rudest 

of our men could not but praise the Divine Providence which toek so particular 

care of us," ‘this mst have been somewhere near Racine. "On the 16th (October, 

1679) we met with an cbundange of game. A savage wo had with ua killed several. 

stage (deer) and wild goats, and our men had o great many turicoys, very fat and big," 

Thies aust have heen eouth of Racine, ‘These goats were undoubtedly antelopes. 

Sehooleraft mentions antelopes as occunying the Northwest Territory.
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Then the last buffalo crossed the Missiasipp’ is not precisely known, It 

is certain they lingered in Wisconsin in 1825, It is said there was a buffalo 

shot on the St, Croix river as late as 1832, so Yisconsin claima the last baffalo, 

the woodland caribot, Rangifer garibou, were never mmerous within the limits of 

the state, A few were seen not for from ta Pointe in 18%. ‘the last wild turkey 

in the eastern portion of the state waa in 1546, On the Migelasippl, one was 

killed in 1856, I am told by Dr. Waleott that turkeys were abundant in Wisconsin 

previous to the hart winter of 1842-3, when mow was yet two fect deop in March, 

with a stout crust, w that the turicays could not get to the ground. ‘they beeane 

© poor and week that they could not fly, and thas became an easy prey to the 

wolves, foxes, wild cats, minke, ete., which exterminated almost the entire race, 

the Doctor says he saw but one single individual the next winter, Elk were on 

Hay River in 1863, and I have little doubt a fow yet reaain. Moose are not 
meaty & Ser yok seentn tn the nivtewestern part of tt state. 1 saw moose 

tracks on the Montreal river, near lake Superior, in the sumer of 1845, A few 

panthers may still inhabit the wilderness of Wisconsin. Jenjanin Bones, of Racine, 

shot one on the headwaters of Black River, December, 1663. Badgers are now nearly 

gone, and in a few years more the only badgers found within the state will be tw 

legged ones. Seayers are yot munerous in the sual) laces in the northern regions. 

Wolverines are occasionally met with in the northern forests. Bears, wolves, 

and deer will contime to flourish in the northern and central countics, where 

underbrudh, timber, and eanll lakes sbount, 

All large animals will soon be driven by civilisation out of Wisconsin, ‘the 

railroad ani ieproved firearus will do the work, ami thus we love the prinitive 

denizens of the forest and prairies. ; 

Ry Dr, P. R. Hoy
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Squirrel Migration. 

Qn September 3, 2 mass movement of fox squirrels was observed in the 

Puckeway March. As many ag 20 fox squirrels were observed attempting 

to swim across the Fox River and adjoining marsh waters at tho sast 

end of Lake Puckaway (Green Lake County). The movement was from weet 

to east. ‘The water area was about a half mile wide at this point. 

Many of the squirrels failed to get across and were drowned. ‘The area 

from which the squirrels began to ewim was open marsh, Apparently the 

starting place was from a hardwoods as much ag a mile away. the entire 

area, including open marsh and water, over which these squirrels would 

have to traverse to get to another hardwood, would probably be at Least 

two miles. 

I wae unable to observe the movement on the day 4t was reported (September 

3), tut on September 4 1 oxemined three of the drowned squirrels and 

found them all to be males. Extremely rough water prevented mo from 

walking any further searches for the floating drowned equirrels. 1 did 

not see & Single live squirrel either in the water or on the shore, 

Cyril Kabat 

ec Dr, Sehorger



File: Jackrabbit 
Waupaca Co.“ 
Barron Go. 

Polk Co. 

(From Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 7, July, 1938, p. 23.) 

JAGK RABBITS 
Who introduced the first jack rabbits into Wisconsin? 

Guy Mumbrue, chairman of the Waupaca county conservation committee, 
writes to the Bulletin: 

"I believe in this central section that W. A. Bugh of Wautoma 
and myself were the first and only ones to put them out, as we got a shipment 
of 12, four males and eight females from Nebraska the latter part of March, 
1900, and released them about four miles north of Wautoma on a large rye field. 
We were particular to get them at that particular month as the shipper repre- 
sented that the females would be bred then, and from the fact that there was 
occasionally one of these killed each season thereafter there is no doubt but 
what this planting was successful. 

"I have learned of their being released in the northwest part of 
the state on one or two occasions in Barron and Polk counties, but these 
plantings were along about 1920, and I understand there were quite a good many 
rabbits up that way to show for it. 

"You may have data on other introductions as to the time and place 
and as this animal seems now destined to be with us and to often help out 
the sporteman's bag, it might be interesting to many hunters to learn how they 
came there.* 

#
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Dec, 18th, 1940. ge 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission, 
Madison, Wis., 

Gentlemen:- 

I am herewith forwarding to you a letter with very reliable 
information regarding the last of the pigeons in the Wautoma section 
and West of there in Adams County. 

I am quite familiar with the account of the pigeons visit- 
ing that section in the Spring of 1882 and their roosting and nesting. 
Much of my information came from a party of 01d wolf hunters which 
included my Father who were looking for old and young wolves in the 
Coloma section that Spring, and saw the pigeons coming and going from 
their roating grounds to the grain fields in and around Coloma and 
Richford, They confirmed all that is in the Argus regarding the 
large numbers of them and the netters after them as well as about 
all local nimrods from the County and even including many from distant 
cities and the State of Michigan, It really got to hot for the 
pigeons and they mostly left without successfully nesting and old 
scattering flocks and small numbers ever came back against, There 
is no question about the large number which came back to the Wautoma 
neighborhood in 1892 and I have told what I personally saw of them 
when they left there, . 

"Your mention of the introduction of Jeck Rabbits refers 
to only one planting. But they were planted by myself and W, A, Bugh 
North of Wautoma in the Spring of 1900 and many residents near there 
remember about that planting. This was a successful planting for 

ar from that time on reports kept coming in by parties who saw them 
Ww and some were shot even thet same Fall, This planting spread North 

Y and West mostly to take in about all the Western part of the County, 
also Adams and Southern Portage, and may be scattered most all over 
the South part of the State. There was a planting headed by some 

| Dr, near Cumberland about 1918 to 1920 and there no has been 
migrations across the Mississippi River at times, but our stock in * 
Central Wis. more likely came from the planting which Bugh and I made, 

x "There were several, Z1lk seen at different times in Waushara 
ee Co. by old settlers which renged during the 60's and early 70's 
pv ( but have not the exact dates but got personal reports from very 

reliable parties when they saw them, ” 

jos 014 hunters will teke great interest in this kind of 
information which you disseminate in your Bulletin. 

I have only written you to supplement somewhat you have given 
in your last number and in regard to what I have reliable information 
or have personally seen, I know that many stories and rumors cannot 
be depended upon, 

Very Truly Yours, 
Copied /s/ Guy Mumbrue ' 
1-27-41 
GMC
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THE WAUSHARA ARGUS 

Weutoma, Wisconsin 
December 16, 1940 

Guy Mumbrue, 
Waupaca, Wis, 

Friend Guy: 

Replying to your letter of the 15th, relating to the 
final nesting of Passenger Pigeons in this locality. 

I regret that our files for March and April, 1892, were 
destroyed in the fire of 1923, 

In talking with Dr, Schorger at Madison two years ago, 
it was my understanding that the last known nesting was made here 
in 1887, A thorough search of ell newspaper files at Madison was 
mede under his direction, which revealed the story of the Great 
Nesting of 1871. 

I do not have my 1892 notes at hand, but do not recall 
any mention of pigeons in this locelity after 1887. The Argus, on 
May 27, 1887, stated: 

"A number of professionals have been netting pigeons in 
this vicinity for a week past. The pigeons that are nesting north- 
east of this village, it is said, started to nest near Sparta, but 
were driven out by the hunters," 

The issue of June 3, 1887, stated: 

"Several more professional pigeon hunters arrived here 
the latter part of the week, The pigeons that were nesting in the 
swamp north of this village have neerly all left, presumably being 
acared out by being shot at on the nesting ground, Most of the pro- 

é fessional netters have also left. They did not make a very large 
catch here," 

If the reference in the November bulletin of the Conser- 
vation Commission should read "1892" instead of "1882", it would be 
well to write Dr. A, W, Schorger, c/o Burgess Battery Co., Madison, 

iff for confirmation, His note on the cougar killed in Bloomfield in 
cot 1866, I found, he had erroneously recorded as of 1856, 

Cordially yours, 

/s/ HH. J. Kent 

Copied H, J, Kent 
1-2-41 
GMC
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NOTES ON PIGEONS 

(The Waushara Argus -- 1882) 

a. February 24--"Pigeons were flying north last week," 
23 
ce March S--"Pigeons were flying in immense numbers on Wednesday," 
¢ 

af --"The pigeon hunters were out in force yesterday." 

c March 17--"Where am the festiv pigin ?" 
or 

2g Merch 31--"More pigeons are flying this spring than has been (true) 
ol in a good many years." 
@ s 
2% ™ --"Pigeons in large numbers were flying before the blasts 
Cane on Monday evening." 
Bot 
a0 ‘D> April 14--"There is an extensive pigeon roost just over the lingin 

lig ™ Adams county across from Coloma, and they congregate 

a there in immense numbers. Large numbers have been 

658 killed," 
seo 
ont April 28--"Large numbers of hunters from all over this section 
aac visit the pigeon roost." 
3 
re May 5--"Plenty of pigeons, but we haven't had any yet." 

oe - --"The pigeons have commenced to nest near to where they 

On have been roosting lately, and the authorities have put 
A a stop to their slaughter for the present." 
ooo 

A May 12-~"Ed,. Hathaway, Jack Dresser, Fred Coon, and Station 
Soe Agent Croft, of Berlin, arrived in town on Tuesday 
ne en route to the pigeon fields. Chas. Leathert and 
© oO Giles Coon accompanied them from here." 
Seo "They got back yesterday, having in their possession 
eee nearly 1,000. They all report an immense time, but too 

p much shooting made them lame. It would be impossible, 
@ they report, to diminish the clouds of pigeons around 

ose the roost, We acknowledge receipt of a mess," 
o 

.° & May 19--"Pigeons in consiifierable numbers were on the wing 
gee Wednesday and our hunters were out in foree," 
OER 

June 2--"Fred Coon and Ed, Hathaway, of Berlin, and Giles Coon, 
of Wautoma, went up after pigeons again last week (and) 
secured about 400. They report fine weather and an 
immense time," 

iibprialltmiean ors eee
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The A, M, Penney Co, 
Wholesale Potatoes 

Waupaca, Wis., Dec, 18th, 1940. 

To the Editor of "The Argus" 
Weutoma, Wis., } 

Dear Sir: 

I greatly appreciate your letter giving data on the 
Passenger Pigeons as they appeared from time to time in the 
80's but was sorry you could not have access to your files 
for the 90's as I am sure it appeared in the Argus about 
March or April 1892 that there was quite a large body of 
pigeons making their headquarters in the swamp Northeast of 
the Village, that Spring. It also stated a little later that 
they apperently hed left that locality, and that is where I 
may come in to help cleer up what became of them that Spring.- 

While on my way to Pine River about the last of March 
or first”of April to attend an institute for teachers, I saw 
what at first looked like a small dark cloud moving to the East 
ranging over the Hills North of Pine River and probably making 
for the big Swamp near Tustin, Wis. My remarks to my Mother 
who was heres | me down to the Institute were: Do you see that 
cloud, Mother She saw it, and I said, do you know what that 
is, and she was not certain, then I told her that was a tre- 
mendous flock of pigeons and I felt sure they were leaving 
the Wautoma district on account of heavy shooting and hunting 
them over there. Well, I either heard or read a little later 
that they had left Wautoma at the time I saw this large migre- 
tion, and was satisfied I had the correct theory regarding 
their disappearence from there, I personally saw some small 
flocks and scattering pigeons for several years after that 
and the last ones were in the Spring of 1901 when I was going 
North from the Village of Auroraville, Wis, there were four 
pigeons flying quite high went over the hill North of the 
Village of Auroraville and probably intending to roost on their 
old favorite ground on Durfey's Island just East of Willow 
Creek, Those were the last pigeons I ever saw or heard any 
authentic account of alive, The last pigeon I ever killed 
was I believe in 1898 near Clark's Mill town of Saxeville, 
Waushara Co, Wis. Sorry I killed him but it is too late now. 

Very truly yours, 

/3/ Guy Mumbrue,. 

There were at least 20,000 pigeons in the above — flock. 
2M, 

\ 
Copiea | 
‘1-2-41 
GMC
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS May a; 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Economic Entomology Building 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The other day I mentioned to you a man I had 
met who is interested in the control of agricultural 
pests by natural means. This man is Mr. Hd O'Conner 
of Hancock. His son was recently appointed County Agent 
of Crawford County. 

Mr. O'Conner lives in the first house south 
of the church on Highway #51 on the west side of the 
street in Hancock. I am sure you would enjoy visiting 
with Mr. O'Connell if you are in Hancocke 

Sincerely yours, 

Twn Cia 
Don S. Anderson 

dsa/cmb
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Ontober 1, 1946 
i aillali file squirrel a 

Im WImmiaaco counry 

the following facts wore recorded wile talldng to wy father sbout movement of 

aquirrele during the 1860's between Appleton and Menasha on the Fox River. “The 

igland" referred to 1s Stroebe's Island, It contains 90 acres and lies at tho 

north ond of Tattle Lake Burte deo Morte 3 miles S$, of Anpleton, 

Dad's firet recollection of movement occurred in 1852 and he remembers squirrels 

moving aeréss the river for \ or 5 years after thie date, ‘The movement was all 

from the eact to the westp Dad says he never saw a squirrel swimming eactward 

across the river, 

About 806 to 908 of the squirrels were greys ani the rest were black ani fox 

aquirrels, Sometime after 1890 the fox squirrels gradually replaced the grey 

aqairrels and the mmbers of squirrels declined, 

the movement lasted for three or four weeks, starting in Auguat and contiming 
into September, It was possible to see 25 to 30 squirrels awinasing in the water at 

one time, the squirrels were in the water all day some crossing during the mrning, 

noon, aml evening, 

As Dad would row his bost from the old homestead downriver to the north end of 

the island, a distance of one half mile, four or five squirrels would crawl out on 

the boat, Bumerous squirrels were noted caught in the dense weed beds along the 

shores, drowned in their efforts to escape, 

. Dad does not remember if the years in which movement oceurred were goo or poor 

agorn years, but he does remember that the squirrels on the ieland were very numerous 

gt thie time. Daring the 1860's two mon idilled 38 squirrels in an hour and one half 

(ervey ond black squirrels) om a point of the feland which measures three acres in 

size, 

Harry Stroebe 
Ostover 1, 1946 

ae Schorger 

ihlen .
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NATURAL HISTORY OF WINNEBAGO COUNTY WIS. 

A study of the natural history of Winnebago county, 

was made for the purpose of correlating the changes in plant 

f and animal life. We are aware that there are two somewhat 

different types of change in nature round about us. One type 

. goes through the natural course without the influence of man, 

the other is one in which the influence of man has somewhat 

modified the natural sequence of events. This survey deals 

only with the natural sequence of events.as they have been 

modified by human interference. The study deals with a period 

of about the last forty years and has been proceeded by 

several decades of human activity in the area. 

Winnebago county is located in the East centeral 

part of Wisconsin. It lies between 88 and 89 degrees W. 

longitude and between 43°50' and 44 15' north latitude. 

It wou@d be impossible to give an accurate account 

of the whole county without a great deal of sgudy so a 

representitive sample has been chogen. This is an area of 

about three sections selected in the south centeral part of 

Winchester township. Lake Winneconne covers the south west 

i corner of the area and Mud Creek crosses the south east 

corner. Both the creek and the lake have some low prairie and 

marsh land along their borders. 

In 1900 this area had several farms in operation 

and small areas of the land had been cleared. Some wheat, oats 

and flint corn were raised on the clearings and small flocks 

of cattle were grdized on the woodland.



Most of the information for this study was obtained 

by talking to people who lived in the area for the last forty 

years of more and from personal observations. Soils maps and 

various charts were studied and some information was obtained 

from the libraries in the county. The natives of the region 

‘ were very uncertain as to the date in which certain things 

occured. The libraries contained a great deal of history but 

it was centered upon outstanding people in the county and 

i their activities,sthe subject of natural history was not 

recorded with any interest. 

The elevation of the area is about 760 feet. There 

is a difference of about ten feet between the high and low land. 

The soil type in most of the area is Poygan silt clay Loam 

which is very deep and fertile. About 14 percent of the area 

is low land, a large part of which is prairie. The remainder 

of the low land is swamp and marsh, a part of which has been 

drained. A large part of the land area is sandy and there is 

also some sandy loam. 

All of the land except the prairie is ideal for the 

growth of hardwoods shch as red oak, White oak, hichory, soft 

maple and basswood. Besides these there are small areas and singe 

t trees of white ash, black ash, birch, popple, ironwood, willows, 

dogwood, elms and black cherry. The bushes and shrubs include 

hazel, alder, wild plum, sumac, black berries, blue berries, 

wild grapes, prickly ash and thorn apple. Amount the most 

common small wild plants are wild geranium, ferns of various 

kinds, solomons seal and other shade loving plants. Along the 

ereek, lake and ditches the most common plants are smart weed 

and nettle.
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In 1850 the area was covered by virgin timber of 

basswood, maple, oak and hickory. The understory was made up 

of hardwood seedlings, blueberries, black berries and ferns. 

By 1900 about 40 percent of the land was cleared. About three 

fourths of this cleared land was used for raising crops, the 

rest was covered with grass and was used for hay and pasture 

along with the wood land. The forest itself was grazed very 

lightly because only a few cattle could be fed by each farmer 

during the winter. The small grass areas supplied nearly enough 

forage so that most of the forest could grow naturally for 

some time after 1900. The only fences used in the early part 

of the century were near the buildings and some of these were 

rail fences. These fences were used to lock ap the cows at 

night. It was the work of the boys during the summer to watch 

the cowa throughout the whole forest area so that they did not 

invade the grain fields or get lost. These boys who are now 

middle aged men tell many interesting stories of their summers 

in the woods with the cows. They learned to understand and 

love the great out of doors and even today spend most of their 

time there. 

By 1900 the lumber companies had already picked out 

most of the good timber. The village of Winneconne on the Fox 

River had several important saw mills before 1900. Oshkosh had 

several mills that were important for some time after the turm 

of the century. There was very little hunting and trapping in 

the area untill about the last twenty years. Both the low kills 

and the favorable invironment of the first part of the century 

were responsible for the large numbers of wild game. 

Since 1900 all of the animal species as well as most 

of the birds have been greatly reduced in numbers. There are :



several obvious reasons for this change. The most importabt 

cause is the reduction of forest cover. An increase in the 

number of sportsmen and the high prices for furs has also played 

an important part. About 1900 there was about one or two 

acres of land per squirrel and a few less cottontails. At the 

¢ present time the numbers have been reduced to less than one 

fourth of this. The numbers are a little larger at the present 

time than they were about 15 years ago. This is due partly to 

Bame laws and partly to the rejuvenation of the remaining 

woodlots. The number of raccoon was reduced considerably when 

the large timber was cut. The high value of the fur also 

helped th reduce the numbers to about four or five on the 

j entire area. At the present time the numbers are increasing 

again Which is due chiefly to the game laws but also to the 

increase in hollow trees and to planting of species in the area. 

In the spring of 1939 a farmer found five raccoon in a hollow 

tree. Three of these were of common native stock but the other 

two were decendents of a pair of black raccoon liberated ina 

neighboring woodlot several years ago. Field mice and gophers 

have increased in numbers as the forest was reduced. This is 

perhaps the reason why the hawks and owls have not been reduced 

in numbers like most of the other birds. The number of wood- 

cocks has been reduced somewhat although there never were very 

‘ many in this area. ; 

One of the farmers who lived in the area for the past 

2 fifty years was impressed by the great reduction in the amounts 

of acorns and nuts during the past thirty years or more. He 

believed this was partly the cause of the reduced squirrel 

population and he is perhaps right. The chief interest of the
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lumbermen in the area was to pick out the large oaks which 

produced large quantities of acorns. During the past few years 

squirrels have been seen traveling accross large open fields 

to a corn field. This futher indicates that the food supply 

in the woodlots is not adaquate- Rabbits also do considerable 

roaming about the fields seeking food. 

Muskrats and mink were very numerous along the lake 

and the creek. During wet years rats also built houses in 

various places on the low land. In 1910 the creek was dredged 

out for the first time. The main channel was followed but it 

was made deeper and wider. This reduced the carrying capacity 

for mink a great deal. Some of the rat marshes were drained 

by the dredging which reduced the rat population considerably. 

The rats that remained had to depend mostly on bank lodges for 

their protection. In 1931 the creek was dredged again but this 

did not reduce the mink and rats much more because the old 

channels were not followed as closely and the lowering of the 

water in the old channels made it possible for some house 

building on the marsh borders and there was a little more area 

to feed on. A changing of the water level on the lake due to ; 

the installation of dams on the Fox river did not change the 

ratpopulation very much but did cause them to move their 

' location somewhat. 

A great deal can be said about the effects of grazing 

upon the woodlots. During the first part of the century the gram 

grazing was so light that the natural reproduction of the forest 

species was not hindered very much. As crop land was increased , 

and improved it became possible for the farmers to feed more 

cattle. The forest areas and the small patches of grass still



made up most of the pasture. The cattle had to obtain more 

and more of their feed from the woodlots during the dry part 

of the year. As the reproduction was reduced the grasses invadea 

the forest areas. The carrying capicity of the land was reduced 

accordingly because there was not enough cover to hide gil of 

the wild game. Finially the forests were femced and some of 

them were used as perminant pastures. This reduced the repro- 

duction of hardwoods still more and the grouwd cover changed fra 

one of shrubs and bushes to one of grass. 

Fortunately all of the fenced forest arcas were not 

pastured but used only for woodlots were selective cutting was 

practiced. The greater carrying capacity of these areas can 

be easily seen. Hunters seldom visit the grazed woodlots becauss 

they can see at a glance that there in not any game there. It 

would not be an exageration to say that a woodlot which was 

grazed contineously during the growing season would be reduced 

to less than one fourth of the carrying capacity of natural 

ungrazed woodland. 

Nothing has been said about the numbers of song birds 

in the area. It is very evident that they have been reduced in 

numbers in this area as in many other places. During the past 

few years various insects have become very troublesome which 

may be partly due to the reuction in the insect eating birds. 

At the present time between 15 and 20 percent of the 

forest area remains. Most of the timber is of small size it 

has not fully recovered from the logging period. Shortly before 

1900 a logging partnership began to clear the area along the 

creek. The entire s tand was cut between the creek and the half 

: section line during the first 12 to 15 years. About forty acres



A LOST OF SOME OF THE MIGRATORY BIRDS IN THE VICINITY OF 
OSHKOSH WISCONSIN AND THE DATES WHEN THEY ARIVE. TAKEN 
AS AN AVERAGE OF A TWENTY-YEAR AVERAGE. PREPARED BY 

PROF. CLEMENS OF OSHKOSH STATE TEACHERS COL. 

Mar. 10-20 Pine warbler 
Killdeer plover Least flycatsher 
Robin Black & white creaping 
Song sparrow warbler 
Red-winged blackbird Olive-backed thrush 

. Bluebird Maryland yellow throat 

Black-throated blue warbler 
Mar. 20 - 31 Cape May warbler 

Meadow lark Wilson's thrush, veery 
Junco Ovenbird 
Grackle Golden-winged warbler 
Kinglet, G. Chestnut-sided warbler 
Phoebe Rose-breasted grosbeak 
Shrike, Logger-headed Red eyed vireo 

American redstart 
April 1 - 10 Magnolia warbler 

Sapsucker Black throated green warbler 
Flicker Yellow warbler 
Mourning dove 
Fox sparrow May 10 - 20 

Catbird 
April 10 - 20 Bobolink 

Hermit thrush Kingbird 
Myrtle warbler Warbling vireo 
Cowbird Great-creasted flycatcher 
Purple mabtin Night hawk 
Field sparrow Bay-breasted warbler 

Searlet tanager 
April 20 - 30 Mourning warbler 

White-throated sparrow Nashville warbler 
Chipping sparrow Wilson's black-capped warble i 
Savannah sparrow Canadian warbler 
Vesper sparrow 
Red-breasted nuthatch May 20 -30 
King fisher Wood pewee 
Tree awahlow Indigo Bunting 
Barn swallow Humming bird 
Cliff swallow Cuckoo 
Chewink : 
Red-headed woodpecker 
Brown thrasher 

May 1 - 10 
Chimney swift 
Yellow palm warbler 
Baltimore oriol 
House wren 
Water thrush 

Blue-headed virea



south east of the creek was also cleared during the early part 

of the century. During the winter of 1919 and 1920 a logging 

concern cleared 40 acres in the south west corner of section 

34,leaving only a few seed trees of poor lumber quality. During 

the 15 years following the clearing portions of the area have 

' been planted to farm crops. About 20 acres of the area is used 

for pasture. Several stunted trees and bushes are growing there 

in blue grass sod. A few pheasants use this brush but are easily 

flushed from it. There was not a great deal of good timber left 

on the rest of the three sections by 1900 but the farmers who 

owned it cleared the land to supply their own lumber and fuel. 

This was also brought about quite rapidly because by 1925 the 

forest area had been reduced to about 25 percent. 

Although this discussion has been on the small 

sample area it could apply to any such area in the county. 

The date of the major clearing oveb most of the county was betweeu 

1895 and 1915. 

Literature cited ‘ 

1. History of the Fox River Valley, Lake Winnebago and the 

Green Bay Region. Hon. William A. Titus, Editor 

2. History of Winnebago Co. by P.V. Lawson 1908 

3. Wis. Survey Bulletin No. XXXVI, Physical Geog. of Wis.
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| A. Objects 

1, To promote wild life cropping as an economic use for Central 

Wisconsin land and as a source of recreation for citizens of the 

North-Central States. 

2. To integrate wild life cropping with other land uses, and with 

the social and economic structure. 

3. To promote scientific knowledge of central Wisconsin; to promote 

popular appreciation of its natural resources and their function 

in the regional economy. 

B, Mays and Means 
4, Research in fields not covered by other agencies. 

5. Demonstrations to test the economic use of research findings. 

6. Training of manpower to execute the objects of the Foundation. 

C. Organization 

The Foundation should consist of a fund and a small board to ‘ 

administer it. It should have no staff or overhead expense. It 

should execute its work entirely through existing agencies, aiding 

only such needed work as would otherwise not be done. As soon as 

any given piece of work can proceed on its own power, aid should be 

withdrawn, 

{ ,
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D, Needed: An Idle Land Crop 

Agriculture and forestry in Central Wisconsin mst probably be confined 

to the more favorable soils. It 1s unlikely that they will ever use more 

than half the 2,800,000 acres within the area, 

The remaining half is being steadily deteriorated by uncontrolled fire, 

The basic reason lies in the ponular belief that it is worthless. 

There 1s no hope for developing a “tourist trade” in the ordinary sense. 

The region lacks lakes and "scenery" of the comnon sort. | 

What is needed is a land crop which will use idle lands, and which can be 

grown in conjunction with the seattering farm and forest lands without a large 

separate investment, thus contributing to their revemes without materially 

increasing their operating costs. 

Wild life--game, fish, fur, and the privilege of using them--is such a 

crop. 

B. Why Contral Wisconsin? 
Markets: This is the largest area of high-class semi-wild came bird 

range within five hours of Chicago. Its superior strategic position 4s 

indicated on Map 2. An unlimited demand for shooting and fishing privileges 

may safely be assumed. 

Variety of Products: Central rr is umique in offering one or more 

game species of the highest grade for every combination of cireumstance which 

Gen possibly ocour. Wet to dry, forest to prairie, farm to wilderness, some 

kind Sue value will grow on every forty. 

Yield: The size and variety of the possible game crop usually varies with 

the farming value of land,+the cheaper the land, the less the possible game crop. 

The central Wisconsin marshes and the grouse moors of Scotland are the two most
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conspicuous known exceptions to this rule. Here on land which cannot be farmed 

at all one can grow game birds equal in quality and nearly equal in quantity 

to those obtainable from $100 corn land. In this fact lies the special economic 

advantage of central Wisconsin as a game area. See Appendix A. 

Reverted Tax lands: In northern Wisconsin forestry, resorts, and tourists 

offer a possible future use for most of the acreage reverting to counties 

through tax delinquency. 

In central Wisconsin this is not the case. To find a crop for its reverted 

lands it is necessary to pioneer beyond the usual and familiar categories of land 

use. 

F. why 9 Youndation? 

Administrative agencies supported directly by the general public, are beset 

by certain limitations which preclude them fren pioneering the early stages of 

ventures of this kind. 

First, they cannot step much ahead of the popular imegination, lest in 

doing s0 they lose popular support. 

Second, they cannot afford to gamble. After a new venture approaches 

nearly certain success, they can support it, but seldom before. 

Third, they are handicapped in attacking a long-time venture because of 

discontimuity of policy and personnel. 

Fourth, they are so loaded with their regular duties that they cannot 

easily undertake new ventures. 

Por these reasons there is need of an independent agency able to bide its 

time, to feel out by slow degrees a succession of possibilities, to disregard the 

gnate of changing policy and opinion, to apply help at the strategic time to 

( forces heading in its direction, and to withdraw that help when those forcés 

cease to promise results.



G. Sample Undertakings 

In each of the following undertakings the Foundation would usually have 

to pay only for such overhead service as does not already exist,-a small 

fraction of the total cost. Many of the undertakings overlap, i.e. several 

could be carried out simultaneously on the same land. 

Prairie Chicken Management (See Appendix B) 

1. Test the research findings of the Prairie Chicken Investigation recently 

concluded by the Conservation Department by applying them to a sample range. 

If the indications are hopeful-- 

2. Induce some county to try on its reverted lands a public shooting 

ground supported by gate receipts, and 

3. Try to organize private clubs to buy or lease chicken lands and manage 

them, and 

4, Organize farmer-cooperatives to lum their holdines, manage them, and 

charge a fee for shooting, and 

5. Offer training facilities for game managers in charge of the above 

properties. 

Deer Management (See Appendix ) 

6. Induce some county or paper company to practice deer management on 

its holdings and offer hunting privileges to archers only, for a fee. 

Camping and guide facilities might be included. 

Yaterfowl, Fish, and Tur Management 

7. Reflood a sample area of drained marsh or lake and manage it for waterfowl, 

fish, and fur. This would combine logically with 2, 3, or 6. 

&. Induce some farmer group to “rebuild” a trout-stream and limit the 

fishing to flies only, for a fee.
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Research 

The above undertakings will need to be supported by certain research 

projects as the need for them develops. Few of these can be foreseen, but 

the following are clearly needed sooner or later. 

9. A biological and physiographic survey of the region. 

10. A social ani economic survey of land-use in the region. 

11. An annual game census of sample areas, 

H. Obstacles 

1. Game Cycle. (See Chart 3.) ‘The three grouse which inhabit the region, 

like all other grouse, die off every ten years of disease. ‘There is no 

prospect of preventing this, but there is a good prospect for shortening 

the period of scarcity by speeding up recovery of normal wumbers. This 

is done in Scotland, with the result that the crouse crop is estimated by 

the British Grouse Committee to be worth 2,000,000 pounds annually in rents, 

wages, and indirect receipts to the region of the grouse moors. 

Such low grouse years as remain may be partially offset by waterfowl 

and pheasants. 

2. Short Seasons. The present short open seasons are of course an insufficient 

basis for any kind of orderly harvesting of game crops. The Conservation 

Commission, however, has already adopted, in the Shooting Preserve Law, the 

principle of rewarding initiative by regulating the total kill instead of the 

period for shooting. Appropriate extensims of this principle may probably 

be counted upon as the actual need for them develops, 

3. Non-Resident Licenses. The present high non-resident license fees are premised 

upon the need for reducing the number of hmnters on unmanaged land. It is well
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lmown that lower fees would bring the state more reveme. As organized areas 

prove their ability to take over from the state the function of limiting the 

number of hunters, appropriate concessions in license fees for such areas may 

probably be expected. 

I. Gooperators 

The state already maintains within or near the area outlined on Map \: 

9 county agricultural agents 

10 conservation wardens 

7 agricultural high schools 

1 demonstration farm 

Within the limits of their regular duties, the active cooperation of these 

men would be accorded to any venture in better land-use or conservation, 

The entire staff of the State University, of the U. S. Biological Survey, 

and of other federal bureaus would probably be available for consulting service 

at not to exceed the cost of travel, and for research at not to exceed the extra 

costof the work. 

: It is not improbable that on problems of general import some financial 

cooperation could eventually be obtained through the National Research Council, 

the National Land-Use Planning Committee, and private Foundations. 

‘ 

{ . ‘
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APPENDIX



One of the unique features of the central Wisconsin marshes ia their 

remnant of breeding Sandhill Cranes, These birds add greatly to the "flavor" 

of the region, and any program to develop its wild life resources must include 

the protection and upbuilding of the crane stock by improving the key points 

in their range 

Appendix EZ: Quail 

Parte of Adams County produce corn ani rye for grain rather than silage. 

Hence amch corn is left in the fields over winter, ‘This corner of the area is 

suitable for organized quail management, thus adding still another high-grade 

bird to the list of possible game available to visitors, 

“Irruptions" of quail oceur at long intervals throughout the region, but 

these are too uncertain to figure in any development plan. 

Appendix PF: Pheasants 

Central Yieconsin is in general less favorable for pheasants than 

southern Wisconsin, but in years when the chicken crop fails it might be 

feasible for shooting preserves to "fill in" with artificially propagated 

pheasants. Such years are known in advance, 

Appendix G: Deer 

The Wisconsin deer range extends well into an? through the central 

counties (see Map 5). Deer are more abundant in parts of them than they are 

further north. Wo open season has been allowed becanse of the human risk from 

accidents. 

Bow-and-arrow hunting involves no such risk. An inereasing mumber of 

archers in the central states wish to hunt deer, but are deterred by high 

license fees, the necessity of competing with rifles, and the cold weather during 

the rifle season.



By allowing archers an early and long season at some reasonable rate, 

all the archers from the Middle West could be attracted to central Wisconsin. 

They might hold dow but could hardly injure the deer. ‘This is an immediate 

possibility with no obstacles in the way. Shenk penis would soon learn to 

specialize in serving archer-lmnters.



Appendix A: Variety of Shootable Game Which Can be Produced 
in Central Wisconsin as Compared with Competing 

Regions 

Central Upper Ohio River 
Wiseonsin Ozarks Mississippi Hills 

Pinnated Grouse... . X 

Sharptail Grouse. ... X 
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Appendix B: Prairie Chickens 

This term is used inclusively for two soecies of grouse: the pinnated and 

the sharptail. 

The region here under discussion is the best remaining prairie chicken 

range in North America, and with the possible exception of the Nebraska sand hills, 

the only one not in process of dissolution through agricultural developments. } 

The Sgottish grouse moors--about two or three times as large as the area 

here discussed--yield a kill of nearly 2,000,000 head of grouse annually, worth 

$5,000,000 in gross income. ‘These are all wild birds, produced without artificial 

propagation. There is no known reason why a similar yield from the Wisconsin 

“noors® should be impossible. In 1931, however, the entire state of Wisconsin 

yielded only 75,000 grouse of all species, or 1/30 of the Scottish kill. This 

Was an average year. 

It has taken a round century to build up the yield of the Scottish moors by 

"eut~-and-try" methods, but with the guidance now available from biological science, 

there is no inherent reason why some resuit should not be obtained here in a 

decade or two. 

Prairie chickens are, if anything, superior to Scottish Red Grouse in game 

qualities. The Scottish bird is commonly valued at $5 each "in the bag." Great 

numbers of people, including some.Americans, resort annually to the Scottish moors 

for the grouse season. One thing is certain: hunters and bird-dog lovers from 

far distant btates would flock in mumbers to any locality offering dependable 

prairie chicken shooting through a long season, and under conditions free from 

the hectic competition with other hunters which now obtains. 

The preliminary fact-finding for a Wisconsin chicken-cropping technique is 

already done. The next step is to test the accumlated facts on a piece of land.



Appendix C: Ruffed Grouse 

The river bottoms of central Wisconsin yield, during the high years of the 

game cycle, exceptionally fine ruffed grouse or “partridge” shooting. ‘This adds 

variety to the chicken shooting--which has a very important bearing on the future 

value of shooting privileges. 

Partridges and chickens share the same cycle, but partridges sometimes 

remain abundant for a year after the chickens have dropped off, this being con- 

spicuously true in 1933. This is important in raising the percentage of years in 

which some outstanding attraction to sportemen is available. 

The ruffed grouse is at present less susceptible to management than the 

prairie chicken, but future research findingsmay alter this situation. For 

exemple: the discovery of a new clover that will grow in central Wisconsin, or 

the discovery of a cheap method of treating the soil of food patches so they will 

grow white clover, might greatly augment the partridge crop, ani thus add to the 

game yield of the region, and hence to its game revenues. 

The University of Minnesota is heading the research work on ruffed grouse. 

M Its findings would be available to any Wisconsin management venture. 

Appendix D: Waterfowl and Pur 

The wetter marshes of central Wisconsin were, before drainage, highly 

productive as a waterfowl breeding ground. 

Some of the drained marshes are usable for agrieulture, and are probably 

more productive for prairie chickens by reason of their drained condition. 

Some, however, might yield more if reflooded, for waterfowl and fur. A 

test of the efficacy of reflooding should be made in a carefully selected case. 

The flowages of central Wisconsin are, in general, disappointing in their 

wild-life productivity. A careful study might yield ways to improve their 

( condition.
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